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THE VALUE OF BEETHOVEN?: THE ECONOMICS AND HISTORY OF THE AUCKLAND 
PHILHARMONIA, 1940 TO 2014 

Abstract 

This thesis examines the process of professionalization in orchestral ensembles and the 

dynamics of cultural and economic “value” in the context of modern-day orchestral performance 

in Auckland, New Zealand.  Using data collected from ethnographic and archival sources, I 

examine the economic, cultural, and organizational process of symphonic orchestra formation.  

How does society define value for such ensembles?  Who plays a role in these decisions?  How 

is social and cultural capital for the orchestra turned into economic capital for the general public?  

In 1947, with the creation of the New Zealand Symphony, commentators viewed the 

establishment as a sign of the “cultural maturity” of the country and praised government 

decisions to fund the orchestra.  Subsequent cycles of funding have allowed the creation of other 

ensembles, the largest being the Symphonia of Auckland in 1967; by 1975 it was a full-time 

professional symphony orchestra.  By 1980, however, the orchestra was near insolvency; a lack 

of financial support from the Auckland community had effectively doomed the organization.  

Declaring bankruptcy, the orchestra was disbanded, only to re-emerge in 1981 as a new orchestra 

supported by the players of the Symphonia themselves, soon known as the Auckland 

Philharmonia Orchestra, as the players felt the city needed an orchestra.  This research focuses 

on how musicians and members of the community responded to the evolving Auckland orchestra 

scene and how they continue to respond to the changing cultural and economic conditions of the 

symphonic concert, in order to create a structure for classical music production. 
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I think that music is part of our creation, part 
of our being, and we need to express it in some 
way.  And [the orchestra] is one of the ways. 

Brecon Carter, MNZM, Concertmaster Emeritus, Auckland Philharmonia





CHAPTER 1 

1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSE OF STUDY

Introduction 

 In April of 1980 the Symphonia of Auckland, the resident orchestra in the city, was in 

fiscal crisis.  The orchestra urgently needed funds to maintain its operations and approached the 

region’s sixteen city councils and boroughs for funding.  The Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, 

the funding body for all arts organizations in New Zealand, had already subsidized the orchestra 

heavily and had decided not to grant any more money to them, leaving the fate of the orchestra to 

the Auckland Region’s councils, who chose not to support the orchestra.  The mayor of the City 

of East Coast Bays, A. M. McCulloch, stated at the time, “[the Symphonia’s predicament] was a 

difficult question.  It was sad that people who contributed so much richness and quality to the 

lives of others had to beg for money.”   Yet, he was “totally opposed to handing out ratepayers’ 1

money for things that do not have a direct physical benefit for the community.”   This statement 2

revealed a viewpoint about orchestral relevance, funding, and the role of ensemble in the 

community and how important, or not, it was.  Since the councils were unwilling to help fund the 

orchestra, the orchestra management approached its bank in July of 1980, in order to have their 

overdraft limit raised.  Because of the fiscal predicament of the orchestra, however, the bank 

chose not to do this.   Less than a month later, the ensemble was in receivership.   3

 Those in the Auckland community with political and financial authority had chosen not to 

rescue the orchestra from its bankruptcy.  The orchestra might have “contributed so much 

 “No Funds for Symphonia Says Council,” New Zealand Herald, April 3, 1980.1

 Ibid.2

 Terry Snow, “Looking black for in-the-red orchestra,” Auckland Star, July 3, 1980.3
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richness and quality to the lives of others” but a bailout by the city and borough councils was out 

of the question because they felt that there was not a compelling need for ratepayers to subsidize 

it.  There were other issues facing the city, these politicians felt, such as funding roads and 

schools, and they took precedence over the Symphonia.   

 Despite the bankruptcy of the orchestra, nineteen players from the Symphonia decided 

among themselves that Auckland needed an orchestra and created the Auckland Regional 

Orchestra in 1981.  This orchestra was owned by the musicians themselves, meaning they could 

support and fund the orchestra as they needed to in order to fulfill their vision and were liable for 

the financial well-being of the orchestra.  As the hornist John Ure explains about their funding: 

We were always very proactive, so we would actually do things before we actually had the money 
to do them.  So we wouldn’t be applying to the Arts Council to do this project we would actually 
go and do the project and prove that it was okay.  And we could do that because the players, 
again, owned the company and were able to act as bankers for a certain amount of time by not 
being, wishing to be paid, almost immediately for some projects and wait a month or two to be 
paid.  And were actually willing to give their services for new projects, so we were able to prove 
the projects would actually work. . . We all thought that Auckland absolutely needed an orchestra.  
We saw that there was a market for it, we had been involved in so many concerts, we had good 
audiences, there had been good audiences going back for a lot of the concerts going right back to 
the early ’70s.  So there was just a market there.  4

As to how to define a “good” audience, Ure did not say.  There was a large enough audience to 

make the orchestra successful in its early years in the sense that the Auckland Arts Council, the 

arts funding body in Auckland, and the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council continued to fund the 

orchestra.  In effect, the orchestra would produce a project, show that the project was successful, 

and then apply to the arts councils to get reimbursed.  Since the orchestra was considered a new 

ensemble, the funding requirements were not as great as they had been for the Symphonia of 

Auckland, meaning that the QEII Arts Council and the local councils could fund the orchestra at 

 John Ure, interview by author, June 13, 2013.4
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sustainable levels for them.  The name of the regional orchestra was soon changed to the 

Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra (APO) in 1986.   

 In 2004, the APO was near bankruptcy again: the orchestra still was not getting enough 

funding and support from the city councils.  This time, however, there were those in the central 

government who decided to step in and save the Auckland Philharmonia.  As can be seen in 

figure 1.1, from 1940 until 1980 the forty-year task of building up the city’s resident orchestra 

ended in bankruptcy.  Over the country’s history, there has been a cyclical process of growth 

followed by collapse in the orchestral scene.  Yet, with this growth and collapse, there have been 

members of the central government who, when caught by the surprise of an ensemble near 

collapse, have been quick to implement some sort of funding measure to maintain the ensemble’s 

existence.  In order to disrupt this cycle, Creative New Zealand, the arts funding body in the 

country, and the local Auckland City Council took concrete steps during the late twentieth and 

early twenty-first centuries, with the support of the then Prime Minister Helen Clark, to create a 

stable funding stream for the orchestra.  The money came from various sources, mostly 

governmental grants.  This in turn allowed the orchestra to concentrate its efforts on community 

building, which it is still doing today in 2014.  

 The history of the Auckland Philharmonia will be investigated in this thesis to see how 

the changing fortunes of the various orchestral ensembles in Auckland show a metamorphosis 

with respect to specific governmental decisions concerning the orchestra, mainly looking at how 

funding decisions have been made by the central government.  These decisions reflect the 

perceived value of orchestral music on the parts of those making these decisions, focusing 

specifically on the period between 1940 and 2014. 
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This time period was chosen because the Auckland String Players, out of which the Auckland 

Philharmonia evolved, was founded in 1940.  This chapter focuses on the aims and objectives of 

the research, methodology utilized, interviews undertaken, delimitations of the thesis, and the 

chapter content for the rest of the thesis as well. 

 What has been consistently emerged throughout this research is that it is individual 

actions—of politicians, business leaders, musicians, and members of the general public—that is 

the true indicator of how valuable orchestras are to these individuals and its communities.  These 

actions can include how much money individuals are willing donate to an orchestra, all the way 

to voting for legislation making it easier for orchestras to get grants from the government.  This 

is seen in such individuals as Professor James Shelley and Prime Minister Peter Fraser, 

government officials who were responsible for the founding and subsequent support of the 

national orchestra in 1946.  There have been many musicians who have also supported orchestral 

formation in Auckland, especially the conductors Owen Jensen, George Tintner, and the violinist 

Frank Hofmann.  They did so because they saw it as a worthwhile investment for the country as a 

whole.   

The Ludwig van Beethoven Legend 

 Over the history of the symphony orchestra, certain behaviors have become standard, 

such as when to clap and how audience members should dress.  The composers of orchestral 

music that are considered foundational have also become standard.  One composer in particular 

whose music has become central to standard symphony orchestra repertoire is Ludwig van 

Beethoven.  His popularity has transcended the traditional symphony orchestra, and he has 

entered the mainstream as well, permeating the wider public sphere.  His music is sure to draw 
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large crowds, with his music being central to the repertoire of the orchestra.  The title of this 

thesis refers to Beethoven and how, to the general populace, he has become synonymous with the 

orchestra, as explained below.  His familiarity is less about who he was as a musician and more 

about what he is associated with today. 

 In 1985, the Parliamentary Assembly of the European Union designated Beethoven’s 

“Ode to Joy” theme from his Symphony no. 9 as the Anthem of Europe, deeming it the most 

suitable piece to celebrate both the European Union’s diversity and its shared heritage.   At 5

Symphony Hall in Boston, Massachusetts, Beethoven is the only composer whose name graces 

the stage’s permanent decor.  Originally, there were supposed to be composers’ names engraved 

throughout the hall, but this did not happen because it was decided by the founders of the Boston 

Symphony that Beethoven was the only composer whose standing in the symphonic world would 

remain unchanged.  Philip G. Downs has expressed the hyped sentiment typically reserved for 

Beethoven: 

Arguably, no composer in history has exercised a greater influence upon the world of music 
during and after his own time than Ludwig van Beethoven.  At a moment in history when music 
was widely recognized as the highest art, when instrumental music was considered the most 
satisfactory manifestation of that art, and when the symphony was acknowledged as the vehicle 
for the most profound utterances in music, mediating between God and man, Beethoven reigned 
as the undisputed master of the symphony, the sonata, and the string quartet.  Like the other 
contemporary superman, Lord Byron, Beethoven came to be universally accepted as the standard-
bearer of the new age, a man typical of the new ideal of genius, for whom art was everything.   6

 For a myriad of reasons, Beethoven has endured as the Western classical music 

composer, which is why it was important to refer to him in the title, to show how he has not only 

transcend music but also shifted into mainstream society as well.  He music is recognized by a 

 “The European Anthem,” European Union, accessed May 18, 2014, http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-5

information/symbols/anthem/index_en.htm. 

 Philip G. Downs, Classical Music: The Era of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (New York: W. W. Norton 6

& Company, 1992), 553.
!  6
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majority of the general population and it has even been incorporated into popular music as well 

with such songs as Chuck Berry’s “Roll over Beethoven” and Walter Murphy’s “A Fifth of 

Beethoven.”  As Richard Taruskin writes about Beethoven: 

[T]he notion of Beethoven’s greatness is ‘only’ an opinion.  To assert it as a fact would be the sort 
of historians’ transgression on which master narratives are built. . . Statements and actions 
predicated on Beethoven’s perceived greatness are what constitute Beethoven’s authority, which 
certainly is a historical fact—one that practically determined the course of late-nineteenth-century 
music history.  Without taking it into account one can explain little of what went on in the world 
of literate music-making during that time—and even up to the present.    7

As Taruskin has said, this is exactly what has happened with Beethoven: his ethos has been built 

by successive generations, whether through writings or performances, and yet, Beethoven was 

someone who had a huge amount of influence in late-nineteenth century music.  This thesis is 

not, of course, an attempt to trace the development of the Beethoven legend.  It is a study of the 

valuing of symphonic organizations through concrete actions, such as the buying of recordings or 

the donation of money to the ensembles.  Beethoven simply symbolizes some of the cultural 

value traditionally attributed to orchestras.  Julian Johnson notes that it is the high technical level 

required of musicians for the performance of Beethoven’s music that caused a new solemnity to 

emerge in the performance of orchestral music: 

The high seriousness and aesthetic idealism that usually characterize today’s opera house and 
concert hall developed in the nineteenth century amid and against a use of the same music that 
was far less formal.  Retrospectively, the new attitude was associated with Beethoven, who was 
credited with (or blamed for) demanding this high seriousness, for writing music that was 
increasingly beyond the technical abilities of the amateur and demanded the concentration of 
rows of passive listeners before a virtuosic performer who stood in for the virtuosic genius of the 
composer.  8

 Richard Taruskin, The Earliest Notations to the Sixteenth Century, vol. 1 of The Oxford History of 7

Western Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), xxv.

 Julian Johnson, Who Needs Classical Music?  Cultural Choice and Musical Value (Oxford: Oxford 8

University Press, 2002), 38.
!  7



 As such, Beethoven is held as one of the “great” composers of Western classical music.              

His final resting place in Vienna’s main cemetery, the Zentralfriedhof, is located in an area 

reserved for honored guests (figure 1.2).  The legacy of Beethoven persists in orchestras all over 

the world, including New Zealand.  In 2014, the 

New Zealand Symphony Orchestra (NZSO), the 

country’s national orchestra, devoted an entire 

concert series to Beethoven’s nine symphonies.  

They even had a quotation from him prominently 

displayed on their website: “Music is a higher 

revelation than all wisdom & philosophy.”   The 9

reason that this quotation was chosen appears to be 

twofold.  One, it is by Beethoven, thereby leaning 

credence to the “Beethoven Myth,” or as Downs put 

it, the notion that “Beethoven reigned as the undisputed master.”   He is positioned as the 10

quintessential Western classical music composer.  Second, by using this quotation on its site, the 

NZSO is placing Western classical music up on a pedestal, above wisdom and philosophy: this 

music is important, so you should listen to it.   

Aims and Objectives of Research 

 A central problem that is explored in this thesis is the notion that the symphony orchestra 

is in a state of financial crisis, even if some composers, like Beethoven, are on pedestals.  

 “NZSO 2014 Season,” accessed July 3, 2014, http://www.nzso.co.nz/season2014/.9

 Downs, Classical Music, 553. 10
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Figure 1.2. Ludwig van Beethoven’s grave.  
(Photo in author’s collection.)
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Multiple reasons have been given for this, from declining audiences to increasing budget deficits.  

Gideon Toeplitz, the former managing director of the Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra, states about 

orchestras in 2003: 

Everybody has been experiencing [the crisis].  If they don’t tell you that, they're lying.  The 
problems will continue no matter what happens to the economy.  We can't continue to think the 
way we did fifty years ago. Everything has changed around us. You can’t focus on just one thing. 
You have to change everything at the same time: the cost structure, the revenue structure, the 
product offering.  11

Later in the same article, Toeplitz is quoted as suggesting that basic structural problems in 

orchestras were masked rather than resolved by the surging economy in the 1990s.  The crisis he 

speaks of is one of funding and the fact that there are orchestras in the present day that do not 

have a sustainable economic structure.  Even the subsidies that orchestras used to receive are not 

as prevalent as they once were.  The management, musicians, and supporters of the APO, the 

main orchestra of the Auckland Region, perceptive there to be a lack of strong governmental 

support for the orchestra when compared to the national orchestra, the New Zealand Symphony 

Orchestra.  The APO has an audience that is enthusiastic about the ensemble but is small in 

relation to the overall population of the city.  There is also an endless procession of interested 

parties that have not recognized the critical funding shortfall of the orchestra.  

 Funding difficulties have also been seen over the past decade with orchestras in the 

United States such as the Philadelphia Orchestra, Detroit Symphony, Louisville Symphony, and 

Honolulu Symphony.  In Britain, public funding for the arts will be cut by 15 percent by 2015.   12

In 1999, the British conductor Sir Simon Rattle said the conditions for the funding of orchestras 

 James R. Oestreich, “Orchestral Survival: It’s Not Simply the Economy, Stupid,” New York Times, June 11

29, 2003. 

 “Arts Funding Slashed in U.K.,” March 30, 2011, CBC News http://www.cbc.ca/news/arts/story/12

2011/03/30/arts-cuts-britain.html.
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in Britain, with their poor pay and working conditions, was one of the reasons he left the chief 

conductorship of the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra and went to the Berliner 

Philharmoniker in 2002.    13

 In the Netherlands, draconian cuts to the arts started in 2013, with 40 of 120 cultural 

organizations rendered ineligible for state funding.  €238 million was cut by the federal 

government, while €232 million was cut by local, regional, and provincial governments.   The 14

largest cultural organizations in the Netherlands, however, such as the Royal Concertgebouw 

Orchestra, were mostly spared from cuts.  This is ironic because, in a certain sense, the larger 

cultural organizations would be capable of absorbing the cuts with fewer consequences as they 

have greater international visibility and significant potential for private donations.  These larger 

organizations would be able to appeal to donors more directly, taking advantage of their 

“privileged” status, and appealing for funds from the public and private industry.  As Ann 

Demeester, the director of De Appel Art Center in Amsterdam, stated, “What is disappearing are 

the intermediary institutions.  The big institutions will survive and the very small organizations 

are there, but the talent development or post-graduate institutions are disappearing, and those 

organizations are the bridge for artists into the professional world.”   This will have an effect on 15

training opportunities for new musicians and although the cuts are not aimed specifically at large 

institutions, they will ultimately be affected, as quality musicians will be harder to find in the 

country and the larger organizations will have to look elsewhere to fill their ranks.   

 Sue Quinn, “Rattle Plea for Bankrupt Orchestras,” The Guardian, July 13, 1999, http://13

www.guardian.co.uk/uk/1999/jul/13/4. 

 Nina Siegal, “Dutch Arts Scene is Under Siege,” New York Times, January 29, 2013.14

 Ibid.15
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 The problem with all symphonic organizations in the world today is that none can survive 

on ticket sales alone: they all need some sort of subsidy, either from public or private sources, to 

survive.  As the conductor Leon Botstein explained in 2010 about the funding crisis and why it 

was such a problem for the symphony orchestra:   

What is different today is that the nation’s elite, the very rich, don’t care about classical music.  
The patron class is philistine; instead of Andrew Carnegie, we have Donald Trump.  Some rich 
guy with a hedge fund wants to be photographed with Angelina Jolie, not support the Cleveland 
Orchestra.  16

Botstein’s assertion raises issues about economic status, patronage, prestige, and symbolic 

systems; it also includes many assumptions.  He assumes society is structured with an elite class, 

with other classes below, and he says the elite of society today are philistine.  It is also presumed 

by him that patronage, of some type, by the elite class is necessary for the well-being of an 

orchestra.  This implies the existence of a distinct patron class, which is then equated with the 

“elite.”  Botstein suggests that the elites (whomever they are) of society did, at some point, care 

about supporting symphonic ensembles but now they do not.  The symphony orchestra is now 

out of vogue, apparently; according to Botstein, at one time it was in vogue.  Prestige for 

orchestral ensembles is important as well, since Botstein insinuates that there should be 

widespread respect and admiration for the orchestra.   

 What the quotation fails to mention, however, is reasoning behind the patronage system 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was part of a “Robber Baron” phenomenon.  

As the historian John Tipple wrote about where the term came from: 

The Robber Baron legend is an outgrowth of the hostile criticism which was directed against the 
big businessman in the latter part of the nineteenth century.  The phrase is believed to have been 
coined by Carl Schurz in 1882. . . Schurz’s telling epithet stuck, and through subsequent usage by 
the press and popular magazines, “Robber Baron” became a sobriquet for big businessmen in 

 Heather Mac Donald, “Classical Music’s New Golden Age,” City Journal 20 (2010), 100.16
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general.  Like many idiomatic expressions, its inference broadened with use, and by 1900 
“Robber Baron” . . . [amounted] to nothing less than a wholesale indictment of the entire business 
elite in America for presumed improper or immoral practices.  17

Industrialists, like Carnegie, were donating huge sums of money for the arts (and the public 

good) because they wanted to give back to the community for all the wealth they had acquired in 

order to somewhat dispel the notion of the “Robber Baron” mentality.  Carnegie’s reasoning for 

donating to orchestras and creating Carnegie Hall, in fact, had been to leave a monument to 

music.  As he wrote in The Gospel of Wealth about how the wealthy can administer their fortunes 

during their lives: 

The gospel of wealth . . . calls upon the millionaire to sell all that he hath and give it in the 
biggest and best form to the poor by administering his estate himself for the good of his fellows, 
before he is called upon to lie down and rest upon the bosom of Mother Earth.  So doing, he will 
approach his end no longer the ignoble hoarder of useless millions; poor, very poor indeed, in 
money, but rich, very rich, twenty times a millionaire still, in the affection, gratitude, and 
admiration of his fellow-men, and—sweeter far—soothed and sustained by the still, small voice 
within, which, whispering, tells him that, because he has lived, perhaps one small part of the great 
world has been bettered just a little.    18

This is the point that Botstein misses above: although individuals, like Carnegie, were donating 

to symphonic institutions, there were many factors, and they were not just donating to be 

altruistic.  Carnegie was talking about affection and admiration from people.  He wanted people 

to remember him.  In the present time, there are donations to orchestras, but there are more 

mechanisms for donating money today, with a greater choice in terms of possible organizations 

to help fund and the reasoning behind the funding as well.  

 One of the major economic problems of the symphony orchestra is that it can be thought 

of as catering to a cultural minority, something that is funded and patronized by a very small 

 John Tipple, “The Anatomy of Prejudice: Origins of the Robber Baron Legend,” The Business History 17

Review 33, no. 4 (Winter 1959): 511. 

 Andrew Carnegie, The Gospel of Wealth, ed. Edward C. Kirkland (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 18

1962), 49.
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section of the population.  In New Zealand, an estimated 307,000 people, or 11 percent of the 

adult population, defined by the central government as being fifteen and over, have attended live 

classical music performances on a regular basis in a given year.   The report does not identify 19

what types of concerts these tickets were sold for.   

 Previous research on this minority aspect of the symphony orchestra has concentrated on 

the elite support provided to symphonic organizations, such as Michael Broyles' Music of the 

Highest Class: Elitism and Populism in Antebellum Boston.   This book discusses the rise of 20

symphonic organizations in the city, especially how the symphony orchestra came to dominate 

the musical scene.  It also talks about the customs of the symphonic concert, which were mostly 

standardized in Boston, with its Puritan influences, and spread throughout the United States and 

then the world.  Lawrence Levine’s Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy 

in America is an important resource for looking at musical culture in America.   It discusses 21

how music split into “classical” and “popular” music.  This has important implications for what 

has made certain arts organizations manage to survive while other ensembles have failed.  

Another important book is Bill Ivey’s Arts Inc.: How Greed and Neglect Have Destroyed Our 

Cultural Rights.   Ivey considers the problems of a government unwilling to engage in a 22

meaningful discussion of what the culture of the country is, the encroachment of copyright on 

 Ministry for Culture & Heritage, A Measure of Culture: Cultural Experiences and Cultural Spending in 19

New Zealand (Wellington, 2003), 85.

Michael Broyles, Music of the Highest Class: Elitism and Populism in Antebellum Boston (New Haven: 20

Yale University Press, 1992). 

 Lawrence Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge: 21

Harvard University Press1988). 

 Bill Ivey, Arts Inc.: How Greed and Neglect Have Destroyed Our Cultural Rights (Los Angeles: 22

University of California Press, 2008).
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fair usage, and an unconstrained arts marketplace.  This is important to discuss because of the 

crisis, perceived or otherwise, the arts are in.  

 There are also many relevant resources which deal directly with New Zealand music 

itself.  The most relevant book about music in New Zealand is the Oxford History of New 

Zealand Music, which discusses everything about the rise and formation of all types of musical 

ensembles, including orchestras in the country.   There were many journals published as well, 23

The Triad being an excellent early example of a publication that covered music around New 

Zealand, especially in the areas outside of Auckland, published between 1893 and 1915.  A more 

modern journal, Music in New Zealand, was published from 1988 until 2002 and mainly focused 

on the musical issues of the day and reviews of performances.  These resources are important in 

that they discuss symphonic ensembles as well as repertoire, where the problems of orchestras 

can be seen.  Lloyd Prior Williams’ Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras is an 

important resources concerning the different types of orchestral models.   It is also a study on 24

the history and organizational structure of the Auckland Philharmonia, explaining its formation.  

It also explains why it has been so difficult to maintain a full-time orchestra in Auckland, with 

the various funding schemes and why this is problematic with the different solutions that have 

been tried during the years to try to address the situation.   

 This thesis builds on this previous research and expands the understanding of how music 

has been made in New Zealand, but it especially focuses on Auckland.  This will contribute to 

 John Mansfield Thomson, The Oxford History of New Zealand Music (Auckland: Oxford University 23

Press, 1991).

 Lloyd Prior Williams, “Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras: A description and Comparison 24

of the two Principal Organizational Structures Adopted by Professional Symphony Orchestras, changes that occur in 
these Structures and the Reasons for Change or Stasis.” (PhD diss., University of Auckland, 2008).
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the scholarship in the field of musicology by focusing on the audience—orchestra dynamic and 

how and why audiences decide to go to concerts.  This is done by exploring the relationship 

between the public and symphonic organizations, especially those who donate to symphonic 

organizations and why they do so.  This thesis also contributes to the field by exploring why both 

the general public and donors patronizes symphonic concerts.  This is not just focusing on the 

concert-going audience though but also the actions of how exactly the orchestra was saved in 

Auckland and by whom: why did those in power, both in the public and private sector, decide 

that orchestra had to be saved in Auckland?  This will be important to look at for other cities, 

especially to see what an orchestra represents, not only for the city as a musical institution, but 

for the nation as a whole.  Also, the economic modeling of symphonic orchestras, and similar 

non-profit institutions is such that a subsidy is always needed to help balance the finances.  In the 

United States, this is usually in the form of private monetary funds.  In Europe, Asia, and 

Oceania, public funds are usually utilized to balance the books.  In both cases, there needs to be a 

“buy-in” of pertinent stakeholders.  This thesis explores this buy-in, or what is known as cultural 

capital, and how it has been created and sustained not only Auckland, but New Zealand as well.  

This thesis will also contribute important historical knowledge about the formation of a 

professional orchestral ensemble in Auckland, focusing on the years 1940 to 2014.  

 In this thesis, I will argue that orchestral ensemble leadership in Auckland has chosen to 

use the limited social, cultural, and economic capitals at their disposal to not only sustain 

ensembles in a city that originally did not want them, but also to try to grow the orchestras so 

that the citizens of Auckland, and not just the central government, would support the ensembles, 

because of a lack of capital.  By exploring the actions that have been taken by the various 
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stakeholders in the central government and the city of Auckland to help sustain these ensembles, 

it is possible to see how these ensembles were, or were not, supported.  This will help identify 

what the narrative of the symphony orchestra says about the place of Western classical music in 

contemporary New Zealand.  By looking at the APO as a case study, it will be shown how an 

orchestra which was near bankruptcy in 2004 has been able to redefine itself in the twenty-first 

century, and now is trying to grow as an organization.  The regional dynamic with Wellington 

was also studied, as this has caused tension between the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, the 

resident orchestra in the city, and the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, the national orchestra 

based in Wellington.  The question that is focused on, thought, is why orchestral ensembles in 

Auckland have had such a tumultuous history in the city.  There are three main questions that 

will be explored in this thesis:

1. What led the central government to create a national orchestra in Wellington and then create 
orchestras in the main cities of the country? 

2. Who in Auckland, and the central government, were the main instigators of the creation of 
orchestral ensembles?  Were they musicians, government officials, or private citizens, or a 
combination of the three? 

3. What changed in Auckland from 1980 until 2004 that allowed the Auckland Philharmonia to 
not go bankrupt and continue to receive a stable subsidy? 

 By exploring the economic aspects of Western classical music, this project will explore 

the notion of value in relation to the symphony orchestra and why despite there being much talk 

about the societal importance of symphonic organizations on the part of certain politicians, 

business leaders, and musicians in their communities, funding is so difficult to obtain.  It is 

important for the people of Auckland to see why the APO seems to be in a constant financial 

vacuum, even though it is engaging the community with a multitude of programs, especially the 

Sistema Aotearoa program, which purports to provide societal benefits with its teaching of music 

to inner-city school children.  The funding predicament of symphonic organizations is not new, 
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and many theorists have investigated these issues to see how music functions in Western society 

and how these views shape our opinion of music, as explained below.  

 In order to investigate how the history of the Auckland Philharmonia shows a change in 

the perception of value and in support for the symphony orchestra in the city of Auckland 

between 1940 and 2014 by the general public, the actions that have been taken to help sustain the 

ensemble will be explored.  It will then be discussed what these actions, behaviors, and decisions 

tell us about the role of Western classical music in the construction and maintenance of New 

Zealand’s identity.  The investigation itself will take two approaches: 

1. Examine the history of the transplantation of Western classical music, specifically the 
symphony orchestra, to New Zealand through 1946, with a focus on the discourse of musical 
and cultural value and on funding (and other relevant decisions) taken in support of Western 
classical music; 

2. Examine in depth the subsequent history of this support, focusing on private and state efforts 
to develop a symphony orchestra, with specific reference to the debates and decision-making 
processes around funding for orchestral development, and on the main instigators of 
orchestral development: musicians, central and Auckland government officials, and private 
individuals, among others.   

 The Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, which was the national funding body for the arts in 

New Zealand from 1963 until 1994, produced important studies about symphonic music in the 

country in the late 1960s and early 1970s that will be explored in chapter five.  These reports are 

important for an understanding of how exactly the musical culture of the city has changed in 

order to support a permanent symphonic ensemble.  In the early twenty-first century, the report 

Letting Go of the Rei[g]n: Developments within an Orchestra in a Time of Change looked at the 

issues with the Auckland Philharmonia and helped quantify why the orchestra was again near 

bankruptcy.  This report is useful as a starting point in understanding how the orchestra has 

changed and adapted to its new management and funding structure.  All of these reports ask 
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similar questions about symphonic funding and how a community could come to support its own 

orchestra.  In order to answer these questions, various research methodologies were used in this 

project.   

Methodology 

 This project relied on methodological approaches that included interviews with 

individuals in the Auckland and national orchestral scene, participant observation, and empirical 

data-gathering through attendance at orchestral performances.  These were utilized in order to 

gain a sense of the overall Auckland orchestral scene and gain an understanding of how the 

orchestra has changed in the city between 1940 and 2014, the main years this thesis is concerned 

about.  It also employed archival research and systems and policy analysis.  A semi-structured 

interview methodology was decided upon for this project, as it was felt that this was the best way 

to allow for the people being interviewed the opportunity to express their viewpoints while also 

making sure that similar questions were asked of everyone involved.  In order to understand the 

history of the Auckland String Players, Symphonia of Auckland, and Auckland Philharmonia, 

archival research has been an important research methodology as well.  Qualitative data was 

collected from the Sir George Grey Special Collections at the Auckland Public Library and the 

Auckland Philharmonia archives where the historical materials for this thesis were researched.   

 One particular issue that was also researched is the broadcasting of symphonic concerts 

on the Internet, the study of which is important in light of the impact of technology on how 

concert audiences interact with and access information about their local classical ensembles.  The 

history of orchestral music was also studied briefly to explore how the orchestra as an ensemble 

developed and was then disseminated all over the world, specifically to New Zealand.  
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 The economics of the orchestra is crucial to investigate because no modern professional 

orchestra in the present time is able to survive without some sort of subsidy.  How this situation 

has developed and proliferated throughout the twentieth century is important to explore.  The 

reasons why orchestras need subsidies to finance their operations will be analyzed based on 

William Baumol and William Bowen’s theory of cultural economics (1965), as expanded upon 

by David Throsby with his contingent valuation methods (2003).  This approach allows for an 

exploration of the relationship between monetary capital and the “cost squeeze” of symphonic 

enterprises.  The ideas of Pierre Bourdieu, Theodore Adorno, and Carl Dahlhaus about society 

theory and the meaning of culture will also be applied.  

 Policy analysis from a historical perspective was able to be included in this thesis because 

of the existence of various governmental documents that have been produced over the past 

seventy years discussing orchestras in New Zealand.  As Auckland is the largest city in the 

country, it always has been subject to substantial discussion in these documents.  It was 

important to look at these discussions to determine how symphony orchestras formed in New 

Zealand and to ascertain what the central government’s stance has been towards the symphony 

orchestra.  

 The Manchester School of Social Anthropology’s extended case method (ECM), 

expanded upon by Michael Burawoy, was used to analyze data.  In this context, ECM is an 

ethnographic approach to research that seeks to look out from the “local” towards the 

“extralocal” characterized by the self-conscious use of theory that turns sites into case studies 

and the application of a method specific to an investigation.  This method uses participant 
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observation to place everyday life in its community and historical context.  As Burawoy 

explains: 

Reflexive science starts out from dialogue, virtual or real, between observer and participants, 
embeds such dialogue within a second dialogue between local processes and extralocal forces that 
in turn can only be comprehended through a third, expanding dialogue of theory with itself.  
Objectivity is not measured by procedures that assure an accurate mapping of the world but by 
the growth of knowledge; that is, the imaginative and parsimonious reconstruction of theory to 
accommodate anomalies.  The extended case method applies reflexive science to ethnography in 
order to extract the general from the unique, to move from the ‘micro’ to the ‘macro,’ and to 
connect the present to the past in anticipation of the future, all by building on preexisting theory.    25

This is research methodology is well suited to the study of symphonic organizations because it 

allows for as complete a picture as possible to emerge about the organization under study, in 

consideration of the various forces at play.  ECM is based on the building of a case study of a 

particular organization, developing a complete picture of the forces shaping it using ethnographic 

sources, historical research, interviews, and theoretical elements.  The aim is to look at the 

organization from not only a “micro” point of view, but also a “macro” one, in order to see how 

the organization fits in to the larger society as a whole.  This methodology also enables the 

researcher to explore the organization from a community-based perspective.  ECM was used to 

agglomerate the various research activities carried out for this project in order to create a fuller 

picture of orchestral support not only in Auckland but nationally too.  

Interviews 

 In order to gain an understanding of the day-to-day operations of symphonic ensembles 

in Auckland, specifically of the Auckland Philharmonia, as well as a first-hand perspective on the 

current state of classical music in the city, five musicians and three people in managerial 

 Michael Burawoy, “The Extended Case Method,” in Sociological Theory 16 (1998): 5.25
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positions were interviewed.  Ethics approval for these interviews was applied for in April of 2011 

and was granted on May 19, 2011, (reference 2011/226; see appendix J). 

 The violinist Brecon Carter was chosen because he was the concertmaster of the 

Symphonia of Auckland before it collapsed as well as one of the founding members of the 

Auckland Philharmonia in 1981.  His knowledge was indispensable for determining how and 

why the Auckland Philharmonia came to be formed and how the musicians have been able to 

keep the orchestra in business.  The former principal tubaist for the APO, Jonathan Baker, was 

chosen because he had been in the orchestra from 1993 until 2013, giving an excellent overview 

of the growth of the orchestra during this period.  He was also on the Auckland Philharmonia 

Trust Board during the final years of his tenure, which means he had important insights into the 

challenges the APO has faced in the past as well as what the orchestra is planning for the future.  

The cellist Claudia Price was chosen because of her association with the Auckland Philharmonia 

since 1992 and her deep involvement with the APO education programs.  The principal third 

horn, Emma Richards, was chosen because of her experiences in learning music in New Zealand 

and the fact that she started playing in a brass band, not a symphony orchestra, giving her a 

different perspective of learning an orchestral instrument.  Although she has been in the orchestra 

the shortest amount of time, having joined in 2009, she had excellent insight into its education 

programs and the value that was seen in them by the musicians.  Sub-Principal Clarinet James 

Fry, a member of the orchestra since 1998, was chosen because he has played in both the APO 

and the NZSO and could discuss both ensembles.   

 Dr. Joe Harrop, director of the Sistema Aotearoa program, was interviewed in regard to 

the workings of that program as well as what the orchestra and the country as a whole hopes to 
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achieve with it.  Essentially, what benefit does Sistema Aotearoa bring to its communities 

because it is not just a program for the teaching of music; it is also aims to address social issues 

among its target population.  A former hornist of the Symphonia of Auckland and the APO, John 

Ure, was also interviewed, currently the director of operations for the orchestra.  His wealth of 

institutional knowledge, both past and present, were vital to this project.  Finally, Dr. Peter Walls, 

the former chief executive of the NZSO was interviewed in order to get his perspective the 

orchestral scene in New Zealand, the relationship between the NZSO and the APO, and what the 

future could hold for orchestra ensembles in the country.  Because of the breadth of the topic of 

support for orchestras in New Zealand, some elements of music and culture will not be explored 

in this thesis. 

Limitations of Thesis 

 Because the topic of support for orchestras in New Zealand is very wide in scope, certain 

aspects will not be explored in this thesis.  This thesis is not an attempt to look at all of the 

studies about the rise of the symphony orchestra in the history of Western classical music.  It is 

limited to a brief history about the formation of the symphony orchestra in Europe in order to 

understand royal funding mechanisms and also the orchestral scene in New Zealand, focusing 

specifically on Auckland and the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra.  This thesis also does not 

attempt to situate the entire symphony orchestra scene within the New Zealand cultural context, 

because it is impossible to investigate every individual symphonic ensemble’s relationship with 

its community, and their cases vary too much to be able to accurately attach a single cultural 

context in a given city.  Of course, similarities de exist between symphonic ensembles in a 

particular environment, but a macro-based study will be less accurate than one done about a 
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particular orchestra.  This thesis focuses specifically on the Auckland Philharmonia.  Other 

orchestras will not be discussed unless they relate directly to the research at hand.   

 This thesis is not an attempt to give a complete history of the symphony orchestra and 

does not dwell at length on its European origins and formation.  The specific type of Western 

classical ensemble focused on in this thesis is the symphony orchestra.  Other classical 

ensembles are not covered unless they bear directly on orchestral music in New Zealand.  Such 

ensembles, such as opera, chamber music, and ballet, for example, have similarities to the 

symphony orchestra in terms of funding and social status, but also differ in other ways, and as 

such, they were not focused on.  The APO was used as a case study and it was not compared with 

any orchestras outside New Zealand.  Since this thesis is actively exploring the correlation 

between the APO in Auckland and the NZSO, based in Wellington, it will be concerned with 

those relationships and not merely with various case studies of other orchestras in their 

respective cities. 

 Research about various fields, as Bourdieu postulates in Distinction, is an extremely large 

topic, and it will only be briefly touched upon here.   Although an important avenue of 26

conceptualizing this research, it is not the primary focus of this thesis.  Bourdieu’s field theory 

will only be mentioned as it pertains to New Zealand, since there are many variations of what 

could be considered a field in the country; Auckland will be the one most focused upon.  

According to Bourdieu, his field theory is a reasonably independent sphere of activity that 

responds to the rules and function of institutions that are specific to it and which define the 

relations among various representatives; each field has its own specific rules, such as the 

 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction, translated by Richard Nice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984). 26
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education field, political field, or scientific field, to give three examples.    27

 Educational outreach, itself a huge topic, will only be briefly mentioned.  There have 

been numerous studies done on the effectiveness of symphonic educational programs; the 

purpose of this study is not to analyze these nor to repeat or expand on research into educational 

programs devised by classical organizations and aimed at children.  This is best left to music 

education scholars using methodologies appropriate to the field.  This thesis will only look at the 

educational programs that the Auckland Philharmonia produces.   

 Finally, to explore questions about cultural context and how the orchestra interacts with 

the community, this thesis avoided the distribution of audience surveys at symphonic concerts in 

Auckland.  Creative New Zealand released an ethnographic report in 2012 called New 

Zealanders and the Arts: Attitudes, Attendance, and Participation in 2011.  This report contained 

much of the ethnographic data that was needed for this study.  Also, obtaining a representative 

sample of respondents from a concert-going public, not to mention the logistics of distributing a 

survey to two thousand attendees, would have been difficult at best.  The methodology of 

determining who to select to participate in the study would be problematic as well if, instead of 

handing surveys to all members of the audience, only certain members were targeted, such as 

season ticket holders.  

Chapter Content 

 As the former concertmaster of the Auckland Philharmonia, Brecon Carter, once put it, 

“Why the heck would you have an orchestra?”   This one statement raises many important 28

 Mathieu Hilgers and Eric Mangez, eds., Bourdieu’s Theory of Social Fields: Concepts and Applications 27

(New York: Routledge, 2015), 5.

 Brecon Carter, interview with author, October 18, 2011. 28
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questions about the symphony orchestra in general, especially in New Zealand, since the 

orchestra was transplanted to this country.  The following chapters will focus on the questions 

raised about the symphony orchestra in Auckland.  

 Chapter two of this thesis focuses on explaining how the symphony orchestra gained 

cultural significance, starting in the seventeenth century, and the factors that have allowed this to 

be maintained up to the present day.  The funding mechanisms for the modern-day orchestra will 

also be discussed.  The economics of an orchestra—specifically why an orchestra cannot turn a 

profit on the product it offers while many other types of organizations, such as popular music 

artists can—will also be explored.  In order to show this, the economic theories postulated by 

William Baumol and William Bowen in 1965, expanded by David Throsby in 2003, will also be 

explained.  Performance venues will be explored as to how they influence the size and 

development of ensembles that perform in them.  The repertoire of the symphony orchestra will 

be examined in terms of how the pieces that have come to be associated with the orchestra 

became the standard repertoire and what effect that has had on the size and make-up of 

ensembles, thereby affecting the costs of presenting concerts.  Finally, the impact of technology 

on ensembles will be explored, especially how technology has spurred growth and change in the 

orchestra during the early twentieth century.  

Chapter three will show how cultural and social capital are created in society, why they 

are such important concepts for symphonic institutions.  Cultural transmission through 

education, already a part of orchestral outreach programs, will be explored.  Finally, it will be 

discussed why an educational component to an orchestra’s program is so important to the modern 

orchestra, not only from the perspective of bolstering the success of the orchestra but in terms of 
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how educational initiatives are utilized to pass down the traditions, customs, and culture of the 

symphonic concert to a new audience.  It will also be argued that the notion of value and how it 

is negotiated in the marketplace is in response to issues of supply and demand.  Part of the 

problem for the orchestra is that because demand is so low for their product, they cannot 

realistically negotiate their economic value, hence the need for subsidies.  Who the upper class is 

in New Zealand will be then discussed, as it tends to be the upper class that supports classical 

music organizations.  It will also be shown how Western classical music culture is formed and 

passed on from generation to generation.  

 Chapter four examines how nationalist sentiment was an important catalyst for the 

creation of a national symphony orchestra in New Zealand.  The Christchurch International 

Exhibition of 1906 and 1907 was the point when government ministers, led mainly by Prime 

Minister Richard Seddon, wanted to show the world what the small country of New Zealand had 

accomplished in terms of social programs and the arts, so an orchestra of professional musicians 

was created for the Exhibition.  Although this orchestra did not survive past the Exhibition, it did 

start the process towards the establishment of a professional orchestra in the country, culminating 

in 1946 with the founding of the national orchestra by Prime Minister Peter Fraser and Professor 

James Shelley.  The creation of the orchestra solidified the Western classical orchestra in the 

country, which can be seen today in the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra (NZSO).  The case of 

the NZSO shows how successive governments have viewed cultural production and how 

nationalism has determined the actions of government officials as well. 

 In the next chapter, five, it will be shown how the Auckland String Players evolved into 

the Symphonia of Auckland.  The transition between these two ensembles show how musicians 
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and government officials decided that a full symphony orchestra was important to the city of 

Auckland and what measures they were willing to take to support such an ensemble.  The history 

of the String Players will be investigated, in order to see its relationship with governmental 

funding agencies and how it was transformed into the Symphonia of Auckland in 1964.  In order 

to discuss this transformation, the decision of central government officials to support the 

ensemble and the reasoning behind this support will be explored. 

 Chapter six will discuss the consequences of the Symphonia of Auckland’s decision to 

become a full-time ensemble.  The funding difficulties of the orchestra must have been apparent 

to the ensemble’s various stakeholders, and yet, all parties seem to have assumed that full-time 

status was the only possible solution to the funding problem.  The QEII Arts Council, among a 

few others, kept the orchestra in existence, waiting for the expected support, until the orchestra’s 

eventual financial collapse in 1980.  It will be argued that the collapse was the result of too high 

a proportion of external support from the central government and a drive by a small number of 

musicians in Auckland for a full-time orchestra, in combination with a lack of broad range of 

support from the entire Auckland region. 

 In chapter seven it will be shown that the reason the Auckland Philharmonia was saved 

when the orchestra nearly went bankrupt in 2004 was not only because of a structural 

reorganization within the orchestra, but also because the central government restructured the 

funding mechanisms for regional amenities, of which the APO was one.  The latter resulted in a 

steady state of funding for the orchestra, allowing the orchestra’s management the opportunity to 

concentrate exclusively on concert and educational programs in order to integrate the orchestra 

into the Auckland community.  
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Chapter eight will show the relationship between the NZSO and the APO and how this 

relationship creates tension between the various stakeholders of the orchestras.  Both have 

relevance to their respective cities—the APO to Auckland and the NZSO to Wellington—but the 

NZSO has relevance to the country as a whole as well, being the national orchestra.  With 

Auckland being the largest city in the country and the increased growth of the APO pushed for 

by the management, musicians, and various stakeholders, a discourse has been forming 

concerning the two ensembles.  The central government wants to continue to support the NZSO 

as the national orchestra, even though the APO is starting to challenge the dominance of the 

NZSO in terms of musical quality and overall vision, making the government uneasy about the 

future.  This has caused a great deal of friction between both cities, as the present-day APO 

attempts to assert itself in terms of quality and playing ability to match the NZSO and the NZSO 

attempts to maintain its hegemony and cultural “value” to the country in the face of the APO’s 

rise. 

 In chapter nine it will be shown how the New Zealand central government chooses to 

support symphonic organizations and how much value is assigned to these, as well as other 

cultural entities.  This is also important to ascertain which organizations the Ministry for Culture 

and Heritage, through policy, has decided to include as a “cultural activity.”  It will also be 

shown why the Ministry has decided to keep track of “cultural goods,” as they define them, in 

order to accurately catalogue how much New Zealanders spend on culture, which in fiscal year 

2011 was $327,199,000. 

Chapter ten will quantify what the history of orchestras can tell us about the future of 

these ensembles.  Through various actions relating to funding and patronage, society seems to 
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assert that orchestras are important socially.  Looking at select orchestras throughout the world 

and how they are responding to the changes of the twenty-first century with new programs will 

be explored.  Fundamentally, this chapter will examine the value of orchestras and what that 

means for the wider community as a whole. 

In order for an activity to be supported by a community, that activity must be considered 

significant enough for resources, such as time and money, to be committed to it.  The orchestra is 

no different.  The next chapter will offer a brief discussion of how the symphony orchestra 

formed in Europe.  In order to understand how the concept of the symphony orchestra was 

brought to New Zealand and became embedded in its new environment, it is important to 

understand the history of the symphony orchestra: how and why were they created?  Who created 

them, and what purpose did they originally serve?  This will also be examined in the next 

chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2. CLASS, IDEOLOGY, AND ECONOMICS IN RELATION TO THE HISTORY OF THE 
EUROPEAN ORCHESTRA 

 The modern symphony orchestra is the result of centuries of refinement of performance 

ensembles.  This chapter is not an attempt to account for this process.  Instead, it merely 

endeavors to situate the formation of the symphonic ensemble in the context of the wider public 

sphere and to account for how the orchestra became recognizable as an institution that could then 

be transplanted to New Zealand.  Symphony orchestras have been created, and in many cases, 

sustained by social groups, whether that is a private individual, group of individuals, private 

businesses, or a governmental organization.  Investigating this history will be beneficial in order 

to ascertain how ensembles developed in European society. 

 In this chapter it will be shown why symphonic ensembles need some type of subsidy in 

order to survive in a capitalistic environment.  In order to demonstrate this, how the symphony 

orchestra formed in Europe, who sponsored them and the processes that granted them cultural 

legitimacy will first be discussed.  The funding mechanisms for the orchestra in the twenty-first 

century will then be explored, as will the economics of the orchestras and why they cannot turn a 

profit on the product they offer.  This will be done through the application of the economic 

theories postulated by William Baumol and William Bowen in 1965 and expanded by David 

Throsby in 2003.  The size and development of orchestral ensembles come under the influence of 

a variety of factors.  On one hand, the constraints of available performance venues can impose 

limits; yet, some of the works that have become accepted as the part of the standard orchestral 

repertoire require a greater number and range of instruments, which puts upward pressure on the 
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costs of putting on concerts.  Finally, the impact of new digital technologies on ensembles will be 

explored, especially how technology has spurred change in the orchestra during the twentieth and 

early twenty-first centuries.  The history of the symphony orchestra will help the reader gain an 

understanding of how it acquired, and then maintained, cultural significance.   

The Rise of the Orchestra 

 In order to understand the growth of orchestral ensembles in Europe, important 

developments in modern-day France, Italy, Germany, and England will be summarized.  These 

countries were chosen because of their historical relevance to the modern orchestra and 

similarities to neighboring countries.  Such ensembles had been evolving for centuries prior to 

the introduction of what would be recognized as instruments that are now in standard use today.  

One of the earliest examples of a “modern orchestra” is the Grande Bande (otherwise known as 

Les Vingt-quatre Violons du Roi or the king’s twenty-four violins) organized by Louis XIII for 

the French court in 1626.  Praised for its unique sonority, it was composed of six violins, six 

violoncellos, four violas playing in the second violin range, four violas playing in the alto range, 

and four violas playing in the tenor range.   This was the predecessor to the group that the 29

composer Jean-Baptiste Lully would lead twenty years later.  He was appointed by Louis XIV as 

compositeur de la musique instrumentale [composer of instrumental music] in 1653 and placed 

at the head of the Petits Violons, the king’s private violin band, which accompanied the ballets de 

cour [court ballets].  In 1672, Lully purchased, with the help of the Louis XIV, the bankrupt 

Académie Royale de Musique [Royal Academy of Music], which became the orchestra of the 

 Robert L. Weaver, “The Consolidation of the Main Elements of the Orchestra: 1470–1768,” in The 29

Orchestra: Origins and Transformations, ed. Joan Peyser (New York: Billboard Books, 2000), 13.
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Opéra, becoming one of the largest and most renowned orchestra in its time.   There were 30

approximately sixteen instrumentalists, and the orchestra was famous for its discipline and 

restraint in the use of orchestral ornamentations in music.   Lully’s students and admirers 31

transmitted his ideas across Europe, which proved crucial in the establishment of the early 

orchestra.  Lully was also the first conductor to impose uniform bowing on his string performers, 

by means of an integrated group of players who regularly rehearsed and performed together.   32

Lully did not invent the orchestra, but he was crucial in synthesizing, consolidating, and 

disseminating it across Europe for other ensembles to emulate.    33

 In Italy, Arcangelo Corelli was pivotal in standardizing the Italian orchestra.  He was the 

first to introduce Rome to ensembles known as sinfonie.  These ensembles were quite large, with 

strings and woodwinds combined and the total number of instrumentalists often exceeded one 

hundred.   Royal patronage ensured Corelli’s dominant position in orchestral music in his 34

lifetime in Italy, and he became synonymous with the Italian orchestra.  As John Spitzer and Neal 

Zaslaw have explained, only Corelli had the influence and resources to be able to recruit, 

organize, and lead a Roman orchestra, and as such, between 1680 and 1713, all Roman 

orchestras effectively became known as “Corelli’s orchestra.”   The musicians that Corelli led 35

did not constitute a standing ensemble; instead, he recruited from a pool of players for each 

 John Spitzer and Neal Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra: History of an Institution, 1650–1815 (New 30

York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 72.
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Orchestra, ed. Colin Lawson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 116.
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individual performance.  Corelli also wanted uniformity in his orchestra and demanded that all of 

his string players use the same bowings, just like Lully.   He influenced Italian music making 36

for succeeding generations with the orchestral uniformity he demanded of his musicians, the 

heavy emphasis on strings in the ensemble’s make-up, and his own compositions becoming 

standard features of the Italian ensemble.  

 German-speaking regions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were split up into 

many different principalities, each with its own head of state.  Each of these leaders wanted to 

compete and have the best orchestras compared with the others.  Examples include orchestras in 

Stuttgart, Dresden, and Darmstadt, which were founded in the last two decades of the 

seventeenth century.  Although the model for these orchestras was copied from France and Italy, 

the German-speaking areas went on to play a major role in the growth and development of the 

orchestra.   By the 1770s, at least sixty German courts maintained ensembles with twenty or 37

more instrumentalists.   At the end of the seventeenth century, more strings were added and 38

French oboes, flutes, and bassoons supplanted cornets, shawms, dulcians, and trombones in the 

orchestra.   39

 The most famous of the German orchestras in the mid-to-late eighteenth century was the 

Mannheim orchestra.  Leopold Mozart called it “indisputably the best in Germany,” and 

Mannheim was the first ensemble to become famous specifically as an orchestral ensemble and 

 Ibid., 132.36
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not under the umbrella of another organization.   It was created in 1720 by Charles III Philipp, 40

Elector Palatine and his nephew Carl Theodor, and lasted until the court was moved to Munich in 

1778.  For the Mannheim musicians, salaries were comparatively high and paid on time, and they 

had pension systems.   This meant that the orchestra could retain most of the players, thus 41

allowing the group to become a disciplined ensemble, especially regarding their instrumental 

playing and special effects that they could execute, such as the “Mannheim roller” crescendo.  

Players in the orchestra who were also composers included Johann Stamitz, his sons Anton and 

Carl, Christian Cannabich, C.J. Toeschi, Anton Fils, and Ignaz Fränzl.  The repertoire that they 

produced was widely published, played, and imitated by composers in other cities, making the 

Mannheim ensemble important in the development of the Western European ensemble.   42

 The orchestral repertoire popular on the European continent would also be brought to 

England, but the orchestra was different here, because aristocratic patronage was less important 

than it was on the continent.  Few individual aristocrats maintained orchestras.  Instead, 

aristocratic patronage of music tended to be purveyed by collectives of aristocrats.  Such 

collectives formed joint stock companies to build theaters, and the most common mechanism to 

raise capital for these ensembles was a subscription system whereby a number of patrons paid in 

advance for a series of concerts.   These patrons included gentry, merchants, professionals, 43

tradesmen, and others.   As Spitzer and Zaslaw explain: 44
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The breadth of patronage for the orchestra and the orchestra’s integration into a culture of 
commercialized leisure were unique in the eighteenth century to England.  There was public 
opera in Italy; there were subscription concerts in Germany; there were concert societies in 
France.  On the Continent, however, the bulk of patronage, the enduring and decisive patronage, 
came from the court and from the upper aristocracy, and the orchestra expressed and reflected the 
values of this class.  In England orchestras depended on the public and the market.  45

The growth of instrumental ensembles in the English court was interrupted by the Puritan 

Revolution of 1640, the English Civil War (1642–48), and the Commonwealth Interregnum 

(1649–60).  This slightly delayed the growth of orchestral ensembles in England.  

 The word “orchestra” is from ancient Greek, and it was adopted by the Romans, who 

used it to refer to the ground level of an amphitheater.  It was revived during the Renaissance to 

designate the area immediately in front of the stage that, which in the early seventeenth century 

became a favorite spot to place instrumentalists accompanying singing and dancing.   Because 46

of this association, “orchestra” as a term for a group of instrumentalists was used in France and 

Italy by the 1670s, and in Germany and England by the first quarter of the eighteenth century.   

 By the 1730s, the orchestra, by then disseminated around western Europe, usually 

consisted of two sections of violins, one section of violas, and a basso group, that consisted of 

cellos, contrabass, bassoons, and a keyboard instrument, which was usually the harpsichord.   47

The wind section consisted of pairs of flutes, oboes, bassoons, horns, and later in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century, clarinets.  Trumpets and timpani were used for special 

effects in the first part of the eighteenth century but did not gain prominence until later that 

century.  During this time as well, there were a multitude of orchestras across Europe that were 

 Ibid., 265.45
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akin to today’s orchestras, albeit with fewer instruments.   As Daniel J. Koury explains about the 48

changing situation at this time:  

The orchestra had never been in a more fluid state than in the first half of the eighteenth century.  
The size and makeup of an orchestra seemed to depend more on circumstances than on the 
demands of the works performed.  To a great extent, the players available (usually signifying the 
economic means available) and the size of the hall seemed to dictate the orchestra’s 
physiognomy.  Thus it is probably wise to keep in mind that what one sees in an eighteenth-
century score might not necessarily reflect how the work might have been performed in its own 
time.  49

Although the state of the orchestra was fluid, it was increasingly becoming standardized.  This 

was further supported by changes in instrumental design and manufacture, newly emerging 

systems of musical training, an increase in availability of printed scores for concert music, the 

rise of concert performances for profit, and the growth of concert halls specifically built to 

showcase orchestral music.  It was this type of ensemble format that would be transplanted down 

to New Zealand.   

 By the end of the nineteenth century, public concert programs featured a mixture of 

operatic, vocal, and instrumental material.  During this period, the modern orchestra was 

solidified, with many of the major American and European symphony orchestras formed.  The 

size, instrumentation, employment structures, and repertoire were also standardized, with a 

standard professional orchestra settled upon of around one hundred musicians, which continues 

to be the size of most major ensembles today.  In this thesis, the Western orchestra is defined as 

follows: 

- It has a large complement of violins, violas, cellos, and contrabasses (at least twelve first 
violins, ten second violins, eight violas, six cellos, and four contrabass); 

 Tim Carter and Erik Levi, “The History of the Orchestra,” in The Cambridge Companion to the 48
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- A core group of bowed strings is organized into sections within which the players usually 
perform the same notes in unison;  

- Woodwind, brass, and percussion instruments are usually present, in numbers and types 
differing according to time period of the works being performed, performance venue, and 
repertoire (usually three to five each of flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons, four to eight 
horns, three to five trumpets, three to four trombones, and one tuba); 

- There is usually standardization of instrumentation for the time period of works being 
performed; 

- It has a standing organization with stable personnel, routines of rehearsal, performance, and 
community outreach; an administrative structure, and a budget; 

- It requires a high degree of musical discipline;  
- It is coordinated by means of centralized direction, usually by a conductor or other leader.  50

This clarification is necessary because of the wide variation of what exactly a symphonic 

ensemble is, either in terms of musical forces, community involvement, professional affiliation, 

or other pertinent differences.  The different funding mechanisms for orchestras was standardized 

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, in response to the need for every orchestra 

to have some sort of subsidy to survive. 

“Balancing the Books” 

 The ideal of achieving a self-sustaining symphony orchestra has been confounding 

modern orchestras since their inception: symphonic ensembles cannot make a profit on the 

product they sell.  According to William Baumol and William Bowen who postulated this in 

1965, the main problem with symphonic concerts is that, “live performance[s are] 

technologically stagnant.”   They expand on this when they state: 51

In manufacturing, capital accumulation, the provision of more and increasingly powerful 
machines and equipment which do not represent new inventions, has undoubtedly made an 
imprint contribution to the average product of a unit of labor. . . It is clear that since capital 
equipment plays so small a role in the productivity of live performance, accumulation offers little 
promise of enhancing output per man.  52
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In other words, the problem with cultural goods that they described was symphony orchestras 

and other performing art organizations are caught in a two-way squeeze with respect to time: a 

cost squeeze.   In the case of the orchestra, there is no way to use fewer than the amount of 53

musicians the composer calls for; the piece would cease to function as that piece in the eyes of 

the public.  The economics of scale—the production of a greater amount of a product, thus 

bringing down the cost—have no effect in the production of symphonic concerts.  In fact, the 

opposite is true: the larger the orchestral ensemble, the higher the labor costs—and thus, the 

more expensive the concert is to produce; at the same time, revenues remain the same as 

audience numbers cannot rise above beyond the capacity of the concert hall, which typically 

seats between 2,000 and 2,500.   

 As Timothy Taylor explains, “A person may see her music as a service, but that makes 

her a merchant, not someone producing surplus value in the capitalist system.  If that musician 

joins forces with a capitalist entrepreneur to, say, sell tickets to concerts, then she is producing 

surplus value and is thus a productive worker in [Marx’s] framework.”   That is the key to any 54

aspect of a symphony orchestra: there is not enough surplus value to support symphonic 

ensembles in New Zealand.  Ticket sales cannot be raised high enough to cover the costs because 

the general public would be priced out of seeing concerts.  Why, then, try to give the symphony 

orchestra commodity status when clearly, it does not fit into a capitalistic model?  Because 

orchestras in some countries, and New Zealand is one, operate in a capitalist environment and it 

needs to be justified to taxpayers why subsidies are necessary.  All revenue and expenses must be 

 Robert B. Ekelund, Jr., Shawn Ritenour, “An Exploration of the Becherian Theory of Time Costs: 53
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accounted for and if a deficit is incurred, as will always be the case with the orchestra, there must 

be sufficient capital to subsidize the deficit.  This is why orchestras need subsidies and music 

must be commodified in order to be bought by a concert-going public.  This economic model is 

the underpinnings of why orchestras need subsidies.   

 In a business that follows normal supply-side conventions, any cost increase can be offset 

by producing additional units of a product with no labor cost pressure on prices.  In the case of 

symphony orchestra, however, if costs increase by 4 percent per year in an industry where no 

growth in productivity is possible, then the cost per unit of output will increase at 4 percent per 

year, creating pressure to cover the increased costs with higher prices, as more units produced 

(i.e. more performances) will do nothing to decrease an orchestra’s production deficit.  This 

compounds itself year after year, meaning that revenue must increase at this rate year after year 

as well.   As Baumol and Bowen explain about live performances: 55

The performer’s labors themselves constitute the end product which the audience purchases.  Any 
change in the training and skill of the performer or the amount of time he spends before the 
audience affects the nature of the service he supplies.  For, unlike workers in manufacturing, 
performers are not intermediaries between raw material and the completed commodity—their 
activities are themselves the consumers’ good.    56

This is why fundraising or government allocation must be utilized by orchestras: without these, 

their product would be too expensive for anyone except for the extremely wealthy to purchase.  

Botstein, when discussing the economics of the orchestra, explains: 

As the economist William Baumol demonstrated, the orchestra is increasingly vulnerable and 
obsolete looking when it is considered, directly or indirectly, as an economic entity.  We are 
influenced not only in perception but also through use of language by the reigning ethos of 
marketplace success and economic efficiency.  The orchestra’s costs always seem to rise 
unreasonably, not only in terms of inflation or gradual increase in the wage expectations of those 
who play in them and work for them. . . There are no efficiencies that can be integrated into the 
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orchestra, making it cheaper to put on concerts.  As years go by, the same concert of the same 
standard repertoire is and seems relatively more expensive vis-à-vis other things we buy and 
support philanthropically. . . As the orchestra, to patrons and subscribers, seems more and more 
costly, it looks more like a luxury.  In terms of what money can buy (particularly in recorded 
orchestra sound), its value as part of live concert performance comes increasingly under 
scrutiny.    57

The work of Baumol and Bowen has been expanded upon by David Throsby, notably with his 

work on contingent valuation methods (CVM).  He states that CVM is: 

predicated on a model of an economy comprised of individual decision makers who behave 
rationally in striving to maximize their own utility in the face of known constraints.  It is assumed 
that preference systems between goods are well behaved, that individuals are the best judges of 
their own welfare, that each individual carries equal weight in the aggregation of preferences, and 
that the social welfare function contains no arguments other than the welfare of the individuals of 
which society is composed.   58

CVM is a methodological approach that asks people how much they would be willing to pay for 

a particular service.  The problem of CVM, according to Throsby, is that “it has long been 

asserted that a distinguishing feature of cultural goods is that acquiring a taste for them takes 

time, i.e. they are classed as experimental or addictive goods, where demand is cumulative, and 

hence dynamically unstable.”   It takes time to initiate the public into classical music and for 59

demand for the performance of it to be created.  Also, since it is asking people how much they 

would be willing to spend for a particular service, instead of observing how much they actually 

spend, is a problematic aspect of this research methodology.  When utilized, questions must be 

very clear and the research method must be well thought out.  If used correctly, however, CVM 

can be a useful method to see how much the general public is willing to pay for a particular 

service, such as the symphony orchestra.   
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 It must be remembered that Baumol and Bowen were writing at the height of post—

World War II industrial production.  It was that very year, 1965, that the Ford Foundation in New 

York City started its US$ 60 million grants to symphony orchestras across the United States.  

Symphony orchestras were seen as being worthy of significant investment and Baumol and 

Bowen’s work explored why their operations were always in deficit with, never enough revenue 

to cover their running costs.   

 More units of music cannot be produced by, for example, playing a piece faster or cutting 

out large sections of the work.  A “cost disease” has developed because of this problem with 

musical production.  As Ekelund and Ritenour explain: 

On the supply side, the particular kind of production function found generally in the performing 
arts creates a ‘cost squeeze.’  Unlike the production of a McDonald’s ‘Happy Meal,’ a Schubert or 
a Shostakovich string quartet (or a Brahms symphony) will always require four string players (an 
85-piece orchestra), no more, no less. . . The unhappy bottom line of the ‘cost disease’ is a so-
called situation of unbalanced growth with general productivity increases in the economy at large 
exceeding incomes in the performing arts.    60

Therefore, performing arts organizations will always have a certain cost ratio that must be taken 

into account in budgetary matters.  The conventional business structure does not work with 

orchestras.  Can television specials, recording technology, internet streaming, and other mass 

media be a cure for this “cost disease?”  Possibly.  If a recording is made in the studio, with 

orchestral musicians being paid for the recording session itself, there is a high initial cost to this 

model.  If the live performance is recorded, however, then the costs can be split between putting 

on the performance and recording and distributing it.  This could potentially solve this cost-

disease if a large enough market could be found for the product.  Almost every year, due to 
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inflation, contractual obligations, and other factors, costs rise for the orchestra.  Therefore, the 

market would have to increase every year to offset the rising costs.   

 Performance expenses will continue to rise as long as pay in the performing arts grows at 

about the same rate as pay elsewhere in the economy (the compounding of the cost disease).   61

The operation of a modern symphony orchestra also requires management staff, and they too 

must be paid.  Ticket prices may be raised, but this could discourage some patrons, especially 

lower-income ones, from attending concerts, leading to smaller audiences.  Larger concert halls 

can help, but the number of seats would have to continually expand and be filled, and there is a 

limit to how much a concert hall can be expanded.   A structural deficit arises when 62

performance revenues fall short of performance expenses in a fully employed economy, through 

seats left empty or free tickets being given out.  The implication of the cost disease is that 

orchestras will continue to be saddled with ever-growing structural deficits.   If the cost disease 63

is ever “cured,” structural deficits will decline as performance revenues and merchandizing cover 

an increasing proportion of expenses.  If not, the reverse remains in effect, and the cost disease 

persists and continues to worsen. 

 Charitable deduction effectively reduces the “price” of contributions to orchestras.  

Changes in tax legislation can therefore alter the incentives for donations to symphony 

orchestras.  Fundraising operations cannot rely on past returns to gauge future donations.  There 

are always loyal supporters who will contribute regardless of the fundraising drive happening at 

that time, but there might be a great variance in the amount that can be raised depending on 
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economic conditions, time of year, and other external factors.  In addition, there is no guarantee 

that future fundraising initiatives will be as successful as past ones.   As Robert Flanagan states, 64

subsidies, which are necessary, are not without their risks.  He states: 

Subsidies might enable orchestras to increase audience size by charging lower concert ticket 
prices, to raise the pay of symphony musicians, and to lengthen concert seasons.  They also might 
permit presentation of more works requiring a large orchestra and chorus.   

But public subsidies to orchestras also may produce unintended negative consequences.  By 
reducing the risk of financial failure, subsidies may induce moral hazard, encouraging 
inefficiencies in the management of orchestras that exacerbate cost pressures.  65

These pitfalls cannot be avoided, however, because orchestras need subsidies from both public 

and private sources in order to survive.  There is always going to be a risk of inefficiencies in an 

organization, such as having too many people on staff.  The management of the organization is 

always responsible for making sure that any operations are at their peak and that inefficiencies 

are constantly being monitored and resolved.  If orchestras made money, there would then be for-

profit orchestras, such as those that toured the United States in the mid-to-late nineteenth century, 

like the Germania Musical Society and the Theodore Thomas Orchestra.  They both managed to 

avoid the reliance on external grants because with a new city every week, there was always a 

new audience that came out to see this touring orchestra; they were a spectacle for their time.   

 In 2014, however, this is not the case, and this is especially true in New Zealand.  

Financial balance requires raising non-performance income, the three principal sources of which 

are private philanthropy, government subsidies, and investment income.   There is no guarantee 66

such funds will be sufficient to cover all of the deficit.  There is also a risk that public subsidies 
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will “induce moral hazard,”  as Robert Flanagan terms it, by leading to inefficiencies in the 67

management of the orchestra, programming repertoire well outside of the orchestra’s capabilities, 

touring when finances are not stable, or relying on one revenue source for your income and thus 

increasing cost pressures.  The subsidies could make possible longer concert seasons and lower 

ticket prices, but if the management is not careful, any structural problems within the orchestra 

will exacerbate the problem.    68

 The artist Hans Haacke stated about the notion of patronage in the current context of 

symphonic organizations that:  

I think it is important to distinguish between the traditional notion of patronage and the public 
relations maneuvers parading as patronage today.  Invoking the name of Maecenas, corporations 
give themselves an aura of altruism.  The American term sponsoring more accurately reflects that 
what we have here is really an exchange of capital: financial capital on the part of the sponsors 
and symbolic capital on the part of the sponsored.  69

Haacke then continues, “The de facto privatization of cultural institutions has a terrible price.  

Practically speaking, the republic, the res publica—that is, the public cause—is being abandoned.  

Even though the sponsors cover only a small part of the cost, it is they who really determine the 

program.”   When Helen Clark was Prime Minister of New Zealand, she was also minister of 70

Culture and Heritage.  She did not like tax breaks for philanthropists because she thought that tax 

breaks “empower the wealthy philanthropist to even more dictate what’s considered the 

appropriate art at the time.  I like to think that if you gather more tax you can have broader 

strategies which maybe encourage a wider range of talent and creativity.”   The development 71
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departments in most orchestras enable this transfer of influence to philanthropists, by asking 

wealthy individuals to donate to the orchestra, usually for specific projects.  

 Why though, would individual members of society or government agencies want to 

subsidize cultural production activities that are not viable in the contemporary marketplace?  

According to Casey, Dunlop, and Selwood, there are four main reasons: 

1. The “output” of “cultural production” might be viewed as beneficial to all because it helps instill a 
feeling of national pride and identity, and if any one individual refuses to contribute to its costs, she or 
he can scarily be excluded from enjoying those benefits. . . 

2. Society might value the existence of a given level of artistic activities and is collectively prepared to 
pay for its survival, and the survival of the institutions which produce it, at a level superior to that 
which would ensure from the sum of individual consumption. . . 

3. It might be recognized that certain artistic activities produce benefits for others than those who are the 
immediate consumers.   

4. It might be held that certain artistic activities should be paid for to ensure their production, even if 
individuals might not recognize their worth.  72

This could mean that a symphonic performance could be beneficial due to its contribution to 

building city pride, in the case of the Auckland Philharmonia, or national honor, in the case of 

the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, an indicator of “cultural maturity,” as Prime Minister 

Peter Fraser was so sure of with the founding of the national orchestra in 1946, as will be 

explained in chapter four.  The Auckland Council has also recognized that what they term the 

“cultural sector” is an important element to the long-term goals of current mayor Len Brown and 

the council itself in the Auckland Plan, pitched at making Auckland the world’s most livable city.  

Cultural institutions bring an intangible value to the city itself.  Yet, the overarching theme of 

New Zealand has been the government supporting and funding the arts with the general public 

not donating to them in large numbers.  
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 As mentioned in chapter one, Leon Botstein insinuated that orchestras have lost relevance 

within Western culture because the monetary and political leaders, who historically have 

provided the majority of the economic capital for the ensembles, have changed their values 

concerning classical music, specifically in terms of their vision of what a symphony orchestra 

should entail, and decreased their donations to the ensembles.  Who these leaders are, and their 

strategies for solidifying their status, is constantly changing.  Therefore, change should be 

expected.  Classical patronage was a sign that the patron was wealthy enough (and therefore had 

the power) to fund these institutions and could bestow prestige onto them.  Botstein expands on 

his earlier statement when he writes: 

When one takes one’s seat in an orchestra concert today, it is less likely that one knows many of 
the other people there.  This has influenced trends in philanthropy.  Insofar as symphony 
orchestras and going to concerts carried social prestige having nothing to do with music per se, 
that too has diminished.  The new rich in America are not as interested in classical music as their 
predecessors.    73

For example, the American industrialist Andrew Carnegie had connections to the United States 

elite and lived at a time where he and other American “elitists” looked to established European 

socialites as models for what to do with their money, whereas a member of the contemporary 

elite, such as Donald Trump, does not feel he needs approval from anyone about his decisions.  

He is not seeking social validation for his actions.  He has other methods of increasing his social 

standing, for example his television show, The Apprentice.  This does not mean, however, that 

Carnegie donated money to music simply because it was the right thing to do; it also increased 

his social standing.  

 Musicians had to transplant Western classical music to new areas, such as the United 

States and New Zealand, eventually with support from philanthropists or government officials 
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who would fund this transplantation.  There were certain musical undertakings that grounded this 

music in new places, which Joseph Horowitz calls the “roots” of Western classical music.  As he 

explains, “[b]y ‘roots’ I mean what grounded classical music in other lands: a canon of 

homegrown symphonies and/or operas.”   For New Zealand, these would be such composers as 74

Douglas Lilburn, Ross Harris, and Kenneth Young.  The inclusion of the leading composers in 

educational institutions disconnected them from the demands of production that the old classical 

patronage system demanded.  It also removed them from direct contact with an audience, 

changed their priorities, and involved them in the new symbols of elitism in the United States, 

such as the Ivy League and other symbols of elite American higher education.  The creativity of 

the “new” culture became engaged with the music industry, leading to popular composers, such 

as Irving Berlin or George Gershwin.   

 Bill Ivey, who as director of the National Endowment of the Arts under Bill Clinton’s 

presidency, pointed out a deep-seated irony that he perceived in the relationship between 

classical music and wider society:  

Classical music has tried to be two things at the same time, and it has taken itself out of the 
cultural mainstream.  First, it claims to be unique, challenging, and accessible only to those 
willing to study and reflect; in that role it is the willing hostage of social elites drawn to black-tie 
opening nights.  But at the same time it claims universal value; it is the music everyone should 
listen to—just a little more money and a few outreach programs directed to inner-city schools, 
and the world will beat a path to symphony hall.  75

If Western classical music is seen as being a universal Western value, then symphonic ensembles 

must go into the community and make their music important to their communities, performing in 

a wide variety of venues.  If it is primarily produced for wealthy patrons, however, then 

 Joseph Horowitz, Classical Music in America: A History of its Rise and Fall (New York: W.W. Norton & 74
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symphonic ensembles should maintain their focus on them.  In Ivey’s view, this pursuit of 

“trying to be two things at the same time” is hurting symphonic institutions, constricting who 

would donate or fund the organization.  

 Symphonic organizations need to persuade a concert-going public to not only buy tickets 

but also merchandize, in conformity to a standard market-based model.  Orchestral managements 

need to convince corporations and individuals to donate to the ensembles as well, since 

traditional market forces would doom any orchestral ensemble, which is why there are a three 

main funding models available to symphonic situations today.   

Funding Models 

 Any type of grant, from any source, inflates the market for the symphony orchestra and 

contributes to its artificial sustenance.  The normal rules of supply-side economic theory do not 

apply, yet, orchestral ensembles in New Zealand live in a capitalistic economic model. Their 

budgets must be balanced.  Since there is no true sustainable market for orchestras, it must be 

created and sustained by those in society with the monetary and political capital necessary to 

subsidize these organizations.  The modern conception of a symphony orchestra that could be 

funded by a single private patron, and the customs and practices of the symphony concert, did 

not materialize until 1881, when Henry Lee Higginson founded the Boston Symphony Orchestra 

in Boston, Massachusetts.  Before 1881, people patronized many different types of shows for 

entertainment, some even that involved for-profit institutions.  As Kathleen McCarthy explains, 

before 1881, 

[These groups were] run primarily as profit-making ventures, most pre-Civil War arts groups 
sought broadly based audiences as a means of maintaining their economic survival.  From rustic 
troupes of thespians performing Shakespeare in makeshift frontier theaters to P.T. Barnum’s 
spectacular showcasing of the great Swedish soprano, Jenny Lind, the emphasis was democratic: 
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their doors were open to all.  After the Civil War, the constituency narrowed as high culture 
became the pleasure and the prerogative of well-to-do.  Although efforts were often made to 
cultivate more heterogeneous audiences within the controlled setting of the museum or the 
symphony hall, the arts took on a decidedly aristocratic cast, which continued to envelop them to 
varying degrees until World War II. In the process, they came to be regarded as a luxury for the 
rich, rather than an imperative for the country as a whole.  76

By traveling around the United States, these touring groups were able to make a living for a time.  

It was the act of touring to different cities that made this possible, as there were always new 

audiences for the touring groups.  This does not mean, however, that touring would be a 

sustainable activity for many ensembles, because it was difficult to maintain a touring lifestyle.  

The costs associated with touring, for transportation, lodging, food, and salaries for the 

musicians became too great.  Once major benefactors, such as Higginson, decided to fund 

permanent ensembles, this affected the livelihood of musicians, as they now had the possibility 

for a steady income without having to tour.  Music historian Joseph Horowitz writes about the 

influence the Boston Symphony had on the future of orchestral ensembles, not only in the United 

States but in other parts of the world: 

To an astonishing degree, the Boston Symphony thus established by [their first conductor] 
Wilhelm Gericke . . . set the mold for the future, and not only in Boston.  The frequency of the 
concerts; the rituals of applause and respect observed by the audience; the functions of the music 
director . . .; the length, shape, and core repertoire of the programs (though still sometimes 
incorporating vocal or keyboard solos)—in all these features, the Boston Symphony of 1889 
resembled America’s orchestras of fifty or a hundred years later, a resemblance suggesting both 
resilience and stagnation in the century to come.  77

 By 1889, the Boston Symphony had coalesced around a central structure, in terms of how 

concerts were presented, how repertoire was chosen, as well as how it was funded.  As a private 

citizen, Henry Lee Higginson was able to use his wealth to subsidize the yearly operations of the 

Boston Symphony.  Founded in 1743 by dry-goods merchants, the Leipzig Gewandhaus 
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Orchestra was also an ensemble that relied on donations from wealthy members of society.   78

Both the Boston Symphony and Leipzig Gewandhaus were similar in relying on money from 

wealthy individuals to sustain them.  During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

ticket sales and merchandising became a major feature of the business plan of symphonic 

organizations.  This situation persists today.  Governmental support, such as federal grants, has 

been an important source of funding, as well as donations from private individuals.   

 Academics and policy makers have defined the different funding methods available to 

symphony orchestras, which would be similar for other performing arts organizations as well, 

such as opera companies, theater companies, choral companies, or ballets.  These kinds of 

organizations all share the common thread of not being able to raise enough capital through 

ticket sales or merchandizing and requiring external funding sources in order to be able to 

operate.  As the musicologists Spitzer and Zaslaw explain:  

[There are] two basic patterns . . . one descended from the court orchestra, the other from the 
concert series.  In the first, the orchestra is owned and managed by the state, the municipality or 
another public entity. . . The musicians have civil service jobs; managers are government or civic 
functionaries; the instrumentalists often exercise a considerable degree of self-governance.  This 
pattern is typical of continental Europe, Latin America and to some extent Great Britain.  The 
second type of organization prevails in the USA and to a lesser extent in Great Britain.  Here the 
orchestra is an independent, non-profit corporation, run by a lay board of directors and by 
professional managers who are responsible for day-to-day operations.  Under this system 
government agencies often provide modest subsidies.  Orchestras may also be subsidized by 
private, non-profit foundations. . . A few orchestras are organized as cooperatives, for example, 
the Vienna Philharmonic, the London Philharmonic, the London Symphony and the Israel 
Philharmonic.  Here the orchestra is owned and administered by the musicians themselves, 
though often with a state subsidy and considerable input from professional managers.   79

In Spitzer and Zaslaw’s list, the first model is the “court orchestra,” whereby the musicians are 

paid by a governmental entity.  This system makes the musicians employees of the government; 

i.e. they are technically civil servants.  Other money can come from ticket sales and 
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merchandising as well.  The second type of orchestra is the privately funded ensemble.  The third 

type of orchestra, very similar to the “court orchestra” model (so whether it is a new model or a 

variation of the “court orchestra” model is contested), is where the players form a cooperative 

and run the orchestra themselves, such as the London Symphony or Berliner Philharmoniker.  

Such orchestras still receive some sort of funding from the government or private individuals, 

“but these orchestras are often more reliant than others on earned income in order to survive,” as 

explained by the musicologist Stephen Cottrell.   I have decided to describe it as a variation of 80

the first model because the Auckland Philharmonia, when it was first founded in 1981, was a 

cooperative with a similar model as an orchestra like the London Symphony.   

 In a privately funded orchestra, such as the Henry Lee Higginson model, emulated by 

other orchestras internationally and especially popular in the United States, the organization is 

run by an independent non-profit organization; income can come from a variety of sources.  In 

this model, income may come from foundations, trusts, and private benefactors.  Other revenue 

streams are ticket sales, merchandising (a later phenomenon, especially after World War II), and 

any property donated to the organization (if any).  Salaries of musicians, conductors, soloists, 

and staff consume the most of the budget, along with retirement and medical obligations, 

educational/outreach programs, and any building maintenance or rent.  Money provided by the 

government would only be dispersed for specific programs of the organization, such as 

educational ones. 

 There is also another type of orchestral funding model, that is theoretical, which is known 

as a business-enterprise model or as an entrepreneurial model.  In this model, the orchestra’s 
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operating revenue comes from merchandising, ticket sales, touring, and recordings, enabling the 

ensemble to make a profit on the season, as the economic activity generated is enough to cover 

the costs of the ensemble.  No permanent full-time orchestra in the twenty-first century is able to 

sustain itself with this method.   

 In order to allow a symphonic organizations to perform in the best possible acoustical 

environment, numerous performance spaces have been built.  Relatively few halls were 

dedicated to presenting concerts were built before the 1750s.  There were three types of 

performance venues in this era: salons, which were rooms in private homes for social gatherings; 

halls, which were large rooms found in palaces and colleges, and theaters, the largest rooms 

available.   Theaters were built for music as well as other kinds of performances, such as plays 81

and operas.  In addition, as venue size increased, orchestras grew larger as well, as more people 

in a hall meant that more tickets could be sold for a concert.  82

Concert Halls 

 The modern concert hall did not start appearing until the late nineteenth century, with the 

opening of halls like the Musikverein in Vienna in 1870 being an important milestone because of 

the excellent acoustics of the hall.  These new halls were built specifically for the performance of 

live orchestral concerts.  Not only were they designed to accommodate the future growth of the 

orchestra, because composers were starting to call for more instruments to be performed in a 

concert, but also to allow more patrons to attend performances.  This increase in hall size during 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries coincided with the growth of the symphony 
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orchestra as a private institution because of the changing fluidity of the orchestra at this time.  

Table 2.1, below, illustrates how modern halls have grown in size from their classical 

counterparts.   

Table 2.1. List of halls and their locations, volume, reverberation time, seating capacity, and year built.

Sources: Michael Barron, Auditorium Acoustics and Architectural Design (New York: Routledge, 1993), 67; “Großer 
Redoutensaal,” The Hofburg, accessed April 16, 2013, http://www.hofburg.com/cms/front_content.php?idcat=133; Grayson, 
Mozart: Piano Concertos Nos. 20 and 21, 113–114; Barron, Auditorium Acoustics and Architectural Design, 68; Leo Beranek, 
How They Sound: Concert and Opera Halls, 1st ed. (Woodbury, NY: Acoustical Society of America, 1996), 8; Beranek, Concert 
Halls and Opera Houses: Music, Acoustics, and Architecture, 2nd ed. (New York: Springer, 2004), 176; Richard Poate Stebbins, 
The Making of Symphony Hall, Boston (Boston: Boston Symphony Orchestra, Inc., 2000), 196; Beranek, Concert Halls and 
Opera Houses: Music, Acoustics, and Architecture, 2nd ed., 50, 300, 314. 

As the number of seats has increased, thus allowing a greater number of patrons to hear concerts, 

the volume of the hall has grown sharply.  These halls were chosen because they are 

representative of hall types during their particular time period.  Most of the halls in this table are 

still in use today.  The exceptions are the “Altes” Gewandhaus, which was replaced by the 

Hall City Volume 
(m3)

Reverberation 
(seconds)

Number of 
Seats

Year 
Built

Musiksaal, Schloss 
Esterháza

Eisenstadt, 
Austria

1,530 1.2 Approx. 200 1692

Grosser Redoutensäle, 
Hofburg

Vienna, Austria 1.4 700 1705

Burgtheater Vienna, Austria 1,000-1,250 1741

“Altes” Gewandhaus Leipzig, Germany 1,800 1.2 400 1781

Boston Music Hall Boston, 
Massachusetts

18,400 1.8 2,400 1852

Grosser Musikvereinsaal Vienna, Austria 15,000 2 1,680 1870

“Neues” Gewandhaus Leipzig, Germany 11,400 2.3 1,560 1884

Symphony Hall Boston, 
Massachusetts

18,750 1.85 2,625 1900

Berlin Philharmonie Berlin, Germany 21,000 1.9 2,218 + 120 
onstage

1963

Leipzig Gewandhaus Leipzig, Germany 21,000 2 1,900 1981
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“Neues” Gewandhaus in 1884, and the latter, which was destroyed in World War II and was then 

replaced by the third Gewandhaus Hall in 1981.  The Boston Music Hall has also been 

completely renovated and no longer hosts symphonic concerts.  It is mostly used for live rock 

shows and is known today as the Orpheum Theatre.   

 Some of these new, larger halls were built in anticipation of future orchestral growth, and 

when these orchestras moved into these halls, the smaller orchestras were said to be too soft in 

these halls.  When the Boston Symphony first moved into Symphony Hall, the sound of the 

orchestra was said to be, “weaker, thinner than [the musicians] were accustomed to hearing.”   83

The complaints disappeared when the orchestra increased in size.  Even with larger orchestras, 

concert halls can only be built to a certain size, after which, the sound becomes too soft and the 

listening experience is compromised to the point of not being worthwhile, thus driving audiences 

away.  According to the acoustician Dr. Leo Beranek, the ideal for concert halls is 1,680 to 2,625 

seats and a volume of 15,000 to 18,780 m3, and there are three halls that conform to this.   They 84

are Symphony Hall in Boston, the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, and the Grosser 

Musikvereinssaal in Vienna.  These halls have constantly been ranked as the best in the world by 

musicians, critics, and patrons of symphonic concerts.  If the number of seats is too high and the 

volume too large, as in the case of the Royal Albert Hall in London, with its 5,080 seats and a 

volume of 86,650 m3, then the sound quality suffers as a result.   The acoustics of this hall are 85

said to be dull, and Beranek, in consultation with other musicians, has rated it as “fair,” the 
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lowest rating of a concert hall in his rating scale, hence why there is a limit to how large concert 

halls can grow using natural sound.  	  

The Repertoire of the Symphony Orchestra 

 As halls dedicated to orchestral performances were built over parts of Europe and North 

America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the symphony orchestra entered a 

period of rapid standardization, mainly with regard to the development of a standard repertoire 

and the instrumentation required to perform it.  This standard repertoire—or “canon”—is the 

group of pieces that are played in today’s concerts and that the core audience expects to hear.  

The process by which this canon was crystallized occurred mostly during the nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries.  According to Marcia J. Citron: 

Canon formation is complex and embraces a wide swathe of factors that rest on a dual 
chronological base: conditions and attitudes prevalent at the time of composition and those in 
force at present. . . A composition first has to be written, then it has to be published in order to be 
circulated, at least after ca. 1780.  It has to reach public consciousness by a first performance and 
then remain there through some regularity of performance.    86

This process would be the main one by which a composition becomes standardized in the 

symphonic repertoire.  As Carl Dahlhaus elaborated: 

To the audiences of the nineteenth century, when the canon was formulated, the classical status of 
the composers whose music makes up the bedrock of music history—Palestrina, Bach, Handel, 
Gluck, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven—did not depend exclusively on the aesthetic standing of 
their works.  Rather, a ‘classic’ was always the exemplary composer, the classicus auctor, within 
a specific genre, just as in literature Sophocles was the classical author of tragedy and Homer of 
the epic.  To call Palestrina the ‘classic’ of Catholic church music and Bach of its Protestant 
counterpart, Handel of the oratorio and Gluck of opera seria, Haydn of the string quartet, Mozart 
of opera buffa and Beethoven of the symphony, was to make at one and the same time an 
esthetic-normative judgement and a historical-descriptive one: to the nineteenth century’s way of 
thinking, the emergence of a musical genre meant its dependence upon a model, and the scattered 
facts of history would never have settled into narrative form at all if they had not first been 
brought to bear on generic norms as manifested in paradigmatic works.  87
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What Dahlhaus is talking about is the desire to look at nineteenth century models being a factor 

in the formation of the musical canon.  The composers themselves were known for their music; 

the music was not segmented from other musical idioms.  This would happen later, at the 

beginning of the twentieth century, when recording technology would become important not only 

to the solidifying of the canon, but also in disseminating the works that the music-buying public 

wanted to hear.  Some composers were not selected as models for whatever (largely nonmusical) 

reason, such as Ferdinand Ries who was overshadowed by his contemporaries Beethoven and 

Mozart.   

 The main musical forms of the orchestral repertoire that have become standardized 

include the symphony, concerto, oratorio, overture, and symphonic poem.  There are, of course, 

other orchestral styles, but these represent the most common ones.  The symphonies of 

Beethoven promoted a powerful sway around the German symphony, and the German 

professional class also raised “absolute music” to a valued position among the arts.   The 88

symphony as a compositional form had limited commercial appeal as these works took a long 

time to write, were expensive to publish, and required large ensembles to perform, and so rarely 

turned a profit.  Partly because of this unprofitability, symphonies were thought to be superior to 

other instrumental forms.   The elevation of the symphony as the most important orchestral 89

genre also served to hasten the emergence of a museum repertory based upon the musical canon, 
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first with Beethoven in the early nineteenth century and then in the mid-to-late nineteenth 

century with composers such as Schumann, Berlioz, and Brahms.  90

 Orchestra managers in the twenty-first century must program what subscribers of the 

organization want to hear.  If the “warhorses,” as they are known, of the likes of Beethoven, 

Brahms, and Tchaikovsky are not programmed, for example, then the audience may abandon the 

organization.   This has an effect on symphony orchestras because the core repertoire of the 91

symphonic ensemble is centered on music written between 1750 and 1910, by the end of which 

the present orchestral model had taken shape.  This same repertoire has been transplanted to New 

Zealand as well, mainly during the mid-to-late twentieth century.  By attaching symbolic 

significance to a piece of music, symphony subscribers use their purchasing power to alert the 

management teams what exactly they want to listen to so that it can be programmed.  In other 

words, by buying tickets to certain concerts, such as where Beethoven or Brahms works were 

performed, they are alerting management teams that audiences wanted to hear these works more 

often, leading to more programing.  Composers that did not get as large an audience, such as 

Arnold Schoenberg, would not be programmed as often.  As Dahlhaus elaborated about how 

music is commodified as a repertory choice in orchestras: 

Firstly, music histories draw primarily on the prestige of works, and in turn serve to consolidate 
that prestige.  Secondly, thanks to the handing down of this prestige, an abstract entity which is 
‘actualised’ from time to time in performance, musical practice is given a continuity that it would 
not possess if it relied solely on success in performance. . .thirdly, esoteric works seldom gain 
prestige unless other works by the same composer have had success in performance.  92

 Carter and Levi, “The History of the Orchestra,” 12.90

 Ibid., 74.91

 Dahlhaus, Foundations of Music History, 160.92
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The repertoire of an orchestra is able to be commodified because prestige and status accrue to 

these works: value is attached to them.  This is why some works, such as those by Mozart, 

Beethoven, and Tchaikovsky, have become so important to orchestra’s repertoires, whereas those 

by Philip Glass or Arvo Pärt have not; the value assigned to these later composers has not been 

significant enough for them to have been able to enter the standard repertoire.  This could have 

something to do with the fact that Glass and Pärt are contemporary composers, meaning that the 

cultural value to which they currently have access is different.  In the future, both theoretically 

could become part of the symphonic repertoire.  In other arts industries, there seems to be a 

greater flexibility in allowing older material to be replaced with new, in comparison to the rigid 

monotony of symphonic programming.  Old movies are shown in a small percentage of cinemas, 

and all the authors on the New York Times best-seller fiction lists are alive, in contrast to Western 

classical music, where the vast majority of composers of the best-selling classical music are 

dead.  93

 While modern music in symphony orchestras and opera repertoires accounts for roughly 

thirty percent of programming worldwide, most of this music is more than a half-century old.  

The bulk of the main repertoire dates back to between 1750 and 1900.  Joseph Horowitz writes 

that orchestras fell into a “culture of performance” dealing with replicas rather than original 

work.   According to the League of American Orchestras, in 2006–07, only 273 orchestral 94

compositions out of 2,209 were composed after 1981, a rate of 12 percent.   As Dahlhaus states 95

 Alex Turrini, Michael O’Hare, and Francesca Borgonovi, “The Border Conflict between the Present and 93

the Past: Programming Classical Music and Opera,” The Journal of Arts Management, Law, and Society 38 (2008): 
73.

 Alex Ross, Listen to This (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2010), 105.94

 Turrini, O’Hare, and Borgonovi, “The Border Conflict between the Present and the Past,” 72.95
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about the musical past, “It would be unrealistic and absurd in the extreme for [the music 

historian] to treat the musical past as though, like the political past, it was at best indirectly 

preserved in current events and affairs as a sort of protohistory to them.  Music of the past 

belongs to the present as music, not as documentary evidence.”   In other words, even though 96

music was created in the past, it is still relevant today as music in the orchestral context.  Every 

time a composition is played again, it is given some type of significance by the organization that 

performs it and by the audience that wants to hear it. 

 The Leipzig Gewandhaus, founded in 1781, which can serve as a model for other musical 

centers around Europe because of its longevity.  The process of sacralization of the musical 

repertoire can be observed in the Gewandhaus.  Between 1828 and 1834 the proportion of works 

by deceased composers was 39 percent, compared to 60 percent for living composers.  Between 

1837 and 1847, the figures were 48 percent, 50 percent, and 2 percent unidentifiable; 1850 to 

1855: 38 percent, 61 percent, and 1 percent; and 1865 to 1870: 76 percent deceased and, 24 

percent living.  A similar pattern can be seen in orchestras throughout Europe, the United States, 

and then New Zealand: the dead composer became the most programmed.   In the process of 97

becoming standardized, the repertoire was divorced from the wider public’s changing taste, 

catering to a more and more select proportion of the population.   

 Since the repertoire mainly is by those who are no longer living, the repertoire itself is 

static, whereas when music is written by composers whom are alive, it is adapting and changing 

to the times.  If there were new compositions, however, that audiences responded to and started 

 Dahlhaus, Foundations of Music History, 4.96

 William Weber, “The Rise of the Classical Repertoire in Nineteenth-Century Orchestral Concerts,” in 97
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requesting or would patronize concerts in which these compositions were presented, then these 

new compositions might enter the mainstream.  New repertoire choices would then become 

possible.  In order for this to happen, however, these compositions would have to be purchased, 

not the live concerts that were presented, but also recordings as well.  New technology has 

allowed this purchasing to happen of music captured for posterity.   

Mechanical Reproduction 

 At the end of the nineteenth century, ways to record sound were devised, with the most 

successful being the phonograph, invented by Thomas Edison in 1877.  With the phonograph, 

music could be heard without the need for a live performance, changing how music would be 

consumed.  It would now be possible for orchestral ensembles to produce a concert and save it 

for posterity.  This would soon enable record companies to sell this product to consumers as well 

as allow radio stations the opportunity to broadcast these recordings.  As Pierre Bourdieu states 

about the status of cultural production, “[s]ymbolic goods are a two-faced reality, a commodity 

and a symbolic object.  Their specifically cultural value and their commercial value remain 

relatively independent, although the economic sanction may come to reinforce their cultural 

consecration.”   Recording technology changed how these “symbolic goods” as music could be 98

thought of how they were treated in society.  Recording devices such as the phonograph could be 

thought of as historical artifacts: disc recordings, a piece of photographic paper, or a few hundred 

feet of film stock have value because of the image or sound they contain; they are a physical 

object that provides a window to that time period.   Intangible heritage objects, however, 99

 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, ed. Randal Johnson (Cambridge, England: Policy 98

Press, 1993), 113.

 Ivey, Arts, Inc., 33.99
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contain sounds and images captured on discs, tapes, films, or hard drives.  These storage devices 

have value only because of what they contain.  100

 Not everyone was happy with the new technology.  In a 1906 article called “The Menace 

of Mechanical Music,” the famous bandleader from the United States, John Philip Sousa, 

predicted that “when music can be heard in the homes without the labor of study. . .it will be 

simply a question of time when the amateur disappears entirely.”   What has happened instead 101

is that other technological advances have made it possible for people to learn how to play 

instruments more easily than ever before, with instruments such as the electric guitar becoming a 

staple of teenagers worldwide.  The video games Guitar Hero and Rock Band allow people who 

may have no musical training to play instruments by following pictures on the screen.  As Bill 

Ivey relates about the changing dynamic of technology and our consumption of music: 

[m]ost citizens consume most performing arts through some form of technology—usually 
technology that delivers music, drama, and dance right into the living room or the family car.  But 
cultural change always exacts a price.  The rise of vernacular art made possible by technology 
enriched America’s expressive life, but the market-driven system producing films, records, and 
broadcasts evolved with little attention to the way the creation and distribution of art in America 
linked up to ‘Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.’ . . . Inevitably, market forces and 
corporate practices began to reshape the relationship between audiences and culture.  
Increasingly, Americans became consumers, rather than makers, of art.  102

This quotation echoes the idea that popular music is for the massed audience (the general public) 

rather than classical music, which is “tailored” to the “upper elite.”  There are still many 

opportunities to make music, for example, being in a band, performing for friends, or using 

Garageband to create your own music.  Also, there are many ways to consume music today as 

well, from digital downloads to going to dance clubs, shows at Vector Arena, Zumba class, or 

 Ibid., 46.100

 Mark Katz, Capturing Sound: How Technology has Changed Music (Los Angeles: University of 101
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even sharing videos on the web.  There are also opportunities to do both at the same time, to 

perform music and have it consumed, by recording a video and then uploading it to sites such as 

YouTube or Facebook and then sharing the video amongst your friends.   

Starting in 1981, television enabled consumers the opportunity to watch and listen to a 

whole variety of music, such as through Music Television (MTV) and in 1985, Video Hits One 

(VH1), now both owned by Viacom.  By 2000, the internet had also enabled new opportunities to 

listen to and disseminate music, at first through such programs as Napster and DC++ but more 

recently through such services as YouTube, VEVO, Spotify, iTunes, Amazon, and others that 

stream music and provide users with recommendations based on past listening habits.  Such 

services are often linked to social media to let users know what their friends are listening to, 

creating new ways to find new music.  Even iTunes, in 2014, now allows for the streaming of 

albums and the personalization of audio channels, which also enables the discovery of new 

music.  YouTube allows anyone with an internet connection and a web camera the opportunity to 

post their music online, which has a decentralizing effect on the music industry.  YouTube, in 

fact, has sponsored its own symphony orchestra where the auditions were open to anyone in the 

world and conducted online, and the orchestra performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City in 

2009 and at the Sydney Opera House in 2011. 

 Video streaming online has started to become an important avenue for orchestras to 

connect with their audiences and allow people the opportunity to watch concerts online.  There 

are two avenues that these have taken.  A free internet streaming service, such as the APO uses, 

as will be explained in chapter seven, or a paid service, which is seen by such sites as the 
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Berliner Philharmoniker’s Digital Concert Hall, which charges a price for each concert, or there 

are monthly and yearly passes available as well.   

 The advantage of paid internet streaming services for orchestras is that there is the 

potential for a much larger audience drawn from far beyond the orchestra’s immediate 

geographical area, thereby decreasing the costs associated with putting on a concert.  Should 

enough people buy tickets to watch online, there is the potential for such concerts to be 

sustainable.  Such concerts have also been streamed into movie theaters.  For the online 

broadcasts to be successful, marketing the streams in order to attract viewers is essential.  Also, it 

must be affordable, which is why the free internet streaming is gaining in popularity among 

orchestras.   

 The disadvantages of internet streaming include the added cost of producing a video 

concert, the need to buy and maintain the various pieces of equipment necessary, working on 

contractual obligations with the musicians and soloists (such as any change to remuneration), and 

the copyright aspect of the music itself.  Also, to maintain profitability, audiences or ticket prices 

would have to increase every year at a rate sufficient to absorb increases in orchestra expenses, 

such as rising salaries and inflation.  Also, in order to fully participate, your internet connection 

has to be fast enough to process the video loads, something that, although the price is falling of 

accessing it, the internet is still an expensive commodity in many parts of the world, out of reach 

of many in the population.  Orchestral concerts similar to the ones broadcast online have been 

broadcast on television for decades.  None of these problems is insurmountable.  As technology 

changes, compromises will inevitably have to occur in order to allow this new kind of 

performance to flourish in a modern orchestral environment.
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 The musicologist Christopher Small has argued that Western classical music has become 

divorced from the general population; people have become consumers, rather than makers, of art, 

thus agreeing with Sousa.  Small felt that music should be something that is participatory in 

order to have a healthy music environment, and that the Western classical tradition of just going 

to a concert is far too passive.  He has named this active phenomenon musicking, which he 

defines as “to take part, in any capacity, in a musical performance, whether by performing, by 

listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by providing material for performance (what is called 

composing), or by dancing.”   His main problem with the typical Western classical music 103

concert is that he feels it is moribund.  Since listening to music is such a passive activity, Small 

argued that an audience must be doing something to stay engaged.  Instead of passively listening, 

he felt that audience members should be actively listening.  They must be anticipating the next 

music phrase, tapping their foot, or doing something to say engaged.  This negates, of course, all 

the audience members who do like to relax their mind and passively listen to the music; in any 

case, there is no way for an observer to know what type of listening is occurring in an individual 

during a concert itself, unless their foot is tapping.  This is why it is doubtful that the concept of 

musicking can be applied to make Western classical music more accessible to the general public 

and if even audience members would want to become even more involved in the listening 

process. 

 It seems that the problem with orchestras concerns the organization itself.  During the 

nineteenth century, the development of music colleges, professional qualifications, and the 

 Christopher Small, Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and Listening (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan 103

University Press, 1998), 9.
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theoretical elements of music gave musicians cultural distinction.   This cultural distinction has 104

apparently been eroding.  In order to assess how classical orchestras are cultural products, in the 

next chapter the notion of where economic value has come from and how it and prestige are 

assigned by the elites of society to organizations will be explored.

 Andrew Leyshon, David Matless, and George Revill, “The Place of Music,” Transactions of the Institute 104

of British Geographers, New Series 20, no. 4 (1995): 426.
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CHAPTER 3 

3. CLASSICAL MUSIC IN NEW ZEALAND AND FOR WHOM DOES IT HAVE VALUE? 

 Certain members of society give monetary support to symphonic organizations, and they 

do so for a multitude of reasons.  Their support is critical to the continued existence of these 

organizations, not only in New Zealand but all over the world: indeed, as explained in the last 

chapter, all symphonic organizations require some sort of subsidy, be it from private or public 

sources, in order to survive.  Those with the power to grant public subsidies must be convinced 

that it is in the public’s interest to fund symphonic institutions, even while some members of 

society disagree with this use of their tax dollars.  What constitutes “best interest” depends on 

many factors.  A person does not just decide to support symphonic organizations out of the blue; 

the desire to support them must be a learned activity, so that those with the cultural, social, and 

financial capital make it a priority donate to symphonic organizations so that they survive.  

In this chapter, cultural and social capital will be defined and why they are such 

important concepts for symphonic institutions explained.  Education, already a part of orchestral 

outreach programs, will be explored in terms of the reasons why it is so important to modern 

orchestras, for example, its role in passing down the traditions, customs, and culture of the 

symphonic concert to a new audience.  It will also be argued that the notion of value and how it 

is negotiated in the marketplace is in response to issues of supply and demand.  Part of the 

problem for the orchestra is that demand is so low for its product that it cannot realistically 

negotiate its value, resulting in the need for subsidies.  Who the upper class are in New Zealand 

will then be discussed, specifically those who support classical music organizations.  It will also 

be shown how Western classical music culture is formed and passed on from generation to 
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generation.  This transmission, necessary to ensuring that the culture does not die out, is a 

function of culture and of social and cultural capital, as will be explained in the next section.

Culture 

 The management, audiences, and musicians of symphonic organizations have to maintain 

what the symphony orchestra is in their eyes in terms of repertoire, performance practice, and 

conventions in audience behavior (for example, not clapping between the movements of a 

symphony).  Members of the concert-going public are also important in passing on the customs 

of the orchestra to new supporters, as they know the particular activities symphonic 

organizations present and standardize the actions and teach them to a new generation.  For Pierre 

Bourdieu, the notion of habitus is the concept of how people act in certain situations and what 

they do.  He defines it as: 

The strategy-generating principle enabling agents to cope with unforeseen and ever-changing 
situations . . . a system of lasting, transposable dispositions which, integrating past experiences, 
functions at every moment as a matrix of perceptions, appreciations and actions and makes 
possible the achievement of infinitely diversified tasks, thanks to the analogical transfer of 
schemes permitting the solution of similarly shaped problems.  1

This habitus is what a person does: how to act, what to eat, where to go, and so forth.  It is a 

concept that can be all-encompassing, so in this thesis its meaning is limited to just the notion of 

actions concerning symphonic organizations, mainly the buying of tickets and merchandizing, 

donating, attending concerts, or supporting the ensemble in some other way.  Habitus is what 

enables a person to act in life and make decisions.  A society’s “culture” defines how people act 

and behave and how this habitus is instilled in individuals.  In order to for something to be 

important to a person or a group of people, that “something” has to be taught and passed down as 

being valuable. 

 John Shepherd, Music as Social Text (Cambridge, MA: Basil Blackwell Inc., 1991), 176.1
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 One of the central questions explored in this thesis is the culture of patronization of 

symphony orchestras, within which a person purchases a ticket to a symphonic concert, attends a 

performance and acknowledge it when it ends, or buys orchestra merchandise such as audio or 

video recordings of performances.  Donors to the symphony, in this case private donors and the 

government, have decided to continue a European musical tradition because they see value in the 

activity of the symphony orchestra.  In New Zealand, when a definition of culture is needed for 

governmental purposes, the New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics is used.  It states: 

The question ‘What is culture?’ has been extensively debated for many years with no single 
concept or definition providing a universally accepted answer.  Commonly used concepts 
describe culture as the way in which people affirm identity and achieve a sense of belonging.  
This is manifest in the sharing of common objects (such as items of dress or decoration), common 
behaviours (such as language, music or dance) and common knowledge (such as systems of belief 
and interpretations of the past).  2

This is not a definition per se but more a general overview of the elements encompassed by a 

culture.  Historically, “culture” meant the tending of something, usually crops or animals.  Its use 

as a noun stems from the Latin cultura, which means “growing, cultivation” and the verb is from 

colere, which means “to tend, cultivate.”   As Raymond Williams states, “It is especially 3

interesting that in archaeology and in cultural anthropology the reference to culture or a culture is 

primarily to material production, while in history and cultural studies the reference is primarily 

to signifying or symbolic systems.”  4

 In the modern sense, there are three broad categories of culture, as Williams defines 

them.  They are: 

 Ministry of Cultural Affairs, New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics (Wellington, 1995), 1.2

 New Oxford American Dictionary, 3rd ed., “culture.”3

 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A vocabulary of culture and society (London: Fontana Paperbacks, 1988), 4

91.
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1. The independent and abstract noun which describes a general process of intellectual, spiritual 
and aesthetic development, from [the eighteenth century]; 

2. The independent noun, whether used generally or specifically, which indicates a particular 
way of life, whether of a people, a period, a group, or humanity in general. . . .; 

3. The independent and abstract noun which describes the works and practices of intellectual and 
especially artistic activity.  5

Lawrence Harrison and Samuel Huntington also have three elements in their definition of 

culture, which are: 

1. the intellectual, musical, artistic, and literary products of a society, its, “high culture”;  
2. the entire way of life of a society; 
3. the values, attitudes, beliefs, orientations, and underlying assumptions prevalent among people 

in a society.   6

Dick Stanley, the director of strategic research and analysis for the Department of Canadian 

Heritage, states that: 

[Culture is] the set of symbolic resources people use to make sense of the world around them and 
to enable them to interact with each other. Culture in this perspective includes the ideas, values, 
and systems of belief people hold, the norms and social rules they live by, the languages and 
protocols they use to relate to each other, as well as their patterns of behaviour and even the 
material products they create.  The other perspective defines culture as the activity of aesthetic 
creation and expression and its products, in other words, the creative and performing arts.  7

These three definitions differ slightly from one another, but between them they address important 

elements.  These elements include: 

1. the way of life for people in a society; 
2. the artistic activities of that society, both mass culture and high culture; 
3. the values and beliefs of that society.   

 Culture then must be transmitted, and there are certain ways to do this.  In order for 

orchestras to function as it is supposed to in the eyes of its supporters, there are certain traditions 

that are practiced.  As Eric Hobsbawm states, “Inventing traditions . . . is essentially a process of 

 Ibid., 90.5
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formalization and ritualization, characterized by reference to the past, if only by imposing 

repetition.”   Each orchestra has a set of traditions that it adheres to that are similar to other 8

ensembles worldwide that are also known as orchestras.  Walter Benjamin expands on this 

understanding of tradition when he states: 

The uniqueness of art is inseparable from its being imbedded in the fabric of tradition. . . 
Originally the contextual integration of art in tradition found its expression in the cult.  We know 
that the earliest art works originated in the service of a ritual—first the magical, then the religious 
kind. . . An analysis of art in the age of mechanical reproduction must do justice to these 
relationships, for they lead us to an all-important insight: for the first time in world history, 
mechanical reproduction emancipates the work of art from its parasitical dependence on ritual.  
To an even greater degree the work of art reproduced becomes the work of art designed for 
reproducibility.  9

Of course, any type of music has its own traditions as to how the performers and audience are 

expected to act.  Rock and roll, dubstep, rhythm & blues, and other musical genres have their 

own customs that are associated with them.  In a symphonic concert, traditions are an important 

element of the concert experience.  This includes how people dress, act, and interact with one 

another.  Should these rules be broken, there could be repercussions for the offending audience 

member from other audience members who are versed in the traditions of the symphonic concert, 

such as shushing if people clap when they are not supposed to, such as between movements of a 

symphonic work.   

 Other elements of these traditions are the venues that music is to be performed in and the 

repertoire itself.  For Theodore Adorno, the question was very black and white: you either liked 

classical music or you liked or popular music.  There was no gray area in his eyes.  The 

boundaries can be difficult to define.  Is Beethoven’s Wellingtons Sieg (Wellington’s Victory) 

 Eric Hobsbawm, “Introduction: Inventing Traditions,” in The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric Hobsbawm 8

and Terence Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 4.
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popular or classical music?  What genre is a Dvořák Slavonic Dance?  Is the music of the 

alternative British rock group Bastille appropriate for a symphonic orchestra to perform?  Within 

symphonic music culture, these would all be seen as pertinent questions about tradition.  

Beethoven or Dvořák would be considered appropriate for a regular subscription concert, 

whereas Bastille, whose songs would work very well arranged for a symphony orchestra, would 

not be considered appropriate to be performed except for at a pops concert night or some other 

non-traditional concert.   

 Pierre Bourdieu was a critic of modern high art: according to him, the working class 

responds to high art with resentment, hostility, and misunderstanding.  He surmises that the 

working class chooses to go to “popular entertainment,” which has clarity, immediacy, content, 

and a moral message over the perceived ambiguity and crassness of high art, which explains the 

commodification of “popular” music.  Popular music is an example of a “cultural commodity,” 

according to Adorno.  It is manufactured, to be bought and sold, as Bourdieu writes: 

The hostility of the working class and of the middle-class fractions least rich in cultural capital 
towards every kind of formal experimentation asserts itself both in the theatre and painting, or 
still more clearly, because they have less legitimacy, in photography and the cinema.  In the 
theatre as in the cinema, the popular audience delights in plots that proceed logically and 
chronologically towards a happy end, and “identifies” better with simply drawn situations and 
characters than with ambiguous and symbolic figures and actions. . . .Their reluctance or refusal 
springs not just from lack of familiarity but from a deep-rooted demand for participation, which 
formal experimentation systematically disappoints. . . Formal refinement—which, in literature or 
the theatre, leads to obscurity—is, in the eyes of the working-class public, one sign of what is 
sometimes felt to be a desire to keep the uninitiated at arm’s length.   10

Bourdieu criticizes modern high art not just on the grounds that it perpetuates social inequalities 

by making modern high art forms inaccessible to those who do not understand it, but also 

 Kathleen League, Adorno, Radical Negativity, and Cultural Critique: Utopia in the Map of the World 10

(New York: Lexington Books 2011), 78.
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because access to modern high art (and all art) is inaccessible to those without the monetary 

means to go and consume it, perpetuating social inequalities.  Bourdieu also states: 

A work of art has meaning and interest only for someone who possesses the cultural competence, 
that is, the code, into which it is encoded. . . Thus the encounter with a work of art is not ‘love at 
first sight’ as is generally supposed, and the act of empathy, Einfühlung, which is the art lover’s 
pleasure, presupposes an act of cognition, a decoding operation, which implies the 
implementation of a cognitive acquirement, a cultural code [emphasis in original].  11

Bourdieu expands on this idea: 

[W]hile consumption in the field of large-scale cultural production is more or less independent of 
the educational level of consumers (which is quite understandable, since this system tends to 
adjust to the level of demand), works of restricted art owe their specifically cultural rarity, and 
thus their function as elements of social distinction, to the rarity of the instruments with which 
they may be deciphered.  This rarity is a function of the unequal distribution of the conditions 
underlying the acquisition of the specifically aesthetic disposition and of the codes indispensable 
to the deciphering of works belonging to the field of restricted production.   12

Most people, according to Bourdieu, do not have the key to this “code” for high culture.  Stephen 

Davies expands on this notion when he states: 

There are many cases in which aficionados recognize the expressive character of a musical work 
but in which people from other cultures would be at a loss to find or to identify that 
expressiveness. . . meaning A can be incorporated within, and structured by, conventionalized 
practices generating meaning B or meaning C.  Someone unfamiliar with the relevant convention, 
and the subsequent transformation of meaning A, is unlikely to appreciate the significance of the 
natural elements taken into use.  Music is a highly sophisticated, complex art in all its 
manifestations, and the conventions structuring musical works and practices vary considerably 
from culture to culture and time to time.  Even if music builds on a natural foundation in its 
expressiveness, that expressiveness is apparent only to a listener familiar with the conventions 
revealing how that foundation has been built on.  13

 This is why it is so difficult to understand music one has no contact with.  One might be 

able to appreciate the musical work that one is familiar with (and it may resonate on an 

emotional level), but to actually understand it requires more in-depth familiarity with the musical 

conventions.  Society’s agents pass down the necessary cultural knowledge through various 
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means, mainly through the culture industry and also through education, as will be explained later 

in this chapter.  Does one really need a “code” to understand high culture, though?  For example, 

Johannes Brahms’ Ein deutsches Requiem is a choral work that is relatively well known.  The 

Requiem can have an effect on people who are trained classical musicians (who presumably have 

the “code”) but also on someone who is hearing the piece for the first time.   

 Carl Dahlhaus disagrees with Bourdieu, arguing that “musical meaning is ‘intentional’; it 

exists only insofar as a listener grasps it.”   For a listener to “comprehend” a piece, such as the 14

Brahms, it can mean that the piece speaks to the listener on a deeper level, and the listener does 

not necessarily need any training for this to occur.  A trained musician may be able to understand 

the harmony or key structure of a musical work, but anyone can have an emotional connection to 

a piece of music.  There are also other ways to hear orchestral music, such as in films, video 

games, and on television.  This is what Dahlhaus meant in disagreeing with Bourdieu: the 

meaning is created in the listening, and each listening experience is unique to each listener based 

on their own knowledge, memories, and set of circumstances.  It is also okay to have acquired 

one’s knowledge of music passively; one does not need to be an expert in order to understand 

and appreciate the music.  Even if the listener is confused by the music, that is okay as well.  Any 

feeling is a valid response.  The question becomes, is it the person’s fault that they are confused 

by art, or is it society’s for not giving them the proper “code,” as Bourdieu would say?  In order 

to explore this question, the Auckland Philharmonia’s community and educational programs will 

be analyzed in chapter seven to see if they are successful in passing on the “code” to the general 

public.   

 Carl Dahlhaus, Esthetics of Music, trans. William Austin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 14

1982), 12.
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 In discussing Western classical music, Adorno states that it has been placed above other 

types of music and that it is society’s fault for this disconnect.  He states:  

The elitist segregation of the avant-garde is not art’s fault but society’s.  The unconscious 
aesthetic standards of the masses are precisely those that society needs in order to perpetuate 
itself and its hold on the masses.  The pressures of a heteronomous life force them to accept 
diversion instead of making them reach for the concentration required by a strong ego, a 
concentration which is furthered by non-stenciled art.  This breeds resentment: in the masses 
against what is being denied them, and in the artists . . . against the masses.   15

He expands on this when he states: 

For mass art lives precisely from the fact that it maintains the opposition between practice and 
culture in a world where that opposition has become an ideology.  Mass art falls victim to the 
realm of practice through its insistence over against material life upon the thing-like and 
fetishized character of the cultural goods which it has packed up and dispatched for use.  16

The general population does not hear classical compositions on an annual basis, resulting in a 

disconnect between that music and the popular music of the day.  When Adorno was writing, 

during the 1930s to the 1960s, he was writing about jazz, which was the popular music of the 

time.  Today, jazz is considered to be art music, so it is important to remember how Adorno’s 

views reflected the times.  Richard Taruskin has cautioned against relying too much on Adorno, 

saying, “It is, all pretenses aside, still an authoritarian discourse and an asocial one.  It still grants 

oracular privilege to the creative genius and his prophets, the gifted interpreters.  It is altogether 

unacceptable as a historical method, although it is part of history and, like everything else, 

deserving of report.”   Adorno’s viewpoints are an important window into the prevailing ideas 17

of that period about what music was and where it had come from. 

 League, Adorno, Radical Negativity, and Cultural Critique, 113.15

 Adorno, The Culture Industry, 80.16

 Richard Taruskin, The Earliest Notations to the Sixteenth Century, vol. 1 of The Oxford History of 17

Western Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), xxv.
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 Fundamentally, music itself is merely a collection of sound waves that are processed in 

the brain.  In order for a capitalist society to turn something that is intangible, which these sound 

waves of music are, into something that can be bought and sold, it must be reified in order for it 

to be marketed to a mass audience.  As Jayson Beaster-Jones explains about why music is so 

difficult to commodify:  

I would argue that it is the instability that exists between use and exchange—and more 
particularly, the omnipresent potential for use to over- whelm exchange—that distinguishes music 
from other commodities. I would suggest that through its latent subversive potential, music is 
only ambivalently a commodity. Its commodity status must be enforced, and is resisted, at all 
turns by the people and institutions that seek to keep it in its commodity status as long as 
possible. Only with rigorous policing, lobbying, legislation, and enforcement does music fit, 
however reluctantly, into the industrial mold that has been cast for it.18

Commodifying music and turning into the “industrial mold” may be done in many ways: as a 

score, a recording, a performance.   There are entire industries devoted to this commodification 19

of music, of which symphony orchestras are one.  As Timothy Taylor explains, “the music-

commodity has to be understood as always in flux, always caught up in historical, cultural, and 

social forces; music does not sit around exuding commodity status—it has to be commodified, 

and in ways that are different than other commodities, such as, say, corn or iron [emphasis in 

original].”   Music must be turned into something that can be bought and sold in the 20

marketplace.  For orchestral ensembles, this means selling merchandise of the ensemble, 

recordings, and tickets to performances in order to receive revenue for their product.  Without 

this commodification, the options for raising funds for symphonic organizations would not exist.  

 Jayson Beaster-Jones, “Beyond Musical Exceptionalism: Music, Value, and Ethnomusicology,” 18

Ethnomusicology 58, no. 2 (Spring/Summer 2014): 337.

 Timothy D. Taylor, “The Commodification of Music at the Dawn of the Era of ‘Mechanical Music,’” 19

Ethnomusicology 51, no. 2 (2007): 282.

 Ibid., 283.20
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Donations and sponsorship are a form of commodification, the same as merchandising or selling 

tickets, because the music must be “sold” to the funders.   

 As Matthias Benzer relates about the exchange of goods and how this affects the different 

modes of production:  

Commodity exchange involves making different products equivalent through their translation into 
entities carrying exchange value; whereby qualitatively distinct modes of labour are made 
equivalent through their translation into examples of abstract labour.  Furthermore, Marx shows 
that in capitalism, exchange value—a category generated by, and expressing relations between, 
humans in their productive activity—is accepted as describing natural properties of objects.  
According to Adorno, capitalist exchange relations cannot be sustained—the exchange of 
equivalent commodities cannot function—unless the agents of exchange carry out this twofold 
intellectual operation of identification.  21

Products must be commodified, of course, in order to be bought and sold.  The exchange value—

the going price—of a product, such as a ticket, is determined by society, which in the case of 

classical music is the concert-going public.  Taylor then expands on this when he states, “Music 

also plays an often-indispensable role in larger processes of commodifying and consuming, such 

as broadcasting, or providing ambience in coffee shops, malls, restaurants, or airports.  

Furthermore, music is not a commodity all the time, or always in the same way, instead 

undergoing constant periods of commodification and decommodification.”  22

 One reason why popular music is so widespread may be that people can understand it and 

the music is created for mass consumption, which is always changing forms.  When a patron 

goes to a symphonic concert, they may be going for the first time, casually, or as a subscriber 

who has an ongoing relationship with the ensemble.  Elitism, culture, and value are all important 

concepts for this thesis, as will be explained below.  Capital is also an important concept, as it 

can be used in a multitude of ways in order to support symphonic ensembles. 

 Matthias Benzer, The Sociology of Theodor Adorno (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 18.21

 Taylor, “The Commodification of Music,” 282.22
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Cultural Capital 

 Capital comes in many forms: monetary, political, cultural, social.  Cultural and social 

capital are important concepts for understanding how something acquires value.  As Bourdieu 

elaborates about capital: 

Depending on the field in which it functions, and at the cost of the more or less expensive 
transformations which are the precondition for its efficacy in the field in question, capital can 
present itself in three fundamental guises: as economic capital, which is immediately and directly 
convertible into money and may be institutionalized in the form of property rights; as cultural 
capital, which is convertible, on certain conditions, into economic capital and may be 
institutionalized in the form of educational qualifications; and as social capital, made up of social 
obligations (“connections”), which is convertible, in certain conditions, into economic capital and 
may be institutionalized in the form of a title of nobility.   23

He then goes on to define cultural capital as “the ensemble of assets (tangible or intangible) that 

embodies, stores, or gives rise to cultural value, specifically by the result of accumulated labour.  

This value cannot be expressed in monetary terms and does not coincide perfectly with the 

economic value the good may possess.  It refers to a variety of the asset’s characteristics, such as 

aesthetic quality, spiritual meaning, social function, and historical importance.”   The cultural 24

economist David Throsby expands on the definition of cultural capital when he states that it is: 

The stock of cultural value embodied in an asset. . .The stock of tangible cultural capital assets 
exits in buildings, structures, sites and locations endowed with cultural significance . . . and 
artworks and artefacts existing as private goods, such as paintings, sculptures, and other 
objects. . . Intangible cultural capital, on the other hand, comprises the set of ideas, practices, 
beliefs, traditions and values which serve to identify and bind together a given group of 
people . . . together with the stock of artworks existing in the public domain as public goods, such 
as literature and music.  25

 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” in Handbook of Theory of Research for the Sociology of 23

Education, ed. John G. Richardson (Greenwood Ct.: Greenwood Press, 1986), 241.

 Alex Turrini, Michael O’Hare, and Francesca Borgonovi, “The Border Conflict Between the Present and 24

the Past: Programming Classical Music and Opera,” The Journal of Arts Management, Law, and Society 38 (2008): 
85.

 David Throsby, “Cultural Capital,” Journal of Cultural Economics 23 (1999): 7.25
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Bourdieu, discussing artistic organizations, expresses that cultural capital can exist in three 

forms, which are: 

In the embodied state, i.e., in the form of long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body; in the 
objectified state, in the form of cultural goods (pictures, books, dictionaries, instruments, 
machines, etc.), which are the trace or realization of theories or critiques of these theories, 
problematics, etc.; and in the institutionalized state, a form of objectification which must be set 
apart because. . . it confers entirely original properties on the cultural capital which it is presumed 
to guarantee.   26

Bourdieu is arguing that cultural value can acquire market value over time, but it can also lose 

market value through subsequent generations if it is not renewed by each generation through 

some type of transmission, either through school, parental transmission, or by participating in the 

activity itself; this is mainly the process of socialization that is intended, among other things, to 

reproduce ideology and the definitions agreed upon by a particular society.  According to him, 

with the embodied state, cultural capital is personally internalized; with the objectified state, it is 

bestowed upon objects; and with the institutionalized state, it is held by institutions.  The three 

levels make for clear distinctions about how precisely cultural capital is transmitted to new 

individuals.  The problem has been in New Zealand that there has been very little cultural capital 

to be passed on to subsequent generations.   

 The political scientist Charles Murray explains that when you “put people with greater 

educational and cognitive similarity together . . . you have the makings of greater cultural 

similarity as well.”   This means that those members of society who enjoy Western classical 27

music will get together and in doing so, it seems like the best type of music to them.  Murray 

then cautions, however, that “congregations of talented people will create a culture that differs in 

 Ibid.26

 Charles Murray, Coming Apart: The State of White America, 1960–2010 (New York: Crown Forum, 27

2012), 64.
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important ways from the mainstream culture and that consequently leaves them ignorant about 

how much of the rest of the populations lives.”   This is of course a danger for classical music.  28

If everyone you talk to enjoys the same type of music and you are not exposed to a variety of 

viewpoints, the threat of this homogeny leading to stagnation becomes readily apparent.   

 Yet, it is usually these individuals who are the ones donating the most amount of financial 

capital to symphonic organizations: they understand the classical concert and support it to 

continue the traditions of the concert.  These same individuals who decide to donate to 

symphonic organizations do so for a multitude of reasons.  Some donate because they do enjoy 

the music and the experience of going to a concert.  Some, however, donate because of the social 

connections they have to individuals or businesses in the community, their social capital.  

Social Capital 

 Pierre Bourdieu defines social capital as “the aggregate of the actual or potential 

resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized 

relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition—or in other words, to membership in a 

group—which provides each of its members with the backing of the collectivity-owned capital, a 

‘credential’ which entitles them to credit, in the various senses of the word.”   In other terms, as 29

Paul Adler and Seo-Woo Kwon explain, social capital is the “goodwill that is engendered by the 

fabric of social relations and that can be mobilized to facilitate action.”   Social capital is how 30

people of the same standing, in the eyes of the other “like” members, interact and allow the 

 Ibid., 120–121.28

 Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” 251.29

 Paul S. Adler and Seo-Woo Kwon, “Social Capital: Prospects for a New Concept,” The Academy of 30

Management Review 27, no. 1 (2002): 17.
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organization to keep its exclusivity.  This standing must be consistently updated and refined to 

keep the organization evolving.  Social capital in classical music settings means that the same 

compositions, by the same composers, are passed down from generation to generation—the 

phenomenon of the musical canon— and audiences get acquainted with these.  If there is a 

change to be made, either through a broadening of repertoire to include new compositions or a 

rediscovery of older works, the orchestra will have to mobilize this social capital among its 

patrons in order to facilitate this change and get them to agree to it.  Social capital also refers to 

the connections between those who attend concerts or support the symphonic organization in 

other ways.   

 The idea of social capital was first postulated by Antonio Genovesi in 1753, who  called 

it civil humanism.  He writes, “Nothing is more essential to widespread and prompt circulation 

than ‘Public faith’ [fides].  This word fides means cord, which ties and joins.  Public faith is 

therefore the bond that unites families in a companionable life.”  This summarizes the concept 31

of social capital: the joining of public faith in order to bond a society together.  

 What exactly is an orchestra, as a cultural construct?  It can mean different things to 

different people.  As John Spitzer explains, “To an instrumentalist it is a job, a social network, an 

opportunity for personal expression, and probably many other things as well.  To a season ticket 

holder at the symphony, the orchestra means entertainment, high culture, and social status.  To a 

teenager in a sports utility vehicle with the CD player turned up full blast the orchestra means 

irrelevance and social snobbery.”   These descriptions are apt since they deal directly with 32

 Ernesto Screpanti and Stefano Zamagni, An Outline of the History of Economic Thought, 2nd ed., trans. 31

David Field and Lynn Kirby (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 59.

 John Spitzer, “Metaphors of the Orchestra—The Orchestra as a Metaphor,” The Musical Quarterly 80, 32

no. 2 (1996): 234.
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explaining the different forms that social and cultural capital can take and how the culture 

industry can be interpreted as well.  It is important to understand why some people buy concert 

tickets and others feel that the orchestra is irrelevant.  Who decides what music to like and how it 

is commodified in a society is an important aspect to explore, since it deals directly with the 

social standing and prestige that some in society will bestow onto an orchestra or other cultural 

institutions.  As Bourdieu states: 

[W]hen the only usable, effective capital is the (mis)recognized, legitimate capital called 
‘prestige’ or ‘authority’, the economic capital that cultural undertakings generally require cannot 
secure the specific profits produced by the field—not the ‘economic’ profits they always imply—
unless it is reconverted into symbolic capital.  For the author, the critic, the art dealer, the 
publisher or the theatre manager, the only legitimate accumulation consists in making a name for 
oneself, a known, recognized name, a capital of consecration implying a power to consecrate 
objects (with a trademark or signature) or persons (through publication, exhibits, etc.) and 
therefore to give value, and to appropriate the profits from this operation.  33

It is important to think about how prestige can be turned into symbolic capital.  Corporations do 

it all the time.  They will donate to a symphonic ensemble to show themselves supporting a 

cultural institution, with the hope that the symbolic capital, that is bestowed on the organization 

leads to a greater public profile and hopefully greater profits with more customers.  How do 

people, and companies, come to donate to art organizations?  This can be done in many ways in 

order for “high culture” to be passed on from one generation to the next, through the process of 

cultural transmission.

Cultural Transmission 

 The fundamental actions of any activity, whether it is walking, talking, or playing a 

musical instrument, must be learned.  The early learning of babies comes from the home, where 

our surroundings and our parents start the learning process.  Soon, when children are old enough 

 Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, 75.33
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for school, many of the values, ideologies, and norms of their particular culture are passed on to 

them in a more formal way.  As Pierre Bourdieu states about schools and their important utility, 

Only an institution like the school, the specific function of which is methodically to develop or 
create the dispositions which produce an educated person and which lay the foundations, 
quantitatively and consequently qualitatively, of a constant and intense pursuit of culture, could 
offset (at least partially) the initial disadvantage of those who do not receive from their family 
circle the encouragement to undertake cultural activities and the competence presupposed in any 
discourse on works, on the condition—and only on the condition—that it employs every available 
means to break down the endless series of cumulative processes to which any cultural education 
is condemned.  34

The curriculum in New Zealand schools has a vision statement that is followed by all teachers, 

including music teachers that include the traditions and practices of Western classical music in 

their classrooms.  This vision statement sets out four broad objectives for students, as shown in 

table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Vision Statement of the New Zealand Curriculum: 

Source: Rachel Bolstad, The Contributions of Learning in the Arts to Educational, Social, and Economic Outcomes 
in New Zealand: Part 2; A Literature Synthesis (Wellington: New Zealand Council for Educational Research, 2011), 
3. 

These objectives are important to consider when thinking about what the purpose of general 

music education in New Zealand is.  The music education curriculum in New Zealand has since 

2000 been known as “music-sound arts,” and the guidelines state the following: 

Sound from natural, acoustic, and digital environments is the source material for expressive ideas 
in music. These ideas are manipulated and extended into forms, genres, and styles that are 
recognised as music. Music is a fundamental form of expression, both personal and cultural. 
Value is placed upon the musical heritages of New Zealand’s diverse cultures, including 
traditional and contemporary Māori musical arts. By making, sharing, and responding to music, 

Confident 
- Positive in their own 

identity 
- Motivated and reliable 
- Resourceful 
- Enterprising and 

entrepreneurial 
- Resilient

Connected 
- Able to relate well to 

others 
- Effective users of 

communication tools 
- Connected to the land 

and environment 
- Members of 

communities 
- International citizens

Actively Involved 
- Participants in a range 

of life contexts 
- Contributors to the 

wellbeing of New 
Zealand--Social, 
cultural, economic, 
and environmental

Lifelong learners 
- Literate and numerate 
- Critical and creative 

thinkers 
- Active seekers, users, 

and creators of 
knowledge 

- Informed decision 
makers

 Bourdieu, “Outline of a Sociological Theory of Art Perception,” 610.34
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students contribute to the cultural life of their schools, whānau, peer groups, and communities. As 
they engage with and develop knowledge and deeper understandings of music, they draw on 
cultural practices and on histories, theories, structures, technologies, and personal experiences. 

In music education, students work individually and collaboratively to explore the potential of 
sounds and technologies for creating, interpreting, and representing music ideas. As they think 
about and explore innovative sound and media, students have rich opportunities to further their 
own creative potential. 

Students develop literacies in music as they listen and respond, sing, play instruments, create and 
improvise, read symbols and notations, record sound and music works, and analyse and 
appreciate music. This enables them to develop aural and theoretical skills and to value and 
understand the expressive qualities of music. 

As students learn to communicate musically with increasing sophistication, they lay a foundation 
for lifelong enjoyment of and participation in music. Some will go on to take courses in 
musicology, performance, or composition. These may be steps on the way to music-related 
employment.  35

The curriculum requires students in years one to eight to learn all four arts learning area 

disciplines: music, dance, drama, and visual arts.  In years nine and ten, students will study at 

least two disciplines.  Students in years eleven to thirteen may specialize in one or more 

discipline, or they may study multimedia as well.    36

 Douglas Nyce asserts that “it is clear . . . that universal music education from an early age 

and continuing through the early college years, regardless of individual circumstances, is an 

expectation of the New Zealand governmental authorities who control education.  It is also clear 

that this universal music education includes the development of universal music literacy and 

performance ability among the children of New Zealand.”   There are a number of externally 37

funded music programs, such as the Tironui Music Trust in Papatoetoe, Auckland, Play It 

Strange Ukuleles in NZ Schools, Smokefree Rockquest, and Pacifica Beats, to name a few of 

 “The Arts,” The New Zealand Curriculum, accessed April 1, 2013, http://nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/35

index.php/Curriculum-documents/The-New-Zealand-Curriculum/Learning-areas/The-arts.
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these programs.   The Auckland Philharmonia’s Sistema Aotearoa program is also not run 38

through the public school system but is funded through the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 

and aims to help achieve the expectation of the New Zealand government.  This is because the 

musical offerings at low decile schools are usually not as extensive as higher decile schools, and 

music is often seen to be neglected in low-decile schools by their communities.   If a school in a 39

low decile area would like to offer instrumental ensembles, private organizations must be 

brought in to offer this musical support.  Sistema Aotearoa, through the Auckland Philharmonia, 

works in conjunction with partner schools in order to provide a better music education 

experience to the students, which will be discussed in chapter six.  

 The reason that music education programs exist and external programs as well, such as 

the programs above, is to create cultural capital for them in New Zealand.  The problem 

throughout the country’s history is that there has not been a lot of social capital between 

individuals nor has there been a lot of cultural capital for Western classical music in the general 

population.  This is why government officials and musicians have seen it as such an important 

issue to pass on this cultural capital to each successive generation and build the social bonds for 

social capital as well.  This was especially pertinent after 1946 and the creation of the national 

orchestra in Wellington, which will be explained in the next chapter.   

 When thinking about education in a wider sense, Dick Stanley states, “[The] educational 

system is both a place where symbolic resources delivered by the cultural systems are 

appropriated by members of society, and where new creators are first introduced to their creative 

 McKegg, et al. Evaluation of Sistema, 35.38

 Nyce, “New Zealand Primary Music Education,” 344.39
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heritage.”   Bourdieu, for his part, stated, “The education system plays a decisive role in the 40

generalized imposition of the legitimate mode of consumption.  One reason for this is that the 

ideology of ‘re-creation’ and ‘creative reading’ supplies teachers—lectores assigned to 

commentary on the canonical texts—with a legitimate substitute for the ambition to act as 

auctores [authors].”   Objects—such as books, pictures, or musical scores—can be repositories 41

of cultural capital, but they have no value unless they can be understood and experienced by the 

next generation through transmission of knowledge.   This is why trained musicians are 42

important: they can interpret such musical objects.  Having a public that has the cultural capital 

to understand these works is important as well for donations patronizing symphonic concerts.  

With the cultural capital will develop social capital as well between individuals.   

 One of the functions of the education system is to teach the value of things and why 

particular things are, or are not, seen as important.  It is also a way in which traditions can be 

passed on.  As the British education professor Lucy Green explains: 

Schooling helps to perpetuate existing ideologies, assimilate ideological challenges, and produce 
new ideologies in line with changing economic and social conditions.  Formal education imbues 
children with self-images, expectations, and achievement orientations that correspond in various 
ways to their existing social situations, guiding them toward adult values and roles that, although 
often involving overt resistance along the way, are ultimately adaptable to the current economic 
and social climate, and at the same time largely similar to those that derive from their parents.  43

If we assume that educators are following a preset curriculum, it is this education in schools that 

teaches these students the societies values and norms.  Societal values may also be picked up at 

 Stanley, “Beyond Economics: Developing Indicators of the Social Effects of Culture,” 137–138.40

 Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, 37.41

 Derek Robbins, Bourdieu & Culture (London: Sage Publications, 2000), 35.42
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home and through other mediums, for example on television, the movies, or on the internet.  In 

order to change societal values, which can be very static, requires actors in the society at large 

who take action to change the status quo.  

 An important question to consider is whether the transmission of knowledge about 

classical music is capable of sustaining the creation of a new audience for orchestra ensembles.  

The community is important when thinking about funding for symphonic institutions since all 

the funding—be it audience revenues, donations and sponsorship, or government grants— is 

ultimately derived from the community in some way.  This financial capital is imperative for 

symphonic institutions to be able to function because symphonic institutions, as has been 

discussed, need subsidies.  In order for knowledge to be transmitted either a school or societal 

setting, it must be important and valuable to that particular society.  Value and elites are 

problematic concepts, and how elites are implicated in the symphonic discourse in Auckland will 

be explored in the next section, as will be defining who exactly the elites are, if they exist in New 

Zealand, and how they assign value to the symphony orchestra.   

The “Elites” and the Symphony Orchestra  

 The notion of what “value” means is a difficult concept to define because of the various 

connotations it can have, and definitions have changed over time.  Value is fundamental to 

culture as it represents the ideals and beliefs that the members of a community share in a 

particular area.  According to Rafael Ramírez, etymologically, value is from Old French and 

originally denoted 

(i) what people had done and became, and the actions they could perform [valor]; and (ii) how 
they traded goods with each other. . .‘Value’ took on a measurable connotation during the 13th 
century, founding the modern notion of exchange value, applied to traded assets.  By the middle 
of the 16th century, ‘value’ became commensurate with a measurable unit itself, paving the way 
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for the notion of price to denote this measure, which appeared at the end of the 17th century.  At 
the beginning of the 18th [century], ‘une valeur’ was the generic name given to negotiable 
securities.  By the beginning of the 20th century, ‘valorisation’ and ‘devaluer’ respectively 
denoted the enhancement and decrease of merchant, or exchange, value.    44

From the thirteenth century, the notion of value has evolved to mean what societies see as 

“important” elements of that society and value as “economic worth or cost,” as explained above.  

If orchestras are supported financially, by either public or private sources, then it can be said that 

they hold some sort of value for these individuals. 

 If orchestras have value, then there are those that must assign this value.  How then is it 

expressed in society?  An orchestral ensemble cannot survive by market forces alone: no 

professional full-time orchestra in the world today is able to support itself solely by ticket sales.  

All must rely on some type of external support from those that have the ability to provide both 

cultural legitimacy and financial support: the elites of a society.  Those in society who show that 

they value this type of music production support it directly buying musical recordings and going 

to concerts and indirectly through grants of various types.  Society is always in flux, with morals 

and societal norms ever changing.  This change can also be seen in the behavior of individuals 

who are in control of public and private patronage for symphonic institutions.   

 David Boyd explains that “The word ‘élite’ was originally used to designate rare or fine 

articles, which were expensive because of limited supply and high demand.  Its root comes from 

the Latin eligere, ‘to choose’.  The early association with precious articles in the marketplace 

was later broadened to include commodities of special value.”   The modern conception of the 45

word being used to describe a certain section of the population originated in France in the 

 Rafael Ramírez, “Value co-production: intellectual origins and implications for practice and research,” 44
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eighteenth century.  The word then passed to English, where it retained the various associations 

of a group socially distinctive from the remainder of its contemporaries.  Boyd then proposes 

nine characteristics that elites exhibit: 

1. High occupational position; 
2. Minority form; 
3. High status; 
4. A distinctive style of life; 
5. Group consciousness and cohesion; 
6. Exclusiveness but openness; 
7. Functional capability and responsibility; 
8. Moral responsibility; 
9. Power, of varying degree.   46

The elite will always be a minority since there are limited positions available in the social 

hierarchy.  There are many actions and behaviors that the elite exhibit, especially in how they act, 

dress, and talk and in what types of organizations they should support so that they can continue 

to be considered elite.  This can include founding and supporting orchestras.  Elites in a society 

could be classified into three types: aristocratic elites (those that are of the royal class, either by 

birth or marriage), financial elites (those with large amounts of financial capital), and political 

elites (those who are either elected or appointed to governmental positions).  All three constitute 

a very small proportion of the population. 

 Anthropologist Cris Shore declares that “elites can be characterized as those who occupy 

the most influential positions or roles in the important spheres of social life.”   He then applies 47

to conflict theory to the notion of the elites: 

Virtually every society has its privileged minorities: those who, for reasons of history, social 
status, economic position, political office or family connections, are the de facto power holders 
whose interests and normative values set the agenda and define the ‘natural order of things’.  ‘The 
ideas of the ruling classes’ wrote Marx and Engels over 150 years ago, ‘are, in every epoch, the 

 Ibid., 16–17.46

 Chris Shore, Elite Cultures: Anthropological Perspectives, ed. Chris Shore and Stephen Nugent (New 47

York: Routledge, 2002), 4.
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ruling ideas’:  i.e., the class which is the dominant material force in society is at the same time its 
dominant intellectual force.   48

 The elites must convince the masses that its sectional interests represent the wider public 

or national interest.  As Abner Cohen explains: “In stratified societies, power groups seek to 

validate and sustain their elite status by claiming to possess rare and exclusive qualities essential 

to the society at large.”   He continues, “The important point is that today all societies are 49

regulated by elite minorities, who employ ideologies and techniques of mystification to maintain 

themselves in power, as well as serve the public.”   Elites can be anyone who fits the above 50

descriptions, not just monetary elite.  As Ronald Inglehart and Christian Welzel explain about 

institutional changes, “The immediate cause of institutional change can virtually always be found 

at the elite level, almost by definition, because the people who negotiate political changes are 

defined as elites (even if they did not fall into that category a year earlier).  But underlying 

cultural changes also play a major role in the emergence of important situational changes . . .”   51

In New Zealand, the elite went from being a merchant elite in the late-nineteenth century to a 

political elite by the mid-twentieth century, who would have an influence on the creation of a 

symphony orchestra in the country.  They are important because when the orchestra was 

originally founded it was the royal elite who originally funded orchestral ensembles.   

 In New Zealand, as far as royal elite, there has only been one royal representative since 

1840, who, since 1917, has been known as the Governor-General.  These individuals were 

 Ibid., 2.48

 Abner Cohen, The Politics of Elite Culture: Explorations in the Dramaturgy of Power in a Modern 49

African Society (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1981), 1.
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 Ronald Inglehart and Christian Welzel, Modernization, Cultural Change, and Democracy: The Human 51

Development Sequence (New York: Cambridge University Press: 2005), 42–43.
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British citizens until 1967 when Sir Arthur Espie-Porritt took up the post, who was a New 

Zealander.   Officially, the Governor-General is the representative of the Head of State of New 52

Zealand, who in 2014, is Queen Elizabeth II.  The position requires official duties and 

ceremonial functions, but in practice, the Governor-General leaves the running of the country to 

the Prime Minister of New Zealand.  Therefore, the Governor-General has very little power in 

the day-to-day running of the country, and even though a representative of the royals, has very 

little ability to change the lifestyle of New Zealanders.  Even when the Governor-General was 

British, the effect on the general public of the office was marginal, especially in terms of music.  

For example, there was no royal orchestra.  Brass bands, when present, were part of the military.   

 The wealthy of New Zealand were quite different in terms of membership, customs, and 

social values than the British elite who they were most familiar with, most notably the Governor-

General.  In fact, New Zealand has positioned itself as a society that is classless and egalitarian.  

As Angela Caughey, of the Smith & Caughey retail chain writes: 

In older countries where social strata are clearly defined, commoners as well as the upper classes 
tend to grade the people they come into contact with.  Few people arrived in early Auckland with 
established backgrounds, however, so all sorts of newcomers were quickly accepted into a new 
upper class, people who would not have had a hope of being received into the top social structure 
in the Old Country.  Auckland society was therefore led by a heterogeneous group whose 
qualifications were assessed in terms of their position or prosperity, government or church status; 
a mixture of businessmen and remittance men, priests and solders, farmers and representatives of 
the Queen.  53

The significant element here is that people were quickly accepted into higher social strata where 

they may not have received such recognition back in Great Britain.  As the historian Philippa 

Mein Smith explains, “It is striking how, even for the rich, the New Zealand experience was 

 “Former Governors-General,” The Governor-General of New Zealand, accessed November 25,2014, 52
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shaped from the start by a shortage of money.”   Those that did have a measure of monetary 54

wealth, such as the Rhodes brothers, who made their money through wool, trading, finance, 

property, and speculation, were very influential in New Zealand but would not have been 

accepted into the upper echelons of British society in the 1850s because of their involvement in 

trade.    55

 Is “elite” even an appropriate way of characterizing the wealthy of early New Zealand?  

Did they exhibit the nine qualities that David Boyd described were needed for a person or group 

to be considered elite?  In the early history of the country, the early merchants probably could not 

be considered to have been true elites.  They had high occupational positions, were a minority, 

and had a high status, but they did not have a distinctive style of life, group consciousness, and 

cohesion.  There was more openness than exclusiveness, no real moral responsibility, and they 

had very little power.   

 This is the striking thing about most of New Zealand’s history: there has been a lack of 

elites and monetary power throughout most of its history after 1840.  There was, in effect, very 

little cultural capital.  This has fundamentally been the problem with the support of orchestras in 

New Zealand throughout their history, especially in Auckland: there has been a lack of elites to 

support symphonic music.  The early leaders of New Zealand were mainly farmers as well, with 

Miles Fairburn writing that: 

farmers wielded more control over the economy, politics, and social attitudes [from 1912 to 1935] 
than at any other.  Farmers, historians imply, were the ‘ruling class’ (they provided four of the 
five Prime Ministers from 1912 to 1935 and the Farmers’ Union was the most powerful pressure 
group); and farmers’ ideas were the ruling ideas. . .The outlook of most farmers—especially the 

 Philippa Mein Smith, A Concise History of New Zealand (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 54

2005), 62–63.

 Graeme Hunt, The Rich List: Wealth and Enterprise in New Zealand 1820–2003 (Auckland: Reed 55

Publishing, 2003), 57.
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smaller, the newer and those living in remote areas—was twisted and cramped by the combined 
effect of the economic instability of their livelihoods, their deficient leisure and education, 
cultural poverty, social isolation and material squalor.  56

Because of this, there was very little cultural development of the country during this time.  This 

is not to say that there were not wealthy people, because there were, but there was very little 

cultural capital at this time to support a sustainable symphonic orchestra.   

 In Auckland, there were wealth-creating networks, such as Thomas Russell’s Limited 

Circle, which ran until the long depression of the 1880s.  After this, business cliques declined 

until a resurgence in the 1920s to the 1940s with a second-generation Limited Circle, the “Kelly 

Gang.”  This was a group of financiers and lawyers associated with the Northern Club in 

Auckland, and linked to the Reform Party and said to control £180 million of the country’s funds 

and assets and have a hand in every underhanded business decision.   Yet, these individuals still 57

could not be considered true elites of Auckland.  They were not true elites because even though 

they had great monetarily wealth and political power, there was no moral responsibility for the 

city or country.  There was also not an openness about the group to the general public.  Plus, the 

cultural capital necessary to support orchestral ensembles was lacking as well.   

 There were citizens who would donate to projects they deemed socially necessary.  In 

Dunedin, the Hallenstein family was instrumental in developing a tradition of private endowment 

of education and the arts.   Bendix Hallenstein was a German immigrant who moved to New 58

Zealand in 1863, finally settling in Queenstown, where he was mayor from 1869 to 1872.  He 
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was known for his generosity, including the funding of the arts.   Glaswegian James Mackelvie 59

made a series of gifts to the city of Auckland, including 500 books and several works of art.  At 

his death he left £40,000 to the Auckland City Art Gallery.   Sir George Grey in 1882 made a 60

large gift to the Auckland Public Library of early prints and books.   These were isolated 61

situations, and there is no indication that any private full-size symphonic organizations were 

supported during this time.   

Figure 3.1. Distribution of Wealth in New Zealand: 1893 to 1938.  The proportion of wealth held by these 
percentages of the population.  (Source: Margaret Nell Galt, “Wealth and Income in New Zealand,” (doctoral 
dissertation, Victoria University, Wellington, 1985), 24.) 

 Gordon Parry, “Hallenstein, Bendix,” from the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography. Te Ara—the 59

Encyclopedia of New Zealand, updated October 30, 2012, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/biographies/2h6/hallenstein-
bendix.

 Hunt, The Rich List: Wealth and Enterprise in New Zealand 1820–2003, 119.60

 Ibid.61
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 By the 1880s, the invention of refrigeration technology would change New Zealand 

agriculture.  By 1882 New Zealand had become known as the “dairy farm of the [British] 

empire,” and agriculture became the source of wealth generation for New Zealand.   The ability 62

to refrigerate butter, cheese, and meat for long voyages to Britain and a guaranteed market there 

would, by the beginning of the twentieth century, give New Zealand one of the highest standards 

of living in the world.   Many stately homes were built in the early 1900s during this period of 63

rapid growth in prosperity due to refrigerated shipping.   By 1911 New Zealand had one of the 64

highest home ownership rates in the world, at more than 50 percent.   65

 As can be seen from figure 3.1, (above) between 1893 to 1938, the distribution of wealth 

in New Zealand narrowed, with the top 0.1 percent going from having 30.02 percent of the total 

wealth in New Zealand in 1893 to 3.13 percent in 1938.  Conversely, the bottom 50 percent of 

the population went from 3.89 percent to 14.72 percent in the same time period.  The distribution 

of wealth thus became more egalitarian during this forty-five year time span.  As the economy 

matured, and under the governmental policies at that time, which will be discussed in the next 

chapter, the gap between those that had a lot of monetary wealth and those that had very little 

grew closer.  Between 1893 and 1938 New Zealand went from being a faraway outpost of the 

British Empire to a prosperous nation.  There was also the notion of “tall poppy syndrome,” 

which was common in New Zealand.  The term was used to criticize people of merit and those 

who elevated themselves too much above their peers, keeping the egalitarian notion of the 

 Paul Callaghan, Wool to Weta: Transforming New Zealand’s Culture & Economy (Auckland: University 62
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country intact.  This is one reason why those with monetary wealth did not showcase their 

affluence.   

Figure 3.2. Real Gross Domestic Product of New Zealand, 1860 to 2003 (in millions of dollars; all figures baselined 
to dollars in 2000).  (Source: Statistics New Zealand, “Long Term Data Series: Real Gross Domestic Product,” 
accessed November 25, 2014, http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/economic_indicators/NationalAccounts/
long-term-data-series/national-income.aspx.) 

 There was also large economic growth, starting with the mid-1930s, which meant that 

there was more monetary capital available for the government to spend, and governmental 

officials started to think about supporting symphonic organizations in the country, in effect 

making the government the de-facto “elite” cultural funder, which will be explained in-depth in 

the next chapter.  The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of New Zealand from 1933 to 1946 

increased 99.68 percent during this time, as can be seen in figure 3.2.   As Graeme Hunt 66

explains, “Wealth in 1940 was in far fewer hands than it is [in the present day], and the biggest 

  Statistics New Zealand, “Long Term Data Series: Real Gross Domestic Product,” accessed November 66

25, 2014, http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/economic_indicators/NationalAccounts/long-term-data-series/
national-income.aspx.
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holder was the government.  It had the power to make or break a business by the issue or 

removal of import licenses and a host of other controls aimed ostensibly at creating a more 

efficient economy.”   This is why high-ranking central government officials by 1940 and after 67

could be considered as an elite.  These politicians in office had a high occupational position in 

the country, as politicians of the government and formed a minority because there were limited 

positions available; high status in the country in their positions; a distinct style of life concerning 

how to act and what functions were expected of them; a sense of group consciousness and 

cohesion; exclusiveness but openness for their constituents, such as meeting with them during 

their normal duties; functional capability and responsibility; moral responsibility; and power, in 

their ability to pass legislation which would affect the entire country.  This was especially true of 

the prime minister and cabinet officials, and their role in the creation of a national orchestra will 

be explained in the next chapter as well as the reasoning behind this decision.  From 1947 to 

1978, the New Zealand GDP grew 168.58 percent, and the growth was broadly shared across 

income brackets.   This would be the monetary wealth used to fund not only the national 68

orchestra, but the regional orchestras starting in the 1960s, which will be explained starting in 

chapter five.   

 By the early twenty-first century, however, New Zealand wealth and trade were changing, 

with the major trading partners now Australia, the United States, and Japan.   The commodities 69

that were traded to other countries had changed substantially as well.  As Michael King explains: 

 Hunt, The Rich List: Wealth and Enterprise in New Zealand 1820–2003, 277.67

 Statistics, “Long Term Data Series.”68

 Smith, A Concise History of New Zealand, 248.69
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The relative proportions of commodities sold has also altered considerably.  Wool, which had 
made up nearly 50 per cent of the country’s exports in 1880, constituted a mere 2.8 per cent by 
1999.  Meat was down from 27 per cent in 1940 to a smaller but still significant 13.2 per cent in 
1999.  And dairy products—butter, cheese and various milk derivatives—made up 23 per cent in 
1999, a drop from its 1940 peak of 36 per cent but again still important.  Forestry exports were up 
to 11.3 per cent from almost nothing 60 years before.  Exports of other commodities such as 
seafood (5.5 per cent), wine and various pastoral products were also growing.   70

Figure 3.3. Percentile distribution of net worth ownership in New Zealand, 2004.  (Source: Jit Cheung, Wealth 
Disparities in New Zealand, Statistics New Zealand (Wellington, 2007), 8.) 

This change in export commodities has affected wealth distribution in New Zealand, seeming to 

have made the rich have even more monetary wealth.  By 2004, more than half of New Zealand’s 

wealth was concentrated into the top 10 percent of the population, as can be seen in figure 3.3 

(above).  This is actually a slightly better than in 1938, when 64.11 percent of New Zealand’s 

wealth was concentrated into the top 10 percent of the population.   Yet, the situation is different 71

 King, The Penguin History of New Zealand Illustrated, 424–5.70

 Margaret Nell Galt, “Wealth and Income in New Zealand,” (doctoral dissertation, Victoria University, 71
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now in 2014, with the wealthiest 1 percent of New Zealanders owning three times as much as is 

owned by the poorest 50 percent of the population.    72

 By 2003, Graeme Hart, Sir Humphrey Michael Fay, Arthur Douglas Myers, and the Todd 

family all were all wealthy families in New Zealand, with their wealth being derived from 

investments, energy, and property dealings, among other sources.   The Todd family, now the 73

third richest family in New Zealand with an estimated worth of $2.9 billion, are major 

philanthropists through the Todd Charitable Trust and the Todd Foundation.  They have made 

grants to education, research, welfare, medicine, and the arts and humanities.   Michael 74

Friedlander, who made his fortune in property, is a large supporter of the arts through The Harriet 

Friedlander Trust, named after his wife.  In 2013, the trust donated between $10,000 and $24,999 

to the APO; the actual amount is unknown. 

 The next chart, figure 3.4, shows the percentage of the net worth of the total population.  

As can be seen, the total net worth for the population starts to climb with the 25-to-34 age group, 

which has 7 percent of the country’s net worth.  This jumps up to 20.4 percent for 35-to-44-year-

olds, and it is even higher for the older age groups even though they have a smaller share of the 

total population.  This makes sense since these citizens have been in the workforce the longest 

and have been able to save more money.  The citizens who patronize symphonic concerts tend to 

 Max Rashbrooke, “Inequality and New Zealand,” in Inequality: A New Zealand Crisis, ed. Max 72
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be older as well, with the most active age group in 2011 being 50 and above, 53 percent of the 

total audience.     75

Figure. 3.4. Percentage share of the net worth of the total population, 2004.  (Source: Jit Cheung, Wealth Disparities 
in New Zealand, Statistics New Zealand (Wellington, 2007), 9.) 

 When the same age groups from figure 3.4 are applied in order to see the net worth by 

age group, it becomes readily apparent where most of the wealth, age-wise, in New Zealand is 

concentrated.  As can be seen in figure 3.5 (below), the total wealth skyrockets from below 

$75,000 for 25-to-34 year olds to close to $300,000 for the 55-to-64 age demographic.  These 

charts contain important information for both symphonic organizations and the government 

because they show where the monetary wealth of the country is concentrated.  According to 

Creative New Zealand, the national arts development agency, 20 percent of the patrons who go 

to symphonic concerts make $80,000 or higher and 18 percent make over $120,000.   Of course, 76

high monetary wealth alone does not equate to being elite, as has been explained earlier in this 

 Ministry for Culture & Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review: Discussion Paper, 75
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chapter.  What is important is the social capital linked with the wealth involved and what it 

means for the symphonic concert.  Those with like-minded ideals (cultural capital) as well as 

monetary wealth tend to patronize symphonic concerts, as seen in the Creative New Zealand 

data.  

Figure 3.5. Net Worth of New Zealanders by Age Group, 2004.  (Source: Jit Cheung, Wealth Disparities in New 
Zealand, Statistics New Zealand (Wellington, 2007), 9.) 

 One way to ascertain who are the elite funders of orchestras in New Zealand is to look at 

lists of donors and sponsors in concert programs.  Figure 3.6 shows such a listing in an Auckland 

Philharmonia program booklet. It gives an idea of the people, companies, and other entities that 

are prepared to support the APO financially and, consequently, some sense of the value that these 

funders assign to the APO or, perhaps, the value that sponsorship of the APO, at whatever level, 

may have for them as individuals or as a company.  These are the elites who deem it important to 

fund the ensemble.  Contributions are also important in order to ascertain how much value the 

sponsors place on the organization.  For the Auckland Philharmonia, there are many different 
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levels of funding sources available to them.  These include organizations the APO defines as 

funders, made up of trusts and organizations, and sponsors, who the APO defines as 

corporations.  There are also the exclusive Chair Donors, who symbolically sponsor the chairs 

that musicians sit in.  Finally, there is the APO Foundation, which is a private endowment that 

supports the future development of the orchestra.   

Figure 3.6. Funders and Sponsors in an APO program. (Source: “Choral Masterpieces: Carmina Burana,” APO 
Concert Program, October 6 & 7, 2011.) 

 Figure 3.6 also shows how much money groups and individuals donate to these 

ensembles.  The left page shows the various funding levels available to funders, who choose how 

much they want to donate to cover the costs of educational programs and current operations and 

supplement the income from ticket sales.  The right page shows the corporate sponsors and the 
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funding levels available to them.  Such donations are an important avenue for an arts 

organization to raise money, representing how people or corporations value the organization 

based upon the amount of money they donate.  This can raise the prestige of those who are 

funding the orchestra, and the orchestra can gain prestige of this as well.  More money means 

higher pay, larger programs, and potentially touring, attracting better musicians, other donors, 

and interest from the general public.   

 In New Zealand it is the government that decides on the main amount of funding for 

symphonic organizations.  This funding only began in 1946 with the creation of a national 

orchestra, as will be explained in the next chapter.  The new orchestra represented the ideals that 

the country, led by the prime minister, Peter Fraser, was striving towards, the result of a process 

that started in the early twentieth century to endow the country with a truly national orchestra.   
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CHAPTER 4 

4. HOW NATIONALISM HAS SHAPED THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN NEW 
ZEALAND 

 A Western classical orchestra is an expensive institution, as has been explained in chapter 

two, and almost always requires some form of subsidy in order to stay solvent.  In the case of the 

symphony orchestra in New Zealand, this subsidy was eventually provided for by the central and 

local governments.  How this came to pass is a complicated story involving changing 

nationalistic sentiment toward the symphony orchestra.  When a national orchestra was originally 

proposed in 1906 as a nationalistic exercise, it was for a very specific purpose: an international 

exhibition.  After this event, the orchestra was disbanded, with no money forthcoming to support 

the ensemble.  At the country’s centennial celebration in 1940, a new national orchestra was 

founded, but due to World War II it was suspended.  It was definitively launched in 1946, and 

this time, it was sustained by central government funding. 

 This chapter will show how a developing nationalist sentiment was an important catalyst 

for the creation of a national symphony orchestra.  The Christchurch International Exhibition of 

1906–1907 was the point when government ministers, led mainly by Prime Minister Richard 

Seddon, wanted to show the world what the small country of New Zealand had accomplished in 

terms of social programs and the arts, so an orchestra of professional musicians was created for 

the Exhibition.  Although this orchestra did not survive past the Exhibition, it did plant the seed 

for a professional orchestra in the country, which came to fruition in 1946 with the founding of 

the national orchestra by Prime Minister Peter Fraser and Professor James Shelley.  The creation 

of the orchestra solidified the form the classical orchestra would take in the country, which can 
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still be seen today in the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra (NZSO).  The case of the NZSO 

shows how successive governments have approached cultural production as well as how 

nationalism has determined the actions of government officials.   

New Zealand Nationalism 

 In order to understand why New Zealand would hold an international exhibition to 

present the country to the world, the notion of nationalism needs to be discussed because of what 

the exhibitions meant to government officials, and the general public, in regard to national 

identity.  As the historian Hans Kohn wrote:  

Nationalism is a state of mind, permeating the large majority of a people and claiming to 
permeate all its members; it recognizes the nation-state as the ideal form of political organization 
and the nationality as the source of all creative cultural energy and of economic well-being.   1

The way a government functions can be an important contributor to the nation-building process.  

Government officials, such as the prime minister and cabinet officials, can design policy to fulfill 

what they believe the country should strive for.  The national identity of New Zealand has many 

elements, and prime ministers Richard Seddon and Peter Fraser, a generation apart, both decided 

that a government-funded Western classical music ensemble was necessary in the construction of 

a national identity for the young country.  

The notion of a “Kiwi” or a New Zealander as an identifier of belonging to a nation had 

to be created and then assigned specific characteristics as part of a national identity.  An example 

of this national identity include the importance of sports to a majority of New Zealanders, 

especially rugby and the All Blacks.  The New Zealand identity was initially one of a Britain of 

the Southern Hemisphere.  European New Zealanders were proud of their heritage, and most of 

 Hans Kohn, The Idea of Nationalism: A Study in its Origins and Background (London: Transaction 1
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the early laws and practices were directly taken directly from Britain.  In a book from 1857 

entitled New Zealand or Zealandia, the Britain of the South, Charles Hurthouse explains the 

similarities of New Zealand to Britain.  Although the book was essentially an advertisement 

encouraging people to move to New Zealand, it does give a sense as to what type of person was 

being enticed to come to the country: farmers, merchants, miners, and fishermen.  These 

individuals were mainly British citizens early on, moving to the country for a better life.   

As the anthropologist Lawrence Krader explains, “The state is the ultimate organ of 

power in any society in which it is found.  It is an organ for social integration, internal regulation, 

and external defense. . . the state performs these services for society, and in so doing also serves 

its own ends.  Although integration, regulation, and defense are primary functions of all social 

groups, the state combines these functions with the promotion and preservation of its own 

existence as an end in itself.  Thus, the state is to be viewed as a secondary formation for the 

achievement of the aforementioned social ends [emphasis in original].”   This explains why 2

politicians, especially the prime minister, could be considered elite.  The state, through the prime 

minister, has the ultimate power over a nation’s identity, which what the Exhibition’s purpose 

was: they were to show the world what it meant to be a New Zealander and what made the 

country admirable, and an orchestra was to be part of that.  

During the tenure of Prime Minster Richard Seddon, in office from 1893 to 1906, the 

country grew rapidly during his tenure, and many policies were enacted for social progress 

during his time in office.  Seddon was known by some as “King Dick” because of his autocratic 

style, and he wanted to make the world take notice of New Zealand’s social progress in regard to 

 Ibid., 282
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the early beginnings of the welfare state.  One of the most successful programs of his 

government was the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894, which allowed the 

government to help set a minimum wage.   New Zealand was a special place, Seddon thought, 3

and he was willing to invite the world to see the country at an International Exhibition that would 

be held in Christchurch.   At this exhibition, a professional symphony orchestra—the first one 4

ever in New Zealand—would be funded by the government.   

The Christchurch International Exhibition 

 Because of its small size and perceived progressive temperament, Seddon had called New 

Zealand “the social laboratory of the world.”   He wanted a way to “[proclaim] New Zealand’s 5

distinctiveness and imminent greatness” to the world, and he himself came up with the idea for 

the Exhibition.  Seddon wanted to hold the Exhibition because he was convinced that “New 

Zealanders were too modest, and did not think enough of themselves and their country.  They did 

not let the world know what they could do.  The sooner they did so the better.  [The Exhibition] 

would prove that New Zealand was a great country.”   It was because of his vision and ideas that 6

the Exhibition would come to fruition.  Its purpose was to show New Zealand off to the world, 

and according to the official record of the Exhibition by J. Cowan, this was achieved by: 

We have to regard not only [the exhibition’s] high educational value to ourselves, but its 
undoubtedly great use as a solid advertisement for New Zealand products and manufactures, as a 
trade-bringer and a means for fixing, if only for a brief period, the attention of the outside world 

 Max Rashbrooke, “Inequality and New Zealand,” in Inequality: A New Zealand Crisis, ed. Max 3

Rashbrooke (Wellington: Bridget Williams Books Limited, 2013), 25.
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upon the individuality, the ego of this new country, the special trend of the genius that animates 
its people, and the expression in concrete form of its progress in useful industries and in the arts 
and the amenities that soften life and sweeten man’s feelings towards man. . . it summed up for 
our own people, as well as for those from over the seas, the results of sixty-six years of 
colonisation, the country’s natural wealth and capacity of output, the range and quality of its 
manufactures, and the advances made in applied arts, in education, and in matters of social 
betterment.  By it we were were enabled to take measure of ourselves, and gauge our powers and 
possibilities for the coming years.  7

The Exhibition was to focus the aspects of the country that government officials such as Seddon 

wanted to show to the world, from manufacturing to education and social betterment.  Seddon 

also wanted to show the world how the social programs of his Liberal government were affecting 

the lives of New Zealanders and raising their standard of living.  Seddon felt that the world could 

learn from New Zealand’s progress.   

 The New Zealand International Exhibition was held in Christchurch between November 

1, 1906, and April 15, 1907.  According to the Rt. Hon. Lord Plunket, Knight Commander of the 

Royal Victorian Order, Governor General of New Zealand and Patron of the Exhibition, 

“. . .there is rising here a young nation, which, though furthest from the Mother Country, and 

nine hundred miles from her nearest neighbour, is British in thought and blood, happy and 

prosperous, standing only on the threshold of her splendid future.”   The citizens of New Zealand 8

were happy to show their loyalty to Great Britain.  According to the historian Jock Phillips, New 

Zealand nationalism was expressed through a variety of ways, which government officials 

decided to emphasize. These included the abundant land, the New Zealand countryside, 

 James Cowan, Official Record of the New Zealand International Exhibition of Arts and Industries held at 7
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experimentation with social welfare, a Britain in the Southern Hemisphere, a respectable people, 

and the Māori.    9

 Musical aspects were to be an important aspect of this exhibition because, as Cowan 

described it, “[the music] not only entertained, but it educated, and it was the means of arousing 

a deep and genuine love for the great masters of music amongst a large body of the people.”   10

The Exhibition was the first time that a professional symphony orchestra ensemble would be 

heard in New Zealand, and the organizers of the Exhibition were convinced that “good music 

was a necessity if the Exhibition was to be made a success…”   There are many elements to 11

these statements.  How a “deep and genuine love for the great masters of music” would be 

instilled on a population in a few short months is unknown.  Although many of these New 

Zealanders were either first-generation migrants or had ties to Great Britain, a professional 

symphony orchestra was something that had never been seen before in the colony.  The 

Exhibition would be far too short to have any lasting effect on the general population.  There 

would not be enough time to pass enough cultural capital to them for orchestral appreciation.  

Going to concerts would not become routine.  Also, this statement assumes that there are set 

“master composers” that everyone has to know and that these composers are part of the Western 

classical music canon.  The entire musical programming at the Exhibition appears to have been 

devised by the political elite—politicians who wanted to create a model society. 
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Figure 4.1. A view of the audience in the main hall of the Exhibition during the performance of the ode, November 
7, 1906.  (Image courtesy of the Christchurch City Libraries: CCL PhotoCD 20, IMG0089.) 

 The central government decided to finance an orchestra of fifty-three professional 

instrumentalists.  It was conducted by Alfred Hill, who had studied at the Leipzig 

Conservatorium and became the first professional New Zealand composer, eventually composing 

over 500 works.   The first concert of the orchestra (figure 4.1) included Beethoven’s Fifth 12

Symphony, Wagner’s overture to Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, a suite by Massenet, and Carl 

Reinecke’s King Manfred prelude.   At first audiences were very small.  The Christchurch Press 13

initially reported that poor advertising was at least part of the problem, while the Auckland Star 

expressed regret that the musical taste of Christchurch’s citizens seemed to prefer the fascination 

of Wonderland to the attraction of a professional ensemble.  The audience numbers did grow as 

 John Mansfield Thomson, The Oxford History of New Zealand Music (Auckland: Oxford University 12

Press, 1991), 221.
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New Zealand, 2011), 216.
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the Exhibition progressed, however, and by April 1907 had approached 1,500, which was full 

capacity for the concert hall.    14

 According to official government explanations at the time of the Exhibition, the reason 

for the increasing audiences was greater awareness of the concerts.  As Cowan explained, “By 

degrees the merit and high standard of the concerts became known, and the attendance increased 

very largely as the season went on.  As showing the educative value of the work of the orchestra, 

the tastes of the audiences improved so much in the six months that, while the lighter music gave 

the greatest pleasure at the earlier concerts, it was the works of the classic writers that held their 

attention and won their applause in the end.”   An article in the New Zealand music journal the 15

Triad expressed a similar sentiment:  

[The orchestra] could claim no phenomenal mechanical excellence, nor profundity of thought in 
expression . . . Mr. Alfred Hill . . . has unquestionably endeared himself by his ability, tact and 
bon homme [good humored fellow] to orchestra and public alike. . . The greatest achievement of 
the orchestra was the conversion of the public; it was a veritable triumph for instrumental music 
of the highest type.    16

 As the Exhibition orchestra was the first professional orchestra in the country, audience 

members were curious to see it in action.  Mechanical reproduction of music in 1907 was 

rudimentary at best and certainly not common among the general public.  Also, how the “works 

of the classic writers. . . held [the audience’s] attention” is unclear.  Beethoven, Brahms, and 

Tchaikovsky would probably have been unknown to most audience members at this time, and the 

quick “education” of the population seems unlikely.  The individuals who were discussing this 

were government officials and musicians themselves, who already had an idea of what outcomes 

 “New Zealand International Exhibition 1906: Music as the Exhibition,” Christchurch City Libraries, 14
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they wanted to see.  They already had the cultural capital necessary to appreciate, or the cultural 

knowledge to know they were expected to appreciate, Western classical music.   

 At first the public was not enamored with the orchestra, which when it gave its first 

concerts was known as “Hill’s Brigands” because it cost taxpayers so much money.   Orchestral 17

expenses for the entire Exhibition were £7.106 10 0 and the concert hall revenue was £5.166 16 

0.   According to contemporary reports, the criticisms leveled at the orchestra were not about its 18

educational value (what it was teaching the New Zealand public about “proper” music), but 

about the cost itself of the ensemble.    19

 Attendance improved steadily to the point that during the last month of the Exhibition, 

the Concert Hall was crowded to overflowing.  The final concert was on January 24, 1907, with 

works by Mendelssohn, Brahms, and Berlioz, among others.  Mr. and Mrs. John Prouse of 

Wellington, impressed with the Exhibition orchestra, decided to sponsor a national tour in order 

to showcase it, which ended in Wellington.  After the tour, the central government, under Prime 

Minister Joseph Ward, decided not to fund a permanent national orchestra, and the orchestra was 

disbanded.   After the Exhibition, which the spectacle gone, there was not enough audience 20

support to justify the high cost of a subsidy for a symphonic ensemble in New Zealand.  In 

addition, the Exhibition had closed with a deficit of £81,430, and there was no extra government 

funding available for the orchestra.   21
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 The question of a permanent orchestra would not come up again until the early 1940s.  

Ward’s Liberal government, in power from 1891 until 1912, was focused on workers’ rights and 

the ability of farmers to own their own farms.   There was also the solidification of the welfare 22

state, with a pension scheme and support for families being introduced.  These two programs 

were continued until 1929, when the Great Depression severely curtailed the government’s 

ability to fund social programs.  In spite of this funding difficulty, new social programs would 

have to be created in order to support the population on account of massive unemployment.  The 

official rate at the height of the crisis was 15 percent, but if women and Māori were counted, 

unemployment was 30 percent.   Work-relief schemes, where a person was hired to do a job set 23

by the government, were in all practicality the only form of government support available in the 

early 1930s, and these could not accommodate all those in need.  These conditions led to large 

riots taking place in the autumn of 1932 in Auckland, Wellington, and Dunedin, with the 

unemployed after these riots being sent to remote labour camps for “work” after tough new 

“public safety” laws were put into effect.   24

 In the general elections of 1935, Labour saw large gains against the United and Reform 

Parties.  This first Labour government, led by Prime Minister Michael Joseph Savage, worked to 

make sure everyone in New Zealand could enjoy a reasonable standard of living and also 

continued with the Liberal government’s policy of offering social welfare programs that worked 

for all citizens.  Labour again won the 1938 election.  That same year the Social Security Act, 
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which was a comprehensive “cradle-to-grave” policy, was passed, and the welfare state 

continued to take shape.   Part of Labour’s goals focused on music and a revival of a national 25

orchestra: although the Depression and then World War II had hampered the government’s 

efforts, the government did eventually support a national orchestra, for a multitude of reasons.  

The New Zealand Broadcasting Service (NZBS), which had been created with the Broadcasting 

Act of 1936, was deemed to be the best organization to fund and maintain the orchestra, as it had 

a steady source of revenue from licensing fees and advertising, meaning the organization was 

self-supporting while still part of the government.   The head of the NZBS, James Shelley, was 26

also a large supporter of symphony orchestras and was a main driving force to create a national 

orchestra.   

Centennial Exhibition 

 Professor James Shelley (figure 4.2) was an academic and an educator; he was interested 

in all things arts-related, including music.  It was mainly due to him that a national orchestra was 

founded and supported by the NZBS.  As a child he wanted to study to be an artist, but his 

parents would not allow him.   Despite his parents’ discouragement, he grew up with a fervent 27

appreciation for music and the arts, which he maintained all his life.  He taught at Canterbury 

College in Christchurch from 1920 until 1936, when he became Director of Broadcasting.  This 

long engagement with teaching enabled him to influence cabinet members who were his former 
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students, and they would help him create a national 

orchestra.  Perhaps the most important of these was 

Peter Fraser of the Labour Party, who would 

become the prime minister of New Zealand in 

March of 1940 and serve until December 1949.  As 

Ian Carter explains: 

[Shelley] saw local high culture as a clean slate on which 
he could make a distinctive mark. This ambition was 
connected with his hopes for educational reform. Shelley 
declared that education was no mere technical enterprise, 
but the relentlessly discriminating pursuit of the good 
life, and the arts must lie at the heart of this.   28

Shelley wanted to use education to reform New 

Zealand society, and he felt that broadcasting, as the 

best vehicle for the New Zealand cultural 

awakening, should run the national orchestra.  What 

is this “good life,” however, that he was thinking about?  He does not specify, but one can infer 

that by this phrase he may have meant correct values, hard work, temperance, and other British/

Protestant like-minded ideals.  Shelley used his influence on the prime minister and other 

governmental officials to propose, in 1937, for a National Conservatorium of Music and the 

Spoken Arts, which would have included a symphony orchestra.   Although these did not 29

materialize, a compromise was reached with the government which also had the full support of 

the New Zealand Musicians’ Union, which represented the small number of professional 
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Figure 4.2. Professor James Shelley, 1936.  
Photograph by James Claude Ring.  (Image 
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musicians in the country.  On December 1, 1939, the National Broadcasting Service formed a 

thirteen-strong string orchestra in Wellington called the National Broadcasting Service String 

Orchestra (NBSSO).   This would be the precursor for a national orchestra for New Zealand.  30

Shelley was also instrumental in supporting the Centennial Exhibition that was to be held in 

Wellington to celebrate the one-hundredth anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi 

between Māori and the Crown. 

 The original proposal for the Centennial Exhibition was made on April 14, 1930, by Sir 

George Troup (C.M.G.), the mayor of Wellington.   The planning for the event took the better 31

part of a decade.  According to the official publication of the Centennial, the reason for the 

celebration was:  

[T]he logical time for a display and appreciation of [New Zealand’s] achievements and a 
valuation of its assets.  It is the most important milestone in its rugged history to date, and 
probably the most important in its life, for the beginnings of its development are not too far away 
to be forgotten and not too old to be regarded dispassionately as of little more than historical 
interest.    32

 The NBSSO was to form the nucleus of an orchestra that would perform at the 

Centennial Exhibition.  Joseph William Allan Heenan, the undersecretary of the Department of 

Internal Affairs, was especially fond of literature and the arts.  Because the Centennial was to be 

focused on New Zealand cultural products, such as music, the visual arts, and literature, Heenan 

was seen as the ideal candidate to be its chief executive officer.   The Centennial Exhibition 33

began on November 8, 1939, and ran until May 4, 1940.  It was followed by the music festival 
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attached to the Exhibition which ran from May 8 to June 30, 1940.  The NBSSO was involved, 

as well as twenty-one other players hired from around New Zealand to complete the ensemble.  

An estimated 65,000 New Zealanders listened to music at some point during the music festival, 

and Shelley persuaded all the soloists from the Centennial to extend their contracts past the 

festival’s end so that they could tour with the NBSSO to the main population centers of New 

Zealand.   34

 After the tour, Shelley stated that “all centres have expressed strong desire for the 

orchestra to be made permanent.”   Although the tour was successful, with healthy audiences, 35

the notion that there was a strong desire for a permanent orchestra is a difficult to comprehend.  

There is no real evidence that the major population centers actively sought the creation of a 

permanent orchestral ensemble.  In this period, the early 1940s, government officials may have 

been looking toward New Zealand’s British heritage and wanting the country to be seen as being 

equal, culturally at least, with Great Britain.  New Zealand was asserting itself as its own country 

during this decade, and the orchestra was one way to assert itself culturally to the world.  Shelley 

certainly wanted a national orchestra, and he was able to convince Fraser and others that the 

country needed a permanent full-time ensemble.  The Centennial orchestra had to be disbanded, 

however, because of World War II and a lack of money and musicians.  The National 

Broadcasting Service String Orchestra was saved to play in Wellington and for activities 

pertaining to World War II and was known during this time as the NBS Light Orchestra.    36
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 The president of the Auckland Society of the Arts, Richard Gross, stated in 1941, “I 

commend to you all the need to broaden and deepen the foundation on which a cultured world 

may rise. . . What we should desire, as far as Fine Arts goes, is a literate general public, where 

the greatest number may have at least an alphabet and a vocabulary, however brief, to enable 

them to read and express their emotions, or alternatively, have a glimmering of what artists are 

trying to say.”   He stated this at a time when government officials were thinking about what it 37

meant to be a New Zealander, especially in regard to “cultural activities.”  Gross argued that 

orchestra would be an important symbol of cultural capital and strengthen opportunities for 

social capital among the general population.  He soon got his wish: only five years after his 

statement, a national orchestra was created.  The story of its formation is key to understanding 

how the government has seen its mandate to fund symphonic organizations since that time.   

The New Zealand Symphony Orchestra 

 On September 11, 1945, Professor Shelley submitted a proposal to the government “to 

establish a fulltime [sic] national orchestra under the control of the Broadcasting Service, for the 

purpose of giving public and broadcast concerts, and of recording for Broadcasting purposes.”   38

He had been working on this proposal since the centennial but did not pursue it until after World 

War II.  The proposal called for the core orchestra to be based in Wellington with a complement 

of twenty-five players.  The other the large population centers—Auckland, Christchurch, and 

Dunedin—were each to send six to seven players to complete the orchestra.   This proposal was 39

 Sarah Shieff, “Building a Culture: Music in New Zealand in the Nineteen-forties,” Music in New Zealand 37

(Summer 1989/90): 39.

 Tonks, The New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, 15.38
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accepted, and on June 25, 1946, Prime Minister Peter Fraser, who was also a lover of orchestral 

music,  announced that New Zealand was to have a permanent national orchestra, saying it 40

would be a symbol of the country’s “cultural maturity”—or, as an unidentified cabinet minister 

was heard to say, “This is the birth of a nation.”   The concept of cultural maturity in this 41

context was the notion that New Zealand could now claim to be a mature nation with cultural 

offerings that could, at some point, rival those of the United States or European nations.  Walter 

Nash, who was the finance minister, agreed to work with the government to provide necessary 

funding for the orchestra.  The orchestra was to be managed by the NBS, but it was considered to 

be the national orchestra of New Zealand and treated as such. 

 There was also a Cultural Fund in the Department of Internal Affairs, which was set up in 

1946 by Heenan with £80,000 of accumulated art union profits.  The Cultural Fund was divided 

into three components: physical welfare and recreation, culture and the arts, and the provision of 

bursaries for young New Zealanders to pursue artistic studies abroad.   The Queen Elizabeth II 42

Arts Council, which is discussed in the next chapter, would evolve out of the Cultural Fund to 

fund, plan, and implement cultural activities.   

 As Professor Shelley, Joseph Heenan, George Sinclair, and A. W. Mulligan wrote about 

the Centennial in relation to New Zealand’s the future, “It is recognised that as a community 

New Zealand has not developed culturally as it has in other directions, and we feel that the 
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advantage should be taken by the Centennial, with its two-fold objective of celebrating the past 

one hundred years, and laying a foundation for the next hundred years, to make a special feature 

of the music.”   As the historian Rachel Barrowman relates, “Through the Centennial and 43

Historical branches, the Cultural and Literary funds, and in other less formal ways, [Joseph] 

Heenan played a major role in the establishment of the state as the principal patron of literature 

and the arts in New Zealand.”   Nash, Shelley, Heenan, and Fraser were four figures who were 44

instrumental in the formation of an identity for New Zealand culture that included classical 

music.  Shelley provided the musical blueprint, Heenan the organizational pedigree, Nash the 

funding, and Fraser the political will necessary to build what they deemed to be the model 

artistic culture for New Zealand.  This would help “lay the foundation” for the next one hundred 

years.  The orchestra was also to be for the entire nation, which helped dispel fears that it was an 

elitist institution, and the formation went forward.  

 In taking up the role of supporting an orchestra, government officials copied the format of 

the ensemble from British models (as were explained in the chapter two).  In funding an 

orchestra, hiring the players, and choosing the conductor, the NBS—and, by extension, these 

same government officials—essentially created what their vision of a symphony orchestra should 

be.  The national orchestra was to travel to large and small population centers around the country 

for the purposes of “cultural development,” in fulfillment of the vision of Shelley, Fraser, and the 

other founders, in order to artificially create cultural capital in the population for the orchestra.  
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 The initial rehearsal for the National Orchestra of the New Zealand Broadcasting Service 

was on October 24, 1946, in Wellington, with the sixty-five players hand-picked by the 

conductor Andersen Tyrer from all over New Zealand,  with the core string group consisting of 45

the thirteen-member National Broadcasting Service String Orchestra.  After the rehearsal was 

finished, the orchestra was split back into separate ensembles to play as studio orchestras for the 

radio stations in the four main centers.  This was to avoid a perception on the part of the public 

that the new orchestra was taking all the best local players to Wellington and leaving them with 

no capable musicians.   The whole orchestra would assemble for six months a year to tour and 46

perform and spend the other six months as the studio ensembles.    47

 The orchestra was re-formed in Wellington, and on March 6, 1947, the New Zealand 

Broadcasting Service Orchestra (NZBSO) gave its first concert at the Wellington Town Hall 

(figure 4.3; see appendix H) and was declared a success by the government officials in 

attendance.   This was the first year of New Zealand being its own country, having passed the 48

Statue of Westminster Act 1947 on November 25, so the orchestra can be seen as a symbol of the 

birth of a new nation.  The program of the orchestra would be repeated in the coming months 

during an extensive tour to in other parts of the country, which led to the orchestra being known 

as “the world’s most travelled orchestra.” As clarinetist Frank Gurr relates: 

I was in the Auckland sector, and we spent an enormous amount of time travelling, mostly by 
train.  If you were heading back to Auckland from Invercargill, you got on the train at a quarter 
past eight in the morning and spent the whole day getting to Christchurch, where you changed to 
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the overnight ferry to Wellington.  You waited around in Wellington until half past three in the 
afternoon for the overnight express, which got to Auckland at about seven thirty the next 
morning.  It was horrendous.  49

The grueling touring schedule included the main centers, none of which had professional 

orchestras at this time, but also smaller centers.  Most of the musicians in the early orchestra 

were part-time professionals who also had jobs to make ends meet because the pay was so low.   50

The NBS was unconcerned with the low wages, maintaining that wages would rise over time.  

The constant traveling and low wages meant it was difficult for the orchestra to keep musicians 

of an international standard, and they began leaving for other orchestras in Australia, Europe, and 

the United States.  By 1951, all of the musicians were permanently based in Wellington and none 

were traveling any longer from Auckland, Christchurch, and Dunedin.   

Figure 4.3. Wellington Town Hall, 2013  (Image courtesy of Ms. Miranda Orlando.) 
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 In order to tackle the problem of musicians leaving New Zealand, in 1959 the 

Department of Education and the NZBS decided to form a joint committee to see if an orchestra 

for young musicians could be formed.  The idea was to give them practical experience in playing 

in an orchestra and thus help train a new generation of musicians to keep the orchestral scene of 

New Zealand robust.  This was mainly called for because many of the new musicians being hired 

were from overseas, a situation that the NZBS felt could be solved if more young people studied 

orchestral music playing.  This new ensemble was the New Zealand Youth Orchestra, and it was 

to be based in Wellington.  It was conducted by John Hopkins and administered by the joint 

committee of the Department of Education and the NZBS and funded by the NZBS.  The 

orchestra was to meet twice a year during the May and August school holidays and perform a 

concert during each session.    51

 In addition to the New Zealand Youth Orchestra, a new program, National Orchestra 

Trainees, was launched on September 11, 1960, as an additional means of assuring the future of 

the national orchestra.  Its purpose was to be an orchestral training group to provide a bridge 

between the National Youth Orchestra and the NZBSO.   It was composed of nine players who 52

were employees of the New Zealand Broadcasting Service.   The trainees worked for six hours a 53

day and received lessons from members of the NZBSO.  This training program became known as 

the Schola Musicum, and these nine musicians performed concerts as their own ensemble in 

addition to those with the NZBSO.   This program, which came to be known as Schola 54
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Musicum, was the first orchestra training school in the world.  It held its first rehearsal on 

February 6, 1961.  55

 On April 1, 1962, the New Zealand Broadcasting Service was renamed the New Zealand 

Broadcasting Corporation (NZBC) and given a broader mandate to serve not just radio but also 

television.  In December 1962, the NZBC asked for more funding from the central government 

to increase the size of the orchestra from seventy-two to ninety players, which was granted.  

There was a brief experiment at this time with a concert orchestra that was part of the NZBC and 

designed to facilitate the accompaniment of ballet, opera, and tours around New Zealand, but it 

was disbanded in 1964 because of low musician morale and the high costs of the touring.  Even 

so, the NZBC approved an expanded symphony orchestra of 106 players on December 3, 1964.   56

In January 1965, the orchestra’s name was changed to the New Zealand Broadcasting 

Corporation Symphony Orchestra (NZBCSO).   Despite the recent failure of another smaller 57

NZBC orchestral ensemble, in July 1966 a “Little Symphony,” consisting of thirty-five players, 

was formed from the ranks of the full NZBCSO in order to perform baroque, classical, and 

modern repertoire written for smaller ensembles for performances in smaller towns around the 

country.   There were immediately problems in regard to numbers and orchestral quality and it 58

folded in 1967.   After these two failure smaller ensembles, the orchestra’s management decided 59
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to remove the focus from these, leaving the task to smaller performance ensembles that already 

existed in Christchurch, Auckland, and Dunedin.  

 On March 30, 1973, a committee was formed by government officials, led by 

broadcasting minister Roger Douglas, in order to develop a plan about how to develop a system 

of broadcasting control and operation that was to be publicly owned but have corporations that 

would be competitive with one another.  The report, known as the Adam’s Report on 

Broadcasting (after the chairman Professor Kenneth Adam), recommended that three new 

corporations be formed from broadcasting and that the national orchestra be absorbed by one of 

them.   In 1975, however, the Third Labour Government lost the election and the Third National 60

Government came to power.  The new corporations that had been created from the Adam’s 

Report were merged back to a single organization.   The name of the orchestra was changed as 61

well to the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra (NZSO).  It would be administered by Radio New 

Zealand, the NZBC’s new name.   The orchestra was reorganized again in 1977 to be an 62

independent organization with its own manager and administration, through all funding still 

came from the broadcasting corporation.    63

 Since its inception, the NZSO had performed at the Wellington Town Hall.  As it had 

fallen into a state of disrepair, in 1975 the Wellington City Council decided to demolish it, and a 

new state-of-the-art concert venue was proposed right next door.  Not only would this modern 

building have an auditorium for the orchestra, it would also be able to accommodate conferences 
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and functions.  Construction on the new hall, designed by Miles Warren and Maurice Mahoney 

(of the firm Warren and Mahoney), commenced in 1980 and was completed in 1983.  It was 

named the Michael Fowler Centre, after Sir Michael Fowler, who was the mayor of Wellington 

from 1974 to 1983.  It is now the official home of the NZSO (figure 4.4). 

Figure 4.4. The Michael Fowler Centre, 2012  (Image in the author’s collection.) 

 The Wellington Town Hall was eventually saved in 1983 after an appeal by the New 

Zealand Historical Places Trust on historical and practical grounds, and a full restoration project 

was completed in 1992.   The council decided to save it because its history and prestige made it 64

an important cultural artifact for the citizens of the city.  Both of these venues serve an important 

purpose to the city of Wellington not only by providing office space for municipal employees but 

also for civic amenities, conferences, talks, and other events.  

NZSO Reorganization 

 As the Michael Fowler Centre was being planned and built, the country was going 

through a change of government, which again led to a change in the way the NZSO was funded.  

 Ibid.64
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In 1984, the Third National Government lost the election, and the Fourth Labour Government 

was established.  The finance portfolio was given to Roger Douglas, the former director of 

broadcasting.  He decided that in order to stimulate the tightly controlled New Zealand economy, 

all government-owned organizations would need to be completely reorganized, and a massive 

privatization of state-owned assets took place.  This new policy came to be known as 

Rogernomics, after US president Ronald Reagan’s Reaganomics, because they were so 

drastically different from the heavily managed economy that the citizens had been used to.  From 

1987 onward, state-owned enterprises, such as the Post Office and Air New Zealand, were 

required to act as private business entities and make a profit.    65

 This new policy had major implications for the NZSO as it was no longer allowed to be 

under an arm of the broadcasting corporation.  The orchestra had been subsidized by television 

and commercial radio while it was a member of the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation, its 

true cost hidden from most parliament members until 1988 because otherwise support for the 

orchestra would likely disintegrate.   By this time, Radio New Zealand and Television New 66

Zealand, newly created as state-owned enterprises, were not prepared to subsidize the NZSO.  

Therefore, on December 1, 1988, the orchestra became the world’s first limited-liability 

orchestral company.   Schola Musicum, the young-adult youth orchestra program, was affected 67

by the reorganization as well and had to be disbanded in 1989 after losing its funding.   For the 68

first three years after the NZSO’s reorganization, the orchestra’s subsidy came from the 
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Broadcasting License Fee.  From 1992 onward, however, the subsidy would come directly from 

government sources.   69

 This reorganization had wide-ranging implications for the orchestra because it was now 

considered a business that would have to diversify its funding portfolio in order for the 

government to step in to cover the remaining deficit.  This funding was variable depending on 

the size of the deficit for the year and political will within central government.  The 

reorganization was a disaster for the NZSO because it left them without access to the financial, 

legal, and industrial services of Radio New Zealand.  In fact, the orchestra was so short of money 

that it had to ask the Royal New Zealand Ballet (itself fiscally insecure at the time) for a loan so 

that it meet payroll just after the reorganization was completed.  A new payroll system had to be 

implemented and even the Radio New Zealand broadcasts, which had been provided for since 

the NZSO was the broadcast orchestra, had to be reorganized so that a funding model could be 

implemented.   This situation pointed to a severe lack of preparation and planning by central 70

government ministers for the NZSO.  It had not stabilized the finances of the orchestra: in fact, 

the arrangement was leading to a crisis in leadership and the purpose of the ensemble that was 

left unaddressed. 

Regional Orchestras in Auckland and Christchurch 

 From early 1989 until 1996, the NZSO’s finances were in flux, with the subsidy from the 

broadcasting corporation being phased out and the amount of direct government support 

fluctuating.  During this period there were also two regional orchestras, one in Christchurch and 
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the other in Auckland, that were growing in personnel numbers and concert offerings.  These 

changes were causing major disruptions to the organization, especially the mandate to travel to 

other cities.  As the orchestras in Christchurch and Auckland grew, they began to challenge the 

musical hegemony that the NZSO had enjoyed in their cities.   

 The challenge would come to a head over a funding dispute in 1994 sparked because 

some residents of Christchurch and Auckland had started questioning the reasoning behind the 

NZSO’s continued forays into their cities.  In a letter to the editor published in The Press in 

Christchurch, a reader wrote, “The NZSO faces an identity crisis . . . the orchestral situation is 

running contrary to the NZSO’s historic perception of being the monopolistic provider of quality 

standards.  There are now three orchestras of national importance in a country [Auckland 

Philharmonia Orchestra, NZSO, and Christchurch Symphony] where a decade ago there was 

only one.”  Another reader wrote, “The millions of dollars spent annually (by the NZSO) on 

accommodation and the freighting of instruments could be better used to boost the nation’s 

musical achievements.”  Haydn Rawstron, an impresario from Christchurch, thought that the 

NZSO should permanently reside in Wellington, be renamed the Wellington Philharmonic 

Orchestra, and cease to travel.  The savings could then be divided between the orchestras in 

Christchurch, Dunedin, and Auckland.  Mark Keyworth, the general manager of the NZSO, was 

adamant that any redistribution of funds would be a backward step.  He thought the NZSO was 

run very well and should not be tampered with.  He stated, “Our attitude to the regional 71

orchestras is one of admiration for what they do. They fill a gap that we can’t fill.  But we have 
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the numbers to perform major repertoire and do it well.  The NZSO is something that New 

Zealanders would sorely miss if it wasn’t there.”    72

 Neither Keyworth nor Rawstron could have been considered impartial.  Keyworth had to 

protect the NZSO, especially since the orchestra was having so many funding woes at this time.  

Rawstron wanted to elevate the Christchurch Symphony since it too wanted to maintain its 

financial stability, and in fact, the orchestra wanted to grow.  Keyworth makes a major 

assumption: that “New Zealanders would sorely miss” the NZSO if it were to stay in Wellington 

permanently.  While this may have been true, the NZSO was also threatened with losing its 

hegemony as it would no longer be unique: other orchestras, like the APO, could challenge its 

musicians’ playing ability and its artistic excellence.  There had also been almost a fifty-year 

effort to develop national ownership and cultural capital for the ensemble, and that capital, both 

cultural and financial, could be at risk if anything was done to the NZSO’s central mission of 

traveling to all of New Zealand.  As the national orchestra, there was a governmental mandate 

attached to the ensemble and a sense of national identity and pride, for the governmental officials 

at least who supported the orchestra.  Should Christchurch or Auckland have an orchestra that 

could match the quality of the NZSO, it would call the entire raison d’être of the NZSO into 

question.   

 In 1995 Keyworth again responded to these funding concerns and estimated that the 

NZSO needed at least an additional $1.5 million to bring the funding back to 1991 levels.  He 

wanted the investment to increase because he saw the orchestra as having a higher standard of 

 Ibid.72
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playing and programming than the Auckland Philharmonia and the Christchurch Symphony.   73

Composer Martin Lodge then wrote, “Yes—but for how long?  The NZSO performances are 

teetering now, and the Auckland Philharmonia is improving all the time.  How long before there 

is not that much difference?”   This would have major implications because when Lloyd 74

Williams became the general manager of the APO, he suggested that the orchestra be granted 

$3.5 million in funding from the government, which was $2.5 million above their current grant.  

At the time, the orchestra was losing players to the NZSO and overseas because the APO could 

not pay them comparable wages.  As Williams explained, “In 1996 the 54 to 90 player APO 

operated on a budget of $4 million, where 25 percent came from the government, 40 percent 

ticket sales and subscriptions, and 9 percent from corporate sponsorships.  [Note: the article does 

not mention the source of the remaining 26 percent.]”  75

 In response to the financial concerns of the NZSO by Keyworth and the Ministry of 

Culture & Heritage, in May of 1996 there was a report released known as the Scott Report, 

prepared by former Treasury secretary Graham Scott and commissioned by the New Zealand 

Symphony Orchestra Board and the ministers of finance and cultural affairs.   The objectives of 76

the review on which the report was based were to: 

A. Determine the need for a capital injection for the NZSO to sustain it through the 95/96 
financial year 

B. Advise whether sound management and financial practices exist within the NZSO (and to 
recommend changes where appropriate) . . . 
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C. Advise on any other issues concerning the NZSO which are relevant to the decisions facing 
the Government.  77

After exploring all aspects of the organization’s structure and various problems that had 

appeared, especially in regard to the management structure and funding shortfalls, the report 

suggested various remedies that a new NZSO management and reformed Board of Directors 

could follow.  These suggestions included: 

It is imperative that the weaknesses in organisational aspects of the orchestra are addressed 
without delay.  This requires immediate changes in governance and funding.  While many 
associated with the orchestra simply believe that it is the taxpayers’ obligation to subsidise the 
short-fall between what the orchestra costs and what the audience and sponsors are prepared to 
pay is not a realistic way to approach the matter.  The orchestra is at the limits of the 
Government’s willingness to fund its expenses which must reflect in a general way its views of 
the political support for the orchestra. . . . 

Faced with such critical strategic issues to be addressed, the organisation must attend to the issues 
of strengthening its governance and management which have been highlighted in this report.  The 
Government, the Board, the management, the musicians and the sponsors must come together 
with a plan for making changes that can be supported by all.  The Government needs to be skilful 
in assembling a Board that has all the necessary capabilities and can work together.  78

The report also pointed out that the government was unable to continue funding the orchestra 

without any justification of where spending was going.  The misguided belief that the orchestra 

should be funded simply because it was the national orchestra also hurt the financial picture of 

the ensemble.  The management of the NZSO expected subsidies from governmental sources for 

this reason, and how to get more corporate sponsorship or donations was not really addressed.  In 

response to the report, the orchestra’s entire board of directors resigned and a new board was 

appointed that would, it was hoped by governmental ministers, better represent the interests of 

the organization.  On May 15, 1996, it was announced that the NZSO would get a quick infusion 

of an extra $2.89 million a year from the Ministry of Cultural Affairs (predecessor to the current 
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Ministry for Culture and Heritage) and that the annual budget of the ensemble would be 

increased to $9.99 million in order to keep the orchestra at an international level.   Exit polling 79

of visiting conductors and soloists was also implemented (and continues today) to make sure the 

orchestra maintains its international playing ability.  80

 The situation did not stabilize, however, and it would not be settled until 2004, when the 

New Zealand Symphony Orchestra Act 2004 was passed into law, making the NZSO a Crown 

entity that obtains its funds directly from the Ministry for Culture & Heritage.  A Crown entity is 

an organization in which the government has a controlling interest.  By becoming a Crown entity, 

the NZSO finally saw its finances stabilized.   

Funding Sources for the NZSO 

 As a Crown entity, the NZSO has a mandate to bring Western classical music to all of 

New Zealand, as set out in the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra Act of 2004.  The primary 

activity of the orchestra “is to present live concerts throughout the country.  Various subsidiary 

activities are compatible with this primary business and together they enhance New Zealand’s 

cultural life and provide artistic development and satisfaction for the members of the 

orchestra.”   In order to achieve these goals, the orchestra constantly travels around the nation.  81

The management compares itself to international orchestras, so that the orchestra can fulfill its 

mandate, the components of which are laid out in the Statement of Service Performance (figure 

4.5).  This details how the management brings orchestral music to all New Zealanders. 
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Figure 4.5. New Zealand Symphony Orchestra Statement of Service Performance, 2013.  (Source: New Zealand 
Symphony Orchestra, Annual Report 2013 (Wellington, 2014), 38.) 
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Statement of Service Performance

38

NEW ZEALAND SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA ACT 2004 - 
SECTION 8 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OUTCOME 2013 SERVICE PERFORMANCE ACTUAL

Provide the public of New 
Zealand with live and recorded 
performances of symphonic 
music performed to an 
international standard

performances throughout 
the country

Coverage NZSO presented 49 full orchestra concerts and there were 47 
reduced orchestra concerts undertaken during the period.  

Total performances: 96 

concerts as possible are 
broadcast 

Coverage 21 new NZSO concerts were broadcast (live or recorded), during 
the year by Radio New Zealand Concert.

and film recordings
Coverage 7 new recordings were undertaken during the period including 

two for international film scores, three for international CD release, 
one for broadcast only (for Radio New Zealand) and one for 
performance accompaniment (for Royal New Zealand Ballet).

international quality
Quality Refer performance quality measures on Page 40.

Provide an orchestra that:

imaginative; and
Development opportunities 
for existing NZSO musicians

Development                     
(and Capability)

The June Violet Commons Scholarship was awarded to second 
violinist Megan Molina and Oboe player Peter Dykes and Horn 
player David Moonan received Mary Fitzwilliam study awards. 

wide variety of programmes
Development NZSO presented full orchestra concerts of 13 different programmes 

and reduced orchestra concerts of 12 different programmes during 
the period. 

support as many communities as 
possible

Coverage The NZSO performed full-orchestra or reduced-orchestra concerts 
in 25 different centres with a further 12 centres being reached with 
NZSO educational and outreach programmes.

Total communities reached: 37

Be a leading New Zealand 
performing arts organisation 
with a role in the development 
of a distinctively New Zealand 
cultural environment

programme that 
accommodates the cultural 
and socio-economic 
diversity and geographical 
spread of New Zealand 
society

Development NZSO invested 483.75 hours for the development of young New 
Zealand musicians. In total, there were 26,177 participants from 26 
different communities involved in the various activities. 

The NZSO’s activities reached 171 different schools and the schools 
involved were from all 10 deciles.

other performing arts 
companies in New Zealand

Development During the period, NZSO worked with the Royal NZ Ballet, NBR NZ 
Opera, Capital-E National Theatre for Children and the Museum of 
New Zealand Te Papa. 

Promote and encourage New 
Zealand musical composition and 
composers

opportunities for New 
Zealand composers

Development Nine compositions were workshopped during the NZSO/Todd 
Corporation Young Composer Awards in November 2013.

composition in public 
concerts and recordings

Development The NZSO played a total of 35 New Zealand compositions in 2013.

Development No such recordings were made in 2013.

Provide performance 
opportunities for New Zealand 
musicians, whether as members 
of the orchestra or as soloists

artists perform with the 
orchestra as often as 
possible

Development In total, 26 different New Zealand artists performed with the NZSO 
during the period with 25 different overseas artists also engaged.



Funding comes from many sources.  Figure 4.6 shows the NZSO’s income for 2012, which 

includes concert income, interest (on money held), other income, and government funding, 

which together are the largest segments.  The NZSO gave a total of 123 performances in 2012, of 

which forty-three were full orchestral concerts, and twenty-one communities were reached.   82

What communities those are is unavailable at this time. 

Figure 4.6. NZSO Income, for the year ended on December 31, 2012.  (Source: New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, 
Annual Report 2011 (Wellington, 2012), 18.) 

 The governmental income comes from a budget line item labelled Vote: Arts, Culture and 

Heritage and has held steady at $13,446,000 (GST exclusive) since 2010.   Other sources of 83
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funding include sponsorship income, $1,525,000, Recording Income and Cost Recoveries, 

$190,000, Merchandising Receipts, $11,000, and Sundry Income, $207,000.  The concert income 

earned was $2,058,000, interest was $169,000, and other income was $1,933,000, for a total 

income of $17,606,000.   Notice the levels of the earned income for the various sources, 84

especially government funding, which makes up the vast majority of the NZSO’s income (over 

76 percent).  It is apparent that the orchestra is heavily subsidized by the state.  In chapter nine, 

the NZSO and Auckland Philharmonia will be compared in regard to funding structures, as these 

tell a story about how many people actually patronize concerts, especially by looking at ticket 

sales and sponsorship income  

 Expenditures for the NZSO in 2012 (figure 4.7) include many categories, with the largest 

ones being personnel costs, direct expenses from orchestra activity, and general operating costs, 

equating to a total of $17,744,000.   Taken together, these constitute 95.9 percent of all of the 85

organization’s spending, with 58.81 percent of this cost being personnel costs.   These include 86

salaries & wages, ACC levy, contribution to superannuation schemes, allowances, and 

recruitment & training.  For 2012, there was no operating surplus.  The total income for the year 

that ended on December 31, 2012, was $17,606,000 and the total expenditures were 

$17,744,000, for a total deficit of $138,000 for the fiscal year; this means the total equity of the 

orchestra was $1,692,000 for the end of the fiscal year.   In February of 2013, the MCH decided 87

to cap the allocation of money to the NZSO at $13.446 million for an indeterminate amount of 
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time.  The purchasing power of this allocation will continue to decrease because of inflation, 

meaning that the orchestra will either have to cut expenses or raise revenue some other way.  The 

MCH has stated that the NZSO should start exploring private funding sources to cover any 

expenses not covered from the government subsidy and ticket revenue. 

Figure 4.7. NZSO Expenditures, for the year ended on December 31, 2012.  (Source: New Zealand Symphony 
Orchestra, Annual Report 2011 (Wellington, 2012), 26.) 

 Since it is the national orchestra, the NZSO has been given a national mandate by the 

central government, expressed through its founding legislation and the funding it receives.  When 

the musicians of the city of Auckland saw the events transpiring in Wellington in 1946 for a 
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national orchestra, they decided that Auckland needed its own professional orchestra as well in 

order to express Auckland’s “cosmopolitan” nature.  This would start a thirty-five year odyssey 

to create a permanent full-time orchestra in Auckland, which will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. FROM AMATEUR TO PROFESSIONAL IN AUCKLAND, 1940 TO 1974 

 Even though it is the country’s largest population center, Auckland did not have the same 

governmental champions in the city’s orchestra as the national orchestra did in Prime Minister 

Peter Fraser and Professor James Shelley.  That meant that citizens in Auckland would have to 

chart their own path toward the creation of a symphonic ensemble.  The city of Auckland did 

have a champion in the conductor Owen Jensen, but he did not have the same financial leverage 

as Fraser or Shelley.  In order to bring Western classical music to the city, Jensen founded the 

Auckland String Players in 1940, a small amateur string orchestra.  The ensemble grew steadily 

over the ensuing decades, in the process becoming the Symphonia of Auckland, and eventually, 

in 1981, the Auckland Regional Orchestra, which would become the current Auckland 

Philharmonia. 

 In this chapter the history of the Auckland String Players will be investigated in order to 

understand its relationship with governmental funding agencies and how it came to be 

transformed into the Symphonia of Auckland in 1964.  The fortunes of these two ensembles are 

an indicator of how it came to be decided that a full symphony orchestra was important to the 

city of Auckland and what measures these decision-makers were willing to take to support such a 

venture.  It will be examined who decided that the ensemble was important to the city and should 

receive funding and, in the case of the Symphonia, why central government officials decided to 

support the ensemble.  The Auckland regions councils, for most of the Symphonia’s existence, 

did not adequately support it.  Why they did not speaks to a whole host of issues, which will also 

be discussed in this chapter.  
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 The information on the Auckland String Players is as complete as possible, but it does 

contain gaps.  For example, audience numbers are difficult to ascertain in the early years of the 

ensemble, but the ones that are available are included.  The same is true of financial data: the 

ensemble was an amateur group for the first ten years of its existence and its finances were not 

accurately recorded in that period.  Incomplete records during that period also mean that the 

identities of the individual members of management could not be confirmed. 

The Auckland String Players 

 The first annual report for the Auckland String Players in 1951 explained that “in 

1940 . . . a group of keen musicians who felt the need for an orchestral ensemble capable of 

giving public performances came together, determined to fill the gap” in the performance of 

orchestral music in the city (see appendix A).   This amateur ensemble was founded by Arthur 1

Owen Jensen (known professionally as Owen Jensen), a concert presenter, critic, and columnist, 

who conducted the group of around thirty amateur musicians from 1941 to 1946 in mainly lunch-

hour recitals during World War II.   The low demand for an ensemble of this kind seems apparent 2

from the nature of these recitals, which were in the way of social gatherings where the amateur 

musicians could get together and play.   

 There appears to have been no expectation of financial return and little thought given to 

audience size or response. Turnover was high among the musicians in this early period.  

Rehearsals were held in private homes and also in the Registered Music Teachers’ Building on 

 Auckland String Players Foundation, First Annual Report 1951 (Auckland: The Pelorus Press), 4.1
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High Street and the Nettleton-Edwards Dance Studio on Durham Street, among other places.   3

Performances took place at Lewis Eady Hall, The Tower Tea Rooms, and Haddon Hall, and other 

buildings.  These were small venues: for example, Lewis Eady Hall seated 400.   Depending on 4

the venue, audiences size was between 400 to 800.   Concerts were publicized in the print media, 5

such as the Auckland Star and New Zealand Herald.  As Jensen recounted in 1950 about the 

String Players’ growth: 

The Auckland String Players have achieved standards of performance which have made Auckland 
audiences sit up and take notice, the unevenness of quality among their membership, limits the 
sphere of their activities. . . Until the String Players strengthen their personnel, it would seem 
impossible for this organization to give more concerts, and the extent of public support is likely to 
be in direct relation to the number of appearances of the ensemble.  Nevertheless, the very fact 
that the Auckland String Players are trying to establish a reputation, not only for themselves but 
for music, entitles them to respect and, moreover, to some degree of practical assistance.  6

Jensen also gave his thoughts about the role of the general public in supporting musicians, what 

the Auckland community needs to do to expand the musical life of the city, and how to support 

the String Players: 

[T]oo much is expected and too much asked of musicians.  The members of these several 
ensembles and many others, too, devote much of their time to music, not only, as it must be 
admitted, for their own pleasure, but for the pleasure of the audiences they play for.  If we are to 
continue to enjoy the finer of these pleasures and to retain the best players in this country—and, 
moreover, in good playing form —we must make it economically possible for them to give 
adequate time to what is, truly enough, work, before it becomes pleasure.  It is but a small thing 
to ask that we give to music a proportion of what we spend on other community amenities.  7

 Since Jensen was the founder of the String Players, he was not an impartial party; he was 

their biggest champion.  His comments reveals his views on the role of musicians and the 
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orchestra in the community and his assumption that the orchestra is entitled to respect on the part 

of the community—specifically through renumeration and financial support—because it 

performs classical music, which implies British notions of culture and high art.  Even though this 

was a viewpoint of the time period in 1950, how could the argument be made that the public 

should support the String Players if its audience was only a few hundred?  There was not an 

abundance of cultural capital in the population to support an orchestra nor were there elites with 

the social capital necessary to support the orchestra at this time.  Jensen was espousing the 

viewpoint that this music should be supported for society’s sake, for the benefits that it would 

bring, yet he does not elucidate what these benefits are.  Also, he was arguing that because the 

String Players was “trying to establish a reputation” for themselves and music, the public should 

support them: the city needs to pay for this great service the musicians are providing.   

 The question becomes, who was expecting so much of the musicians?  Is it the audiences 

or the musicians themselves?  The individuals who were involved in the orchestra were devoting 

their time to something they enjoyed.  Jensen was asking for support from the general public 

before it could see the benefit in what the ensemble was doing for the city.  He was incredibly 

powerful in regard to the musical life of the city.  As Suse Hubscher, whose husband was in the 

String Players under Jensen, relates, “If you weren’t a friend of Owen, you were practically lost 

in Auckland.  He masterminded musical life here.”   He controlled all the important elements in 8

the orchestra, from who played in it to repertoire choices, yet, he had very little financial power, 

which is of course crucial to the support of an orchestra.   
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 Before 1948, music funding was allocated on an ad-hoc basis by the individual city 

councils of the Auckland region to organizations that would apply for funding.  In order to ensure 

better coordination in terms of funding allocation between these various councils, the Auckland 

Music Council was formed in 1948.  It included three elected members and delegates each from 

the City Council, University Council, Broadcasting Services, and Adult Education Center.   In 9

1949, the Auckland Music Council began sponsoring an annual musical festival, the Auckland 

Music Festival, to showcase the various choral and orchestral groups in the city.   Through 10

subsequent decades, this festival evolved into the Auckland Arts Festival, which, as of 2014, is 

still being supported in the city.   

 Owen Jensen left the Auckland String Players in 1947 upon his move to England, where 

he hoped to become a BBC announcer.   The Austrian conductor George Tintner took over, 11

directing the ensemble from 1948 until 1953.  Under Tintner, annual subscription concerts, work 

with the Auckland Choral Society, and Auckland Music Festival performances became common.  

Tintner trained the String Players for a year before he would allow them to give a concert, which 

took place on April 2, 1949, in the Auckland Town Hall (figure 5.1), which was originally 

opened on December 14, 1911, by the Governor General, Baron Islington, and has held a central 

place in Auckland’s musical and political life since then as the main venue for choral and 
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orchestral concerts in the city.   The ensemble consisted of nineteen players, and the program 12

included Purcell, Boyce, Handel, and Mozart.   The players were still amateurs at this time.  13

Figure 5.1. Auckland Town Hall, Phot. by E.J. Clark, 1911.  (Image courtesy of the University of Auckland 
Library.) 

 By 1950, the ensemble had nearly thirty players, and Tintner was trying to work full 

winds, brass, and percussion into the ensemble, even though none of the musicians were being 

paid.   Jensen, having failed at becoming a BBC announcer, tried to take the conductorship of 14

the String Players back from Tintner in 1950.  When Tintner refused, Jensen started a new 

orchestra called the Auckland Little Symphony Orchestra, funded in part by the Auckland Music 

Council.  Its musicians were paid for their services.   The Little Symphony was formed because, 15

 Michael Kelly, “Wellington Town Hall,” New Zealand Historical Places Trust, accessed May 14, 2013, 12
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as Jensen wrote, “those concerned in its organization believe that Auckland needs and will 

support a longer season of symphonic music and, secondly, to provide opportunities for the 

excellent body of wind players, both wood and brass, which the city can now produce.”   Jensen 16

did not identify who was concerned in the new group’s organization and wanted this longer 

season.  Also, how many players would be necessary?  The ensemble was to be a chamber 

ensemble starting off with thirty to forty players.  In addition, whether the players were of 

“excellent” quality is debatable.  For Auckland they might have been, but for a major 

international orchestra it seems that they were not.  George Poore, Auckland’s leading flute 

player during the early years of the Auckland String Players, lamented that Tintner’s standards 

were unattainable.  For example, when performing Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream 

Overture, it was impossible to play the opening chords softly because the musicians would go 

out of tune.   In an accomplished orchestra, this would not have been an issue.   17

 This power struggle between Jensen and Tintner would have repercussions on both the 

String Players and the Little Symphony.  Because the musicians were paid in the Little 

Symphony, musicians from the String Players started to defect, causing great strain on the 

ensemble and imperiling their performance at the Auckland Music Festival (AMF) in June 1950.  

This festival celebrated European musical life in the city with performances of musical works, 

and it heavily involved the String Players.   

 In July of 1950, the String Players were incorporated as a foundation in order to make 

sure that the orchestra had enough musicians to call upon for the AMF concerts as well as 
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challenge the Little Symphony.  Regular subscription concerts were organized, which now meant 

that small payments could be made to the section leaders.  This allowed the playing standard to 

improve as other musicians were now interested in auditioning for the ensemble.   Once these 18

payments began, players leaving the ensemble plummeted.  In the end, the Little Symphony went 

bankrupt while the String Players survived.  In figure 5.2, it can be seen how many individuals 

and businesses supported the String Players after it became a foundation.  The foundation 

provided the necessary funds for professional fees for the section leaders, purchase and hire of 

music, and other recurring expenses.  The individuals who were on the Interim Committee, 

which was essentially the executive committee, included Mesdames S. M. Black, B. F. Richards 

and J. H. Rose; Professors A. C. Keys and J. Rutherford; Messrs F. H. Sagar (chairman), A. G. 

Fogerty, Lawrence Nathan, T. M. Macky and S. R. Morrison, and the conductor, Mr Georg 

Tintner.  Sagar, Keys, and Rutherford were professors at the University of Auckland while 

others, like Lawrence Nathan, were merchants.  These individuals had a shared notion of how to 

support the ensemble and the shared social capital to do it as well.   

Figure 5.2. List of sponsors for the Auckland String Players, from their 1951 Annual Report.  (Source: Auckland 
String Players Foundation, First Annual Report 1951 (Auckland: The Pelorus Press.) 
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Figure 5.3. Auckland String Players conducted by Georg Tintner, rehearsing in the Nettleton-Edwards Dance 
Studios, Durham Street, 1951. Photograph by Frank Hofmann.  (Image courtesy of Auckland Public Library.) 

 As can be seen in figure 5.3, the ensemble was a twenty-nine-person strong orchestra in 

1951.  As the New Zealand Herald’s L. C. M. Saunders wrote about the String Players, “We are 

in fact escaping fast from the doldrums in which our orchestral music became becalmed some 20 

years ago.  While there is still a long way to go before conditions can be regarded as being fully 

satisfactory for a city as large as Auckland now is, such a programme as the String Players gave 

us on Saturday night gives every reason for confidence.”   The period twenty years earlier that 19

he mentions was the Great Depression, which had hit New Zealand hard, causing massive layoffs 

and a contraction of central government spending, as explained in the last chapter.  By 1953, the 

String Players Foundation was moving toward providing more money for the players of the 
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ensemble.  Tintner, however, was opposed to this because he felt that one should play for the 

love of the music, and that if payment was given for doing so, the product was being tainted.   20

Instead of continuing as the conductor of the ensemble, Tintner decided to leave for Australia, 

and the musicians carried on for two years without a conductor.  On June 10, 1954, Frank 

Hofmann, who was a violinist in the String Players, published an article in the Auckland Star 

urging the establishment of a permanent orchestra in the city.  Nothing came of it.    21

 In 1955, Ray Wilson was appointed permanent conductor of the String Players.  He 

decided to widen the orchestra’s repertoire to include works with woodwinds, brass, and 

percussion.  The Auckland Star reported in November 1955 that the success of the Auckland 

String Players was “due largely to the enthusiasm and loyalty of the players, to the enterprising 

character of the programmes, to the selfless diligence of the orchestra’s permanent conductor, 

Ray Wilson, and, quite significantly, probably to the present policy of introducing guest 

conductors.”   How this success was measured—be it financial or in terms of audience size—is 22

not specified.  

 In 1956, the School of Music was founded at the University of Auckland.  It signaled the 

start of a collaboration between the musicians of the resident orchestra in Auckland and the 

university.   In 1959, a new music director was appointed in Peter Godfrey, and the String 23

Players were permanently augmented to “symphonic strength.”  This meant that extra players 
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could be engaged to perform full orchestral pieces and the ensemble would continue to grow in 

player numbers.  The management, including L. D. Nathan, and Godfrey, was attempting to 

enlarge the size of the ensemble.  Godfrey hoped, along with the musicians, that a larger 

orchestra would lead to a larger audience.  This does not mean, however, that the ensemble had a 

stable funding structure; in fact, this was probably the worst year in which to embark on an 

expansion of the ensemble.  A report to the Auckland String Players’ general meeting in 1959 

was fraught with unease about the future.  As it noted, 

- We don’t have such permanent membership of players as is required for regular concert 
commitments and the playing standard that is expected of us; 

- Our regular audiences have shrunk over the years from an average 600–800 to an average 200–
300; 

- The Foundation’s subscribing membership has shrunk from an initial 400 to less than 150; 
- Financially: the Foundation income is reduced, the cost of concerts is increased, and the 

Foundation reserve funds are used up.   24

 The musicians had been espousing the virtues of a permanent ensemble for the city even 

though audience numbers were dwindling and the orchestra’s finances were in decline.  The 

orchestra was having trouble maintaining an adequate number of musicians because of their 

status as contracted players rather than employees, making building ensemble cohesion a 

difficult task.  Essentially, the musicians rehearsed for the String Players outside their day jobs.  

By becoming a full-time ensemble, the players would have jobs as musicians, whereas as a part-

time affair, musicians were leaving for better-paying jobs.   

 Instead of building an audience through education, thereby creating cultural capital in 

audiences, and then increasing the orchestral size and repertoire offerings, some musicians of the 

orchestra, politicians, and the Auckland Arts Council, the main arts funding body in the 

Auckland region at the time, decided that the best way to develop the audience and employ more 
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musicians was for the city have larger-sized, full-time orchestra.  This logic seems to go against 

the 1959 general report, but to the musicians and their supporters it was the only action to take.  

A full-time professional orchestra in Europe or the United States has at least eighty-five 

musicians, usually more.  This enables these orchestras to perform the vast majority of the 

orchestral repertoire.  It was felt that by increasing the size of the Auckland orchestra ensemble 

to be able to play most orchestral pieces, the ensemble would increase its prestige, which in turn 

would attract larger audiences.   

 Even as late as 1962, the only paid musicians were the leaders of the first violins, the 

violas, the cellos, and the double bass.  There were other professional musicians in the orchestra, 

but they did not get paid.   The Foundation of the String Players and the Auckland Arts Council 25

decided that in order to achieve the growth in music that the arts council wanted, a greater 

support of the String Players would be necessary from the Auckland community.  This would 

mean securing funding from businesses and attracting more contributions from individuals.  Yet, 

these types of social institutions with a custom of giving was just not a part of Auckland 

philanthropy; the social capital was not present.  In order to facilitate growth in audience size and 

the ensemble’s prestige, the Foundation decided to change the name of the Auckland String 

Players.  It was felt that this would better reflect the vision of Foundation and musicians for the 

new ensemble and (hopefully) improve the public’s perception of the ensemble.   

Orchestral Growth in Auckland 

 In February 1963, Queen Elizabeth II and the Duke of Edinburgh visited New Zealand to 

celebrate the Queen’s accession to the throne and the 123rd anniversary of the signing of the 
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Treaty of Waitangi.  In honor of her visit, the government of New Zealand renamed the national 

Arts Advisory Council, based in Wellington, to the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (QEII Arts 

Council; see appendix G).  Its purpose was: 

1. To encourage, foster, and promote the practice and appreciation of the arts in New Zealand. 
2. To make accessible to the public of New Zealand all forms of artistic or cultural work. 
3. To improve standards of execution in the arts. 
4. To foster and maintain public interest in the arts and culture in New Zealand.  26

The QEII Arts Council was to take “the lead in creating a climate in which the arts will grow as a 

natural component of New Zealand’s way of life.”   This is related to the nationalist sentiments 27

that were discussed in the last chapter.  The new council was a way for central government 

ministers to control the country’s cultural production of the country in order to foster the nation’s 

“cultural maturity” and by extension increase the public’s cultural capital and the shared social 

capital too.  To this end, the QEII Arts Council was responsible for many aspects of the 

production of what government officials defined as cultural practices.  These included artistic 

standards, amateur activities, the creative artist, drama, music (including opera and ballet), the 

visual arts, films, festivals, training and awards, publications, advisory panels, and seminars and 

conferences.   

 The QEII Arts Council was to work with local arts councils in order to achieve the above 

goals.  It was also supposed “to assist financially those pursuits in the arts where financial 

assistance is needed and justified, always recognising that the council can do no more than help 

to bridge the gap between expenditure and income with regard to any particular artistic 

activity. . .”   In other words, the QEII Arts Council was there to help arts organizations 28

 Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council of New Zealand, A Policy for the Arts, (Wellington, 1969), 1.26
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(including symphony orchestras) strengthen their organizations in their cities and support them 

financially; it was not to be the sole funder of individual organizations.  The QEII Arts Council 

members thought that as more activity was generated, in terms of concerts and community 

activities, more individuals would be willing to donate and support the ensemble.   

 What appears to have happened is that the Auckland orchestra had an over-reliance on the 

QEII Arts Council for monetary support.  In order to investigate the transformation of the String 

Players into the Symphonia of Auckland, the orchestra’s history will be broken up into three 

phases: the period from 1964 to 1975, when the orchestra was still a part-time affair; the period 

from 1975 to 1979 as a full-time ensemble; and the period from 1979 to 1981, the bankruptcy of 

the ensemble and its repercussions.   

 To help facilitate the ongoing growth in the professionalism of orchestras in New 

Zealand, continuing on the creation of cultural products that had been started in 1946 with the 

founding of the national orchestra, in July 1963, internal affairs minister Sir Leon Gotz 

announced that £500.00 ($13,958.74 in 2014 dollars) was to be granted to the Auckland String 

Players for the year ending March 31, 1964.   In addition, the government would match any 29

money raised from community sources up to £500.00 in order to encourage commercial and 

private interests in Auckland to express support for the orchestra.  In comparison, £116,598 was 

spent on the National Orchestra in 1963.   Sir Gotz wanted the string players to expand the size 30

of the orchestra with professional musicians so that it would become  a professional civic 
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orchestra, which central government policy makers saw as a necessity in a city of Auckland’s 

size and cosmopolitan nature—but they wanted the citizens of Auckland to pay for it.    31

 By the end of 1963, the music critic for the Auckland Star, Desmond Mahoney, wrote that 

“towards the end of the year there have been indications that music in general has reached a 

turning-point, hinging on the future development of the national orchestra and a second 

orchestra, possibly the present Concert Orchestra expanded and based in Auckland.”  Musical 32

activity was increasing in the country, and Mahoney was suggesting that if more money was 

allocated by the central government for the national orchestra, then there would be more musical 

activity.  The Auckland String Players, according to Mahoney, “continued to play well” and had 

combined with the Auckland Choral Society for some of its concerts that year to present Bach’s 

Mass in B minor and Handel’s “Messiah.”  The Concert Orchestra that Mahoney speaks of was a 

sub-orchestra of the National Orchestra that was disbanded at the end of 1964 because it was too 

expensive to run.  The Concert Orchestra traveled all over New Zealand accompanying the ballet 

and opera, as was explained in the last chapter.   

 Early in 1964, Mahoney wrote about the possibility of turning the Auckland String 

Players into a full-time symphony orchestra of around forty players.  He surmised that the cost of 

a full orchestra was not beyond the financial resources of the Auckland Region:  

Once established, an Auckland orchestra of 30–40 players could meet all the requirements of this 
city for some time, and could also relieve the NZBC Symphony’s strenuous touring programme 
by taking over concerts in small towns with halls inadequate for a full orchestra. . . It could 
provide accompaniments for all major musical events, and in the course of time for at least some 
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touring shows.  And it could without question be a first-class musical asset to the whole of the 
Auckland Province.    33

What is not talked about in this statement is how the orchestra intended to increase its audience 

base, nor why it was not in the government’s interest to relieve the NZBC Symphony of its 

“strenuous touring.”  This is probably because as the national orchestra, government ministers 

expected it to travel everywhere in the country, especially Auckland as the largest population 

center.  The musicians and the supporters of the orchestra in Auckland obviously cared about 

ongoing financial support for their musical interests, but how to make the general public want to 

support these is not explained, nor an explanation offered for how they were going to convince 

the politicians in the Auckland region to allocate money to support the orchestra, since the 

cultural and social capital were not present.   

 The mid-1960s was a period in which funding grew, with the national orchestra enlarged 

and new ensembles supported in Christchurch and Auckland by the central government, as part 

of the country’s continuing effort to further its “cultural maturity.”  In November 1964, the 

chairman of the QEII Arts Council, Mr. G. G. G. Watson, announced that Auckland and 

Christchurch would have their regional orchestras supported jointly by the QEII Arts Council 

and the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation.   It was hoped by Watson, and other members 34

of the QEII Board, that the standard of playing would improve and that the regional orchestras 

would be able to perform orchestral concerts, opera and ballet, broadcast concerts, and concerts 

in smaller urban centers, as well as accompany choirs and theatrical performances with local and 
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visiting companies.   The expectation from the report and musicians in Auckland was that the 35

regional orchestras would take over the touring activity of the national orchestra; as Desmond 

Mahoney surmises, “There is no reason why, as standards improve, the regional orchestras 

should not take over much of the provincial travelling which has been a burden on the major 

orchestra since its inception, leaving it to become the prestige music-making body of the country 

whose visits to centres outside Wellington would become musical occasions more than 

routine.”   Mahoney’s statement echoes Watson’s sentiment about musical prestige and why 36

New Zealand needed a national orchestra and regional orchestras.   

Symphonia of Auckland 

 With the increase in national funding for the arts in 1964 and a greater emphasis on the 

ensemble’s role in the city of Auckland, the Auckland String Players’ board of directors decided 

that the time was right to change the ensemble’s name to show how the orchestra was growing 

both in terms of its size and its new focus on larger symphonic works.  The name was changed to 

the Symphonia of Auckland in 1964.  Initially the orchestra employed fifteen professional paid 

musicians to play part-time in an orchestra of thirty-nine, gradually building up, as funding 

became available, to a fully professional full-time group where all musicians were paid.   By 37

reincorporating the orchestra as a professional group, the QEII Arts Council was now able to 

offer the orchestra larger grants, something that was not possible with an amateur ensemble.   38

As can be seen from figure 5.4, from the 1964 brochure, the orchestra’s first concerts were small 
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affairs, in keeping with the available resources at the time, with the ensemble still part-time.  The 

wider activities that would be undertaken with this new ensemble included visits to schools and 

small town centers not visited by the national orchestra.  Most of the performances were still 

taking place in the Auckland Town Hall, just as they had with the Auckland String Players. 

Figure 5.4. Symphonia of Auckland with the Auckland Choral Society presenting Bach’s Mass in B minor.  From 
the 1964 brochure.  (Image courtesy of Auckland Public Library.) 

 The Auckland String Players’ Foundation was to administer the renamed orchestra, which 

was expected to cost £7,500.00 a year.   The orchestra was controlled by a management 39

committee, which consisted of a chairperson appointed by the foundation, a representative of the 

foundation, a representative of the players, the director of music, the executive officer of the 

orchestra, the promotions director, and ex-officio, the orchestra leader and orchestra manager as 

well as the orchestra’s solicitor.   The QEII Arts Council was the primary funding body for the 40
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organization.  The council hoped that the orchestra “will soon attract the strong local backing 

that is essential, not only to continued growth and development, but also for the sense of 

recognition that comes from local support.”   There is no mention of how this support might be 41

strengthened.  Local support was not forthcoming from the general public or the local councils 

when the orchestra began this growth towards becoming a full-time ensemble.  Yet, the QEII Arts 

Council was under the impression that if the orchestra survived long enough and if sufficient 

financial capital was invested, the local councils would support the orchestra eventually.  The 

was no talk of how to increase cultural capital through educational means. 

 The biggest obstacle to the Symphonia’s continued evolution into a full-time ensemble 

was an adequate funding structure.  Even though the QEII Arts Council did provide some 

funding, it was not large enough to support a full-time ensemble.  The Symphonia’s 

management, musicians, and supporters were hoping that the conductor Juan Matteucci (1920–

1990) (figure 5.5) could have the greatest impact on the ensemble by attracting larger audiences 

with his programs and soliciting the central government for larger grants.  He was the former 

director of the Orquesta Sinfónica de Chile and was welcomed in Auckland for being a 

conductor of “international” stature.  He conducted the Symphonia for the first time on April 19, 

1967, making a positive impression on the musicians.  On July 8, 1968, it was announced that 

Matteucci would be the new conductor for the Symphonia once his contract ended as the 

principal conductor of the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation Symphony Orchestra.  The 

Symphonia’s management wanted to harness his international reputation in order to better 

fundraise for the orchestra and draw the support of the city for the ensemble.   
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Figure 5.5. Juan Matteucci conducting, approximately 1975.  Photographer unknown.  (Image courtesy of the 
Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 

 As Desmond Mahoney explained on July 8, 1968, “Three major points emerged from this 

civic concert by the Symphonia: Juan Matteucci, who will take up his appointment as musical 

director when he leaves the NZBC Symphony Orchestra next year, is the man the orchestra 

needs at the moment; given the right programme the audiences will come; and Auckland is fully 

aware of the value of the orchestra.”   This statement is problematic on a couple of levels.  42

Although Matteucci might have been a strong factor in furthering the orchestra’s fortunes, how 

this was to happen is not fully explained.  How audiences will come is also not elucidated in the 

statement.  Mahoney alludes to the fact that audiences will come with the “right program,” but 
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what is this program though?  Will audiences only come with Matteucci as a conductor, or is it 

the repertoire choices that will determine the audience members coming to the concerts?  Also, 

why Mahoney thought that Auckland was aware of the value of the orchestra is not explained.  

He made no reference to figures concerning audience participation and financial support for the 

ensemble.  On July 9, 1968, an unknown author in the New Zealand Herald then wrote, “The 

announcement that Juan Matteucci is to become principal conductor of the Auckland Symphonia 

when his contract with the NZBC Symphony Orchestra expires next year suggests that Auckland 

is approaching artistic independence in all but the financial sense . . . but it is suggested that 

future progress toward artistic self-sufficiency will depend mostly on residents and the City 

Council.  Wide public support would be essential if a fulltime professional orchestra were to 

survive.”   Although this last statement makes sense, nothing indicates that the Auckland public 43

was willing (or able) to fund this ensemble at a regional level.   

 In 1969, when Matteucci took over as music director, Mahoney again pressed his case 

that the orchestra should become a full-time ensemble.   Estimates in the second half of 1969 44

showed that the total cost of making the Symphonia full-time would be approximately $170,000.  

Local borough councils were approached for funding, but they declined, citing that there were 

more important projects that needed funding, such as transport.  The Auckland Regional 

Authority (ARA) was approached, and it refused as well.   The ARA was responsible mainly for 45

transportation and regional planning and had no mandate for the funding of cultural institutions.  

If it granted money to the Symphonia, it was feared that a precedent would be set and other 
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cultural institutions, such as the Auckland War Memorial, would demand funding as well.  Even 

though newspapers were saying that the Symphonia had “graduated” to full-time status with the 

arrival of Matteucci, the orchestra, by every measure, was still a part-time affair: the players 

were still part-time and the concert activity was not that of a full-time ensemble.   Funding was 46

still a major hindrance.  

 In June 1969, Desmond Mahoney questioned the notion that the orchestra could not 

become a full-time ensemble since grants and subsidies already covered 75 percent of the costs 

needed to “go professional.”  He was unsure why it would be so difficult to find the extra 25 

percent a year in funding for the orchestra to make it full-time.   The Arts Council and the 47

Symphonia management had decided that the orchestra was to be financed from the following 

sources: the orchestra’s earnings from concert work in Auckland, the provinces, and opera-ballet 

work throughout New Zealand; grants from Auckland local bodies and commercial institutions; 

and subsidies from the Arts Council and the NZBC.  It was estimated that the total earnings from 

concert and theatre activities would amount to $46,000, leaving $24,000 to be raised locally, in 

addition to NZBC and QEII Arts Council grants totaling $100,000, meaning the orchestra would 

cost a total of $170,000.  It may have been an “Auckland” orchestra, but it was being supported 

mainly by the central government.   

 In order to increase the amount of fundraising for the Symphonia, the Auckland 

Symphonia Foundation was formed from the Auckland String Players Association in 1969.  It 

was to raise private money from “friends of the orchestra.”  Their stated mission was: 
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 Mahoney, “Symphonia Justifies Claim to Professional Status,”  Auckland Star. June 12, 1969.47
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to enable the Orchestra to progress from its present part-time professional basis of organisation 
and performance towards full professional status.  The latter will require an income of about 
$160,000 annually.  Of this, the orchestra itself will be able to earn $40,000.  Another $40,000 
will be required from donations, concert sponsors, local-body subsidies and endowment income.  
And it is anticipated that the Symphonia will be able to look to the Queen Elizabeth II Arts 
Council and the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation for the balance—but only if Auckland 
contributes its full share.  48

The amount cited above by the Symphonia Foundation was $10,000 less than the Mahoney 

estimate; $6,000 of this difference is in earnings from concert activity.  The hope from some 

major supporters, such as the photographer and violinist Frank Hofmann, who was the vice-

president of the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation until 1973, was that the orchestra could 

grow to full-time status over this decade.  The funding bodies in the city would have to support 

the orchestra too, along with the QEII Arts Council.  The Council released a report in 1969 in 

which it was stated that: 

The Council will continue to assist semi-professional regional orchestras in the main centres, but 
is convinced of the need for at least one other fully professional orchestra outside Wellington in 
addition to the NZBC Symphony Orchestra.  It believes that the growth of our population centres 
warrants it, the development of our musical life demands it, and the progress of opera and ballet 
depends on it.  The Council knows that a professional orchestra is costly and must be built on 
sound financial foundations.  It sees a partnership based on strong local support with the Arts 
Council and New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation assistance as the most likely method to 
succeed in establishing such an orchestra.  49

By 1973, the problems of this plan were well known, as outlined below: 

A. Lack of finance within the Council’s overall budget to give priority to the substantial 
amounts involved; 

B. Failure of the concept of three-way financial support—one-third each from NZBC, local 
bodies and the Arts Council; 

C. Lack of confidence in the several proposals for full-time development put forward by the 
managements.  50

 1969 Symphonia of Auckland Appeal for Support Brochure. Auckland Philharmonia Archives, Auckland, 48

New Zealand. 

 Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, Report on Orchestral Development in New Zealand (11 October 1973), 49

1. 

 Ibid., 1–2.50
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Essentially, there was not enough money allocated by the councils to fund the orchestra, as can 

be seen from the failure of the councils to budget for splitting their share of the orchestra 

between them.  There was also a lack of confidence from the members of the QEII Arts Council 

in the ability of the Symphonia’s management to develop a full-time orchestra.  As the same 

report notes, “It must be at the same time record the fact that the disappointing level of support 

from Auckland local bodies has been a major inhibiting factor in the growth of the orchestra.”   51

The monetary situation had always been a major contributing factor limiting what activities the 

orchestra could undertake.  The QEII Arts Council felt that there was a need, at least in the short 

term, to provide the capital necessary to make sure New Zealand had healthy musical offerings.  

The demand was mainly from the supporters of the Symphonia.  The Arts Council did want more 

local support, but there was no discussion of how to increase this support by increasing social 

capital among the various funding body members.  It seems that the central government wanted 

more support to increase the country’s prestige in music or strengthen the local classical music 

scene.  The Auckland region, however, was not at a point where they wanted to fund the 

ensemble. 

 As can be seen from the Symphonia’s 1972 budget (figure 5.6), there were many sources 

of funding for the ensemble that year.  The orchestra ran a deficit of only $669.00.  What is most 

surprising is the amount of money the orchestra expected to collect from donations from 

subscriptions and supporters, increasing the $7,639 from 1972 to $22,000 in 1973.  Originally, 

the amount was $18,000, but the Symphonia’s management had to balance the budget because 

they were $4,000 short in their estimate.  This year-over-year increase represents a growth of 288 

 Ibid., 2. 51
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percent, an impossibly high figure in one year unless the management knew how to get more 

individuals involved in donating money to the ensemble.  More likely, it was just a number 

assigned to balance the budget, and the management knew that a deficit would be in order for the 

next year unless new funding sources could be found.   

Figure 5.6. Budget for the Symphonia of Auckland, 1972.  (Source: Symphonia of Auckland budget for the year 
ended December 31, 1972, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland.) 
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This type of accounting would have a compounding effect over the 1970s.  The orchestra 

management would have to approach the QEII Arts Council for more funding later in the decade 

because the management’s overly optimistic projections translated into a major shortfall for the 

real monetary needs of the orchestra.  In order to make sure all the resources of Auckland were 

being utilized to the best advantage, the QEII Arts Council commissioned a report on Regional 

Orchestras in New Zealand, which was finished in March of 1973 and released to the public in 

July of that year.   Although the report, known as the Hopkins report (see appendix G), focused 52

on regional orchestras, it would prove extremely divisive within the national music community.   

Hopkins Report 

 The purpose of the report, which was written by former conductor of the national 

orchestra John Hopkins, was to investigate how to cultivate the regional orchestras of New 

Zealand in Wellington, Christchurch, and Dunedin, as well as what would have to happen in 

order for the orchestra in Auckland to become a full-time ensemble.  The study “was to obtain an 

independent assessment of orchestra/instrumental resources and potential and to have guidance 

on future levels of growth, activity and funding (Ref. letter 21/9/72 from Director, Arts Council, 

to John Hopkins, hereafter referred to as the Adviser).”   In this study, Hopkins had this to say 53

about the Symphonia of Auckland:  

The players in the part-time Symphonia receive professional rates (somewhat higher than basic 
Musicians’ Union award rates) but serious reservations were expressed to the Adviser about the 
professional quality of many of the players in the orchestra.  

The strong desire of the Auckland Symphonia Management for the Orchestra to become full-time 
was not borne out by the Musicians’ Union . . . or by the representatives of the players. 

 John Hopkins, “Regional Orchestras in New Zealand: Proposals for Development Prepared for the Queen 52

Elizabeth II Arts Council,” Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (Wellington, March 1973).

 Ibid., 1–2.53
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The Union doubted whether the proposal has been thoroughly worked out over the next 4 or 5 
years and expressed concern that conditions of work had not been put to the Union or the 
players.   54

The quality of some of the players would be a major hindrance later on in the decade when the 

finances of the orchestra worsened.  The management’s contention that there was pent-up 

demand from Auckland audiences for orchestral concerts was suspect and the evidence tenuous 

as best.  The musicians of the Symphonia of Auckland felt that the government was abandoning 

their wishes of having a full-time symphony orchestra and instead focusing on the national 

orchestra.   

 The report identified many areas in which the orchestra was unprepared for the rest of the 

decade, especially in regard to the establishment of full-time status.  Hopkins continued: 

The proposals tabled by the Symphonia Management for a full-time Orchestra lacked the 
substance which might be reasonably be expected for consideration of such a major step.  For 
example: 

(a) There seemed to be an obsession among the Symphonia Management representatives to move 
as quickly as possible towards a permanent full symphonic orchestra irrespective of the ways 
in which the Orchestra could be used; 

(b) There was insufficient evidence of a realistic plan of activity in the main centres in the 
province; 

(c) There seemed to be no projection of costs over the next 3–5 years; 
(d) The work plan submitted was bolstered by inclusion of 54 schools performances for a total of 

113 performances.  No proper costing was set against these concerts.   55

The first point (A) seems to be the most troublesome as this report came out a mere two years 

before the Symphonia did become a full-time ensemble.  Clearly Hopkins felt that the 

management of the Symphonia was moving too quickly towards full-time operation.  Even the 

Musicians’ Union, of which most professional musicians in New Zealand were members of in 

order to have working protection, did not feel that the funding was available for a full-time 

 Ibid.54

 Ibid.55
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symphony orchestra.  It was the union’s job to make sure the musicians’ rights were being 

protected from the changes of the government.  As the Musicians’ Union stated at the time:  

Then we must consider that such jargon as ‘while we support the establishment of the orchestra in 
principle’ is a completely unacceptable attitude to put forward as some sort of effort to justify that 
hard fact, that, the Arts Council is not prepared to support financially to a sufficient degree, the 
establishment of a full time orchestra.  56

 Even with this statement from the Musicians’ Union, Hopkins recommended that the 

New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation (NZBC), which ran the national orchestra, should take 

over the ensemble in Auckland.  Hopkins recommended that “the N.Z.B.C. is the only 

organisation that can provide the stability and security which is fundamental to the satisfactory 

establishment of a small permanent orchestra in Auckland [emphasis in original].”   He justifies 57

this recommendation with a list of the attributes of the NZBC that would impact positively on the 

orchestra:  

(a) Though the N.Z.B.C is sometimes criticised for its operation of the Symphony Orchestra, no 
other New Zealand organisation has anything approaching comparable experience of 
handling permanent orchestral forces.  In the Adviser’s experience criticisms were often ill-
informed, biased and lacking in substance.  Further, the staff immediately connected with the 
N.Z.B.C. Symphony Orchestra are well supported by experts in many other areas, e.g., legal, 
industrial, financial etc., within the N.Z.B.C. offices; 

(b) Radio and Television provide an ideal foil for public concert work.  They provide varied and 
purposeful work, extend the repertoire in the most desirable way and project an orchestra to 
the widest audience, thus stimulating greater public interest.  Extensive programmes on a 
National basis help to justify the use of Government funds to maintain an orchestra; 

(c) A full-time orchestra in Auckland could receive direct benefits in regard to use of overseas 
artists touring for the N.Z.B.C. and the A.B.C. and this additional area of employment could 
aid the planning of overseas artists’ tours; 

(d) A link with the N.Z.B.C. provides the greatest overall flexibility for effective use of a full-
time professional unit.   58

He expanded on this list when he suggested that the NZBC orchestra should be called the 

Auckland Little Symphony Orchestra and that “the Symphony of Auckland [sic],” as he termed 

 Ibid., Appendix D.56
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it, should administer and present the enlarged orchestra, among other conditions.   In his 59

conclusions, Hopkins recommended: 

(a) the full-time orchestra to be financed by special vote to the N.Z.B.C. 
(b) The ‘value’ of these players’ work when playing with the Symphonia of Auckland to be 

matched by funds raised by the Symphonia Management from sources other than N.Z.B.C. 
and Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council.  These funds to be used for the payment of the casual 
players on professional rates and for the presentation of Auckland Symphonia concerts. 

(c) The Auckland Symphonia Management to pay all costs in presenting the Symphonia concerts 
and retain all money from sale of tickets and programmes.  The Symphonia to grant 
broadcasting rights without charge to the N.Z.B.C. (The situation related to private radio 
stations broadcasting the Symphonia will need resolution). 

(d) The Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council to fund the Cadetship scheme by separate grant which 
cannot be used for other purposes.  60

These recommendations seem intended to set out a plan to build, and retain, financial support for 

the city’s orchestra.  The idea that the NZBC should fund a radio orchestra would absolve the 

central government, in a way, from supporting the orchestra for the city and put the onus on the 

Auckland Region for the rest of the orchestra.  There is not talk in the report, however, of any 

type of educational program.  Without some type of educational program, there would be no way 

for the general public to learn about the orchestra and increase their cultural capital.  Why would 

the general public support something they did not understand?   

 Frank Hofmann wrote a response to the Hopkins report in April 1973 in which he, 

speaking on behalf of the Friends of the Symphonia of Auckland, denounced the proposed dual 

funding model of the NZBC and the Symphonia as unfeasible.  It would divide the control of the 

orchestra, as had occurred with dual funding model of the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra 

and the NZBC Concert Orchestra in the early 1960s, whose split leadership structure had led to 

failure.  Hofmann suggested that if the NZBC wished to assume complete control of the 

 Ibid., 5.59

 Ibid., 15–16.60
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Symphonia, the group would be “most willing” to agree to that.   Hoffman also argued against 61

the existing funding system: 

A strong case could be argued against the present system of Arts Council responsibilities, 
whereby major permanent institutions such as professional theatre and orchestras are being 
funded through the Council. 
The Council may be able to give more adequate and effective assistance to the arts in general, if 
its responsibilities were concentrated on the needs of individuals and small groups, in particular 
those working in the creative areas of the arts. 

With its responsibilities confined to smaller units, any reduction of available funds through 
inflation or any other cause would have less drastic effects on the beneficiaries.  62

The NZBC had no plans to take over the Symphonia, and if Hopkins’ recommendations had been 

implemented, it would have cut the QEII Arts Council out of Symphonia funding, leaving the 

orchestra worse off.  The Symphonia Foundation was left trying to obtain funding from other 

sources, still with the hope of a permanent ensemble.  

 In response to the Hopkins report, and in order to expand on the points made by Frank 

Hofmann, the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation came out its their own report, which it 

submitted to the government on July 8, 1973, about what it felt the city needed in terms of an 

orchestra and orchestral funding.  It seems at this time that the management of the Symphonia 

was desperate to gain a full-time orchestra for the city.  As the Symphonia of Auckland 

Foundation explained:  

These people look upon orchestral work as their chosen profession, but in order to work in a part-
time orchestra all their playing must be done in the evenings, and they can earn only a small 
portion of their income from this source.  Therefore a part-time orchestra is not valid at this point 
in time because it can not satisfy the needs of key personnel and therefore could not continue to 
maintain desirable artistic or administrative standards.    63

 Frank Hofmann response to the Hopkins Report, April 3, 1973, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special 61

Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.
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The part-time orchestra was not “valid” because the musicians themselves could not make a 

living.  The statement does not speak to how the situation could be remedied.  The Musicians’ 

Union was also opposed to the idea of a full-time orchestra because the Arts Council was not 

prepared to fully support one.  The musician Roger Harris, when speaking about the report, was 

also not convinced that the QEII Arts Council was doing all that it could to support the 

Symphonia.  He thought that the Arts Council had a “mischievous intent” over the timing and 

release of the Hopkins report, adamant that it had been released in order to discredit the 

Symphonia just as it had asked for funds from the Arts Council.   The management of the 64

Symphonia was unhappy with the report as well, finding the recommendations outdated and 

judging that the QEII Arts Council was stalling over giving the orchestra the necessary funds to 

become full-time.  The management even threatened to disband the orchestra if more money was 

not allocated by the central government.  Members of the QEII Arts Council were exploring 

options for a full-time ensemble, and sent a telegram to Frank Hofmann in July of 1973 to 

discuss funding matters (see appendix B).   

 The report from the Symphonia even included an estimated budget for the 12-month 

period from April 1974 to March 1975 on a full-time basis (figure 5.7).  The total estimated 

expenditure during this time period was $290,046 and the total estimated income was $145,422, 

leaving the QE II Arts Council responsible for $144,624, or almost half of the entire budget, in 

the first year.   This did not allow for any shortfalls in funding from the proposed budget.  The 65

report ends with a section called “Crisis Situation,” in which the Foundation explains why the 

 Roger Harris, “Mischief Behind Hopkins report?," Auckland Star, July 4, 1973.64
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current situation is untenable and why a full-time orchestra is desperately needed.  Some points 

include: “The morale of the players has now reached a very low ebb after they had read in the 

daily press statements assuring Symphonia of assistance in the last budget [sic]”; “as the standard 

of playing has risen, so the artistic demands have become greater and players are inevitably 

resigning from the orchestra being unable to devote the time required” ; and finally, “the current 66

wage claim by the Musicians’ Union, if even only 50% successful, will prohibit Symphonia from 

carrying out its current commitments for this year, as the cost of part-time players will become 

crippling on our present financial structure.”    67

Figure 5.7. Estimated budget for the Symphonia of Auckland as a full-time ensemble.  (Source: Report from the 
Symphonia of Auckland Foundation, 1973, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City 
Library, Auckland, NZ.) 
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 These positions are quite conflicting, the first point discussing low morale among the 

musicians, the second point the fact that the musicians could not devote enough time to the 

ensemble because the standards were too high, and finally the Symphonia not having enough 

have enough money to pay the musicians more to solve the low morale problem.  The report 

does not address how to resolve these conflicting positions.   

 The Musicians’ Union was upset with the Symphonia of Auckland for two reasons.  The 

first one was that it felt the Symphonia did not have an adequate policy for hiring New Zealand 

musicians, preferring to hire overseas.  The second point was about wages and contracts with the 

Union.  It was concerned that the Symphonia appeared to have been deciding wage rates, 

conditions of work, and terms of employment, and then offering these conditions to the Union.  

As N. V. McGough, the secretary of the Musician’s Union, wrote, “If the Symphonia endeavours 

to decide terms of employment and then impose them on the Union or Musicians it will fail.  We 

are in a much better position to asses the smooth establishment of the orchestra if satisfactory 

and un-fettered negotiated agreements occur before musicians are hired [emphasis in original].”   68

The Musicians’ Union also felt that there was no long-term plan in place to fund the orchestra at 

sustainable levels.  If the orchestra went bankrupt, it could hurt players from all over New 

Zealand as there would be less work, and it would also cause the general public to question the 

financial practices of other orchestras.  

 In order to bolster the orchestra's financial support, on June 23, 1973, the Symphonia 

members wrote an open letter to Jonathan Hunt, the member of Parliament for New Lynn, about 

increasing orchestral grants.  In the letter, the members speak of how “the citizens of New 

 Letter from N.V. McGough to Mr. W. Sheat, October 31, 1971, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special 68
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Zealand’s largest city so obviously desire [a full-time symphony orchestra].”   They then argue, 69

“It is surely a sad reflection on the culture of our society that Auckland citizens are to be denied 

the services of some of New Zealand’s finest musicians, who will undoubtedly shortly be forced 

to seek full-time musical employment elsewhere. . .”   In the letter, there were no references to 70

other sources of support or agreement with official Symphonia policy.  There is no evidence 

given of what led the musicians to believe that the general population of Auckland wanted a 

symphony orchestra.  There were also criticisms of the report as being unfair toward the 

Symphonia and inaccurate in its depiction of the orchestral scene in Auckland.  

 An article written on July 2, 1973, in the New Zealand Herald under the headline “No 

Call yet for Dirge” was about the Hopkins report.  Its anonymous author suggests that in order to 

survive, the Symphonia must become a full-time ensemble, as audience enthusiasm had reached 

a high enough level that the number of subscription concerts had to be doubled for 1974.  This is 

an odd contradiction: the only way to survive is to double the output of orchestral production.  

Certainly, if the output of concerts were doubled, then there potentially might be a larger 

audience willing to not only buy tickets, but donate to the ensemble as well, thereby reducing the 

risk of orchestral collapse, but there is nothing to indicate this to be the case.  The QEII Arts 

Council did increase the yearly grant to the Symphonia from $22,000 in 1972 to $40,000 in 

1973, but as the article accurately explains, “the Symphonia is an Auckland regional orchestra 

and it is to the Auckland region that it should turn for most of its financial backing—far more 

than it has yet received.  Auckland may want the Symphonia, but she has yet to prove that she 

 Members of the Symphonia of Auckland to Jonathan Hunt, M.P., June 23, 1973, NZMS 1636, Sir George 69
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deserves it.”   This article suggested that it was the QEII Arts Council that was forcing the 71

Auckland Region to have an orchestra when the region did not want it.  By its very own rhetoric, 

the QEII Arts Council had stated it as such, that the country’s “musical life” depended on the 

orchestra.  The councils that made up the Auckland region were not so convinced.  

 In November 1973, the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation purchased the 1930s-era, 

500-seat Princess Cinema on Dominion Road for $44,000, so that the orchestra would have a 

rehearsal space and a small recital hall.   Once the hall was purchased, another $20,000 was 72

spent on necessary alterations in early 1974.  It was hoped by the Symphonia Foundation that 

this would be paid for with an appeal to supporters, businesses, and the public.  A final $15,000 

was planned to be raised in order to enable the use of the recital hall for small concerts.   The 73

theater was purchased with no funding plan in place and in the full knowledge of the funding 

difficulties that still plagued the ensemble and that would only be exacerbated by this new asset 

to the orchestra.  The funding reserves of the orchestral association were exhausted in the buying 

of the hall.  

 The decision was made to perform the subscription concerts twice a week in 1974 

because of the ticket demand in 1973.  The programs’ economic viability depended on finding 

2,500 subscribers.  This should not have been difficult to achieve if there truly was demand for 

more orchestral concerts from the supporters of the Symphonia.  Yet, associating ticket demand 

with more subscribers was a dangerous proposition.  Audience members might have come to 

individual concerts, but if they did not want to become subscribers the orchestra would be in a 

 “No Call yet for Dirge,” The New Zealand Herald, July 2, 1973.71
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precarious financial situation.  The orchestra at this time was only receiving grants from nine of 

the thirty-one local councils.  The largest grant, $10,000, came from the Auckland City Council, 

with the other eight councils splitting the remaining $5,000.   The QEII Arts Council was 74

granting $40,000 to the Symphonia at this time, meaning the orchestra had to raise $65,000 from 

the Auckland community in order to stay solvent.   Concert attendance in 1974 at the Town Hall 75

was about 70 percent for each program, enough to convince the Symphonia’s management and 

the QEII Arts Council that, despite the Hopkins Report and the monetary projections from the 

Symphonia itself, the ensemble should shift to full-time status in 1975 (see appendix I).  Full-

time status would mean that the musicians would be on a fixed salary with rehearsals and 

educational programs during the day and concerts at night.   

 As L. D. Nathan, the president of the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation, wrote 

justifying funding a full-time ensemble in the early 1970s (the exact date is unclear): 

The advantages of a full-time orchestra are of course a higher musical standard and considerably 
more concerts and other musical activity because rehearsals can be held in the day time.  The 
present situation is that part-time players must rehearse in the evening as they work during the 
day at their normal avocations.   

On the existing part-time professional basis nearly every concert is performed at a financial loss 
because the box office takings cannot exceed the wages paid to the players for rehearsals and 
performances.  On the other hand, with a full-time orchestra, the players’ annual salaries are 
fixed, and increased work will mean increased income without proportionate expenditure.    76

His statement goes against all available research about orchestral funding and the “cost-squeeze” 

that orchestras experience (see chapter two).  An orchestral concert has a fixed cost associated 
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with it, and there is a finite amount of money that can be earned from ticket sales.  Even if more 

concerts were to be performed, there would always be subsidies necessary.   

 Even with the problems associated with the funding structure, especially in the Auckland 

region, the Symphonia had a powerful ally in the members of the QEII Arts Council.  The 

council wanted to see the orchestra achieve full-time status, seeing it as vital to the musical 

growth of the city.  As the council stated in its 1975 report: 

On 1 April 1975, 40 musicians took up their engagements under Director of Music, Mr Juan 
Matteucci, and a full-time administrator.  The Symphonia of Auckland is clearly ready to build on 
the firm base it has already established in servicing both the Auckland metropolitan area and the 
regional centres of Hamilton and Whangarei.  The Arts Council has guaranteed its support to the 
orchestra for 3 years.    77

The QEII Arts Council hoped that as the orchestra increased its concert offerings, the Auckland 

region, from businesses to individuals to the separate councils, would come to see the “value” 

and “importance” of the orchestra in the community and provide even more donations and 

funding over time.  Yet, there was no evidence that there was enough cultural capital in the 

general public for a permanent full-time orchestra nor was there evidence that the there was 

enough social capital either.  The Arts Council did not have a plan in place to grow these; there 

was an assumption that with more concerts the audiences and funding would grow naturally, and 

the Symphonia’s funding uncertainty continued.  This uncertainty will be explored in the next 

chapter, especially the growth in concerts and activities that would eventually doom the 

organization.   

 Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts 77
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CHAPTER 6 

6. PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRAS IN AUCKLAND, 1975 TO 2005 

 A full-time orchestra for the Auckland region had been sought by the orchestra’s 

musicians and management since the founding of the Auckland String Players in 1940.  In 1975, 

the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (QEII), the resident cultural funding body in New Zealand, 

made it official policy to fund a full-time orchestra in the Auckland region for three years, with 

the expectation that the region’s various city councils would begin subsidizing the orchestra’s 

operations during that period.  However, no mechanism was implemented by the orchestra or the 

Arts Council for the solicitation of those subsidies.  This would have disastrous ramifications.   

 In this chapter the consequences of the Symphonia of Auckland’s decision to become a 

full-time ensemble will be examined.  The genesis of the Auckland Philharmonia from 1981 to 

2001 will also be examined and the underlying reasoning behind the formation will be explored.  

The funding difficulties of the Symphonia of Auckland must have been apparent to the various 

stakeholders of the ensemble, and yet, all parties seem to have been in agreement that full-time 

status was the only possible solution.  The QEII Arts Council, among others, kept the orchestra 

in existence while waiting for the expected support, which did not materialize, culminating in the 

orchestra’s financial collapse in 1980.  It will be argued that the collapse was the result of a 

combination of an over-reliance on external central governmental support and the drive for a 

full-time orchestra coming from a small amount of musicians rather than a broad range of 

support from the entire Auckland region.   

 Even with this collapse, the former musicians of the Symphonia of Auckland felt that 

with proper management, a full-time orchestra could thrive in Auckland.  Nineteen of them went 
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on to create a new orchestra, soon known as the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra.  This new 

orchestra, owned and run almost exclusively by the musicians, was created with education and 

public outreach as a main focus.  The new ownership model was intended to clarify the 

orchestra’s purpose in the city and stabilize its finances.  Although they were stabilized for a 

time, the underlying structural issues were still present and it would take a drastic change in the 

city’s funding policy for the orchestra finally to achieve sustainability.   

The Symphonia of Auckland as a Full-Time Orchestra 

 When the Symphonia of Auckland was shifted to full-time status in 1975, it had thirty-

three players, with seven players still needing to be auditioned for the official start date of April 

1.   The management of the expanded ensemble decided that the orchestra would play 1

subscription concerts twice a week and tour smaller towns in the northern half of the North 

Island, to which the national orchestra did not travel.  The major symphonic works planned for 

the first year included Beethoven’s Eroica symphony, Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder, Franks’ 

Symphony in D minor, Bruckner’s fourth symphony, Brahms’ first symphony, Saint-Saëns’ third 

symphony, and Mahler’s second symphony, the Resurrection.    2

 Even with this new designation of as a full-time ensemble and increased funding, the 

QEII Arts Council was still concerned about the finances of the Symphonia.  It had expected that 

the three years of funding it was providing would be supplemented by grants from the suburban 

councils in the Auckland Region.  These grants—which had never promised by the city councils 

in any case—failed to materialize, and at the end of the 1975 season, the Symphonia reported a 

 “Symphonia’s Permanents,” Auckland Star, March 10, 1975.1

 “1975 plans by Symphonia,” Auckland Star, December 9, 19742
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$116,000 loss to the QEII Arts Council.  The true loss was actually $155,000 because the 

subscriptions from 1976 had been included in the budget for 1975.   In a memorandum from 3

December 18, 1975, the QEII Arts Council wanted the Department of Internal Affairs to be 

approached to “ascertain the position of the capital grant to the Symphonia.”   The orchestra was 4

still in financial turmoil from the purchase and upgrading of the Princess Cinema on Dominion 

Road for symphony activities.  This purchase had cost $163,020 by the end of 1975, and further 

expenditures were still necessary.  The Symphonia’s management had not budgeted for the 

project, expecting that donations would be attracted to cover the costs, which did not transpire.   5

There was even talk in February 1976 of the Arts Council buying the Dominion Road theatre, but 

this also did not materialize.  

 The QEII Arts Council also wanted the grant for 1976/77 not to exceed $180,000, and 

they wanted the opera division of the Symphonia to be separated from the Symphonia itself 

because of the severe funding worries.   This led in February 1976 to the head of the QEII Arts 6

Council, Hamish Keith, chastising the Auckland community for benefiting from the Symphonia 

but not supporting it monetarily.  Emergency assistance had to be forwarded from the QEII Arts 

Council at the beginning of 1976 in order, as Keith wrote, “to keep the Auckland Symphonia in 

existence.”    7

 Memorandum to Messrs Hilton, Sheat, Till, from the secretary, Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, February 3

5, 1976, NZMS 1388, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Memorandum to the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council of New Zealand, December 18, 1975, NZMS 1636, 4

Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council Report, January 1976, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special Collections, 5

Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Ibid.6

 “Arts Head Slams City for ‘Appalling Apathy’,” Auckland Star, February 13, 1976.7
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Table 6.1. List of the subscription programs for the Symphonia of Auckland, 1976.

Source: Brochures and programes, Auckland Philharmonia Archives, Auckland, NZ. 

 The doubling of orchestral programs from 1974 to 1978 was a substantial contributing 

factor to the funding woes of the ensemble because of the increased cost of putting on the 

concerts and lower-than-expected audience numbers.  Table 6.1 lists the concerts that were 

presented in 1976.  These productions were not overly ambitious from the point of view of 

instrumentation, falling under what would be considered normal symphonic concert repertoire, 

that could be seen in orchestras all over the world. 

 The QEII Arts Council believed that the Symphonia was vital to musical life not only in 

Auckland but also across the country, and as a result supported it at all costs. As the QEII Arts 

Council stated in its year-end final report for 1976, “Knowing that it was vital that the Auckland 

Symphonia once established must not be allowed to fold, the council drew further on its limited 

1976 (all concerts conducted by Juan Matteucci)

April 24/26 May 8/10 May 22/24 June 26/28 July 24/26 August 21/23 
(all-Mozart 
program)

September 
18/20

October 
9/11

Wolf-
Ferrari: 
Overture 
from 
Jewels of 
the 
Madonna

Rimmer: 
December 
Nights

De Falla: 
Love the 
Magician

Composition 
by NZ 
composer

Schubert: 
Symphony 
No. 7 
Unfinished

Mozart: 
Divertimento 
No. 7

Haydn: 
Symphony 
No. 73 La 
Chasse

Weber: 
Der 
Freischütz

Prokofiev: 
Violin 
Concerto No. 
2

Weber: 
Bassoon 
Concerto

Shostakovich: 
Symphony 
No. 1

Mahler: 
Songs of a 
Wayfarer

Mozart: 
Piano 
Concerto

Rodrigo: 
Concerto for 
Guitar 
“Aranjuez”

Sibelius: 
Violin 
Concerto

Beethoven: 
Symphony 
No. 6 
“Pastoral”

Tchaikovsky: 
Symphony 
No. 6 
“Pathétique”

Dvořák: 
Symphony 
No. 9 
“From the 
New 
World”

Beethoven: 
Piano 
Concerto No. 
4

Strauss 
(second half 
of concert)

Mozart: 
Symphony 
No. 31

Castelnuovo
-Tedesco: 
Concerto for 
Guitar

Brahms: 
Symphony 
No. 2 

Mozart: 
Piano 
Concerto

Prokofiev: 
Classical 
Symphony
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funds in the year under review and made plans for an increase in its allocation to the orchestra in 

the next financial year.”   The QEII Arts Council allocated $180,000 to the orchestra and another 8

$50,000 to the opera division.   It also granted the orchestra a $35,000 interest-free loan.  The 9

regional councils paid $12,745 to the Symphonia during this time.  10

 The Symphonia was also to accompany the opera and ballet when they travelled to 

Auckland.  Because of the dire fiscal conditions of the Symphonia, the opera and ballet 

companies sometimes did not get paid for the services that they provided.  Graham C. Atkinson, 

the general director of the New Zealand Ballet & Opera Trust, sent a letter dated January 27, 

1976, to M. A. Richard, the director of the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, explaining that the 

Ballet had not been paid by the Symphonia for a Symphonia-produced production of The Merry 

Widow and asking that it be paid by the QEII Arts Council in the amount of $2,712.59.   The 11

debt was eventually resolved, but the situation did nothing to build up professional rapport 

between the two organizations and hurt the standing of the Symphonia in regards to working 

with other professional performing groups in New Zealand.  Lawrence D. Nathan, the 

president of the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation, wrote to the director of the QEII Arts 

Council on May 20, 1976, in order to secure even more funding over and above the $245,000 

that had already been dispersed.  The Symphonia was already short $121,183 for the fiscal year 

of 1975/76, which was greater than the QEII Arts Council was made aware of, and the 

 Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts 8

Council of New Zealand for the year ended 1976, volume III, G.11, 8 (1977).

 Ibid., 20–22.9

 “Arts Head Slams City for ‘Appalling Apathy’,” Auckland Star, February 13, 1976.10

 Letter from The New Zealand Ballet & Opera Trust to Mr. M.A. Richard, Director, Queen Elizabeth II 11

Arts Council of New Zealand, January 27, 1976, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City 
Library, Auckland, NZ.
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Symphonia was attempting to access more lines of credit through banks using the new 

Symphonia Hall on Dominion Road as collateral.   The QEII Arts Council did help keep the 12

organization in existence, again because they had guaranteed three years of funding.  In its 1976 

report to the House of Representatives, the Arts Council stated:  

In its 1969 policy statement the council saw the formation of a professional orchestra in Auckland 
as a necessity.  The general pattern of subsidy for the orchestra was to be a three-way split 
between the council, the then New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation and the Auckland Local 
bodies.  In the event the NZBC was forced to withdraw from the scheme; only limited local body 
support was forthcoming; and the Arts Council took on virtually the total financial responsibility 
for the launching in April 1975 of the country’s second professional orchestra, the Auckland 
Symphonia. . . The situation of the Symphonia has, however, always remained precarious and 
until a guarantee of a significant sum of money from other sources than the Arts Council can be 
obtained the morale and indeed the survival of the orchestra will always be at issue.   13

This plea for more funding from Auckland’s suburban councils fell on deaf ears.  By 1977, the 

Symphonia was in an even worse financial position, with its auditors Wilkinson Wilberfoss 

Chartered Accountants reporting to the QEII Arts Council, “The financial situation [of the 

Symphonia] must . . . be regarded as very serious.”   The deficit was being financed by the Bank 14

of New Zealand and advance subscriptions, with no plans to pay any deferred creditors in the 

1977/78 budget.    15

 The general manager of the Symphonia, Peter Nisbet, wrote to the director of the QEII 

Arts Council, Dr. M. Volkerling, in March 1978 to discuss one of the problems with the regional 

orchestras, which was that there was no “clear statement of the aims and objectives of regional 

orchestras.  The functions of these orchestras have, for many years, been discussed exhaustively; 

 Lawrence D. Nathan to Director of the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council May 20, 1976, NZMS 1388, Sir 12

George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts 13

Council of New Zealand for the year ended 1976, volume III, G.11, 7 (1977).

 Wilkinson Wilberfoss Chartered Accountants to Michael Volkerling, September 9, 1977, NZMS 1388, 14

Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Ibid.15
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there have been numerous meetings, committees and seminars, but no clarification of their actual 

function.”   The funding problem of the Symphonia did not appear to be from a lack of clear 16

aims or objectives but rather a fundamental lack of interest on the part of Auckland’s suburban 

councils.  In 1978, the Symphonia was caught in a vicious cycle whereby falling attendance 

translated into cash flow difficulties, which in turn restricted the activities the orchestra could 

offer.  The QEII Arts Council was hoping that more funding sources could be found for the 

ensemble, especially from the Auckland region, because there was not enough money to support 

the organization from the central government via the QEII Arts Council.   

 The pay of the Symphonia musicians was a concern as well.  By 1978, the musicians 

were making $9,400 per year, which was $2,000 less than the members of the national orchestra.  

The orchestra was losing its quality musicians to opportunities overseas and the ensemble was 

suffering.  This was causing concern with the University of Auckland as well, as most of the 

teachers in its music department were Symphonia musicians.   With musicians leaving, the 17

university was having trouble finding qualified staff to replace them, causing tension between the 

university, orchestra, and the regional councils who were not funding the orchestra.  On July 7, 

1978, Beatrice Cromae, from Belfast, Ireland, became the orchestral manager and was tasked 

with harnessing community involvement to save the orchestra.  Also in 1978, Ballet Victoria 

from Australia collapsed, leaving the Symphonia unpaid for its accompaniment to the troupe 

when they performed in Auckland, leaving an extra $23,000 loss.    18

 Peter Nisbet to Dr. M. Volkerling, March 23, 1978, NZMS 1388, Sir George Grey Special Collections, 16

Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Dr. C. J. Maiden to the Auckland Sinfonia, September 6, 1978, NZMS 1388, Sir George Grey Special 17

Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Letter from J. F. Northey to Mr P. E. Kilbride.  Monash University, Victoria, Australia November 21, 18

1978, NZMS 1388, Sir George Grey Special Collection, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.
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 In an attempt to secure more sustainable funding for the Symphonia on a regional basis, 

the mayor of Auckland, Sir Dove-Myer Robinson, assembled all the mayors from the Auckland 

region in October 1978 to discuss the “dire” situation of the Symphonia.  Auckland City Council 

had given $10,000 out of the total $14,161 granted by the councils, but most were not providing 

the Symphonia with any funding, and Robinson wanted this to change.   Most did not want to 19

increase their grants because they did not see the point of spending money on the Symphonia, 

citing other projects, such as building roads or funding heath boards, as a better use of ratepayer 

money. In addition, since the orchestra was based in Auckland City and only travelled to other 

population centers, the other councils felt that the onus of supporting the Symphonia rested with 

the Auckland City Council.   

Table 6.2. List of the subscription programs for the Symphonia of Auckland, 1978.

Source: Brochures and programes, Auckland Philharmonia Archives, Auckland, NZ. 

1978 (May 13 conducted by Eduardo Rahm.  All other concerts conducted by Juan Matteucci.)

May 13 June 10 July 8 July 22 Aug. 19 Sept. 2 (all 
Beethoven 
program)

Sept. 16 
(all 
Schubert 
Program)

Oct. 28

Berlioz: 
Overture 
Roman 
Carnival

Orff, 
Carmina 
Burana

Wagner, 
Siegfried 
Idyll

Liadov, Eight 
Russian Folk 
Songs

Rossini, 
Overture 
Tancredi

Overture 
Leonora 
No. 3

Mass in G Ginastera, 
Variations for 
Orchestra

Dvorak 
Cello 
Concerto

Ibert Flute 
Concerto

Sibelius, 
Violin 
Concerto

Beethoven 
Violin 
Concerto

Symphony 
No. 4

Symphony 
No. 6

Rachmaninov, 
piano concerto 
No. 2

Sibelius 
Symphony 
No. 2

Respighi, 
Botticelli 
Trptych

Tchaikovsky, 
Symphony 
No. 2. “Little 
Russian

Mendelssohn, 
Symphony 
No. 3 
“Scottish”

Piano 
Concerto 
No. 5 
“Emperor”

Prokofiev, 
Symphony No. 
7

Haydn, 
Symphony 
No. 45 
“farewell”

 “Mayors to Get Aid Plea for Symphonia,” New Zealand Herald, October 21, 1978.19
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 The subscription concerts in 1978 were cut back to once a week because of a decrease in 

audience size and ticket revenue (table 6.2).  As can be seen, there were only eight concerts given 

that year instead of the usual sixteen.  By the end of 1978, with the planning of the 1979 season 

well underway, the Symphonia needed an emergency loan from the QEII Arts Council of 

$10,000 in order to fund its subscription drive because its equity was so low.   The director of 20

the council, Michael Volkerling, already unhappy with the Symphonia’s management and the 

mounting deficits, had five conditions for the emergency loan to go through: 

1. That repayment of the loan must be made to the Council from your subscription income, and 
that a written undertaking to this effect be provided by the Foundation Committee; 

2. That the Council receive a further written undertaking from the Symphonia that the members 
of its Foundation Committee will actively co-operate in all possible ways in the campaign to 
recruit subscribers; 

3. Recognising that the Symphonia is understaffed and lacks personnel with skills in this 
specific area of promotion, that Mrs Beverly Horrocks, Executive Officer of the Northern 
Regional Arts Council, act in the capacity of consultant to the Symphonia for the subscription 
campaign and that, in consultation with the Vice-President of the Foundation and the 
Administrator of the Orchestra, she be delegated power of decision over matters relating to 
the subscription drive within approved budgetary guidelines; 

4. That in view of the demonstrable erosion of public support for the Symphonia over the last 
three years, and its present standing in the community, the Foundation Committee accept that, 
despite Council assistance, the success of the drive cannot be guaranteed; 

5. That if the subscription drive does not produce a significant public response, the Council 
believes it will have no option but to consider discontinuing its funding of the Symphonia 
from the end of the 1979–80 financial year.    21

Perhaps the most ominous condition is the fifth one, the threat of funding being discontinued, 

which would doom the organization.  The public was not inclined to donate to the ensemble in 

any case, and the attendance at the Symphonia’s concerts declined rapidly in 1979.  As the 

Symphonia of Auckland Foundation meeting minutes from July 20, 1979, explain, “The 

 Michael Volkerling to Beatrice Cromie, September 13, 1978, NZMS 1388, Sir George Grey Special 20

Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Ibid.21
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expectation of at least 50% attendance at the Symphony and Light Series has proved to be 

unrealistic, the audience to date representing about 35% and 20% respectively, with more losses 

called for, and the Symphonia was looking for an assistant conductor (or at least someone to hire 

for other concerts).  But, with what money?”   These attendance figures were very low.  Even an 22

expectation of 50 percent for a concert series is very low; the failure to meet that target by such a 

great margin was an indication of a serious problem for the organization. 

Figure 6.1. Symphonia of Auckland cashflow forecast: May 1979 to March 1980.  (Source: Symphonia of 
Auckland, Cashflow forecast: May 1979 to March 1980, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special Collections, 
Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.) 

 Cromae, with the other members of the Symphonia’s management, even produced a 

cashflow forecast from May 1979 to March 1980.  What is striking when looking at the 

document (figure 6.1) is that the bank position for eight of the eleven months was to be in 

 Symphonia of Auckland Foundation meeting minutes, July 20, 1979, NZMS 1388, Sir George Grey 22

Special Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.
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negative balance.  Even the three months that were in credit had quite low balances with the low 

credit being $1,996 in July of 1979 while the highest credit being $11,218 in March 1980, and 

that was based on subscription money for the next season being included.  The donations to the 

ensemble also deserve a special mention because of the fact that from 1979 to 1980, the 

orchestra was only expecting $23,000 in donations, and more than half of that, $15,000 in 

September 1979, was from one grant.   This forecast was exactly what Volkerling was distraught 

about with the Symphonia, since the bank position, even with an estimated $272,000 in QEII 

Arts Council funding was still completely inadequate to what the ensemble needed to survive.     

Figure 6.2. Amount of income for the Symphonia of Auckland, for the period ending March 31, 1980.  (Source: 
Symphonia of Auckland, budget for the year ending March 31, 1980, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special 
Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.) 
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 Because of this worsening forecast for the ensemble, the QEII Arts Council supplied 

$368,000 to the orchestra during the 1979 to 1980 fiscal year (figure 6.2).  At 82.11 percent of 

total funding, the contribution is disproportionally large compared to all other sources of revenue 

for the orchestra.  Local bodies gave $15,660, which $12,000 was from the Auckland City 

Council.  Other donations were $11,960.  Earned income from ticket sales, fees, and other 

sources was $203,624.  This left a deficit of $36,056 for the fiscal year.  The lottery then gave the 

orchestra $50,000 in October of 1979 in order to improve the orchestra’s finances, leading to a 

$13,944 surplus.   

 For the QEII Arts Council to support the orchestra to such a large degree and have the 

local councils only support the ensemble with 3.55 percent of funding is akin to having an 

unofficial second national orchestra.  Membership subscriptions were only 0.38 percent of the 

budget, an impossibly low number for the ensemble to survive.  People of the Auckland region 

were not showing any ownership of the ensemble.  Concert income did account for 10.75 percent 

of total earnings, but that was nowhere near enough to cover the deficits of the ensemble.  Since 

1975 the orchestra had accumulated a total debt of at least $120,000; the actual amount is 

unknown.  23

Bankruptcy and Aftermath 

 During this period the Symphonia’s management, led by Beatrice Cromae, had been 

using the overdraft feature of their bank account to fund the day-to-day activities of the 

ensemble.  On January 3, 1980, the assistant manager of loans for the Bank of New Zealand 

 Terry Snow, “Looking black for in-the-red orchestra,” Auckland Star, July 3, 1980.23
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(BNZ) wrote to the chairman of the Symphonia’s finance committee to discuss the Symphonia’s 

overdraft, which had reached a high of $95,000, a grave concern for the bank.  The letter states: 

[W]hilst we are aware of the problems facing the Symphonia and the steps taken to overcome 
these during the last 12 months nevertheless the bank account must be operated to our satisfaction 
otherwise we will be left with little choice but to dishonour the cheques presented.  This of course 
would be a disastrous step for us to have to take and we therefore give you ample notice that there 
is a strong possibility of this occurring if the arrangements are not more closely respected in the 
future. . .We therefore re-iterate that the cheques disbursing the $53,000 should not be issued until 
March and then only after we have had full details on the future requirements of the Symphonia 
to which the Bank would first have to give its agreement.  24

The Symphonia’s management met to discuss what it could do to avoid this impending financial 

disaster.  On March 5, 1980, the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation Committee acknowledged 

the fact that BNZ was not happy with the performance of the Symphonia.  Yet, no plans were put 

in place at this meeting in order to improve the financial viability of the organization.    25

 The following month, the Symphonia tried to raise more funds to appease BNZ and 

convince it to extend the deadline.  Most of the regional councils still did not want to support the 

orchestra.  For example, the Symphonia’s management approached the East Coast Bays City 

Council and asked for 5 cents to be paid out for each citizen in the city or a single grant of $300, 

but both were rejected.  That council instead offered the use of its recreation facilities for the 

orchestra to host one or two fundraising concerts.  As the mayor of the City of East Coast Bays, 

A. M. McCulloch, stated at the time “[the Symphonia’s predicament] was a difficult question.  It 

was sad that people who contributed so much richness and quality to the lives of others had to 

beg for money.”  Mayor McCulloch then reiterated his position, “But I am totally opposed to 

handing out ratepayers’ money for things that do not have a direct physical benefit for the 

 E. B. Mudford, to The Chairman of the Finance Committee, January 3, 1980, NZMS 1388, Sir George 24

Grey Special Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.

 Symphonia of Auckland Foundation Committee, March 5, 1980, NZMS 1388, Sir George Grey Special 25

Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.
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community.”   This viewpoint was criticized by the Auckland Regional Authority chairman, Lee 26

Murdoch, who said that not everyone enjoyed sports and not everyone rode public transit, yet 

these were funded by ratepayers.  Murdoch did not understand why orchestras should be any 

different.  The importance of the ensemble was noted by Mayor McCulloch in his statement, yet, 

he still would not release any funding from the city to support orchestra.  He was not alone in 

this: although the other councils might have recognized the plight of the orchestra, they also did 

not step in. 

 At the Symphonia’s annual general meeting in May 1980, a group of younger players, 

known as the Phoenix Group, voted to expel the chair of the board, Nicholas Tarling, and other 

members of the board they felt had misrepresented them and vote in representatives of the 

orchestra’s musicians in order to regain more control over the future of the orchestra.   On May 27

9, E. B. Mudford of BNZ wrote a letter to the Symphonia management stating, “Further to our 

letter of 6-5-80 the continued overdraft assistance to the Symphonia is not really a banking 

proposition and the Bank is therefore not only looking to the Symphonia to improve its financial 

position but also that reliance on bank overdraft is terminated.”   On July 1, the overdraft limit 28

was ended, which meant the credit that the Symphonia had relied upon was now impossible to 

access, dooming the organization.   As the worsening fiscal condition of the orchestra became 29

more pronounced, the players began talking about wanting the orchestra to be a “people’s 

 “No Funds for Symphonia Says Council,” New Zealand Herald, April 3, 1980.26

 Lloyd Prior Williams, “Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras: A description and Comparison 27

of the two Principal Organizational Structures Adopted by Professional Symphony Orchestras, changes that occur in 
these Structures and the Reasons for Change or Stasis”  (PhD diss., University of Auckland, 2008), 199.
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orchestra,” playing a wide variety of music and getting down from “the remote stage.”   This 30

sentiment would be carried over into the new orchestra that was formed soon after the 

Symphonia collapsed, since it was far too little too late to make any difference for this orchestra. 

 For the 1980 to 1981 budget year, grants from regional councils included Newmarket at 

$65, Waiuku at $80, and Pukekohe $100, not enough to make any positive change to the finances 

of the ensemble.  After an emergency appeal, a total of $92,000 was raised to save the 

Symphonia of Auckland, but to no avail.   With credit sources cut off and not enough 31

emergency funding forthcoming, the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation Inc. passed a 

resolution to go into voluntary liquidation that was confirmed on August 13, 1980.  The orchestra 

played its last concert on August 27, 1980.  32

 Many factors contributed to the collapse of the Symphonia.  McCulloch’s statement about 

the orchestra not having “direct physical benefit for the community” was one viewpoint, and it 

points to a deeper problem around what the orchestra represents to the city of Auckland and why 

its citizens should support it; there was not enough cultural capital in the city to support the 

ensemble.  Those with the means to do so, mainly government officials at Auckland City Council 

and the QEII Arts Council, had supported the creation of the Symphonia in 1964 as well as the 

subsequent change to full-time status in 1975.  The citizens in Auckland were not convinced, by 

the QEII Arts Council or anyone else, that their rates should be put towards the orchestra.  

External forces were attempting to keep the orchestra viable, but the citizens of the city and the 

 “Players to Stay with Orchestra,” New Zealand Herald, July 19, 1980.30
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local councils took no responsibility for the ensemble.  Even the Auckland City Council, which 

provided the most support, would only fund it at between $10,000 and $12,000 a year, whereas 

the QEII Arts Council gave the orchestra $368,000 in its final season, an extremely large 

proportion of the budget, as can be seen from table 6.3.  Since the orchestra never developed a 

sustainable model to built local economic support in the Auckland community, orchestra 

remained the central governments responsibility.  The amount of money the QEII Arts Council 

gave to the orchestra was quite large, especially in light of year-on-year increases. 

Table 6.3. Amount of Money Allocated by the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council to the Symphonia, 1965 to 1981. 

Source: Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts Council 
of New Zealand for the year ended 1965-1981. 

Fiscal Year Ending on March 31 Amount Allocated Percent Change from year prior

1965 £500 N/A

1966 £11,875 +2,275%

1967 £17,932 +51%

1968 $28,000 +56%

1969 $25,000 -11%

1970 $25,000 0%

1971 $15,000 -40%

1972 $20,000 +33%

1973 $22,000 +10%

1974 $55,000 +150%

1975 $115,750 (orchestra) 
$28,800 (opera division)

+110% (not including opera division)

1976 $180,884 (orchestra) 
$50,000 (opera division)

+56% (not including opera division)

1977 $245,000 +35%

1978 $280,000 +14%

1979 $320,000 +14%

1980 $368,000 +15%

1981 $368,000 0%
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Figure. 6.3. Symphonia of Auckland funding from the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, 1965 to 1981.  (Source: 
Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts Council of New 
Zealand for the year ended 1965–1981.) 

 The Hopkins report of 1973 had accurately predicted the problems that would flow from 

the Symphonia of Auckland’s change to full-time status.  The report had stated, “There seemed to 

be an obsession among the Symphonia Management representatives to move as quickly as 

possible towards a permanent full symphonic orchestra irrespective of the ways in which the 

Orchestra could be used . . . [and] there seemed to be no projection of costs over the next 3–5 

years.”   It would seem that there was no fundraising plan for the orchestra in place in order to 33

gain support from the Auckland region.  The failure of the Symphonia of Auckland should not 

have been a surprise to the management of the orchestra or the QEII Arts Council because both 

were aware of the ensemble’s dire finances ensemble and knew that once the Bank of New 

 John Hopkins, "Regional Orchestras in New Zealand: Proposals for Development Prepared for the Queen 33

Elizabeth II Arts Council," Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (Wellington, March 1973), 1-2.
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Zealand had frozen the overdraft of the Symphonia’s bank account, the orchestra would be 

unable to pay its outstanding creditors and forced into bankruptcy protection.  As can be seen 

from figure 6.3, the QEII Arts Council’s grants between 1974 and 1980 increased steadily and 

dramatically to keep the Symphonia solvent. 

 The council did this because they were convinced the orchestra in Auckland could not 

fail; it would be a detrimental blow to the orchestral scene in New Zealand.  In its 1976 report to 

the House of Representatives, the QEII Arts Council sounded an alarm about the state of arts 

funding in the country:  

While the council recognizes that communities enjoying professional cultural facilities and an 
increasingly richer standard of cultural activity must expect to contribute towards those things, it 
also accepts that an increasing level of subsidy is inevitable since there is a limit on the earning 
and fund raising capacity of any arts body.  The council believes, however, that some 
organizations have placed far too great a reliance on central finance with a consequent weakening 
in their ability to tap local and commercial resources.  The council feels strongly that in the arts, 
as in education, health, and welfare, the concept of the user alone paying would be unacceptable 
in the kind of society to which New Zealand aspires.  34

With this statement, the council effectively chastised the Auckland community for its lack of 

support for the Symphonia.  The report also directly addressed the situation with the Symphonia:  

In Auckland where the country’s second full-time orchestra came into being, grave financial 
problems arose.  Knowing that it was vital that the Auckland Symphonia once established must 
not be allowed to fold, the council drew further on its limited funds in the year under review and 
made plans for an increase in its allocation to the orchestra in the next financial year.  The council 
also again decided that it must be perfectly blunt in pointing out to the Auckland local bodies that 
the Auckland Symphonia was the regional orchestra providing a service to the Auckland area and 
should therefore have the backing of these bodies.   35

In the view of the QEII Arts Council, the orchestra should not be allowed to fail because if it did, 

another orchestra would not be created and supported in the city.  The orchestra, in the eyes of its 

supporters, represented the cosmopolitan nature of Auckland and its failure would be detrimental 

 Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts 34
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to this vision.  Yet, the Auckland Region had shown quite clearly that it did not want to support 

an orchestra, which was unfathomable to the QEII Arts Council and central government thinking 

at this time.  The central government, regardless of political parties, had been implementing a 

policy of fostering the arts since 1946.  Even with the QEII Art Councils large amount of 

funding, enough cultural capital could not be created and passed on to the general population to 

support the orchestra.  Also, the social bonds did not exist of people attending concerts.  The 

educational aspects of the programs of the Symphonia were inadequate to save the ensemble.  

This is not to say that there were not individuals who had social and cultural capital for the 

orchestra—there were—but their numbers were too small to save the Symphonia.   

Figure 6.4. Total amount of money allocated to the Symphonia of Auckland in relation to the overall Queen 
Elizabeth II Arts Council grant to orchestral ensembles.  (Source: Appendix to the Journals House of 
Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts Council of New Zealand for the year ended 
1973-1981.) 
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 Yet, the Hopkins report does not detail how the QEII Arts Council would compel the 

regional councils of Auckland to fund the orchestra, especially since the Symphonia was 

diverting limited funds from other orchestras.  The Symphonia consumed 46 percent of the total 

budget for regional orchestras in 1975.  This increased to 72 percent in 1976, reached 77 percent 

in 1980, and hit a high of 84 percent in 1981.   As can be seen in figure 6.4., the total amount of 36

money the Symphonia was allocated by the QEII Arts Council was enormous in relation to what 

other ensembles around New Zealand were granted.  The QEII Arts Council, as mentioned 

above, saw the Symphonia as fundamental to the country and felt it had to do everything in its 

power to ensure its survival, even if it meant that other orchestras around the country suffered.  

Suffer they did, and that is fundamentally why the Arts Council had to cut funding from the 

Symphonia in 1980; there simply was no way for the central government to continue its support 

at this level.  The Symphonia represented something that was elitist and was not necessary for 

the Auckland Region because they wanted to support more practical things, such as schools and 

roads, perhaps the “Tall Poppy Syndrome” manifesting itself again as well.  

 For the Symphonia to be successful, there would have to be a paying audience and some 

type of supplementary funding source.  The QEII Arts Council was no longer able to support the 

orchestra at such a high level, leaving it to the Auckland Region to support it.  They did not, and 

this is the fundamental reason for the orchestra going bankrupt.  The musicians in the orchestra, 

however, were not convinced that an orchestra could not succeed in the city, and figured that they 

could maintain one themselves.  This led to them starting the Auckland Regional Orchestra in 

1981 with the players managing all aspects of it.  

 Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts 36
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Early History of the Auckland Philharmonia 

 After the Symphonia collapsed, there was uncertainty in the music community as to what 

job opportunities would be available for orchestral musicians in the city.  Nineteen former 

members of the Symphonia decided to form their own ensemble, the Auckland Regional 

Orchestra, soon to be known as the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra (APO).  The 

distinguishing factor of this new ensemble that the musicians chose to retain complete artistic 

and financial control.  They felt that the collapse of the Symphonia was caused by an indifferent 

management and planned the new orchestra such that they would be in control of all aspects of 

their orchestra, from marketing to finance.  The name too is telling, since it implies that the 

orchestra is for the entire region and not just for Auckland City.   

 The Symphonia of Auckland had been conceived and run with a corporate structure, with 

a general manager and music director in control reporting to a Board of Trustees who were not 

members of the orchestra.  As the cellist Claudia Price explains about the impetus for how the 

new orchestra in 1980 would be structured, “[T]he players at that time got together, and there 

had always been a little bit of dissatisfaction with the management of the Symphonia and the 

conductor and his little club of close, you know guys.  And so the players said, ‘Right, we will 

form a new orchestra, because Auckland needs an orchestra,’ and we created a co-operative and 

structure and the players had a say in everything.”   The musicians moved ahead with their plan 37

in July 1980, and the Auckland Regional Authority (ARA) proposed granting the new Auckland 

Regional Orchestra (ARO) $50,000 a year (see appendix C).   After much debate between the 38

 Claudia Price, interview by author, November 10, 2011.37

 “Orchestra grant brings outburst,” New Zealand Herald, July 23, 1980.38
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council members, the ARA granted $10,000 in December 1980 to the new ensemble.   This was 39

done despite the objections of its finances and resources committee, which did not want a 

precedent to be set for granting funds to cultural organizations, especially one that formed out of 

a bankrupt ensemble.  Nonetheless, the ARA decided that the new orchestra was to be a regional 

fixture and should be supported. 

 Property developer Oliver Newland became the president of the new ARO Foundation.  

He wanted to support this new orchestra because “it would be a shame in the city to play 

anything but ‘Elton John or Kiss sort of music.’”   In other words, a city devoid of Western 40

classical music was not acceptable for Auckland to him.  It would appear that Newland had the 

cultural capital necessary to support the ensemble.  Neil McGough, who was the chairman of the 

Northern Regional Arts Council and the national secretary of the Musicians’ Union, was opposed 

to the new orchestra because he thought the concept could not work financially and that it would 

deprive union members of part-time playing opportunities they used to get with the Symphonia, 

which had higher pay.   The QEII Arts Council, however, did not share these concerns, and 41

offered to support the new orchestra under certain condition: 

-The orchestra was one which Auckland’s music community wanted; 
-That it could provide evidence of sound financial management and high-quality artistic 
direction; 

-That open auditions would be held for places in the orchestra.   42

 “Orchestra reprieved,” New Zealand Herald, December 9, 1980.39

 Lindsey Dawson, “Orchestra’s debut strikes discordant notes,” National Business Review, December 15, 40

1980.
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It seems curious that the QEII Arts Council would require such limited, vague, and contradictory 

parameters in order to fund the ensemble, especially since a similar scheme had just collapsed.  It 

was not clear by what method the council would evaluate whether the music community wanted 

an orchestra.  As far as sound financial management and high-quality artistic direction, at least 

sound financial management was measurable, if not a debatable proposition.  Why open 

auditions would be relevant is not clear; perhaps it was to make sure that all qualified musicians 

be considered and not just musicians of the former Symphonia of Auckland.   

 This funding uncertainty did not deter the new management of the orchestra from forging 

ahead with the new ensemble, and by the autumn of 1981, the ARO had a functioning 

management structure.  With support from the Auckland Regional Authority and Auckland City 

Council, the orchestra played its first concert on November 4, 1981.  As its concertmaster of the 

time, Brecon Carter, explained about the formation, “It was modeled, I wouldn’t point to a 

specific one, but it was modeled after orchestras where players were in charge.  Now, at that time 

there were only thirty-odd players, so we had to work, rehearse in the evening and get out of 

work.”   The orchestra was started by a group of young musicians, the Phoenix Group, who had 43

voted out the board of the Symphonia of Auckland after the Symphonia had gone bankrupt.  

They were highly proficient musicians, and entrepreneurial as well.  John Ure, the principal horn 

in the orchestra at the time, commented on the formation of the ensemble:  

We all thought that Auckland absolutely needed an orchestra.  We saw that there was a market for 
it, we had been involved in so many concerts, we had good audiences, there had been good 
audiences going back for a lot of the concerts going right back to the early ’70s.  So there was just 
a market there.  And the other overriding thing: we wanted to work as musicians and what better 
way to work as musicians but in an orchestra, and an orchestra we created ourselves.  We had 
control over. . . To actually sign up [for the new orchestra] you had to have been a full-time 
member of the previous orchestra so there was about forty-five players I think, and only nineteen 

 Brecon Carter, interview by author, October 18, 2011.43
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of those players wanted to be involved in the new orchestra.  Others just either retired or went 
overseas to other jobs and just weren’t interested.    44

What is surprising about the above statement is how inaccurate it is concerning the market for 

concerts.  As mentioned previously, the Symphonia of Auckland Foundation recorded in 1979 

that for some of the series, capacity fell as low as 20 percent at some concerts.   In fact, there 45

was no concrete evidence of a strong the market for the ensemble.   

 The Phoenix Group wanted to get rid of the traditional management structure in which 

the board and management team and music director dominated decision-making.  Keith 

Langdon, a lawyer in Auckland, helped the Phoenix Group place the rehearsal hall, music library, 

and some instruments under the Auckland Orchestral Trust before the creditors of the Symphonia 

were able to make a claim against those assets.   The Trust had been set up before its bankruptcy 46

because the musicians, knowing that a default was imminent, did not want to lose those assets.  

The older Symphonia musicians decided to step away from the orchestra and not get involved.  

Many of these same musicians had fought with the Phoenix Group over the future direction of 

the Symphonia and lost the battle. 

 The ARO’s nineteen founding members unanimously agreed on a structure that would 

allow them to retain control of all matters and give each member an equal vote on everything 

pertaining to the ensemble, apart from performance issues.  A constitution was written which 

outlined the processes by which the orchestra was to be managed.  The orchestral committee was 

made up of the full membership of permanent players of the orchestra, and according to the 

 John Ure, interview by author, June 13, 2013. 44
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constitution, it would “be responsible for auditioning musicians for inclusion in the orchestra, 

and the appointment, remuneration and terms of employment of the conductor of the orchestra, 

and any other employees of the Society which matters shall require to be approved by a 75% 

vote of the Committee members present. . . The quorum for meetings of the Committee shall be 

30% of the members of the committee.”   An Administrative Council was established to attend 47

to the day-to-day issues of running the orchestra, made up of four elected players and the 

secretary of the society.  It had no power to make major decisions; those had to be referred back 

to the orchestral committee.   The administrative council could be dismissed by the society at 48

any time by a 50 percent majority vote.  There were also other various committees formed during 

these early years for various miscellaneous functions too. 

 A board of advisors was formed early on to offer advice on legal and financial matters 

beyond the expertise of the players.  Advisors were chosen who were “influential in the 

community, who would bring respectability to the orchestra, and through whose connections 

public funding and personal donations would flow more easily.”   These advisors were 49

important to the orchestra who needed to demonstrate stability to the various entities that had a 

stake in the future of the orchestra, such as the government and business leaders, and show that 

the finances were being handled in a responsible manner.   

 Three support organizations were established between 1982 and 1987.  The Friends of the 

Philharmonia was founded in 1982 and provides support in the form of selling merchandise or 

providing dinner for musicians.  The Auckland Philharmonia Foundation, which supports the 

 Ibid., 202.47
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maintenance of instruments and facilities and also raises money, was founded in 1987.  There 

was also the Guild of the Philharmonia, also serving to raise money, transformed in 2013 into the 

Crescendo Membership Program whereby patrons can pay a subscription fee and be offered a 

host of benefits in return, from meeting soloists to seeing closed rehearsals.  These individuals 

are using their shared cultural capital for the organization, and social capital as well, in order to 

support the ensemble.  Brecon Carter describes the early funding model for projects: 

The city council, I think I remember them finding $10,000 that they hadn’t used up and they gave 
us very early on and you know, we had a good manager who came in for a few years, and he was 
able to work the confidence in the Arts Council, and it has just gone bit by bit by bit in that way.  
As they saw us improving, they gave us a little bit more money.  50

 Writing in a report about the Auckland Philharmonia, Ralph Bathurst, Lloyd Williams, 

and Anne Rodda commented on the difficulties with this new management structure.  They 

argued that major stakeholders, such as the government and businesses, were confused with their 

roles: 

The new cooperative structure was led by the Secretary of the Society.  This elected musician 
became, in effect, the orchestra’s CEO, meaning that on-stage he or she could be a rank-and-file 
musician under the direction of the section principal, yet off-stage be the most powerful person in 
the enterprise.  While the members of the new cooperative were comfortable with this duality, 
those more familiar with the chain-of-command organisational structures from the business world 
found this confusion of roles difficult to comprehend.   51

For the early years of the ensemble, the cooperative structure worked quite well for the 

musicians.  Difficulties arose only as the ensemble grew in size during the late 1980s and early 

1990s and reaching a consensus between all musicians became more difficult.   

 For the first concerts of the Auckland Regional Orchestra, George Tintner was chosen to 

conduct because of his long association with orchestras in Auckland.  As Brecon Carter relates: 
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[Tintner] came over from Australia, where he had been living, and worked for nothing.  He did 
that concert for nothing. . .because he believed in what we were doing, and he was the most 
amazing guy.  He’s unfortunately dead now.  You know, he was in the Vienna Boys Choir as a 
kid, and he was a most remarkable man and every time we had him regularly as a conductor, in 
those early years, he would stay at a friend’s house, and he would cycle into the rehearsals, you 
know, to keep the costs down; he was quite amazing.  And musically, I mean he was top-notch 
musically.  You’d have to do it just right for him.  There was a little bit of guessing going on; how 
many notes would we play before he would stop and say, ‘Now let’s put that bit right.’  52

This early ensemble building would be crucial to maintaining the standards set by the early 

Symphonia as well as allow the ensemble to grow musically.  John Hopkins was named the 

principal conductor of the ARO on August 1, 1983.   On November 8, 1985, Dame Catherine 53

Tizard, the vice-patron of the orchestra, announced that the ARO’s name would change to the 

Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra (APO) for the 1986 season in order to better represent the 

aspirations of the ensemble (see appendix D).   

 In 1986, the APO saw an audience increase of 348 percent from the previous year.  

Despite this, it continued to struggle with financial uncertainty.  In March of 1987, the APO was 

funded by the following organizations: Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council ($400,000), Auckland 

Regional Authority ($75,000), Auckland City Council ($30,000), ticket sales ($423,000), 

donations and fundraising ($300,000), and sponsorships ($206,000).  Chris Blake, the general 

manager of the APO at the time, stated:  

The Auckland Regional Authority, which has given us $75,000 for each of the last two years, 
doesn’t really have an arts policy.  There are all sorts of organizations trying to access its funds. 
 Basically it’s a grab bag.  There’s nothing wrong with that, but if the ARA decided, as they once 
did, to knock $20,000 off our grant the effect would be catastrophic.  We appeal on an annual 
basis, and it’s always a precarious business.    54

Because of the decentralized government structure, funding policy was difficult to standardize 

across the region; this was similar to the problems the Symphonia had with funding during the 
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late 1970s.  Also in 1987, the chairman of the board of advisers, Brian Stevenson, put forward a 

paper outlining three possible organizational structures aimed at better managing the orchestra, 

but the players decided to keep the status quo.    55

Aotea Centre 

 At the same time that a new orchestra was being formed in Auckland, a performing arts 

complex was being discussed by Auckland city business leaders and politicians because they felt 

that Auckland needed a conference center and venue for performance of ballet and opera (see 

appendix E).  It was decided that Aotea Square was the perfect place to build this new hall. 

Figure 6.5. The Aotea Centre, as it was originally envisioned.  (Image courtesy of the APO archives.) 

 Williams, “Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras,” 204.55
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 In the early 1980s, a proposal was drafted for a new civic amenities center called 

Centennial Hall (figure 6.5).  It was to include a convention hall for 1,200 people, a large multi-

purpose theatre seating between 2,300 and 3,000, a smaller theater seating 700, an experimental 

theater seating 200, and a restaurant seating 250.   In February 1984, the Auckland City Council 56

voted to allow the construction of Stage 1 of the project, which omitted the smaller 700-seat 

theater, deferring it to be built at a later date.  In December 1984 the council estimated that the 

total cost for Stage 1 would be $63 million.  By June 1985, Hawkins Construction Ltd. had been 

chosen to build the centre with a budget of $67.85 million.  In December 1988, the contract with 

Hawkins was cancelled during construction due to major cost overruns and Fletcher 

Development and Construction Ltd. was chosen as the new contractor.  The final cost of the 

project nonetheless ballooned to $128.5 million.   57

 When the Aotea Centre opened on September 9, 1990, it had, according to the conductor 

John Hopkins, “[the] best acoustics in Australasia.”  Alexia Russell wrote, “It was not the 

performers who were under scrutiny last night but the hall— and it deserves many encores. . . to 

the clear sound which meant even those in the back seats could hear the orchestra shuffling their 

feet, the centre proved it was worth the wait.”   These viewpoints, however, were in the 58

minority.  The main theater of the center, known as the ASB Theatre, was built as a multi-

purpose hall.  As with most multi-purpose halls, the sound quality was not suitable for 

symphonic concerts, and an electronic sound system was installed in order to improve the 
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acoustics.  The sound system, built by MML Systems Ltd., was the first of its kind in the world, 

using different principles of sound reverberation than other systems at the time.   MML was also 59

a local firm and the cheapest option.   As Brian Rudman reported, “If I had to sum up the 60

orchestral sound in one word, it would be ‘underwhelming.’”   The NZSO played a concert in 61

April 1990 and the sound of the orchestra was thought to be woefully inadequate.  Rudman again 

relates, “At times the horns seemed to be off stage, the basses, under it.  I felt totally uninvolved 

in that night’s proceedings.”   As Brecon Carter explains about the first concert and the 62

electronic equipment, “[T]he company that put the electronic stuff in went bankrupt, so there was 

no getting back to them and saying, ‘come on, fix it.’ . . But, in the end we ditched the Aotea as a 

concert venue.  Apart from doing opera, because we have to do it there, and ballet.”   It was 63

proposed that $10,000 be spent on alterations to the reverberation system to remedy the problem, 

but the council did not wish to spend any more money on the project.   The necessary 64

renovations did not take place until the 2012 to 2013 renovation of the ASB Theatre for the 

acoustics to be improved to satisfactory standards.   

 Because of the cost overruns of the original Aotea Centre project (figure 6.6), the smaller 

theater for chamber music concerts was not built.  The city had still been planning to build the 

hall at the beginning of 1990, and at the time the mayor of Auckland, Dame Catherine Tizard, 

stated, “We are looking at the whole area of capital works priorities, but we have it very much in 
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mind that it does not slip away for too long.”   As of 2014, the chamber music hall had not been 65

constructed and there were no plans to complete it. 

Figure 6.6. The Aotea Centre, 2012.  (Image in the author’s collection.) 

Town Hall Renovation 

 While the Aotea Centre was being built, the Auckland City Council started to plan for a 

renovation of the Auckland Town Hall just across the square (see appendix F).  In February 1988, 

Auckland City Council initiated a “Conservation Plan” for the Town Hall in order to bring it up 

to date with current national building codes (figure 6.7).  The renovation did not start, however, 

until 1994 because of the lengthy consultation period and design process.  The project was 

completed in November 1997 far behind schedule, at a total cost of $32.8 million.  Yet, the 

musicians were happy to wait for this performance venue because of what it meant for the 

musical performance.  When asked which hall has the best acoustics in the city, APO hornist 

Emma Richards responded: 

 “Aotea II on Council back burner,” New Zealand Herald, February 16, 1990.65
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Oh, hands down the Town Hall.  I think we’re so lucky here.  I mean, it’s beautiful, it’s a great 
space.  I wish we could rehearse in there all the time.  Sometimes we’re lucky and we get in there 
on a Tuesday, but usually it’s Wednesday then Thursday.  I mean, we are lucky to have the 
Philharmonia Hall [renamed Symphonia Hall] and everything, but the Town Hall is beautiful.  I 
think it looks beautiful, it feels good to play in there.  And when I’ve heard concerts in there, I 
think to my ear it sounds good.  66

On September 8, 1993, during the renovation period, the APO Property committee proposed 

using the Town Hall as the permanent residence of the APO and locating all the administrative 

offices of the APO there, selling off Philharmonia Hall, the Dominion Road theatre inherited 

from the Symphonia when it collapsed.  The Board approached ASB Bank and reported that 

“ASB [was] prepared to offer 100% finance at a rate of 7–8%.  Suggested mortgage of $330,000 

to cover mortgage and refurbishing.”  67

Figure 6.7. Original timeline for the Town Hall Renovation Project, 1988.  (Source: Auckland Philharmonia 
Archives.) 
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 The proposal was brought to the attention of the Town Hall Restoration Committee in a 

letter dated September 15, 1993, in which Ann Townsley, the project manager, was asked to 

consider the Town Hall as a permanent home for the orchestra.   The Restoration Committee 68

deemed that there was no space in the current plans for the APO to have concert space in the 

renovated Town Hall.  On August 1, 1996, however, the city council’s property committee, 

which had learned of the issue, faxed the APO’s board of advisors, saying, “At that time [in 

1993, the Town Hall Restoration Committee was] adamant that there was no place for the 

Orchestra as a permanent home.”   The subject was then discussed at a strategic meeting, where 69

the only new ideas to emerge were: 

- Council ‘Ownership’ of the Orchestra, with the Orchestra then relocated into the Town 
Hall” (not a serious option) 
- APO to offer to forgo any future funding claims or requests in return for permanent residence 

within the Town Hall Complex for the Orchestra and Administration.  70

After consultation, it was decided that the orchestra could not move to the Town Hall and the 

APO would have to make do with their current practice hall, Philharmonia Hall, on Dominion 

Road.  Since the orchestra was not going to be moving, it was decided that Philharmonia Hall 

should go through a full refurbishment to bring it up to fire code, which it did in 1999 for 

$420,000, paid for by grants.   As of this writing in 2014, the APO’s main offices are still at 71

Philharmonia Hall. 
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Orchestral Growth 

 In 1990, as the Aotea Centre was nearing completion in Aotea Square and plans to 

renovate the Town Hall were being finalized, the management of the APO was starting to plan 

for the future as well, trying to decide how best to utilize the new arts center as well as cultivate 

the orchestra in order to grow its audience base.  In February 1991, the APO launched a five-year 

plan for growth which aimed to increase the orchestra’s size to sixty-five full-time players from 

only half that number at the time.  Jonathan Baker, former principal tuba with the APO, 

commented on the growth: 

The orchestra went through big [growth],after the stock market crash of ’87.  Every time we’ve 
economic difficulty in the rest of the world, the APO has always gone on a growth spurt.  And I 
don’t know how that works, I really honestly don’t.  You know you can point to various different 
things but, either way it’s always, you know, whether it’s because people who would otherwise 
spend their money elsewhere in the world decide ‘I’m going to stay at home and I’m going to 
invest in what’s local’ or whatever it is.  So, from about ’88–’92, ’93 the orchestra went through a 
growth spurt and started adding all these wind, brass, and percussion positions.  72

When finances are difficult because of shrinking government grants or declining donations, 

increasing the orchestra’s size does not make any sense.  Yet, that is exactly what the APO’s 

management decided to do.  By growing, the management felt they could offer more programs 

and performances to the Auckland public.  This was the same argument used by the Symphonia 

of Auckland in the 1970s, leading to their bankruptcy.  In 1992, the Auckland Regional Council 

(ARC) was reorganized and the Auckland Regional Services Trust (ARST) was created in order 

to manage the assets of the ARC, including public transport, regional parks, and environmental 

protection—but not cultural organizations like the APO.   It was also to pay back the debts of 73

the Auckland region through the privatization of its assets.  This meant that the orchestra would 
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have to individually approach the seven local councils of the city, amalgamated from thirty-one 

local councils in 1989, for all donations, complicating their funding appeals.    74

Figure 6.8. Starlight Symphony, photographer unknown, 1994.  (Image courtesy of the APO archives.) 

 In order to perform for larger audiences and run a summer concert series, the 

management of the APO decided to perform free concerts in the Auckland Domain over the 

summer, as the Domain had enough space to accommodate the large crowds the orchestra was 

expecting for these concerts.  Two programs were proposed: Symphony Under the Stars (also 

known as Starlight Symphony) and Opera in the Park.  As can be seen in figure 6.8, these 

attracted large crowds.  In 1993, 80,000 people gathered in the Auckland Domain for Opera in 

the Park.   On January 29, 1994, Opera in the Park drew 140,000 people.  It was a three-hour 75

free concert featuring the Auckland Philharmonia, Continental Brass Band, Dorian Singers, and 

Auckland Opera Chorus, ending with Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture, fireworks, and a laser light 

 “Decline and fall of the Regional Empire,” New Zealand Herald, September 26, 1992.74

 “Free Opera in the park pulls crowd of 80,000,” Evening Standard, February 22, 1993.75
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show.   On January 29, 1995, Opera in the Park was held again, this time to a crowd 76

of 200,000.   For the Symphony Under the Stars on February 4, 1995, 250,000 people 77

attended.   The largest crowd, however, was in January 1996, when an estimated 300,000 to 78

350,000 people turned out for Opera in the Park.    79

 The audience response to these concerts suggests that there was inherent value in the 

concert experience and the symphony.  Hundreds of thousands of people made the effort to come 

and were willing to wait for long periods of time in the Domain under the summer sun (or rain) 

for the concerts to start, be it for the music, ambience, fireworks, or the lasers that usually 

accompanied the show.  This was important in exposing people to the orchestra in the hope that it 

would increase their cultural capital and that they would become donors or begin buying tickets 

for their regular season concerts.  

 In 1998, the ARST was being wound up because it became clear that the city’s debts had 

been paid for through tax revenue and there was no need for the trust anymore, meaning its $900 

million in assets could be distributed as the government saw fit.  Originally, the entire amount 

was to be allocated for transport projects and sewer construction.  The various cities in the region

—Auckland, Manukau, North Shore, Waitakere, Rodney, Papakura, and Franklin—were still 

setting their arts polices separately, and all wanted the money of the trust to go to their different 

projects.  The arts organizations of the region, however, wanted the trust money to go to 

“regionally significant” entities, such as the Auckland Philharmonia, Auckland Ballet, Auckland 

 Audrey Young, “Domain Spectacle Draws 140,000,” New Zealand Herald, January 31, 1994.76

 Linda Herrick, “200,000 make Opera In The Park their Domain,” Sunday Star Times, January 29, 1995.77
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Theatre, and Auckland City Art Gallery.  The groups formed an association called Arts 

Professionals Auckland (APA) in order to advocate for regional funding.  Auckland, Manukau, 

and North Shore cities wanted $30 to $50 million set aside “in [a] trust to be applied to 

significant projects in the Auckland region in the area of arts and culture.”   The mayor of 80

Waitakere, Bob Harvey, commented at the time that “[The] arts will survive with or without the 

money.  Unless we get transport right the city won’t survive.”   Jon Stephenson, spokesman for 81

the APO, said, “Roads are important but . . .with careful management Aucklanders do not have to 

decide between the sewer and the symphony.”   After intense lobbying by the APA, Parliament 82

voted in October 1998 to distribute $10 million in funding on a per-capita basis to the seven 

councils to be spent on arts funding.   

 In 1999, Auckland City Council spent $13 million on support for the region’s culture 

organizations: the Auckland Zoo, War Memorial Museum, Museum of Transport and 

Technology, Auckland Philharmonia, and Auckland Art Gallery.  The city was facing a 17 

percent rates rise, and it was estimated that Auckland City would save at least $7 million a year if 

the other city councils were to pay an amount that was considered fair, as many of the councils 

paid nothing for the regional services even though their residents benefited from them.   The 83

debate over the ARST was the catalyst event that made Auckland City contemplate going to the 

central government to pass an act forcing the citizens of the other six cities to pay towards the 

costs of certain regional amenities.  The first amenity targeted by the central government for 

 Brian Rudman, “Arts Scrapping misses the big picture,” New Zealand Herald, August 11, 2000.80

 Leanne Moore, “Mayors Split on Funding Arts Groups,” New Zealand Herald, April 13, 1998.81
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regional funding was the Museum of Transport and Technology (MOTAT).  This was brought to 

fruition by an act that was passed in 2000.  It was the start of equitable funding to make sure all 

the regional councils who used the regional amenities would be paying for them.  Funding would 

be based upon a mix of capital value and population size.   MOTAT was left as a trial case to see 84

how well regional funding would work for other amenities, and the issue was not settled until 

2006, when the Auckland super city discussions started.  That consolidation will be explained in 

the next chapter. 

 When Helen Clark became prime minister and Minister for Culture and Heritage in 1999, 

she was dismayed at the state of affairs of the arts and deemed that “a cultural recovery” was 

needed.  She felt this because, as she wrote in 2005, “Arts, culture, and heritage have a special 

role to play because they reflect the essence of who we are, where we’ve come from, and what 

we can aspire to be. . . Our performing and visual arts are critical to our expression of identity 

and talent—and define us as unique and creative to the wider world.”   This was the essence of 85

why she decided to invest so much money into the arts.  She had also been a pianist since age 

seven and was a lover of Western classical music all her life, never acquiring a taste for popular 

music.   In 2000, Creative New Zealand was subsequently given $20 million, and the NZSO an 86

extra $3 million and an extra $1.4 million a year after that.  Other arts organizations would get 

one-off injections of money totaling $86.8 million.  During this year too the APO wanted to get a 

share of the $20 million from CNZ in order to strengthen its financial position.   During this 87
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time, Lloyd Williams, general manager of the APO, told the New Zealand Herald that he wanted 

the government “to put in place a system of arts funding similar to the Australian system, where 

all major arts companies are funded from public sources to an agreed percentage of their annual 

turnover.”   He saw no action in favor of this suggestion and the funding system remained 88

unchanged. 

 In 2001, an international festival of the arts was being planned in Christchurch, and the 

festival organizers caused a scandal when they suggested a plan to fly the Vienna Symphony 

Orchestra to New Zealand.  The NZSO management complained because it felt that as the 

national orchestra, it should be playing at the festival.  A small but vocal group of members of 

the Auckland public quickly filled newspaper opinion columns to remind the NZSO that they 

“invade” Auckland every year, a slight of the APO.  The discussions got so heated that on May 

13, 2001, the Star Times editor declared, “Subject closed.”  

 Yet, even with this support from the public, the APO’s funding situation was still 

precarious at best.  The majors funders from the government, especially members of Creative 

New Zealand, were increasingly worried about the financial picture of the orchestra and whether 

the musicians in the management were capable of running the ensemble effectively.  Because of 

this perceived lack of commercial skills of the musicians in the management, sponsors were 

increasingly reluctant to donate.  This would cause the orchestra’s precarious funding situation, 

which was never secure, to worsen to the point of near-bankruptcy.  How and why the orchestra 

was saved will be explored in the next chapter.   

 “State of the Arts,” New Zealand Herald, January 8, 2001.88
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CHAPTER 7 

7. REORGANIZATION OF THE AUCKLAND PHILHARMONIA AND SUBSEQUENT 
COMMUNITY FOCUS, 2005 TO 2013 

 The Symphonia of Auckland was experiencing problems with its funding from the 

Auckland Region even before it became a full-time ensemble in 1975.  These funding problems 

did not stop the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council from guaranteeing funding for three years and 

allowing the orchestra to become a full-time ensemble in the hope that the Auckland Region 

would take over funding after this period.  This did not happen, and the Symphonia went 

bankrupt in 1980.  A new orchestra was founded by nineteen former musicians of the 

Symphonia, who became its owners. It soon became known as the Auckland Philharmonia, and it 

was to be an orchestra for the Auckland community.  It too had funding difficulties initially, but it 

managed to survive, and then thrive, during its early years.  By the turn of the twenty-first 

century, however, there were warning signs that the fiscal model the orchestra was following was 

not sustainable and a major change would be necessary to ensure the orchestra’s survival.   

 In this chapter it will be argued that the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra (APO) was in 

financial trouble in the early twenty-first century because of four interconnected reasons:  

1. The management structure of the APO could not adequately govern the larger orchestra and balance 
the diverse opinions of musicians; 

2. There was a high level of distrust between certain members of the orchestra at this time that caused 
widespread discontent within the orchestra; 

3. There were too many councils to approach for funding, making the system time consuming and 
inadequate for the orchestra’s needs.   

4. There was not enough funding being donated by private individuals and businesses to cover the costs 
of the ensemble.  

It will also be argued that the orchestra itself, government funding bodies, and supporters of the 

APO took four concrete steps to solve these problems in order to sustain the orchestra in the city.  

These steps were: 
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1. Reorganize the APO management into a more traditional business-like structure; 
2. Reorganize the entire funding structure of the Auckland Region so that the amenities of Auckland, 

which the APO was classified as one of, would all be funded by a single organization; 
3. The APO started a new education program, called APO Connecting, designed to make the orchestra 

central to Auckland society.  
4. Leveraged private sources to donate more money to the ensemble.  

These changes would allow the new orchestra’s management to concentrate on being an 

orchestra.  The new APO Connecting program would use multiple avenues to introduce the 

general public and amateur musicians to the APO, thus helping to create more cultural capital for 

the organization.  These community programs would not have been possible without the 

reorganization that the APO was forced to go through.  If this had not taken place, the orchestra 

would have collapsed because the management structure conceived in 1981 had become 

inadequate for the orchestra by the beginning of the twenty-first century. 

The Reorganization of the Auckland Philharmonia 

 When the APO was originally established in 1981, the nineteen players who founded it 

wanted a structure that would allow them to be involved in decision-making at all levels and 

retain control of all matters, with all members having an equal vote on everything pertaining to 

the ensemble.  The former general manager of the APO, Lloyd Williams, explained the 

orchestra’s growth problem: “It is ironic, but not surprising perhaps, in light of the growth in 

numbers and the resulting disparity of membership, that the desire to include every member in 

every decision eventually became the very ideal that divided the group.  A situation developed 

where it was not possible for the Orchestral Society as a whole to agree on any decisions, every 

issue providing a rich environment for faction agendas.”  1

 Lloyd Prior Williams, “Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras: A description and Comparison of 1

the two Principal Organizational Structures Adopted by Professional Symphony Orchestras, changes that occur in 
these Structures and the Reasons for Change or Stasis”  (PhD diss., University of Auckland, 2008), 203.
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 Figure 7.1 is an organizational chart illustrating the orchestral management structure from 

1981 to 2003.  As can be seen, there was no clear delineation of who controlled what aspects of 

the organization.  How the president, board of advisors, and general manager were to interact 

with the orchestral society and its support groups was not made clear.  These organizational 

problems were not evident at the time, and the structure was hailed by the musicians as being 

truly representative of their will. 

Figure 7.1. Auckland Philharmonia Management Structure, 1981 to 2003.  (Source: Adapted from Williams, 
“Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras,” 206.) 

 By 2001, the orchestra had sixty-eight full-time musicians, and the financial picture was 

still difficult.  There were few corporate sponsors, and while the APO remained dependent on 

government funding, it was not being allocated at levels satisfactory for the orchestra.  At this 

point, twenty-five percent of the orchestra’s funding came from governmental agencies and 

trusts, which required accountability to their constituencies in terms of whether the orchestra was 

spending their funds wisely.   The same was true of corporate sponsors, who provided fifteen 2

 Ralph Bathurst, Lloyd Williams, and Anne Rodda, Letting Go of the Rei[g]n: Developments within an 2

Orchestra in a Time of Change (Montreal: HEC Montreal, 2006), 4.
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percent of the orchestra’s funding: their shareholders expected that their money was being spent 

in constructive ways.  According to the report about the reorganization of the APO written by 

Ralph Bathurst, Lloyd Williams, and Anne Rodda, both governmental and private finding 

sources were asking the same question: “Do a large group of professional musicians possess the 

commercial skills to satisfy these [funding] requirements?”   The general consensus was that 3

musicians did not have the commercial skills necessary to run the organization successfully in 

the twenty-first century and that the structure of the ensemble was inadequate and could no 

longer be maintained. 

 Also in 2001, a new music director (MD) was hired, Miguel Harth-Bedoya.  As the report 

explained: 

As the new MD began working on artistic issues, many players felt the pressure to either lift their 
standards or face disciplinary action . . . newcomers, eager to see the orchestra’s growth in stature 
. . . started pressing for changes to the cooperative structure to ensure that authority was vested in 
these key [artistic committees] believing that in doing so, musical quality would improve. . .when 
the MD’s contract came up for renewal in late 2002, a group of musicians, now labelled as 
traditionalists, dissented.  In response the MD insisted that unless there was 100% support he 
would not renew his contract.  After much lobbying, all musicians confirmed their support in 
writing.  Second, in early 2003, a probationary principal player came up for ratification.  The 
Audition Committee (which included the MD) was unanimous in recommending tenure, but a 
meeting of the Society overturned this recommendation.  This move on the part of the 
traditionalists incensed the players wanting structural change—the self-styled progressives.  With 
a split core, the stage was now set for a battle of internecine proportions between the 
traditionalists and progressives.   4

This split between the “traditionalists and progressives” was echoed the situation that had 

contributed to the Symphonia’s demise over two decades earlier, along with the severe funding 

woes.  The players who had created the APO were now the traditionalists, while the progressives, 

who were new musicians that had been hired in the orchestra, were the ones who now wanted 

 Ibid.3

 Ibid.4
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structural changes to allow the orchestra to grow.  As the clarinetist James Fry explained about 

the situation: 

Everything was voted on . . . It just, the system is very hard to affect quick change.  It was a very 
slow process to getting anything done.  It did happen.  Processes did happen . . . but the only 
reason it happened was because of something very ugly in the form of the first time we tried to 
get rid of a player, pretty much.  You know, the first time someone’s standard was deemed to be 
not good enough, and the processes involved in trying to get this person out or ask them to move 
or shift or something and it just, yeah pretty much nearly brought down the orchestra.  What came 
out of that was a realization that there needed to be a change.  The people who felt they had set up 
the orchestra and own the orchestra, mentally, wanted to keep it in their vision of why they 
produced, got the orchestra running, and the new people or a lot of, you know, players wanted to 
see a direction.  And so there very much were two camps, often three but mainly two.  And it got 
very, very bitter. . . Nothing was achieved . . . you get stuck in literally meetings would be turned 
into more meetings because nothing would be resolved.  And you would have fierce battles over 
trying to achieve something.  5

Between the dismissal of a player and the tensions between the musicians and the music director, 

any orchestra would have had difficulties.  Unfortunately for the APO, since all major decisions 

required consensus from all musicians, the orchestra did not have the mechanisms in place to 

deal with difficult situations such as this.  This debate between the players also caused funding 

bodies that normally funded the APO to question whether they wanted to continue to do so.   

 This infighting between the musicians caused donations to the APO to fall, leading to a 

$341,393 deficit in the 2003 financial year.   Finances were not the only concern that year: a 6

decline in audience numbers was also worrying.   These problems threatened drastic implications 7

for the future of the orchestra.  By April of 2004, the Auckland Philharmonia was on the verge of 

financial collapse.  Only through the intervention of many musicians, governmental agencies, 

and members of the public was the orchestra given a reprieve.  Anne Rodda, general manager at 

the time, attested that the structure of the orchestra was: 

 James Fry, interview by author, November 4, 2011. 5

 William Dart and Chris Barton, “Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark,” New Zealand Herald, February 26, 6

2005.
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too complicated for investors to have confidence.  And there were also accusations made largely 
by Murray Shaw, chair of the Arts Board of Creative New Zealand, but also by Stephen Wainright 
and Elizabeth Kerr [Creative New Zealand managers] about the orchestra being too wobbly and 
being too big for its britches wanting all this funding, and they didn’t have confidence in the 
enterprise either.   8

The Philharmonia had to restructure in order to survive.  As Bathurst, Williams, and Rodda 

explained: 

Therefore to make certain of survival within the arts milieu stakeholders are obligated to work for 
the sustainability of artistic enterprises on behalf of the community.  To ensure not only creative 
development but also growth in audience numbers, orchestras are required to continually examine 
the way they operate.   9

Advisors that were hired to help the ensemble did not address the underlying tensions between 

the progressives and traditionalists.  These would continue to have a major effect on orchestra 

operations.  Rosanne Meo, chairman of the board of advisors of the APO from 1994 to 2000, was 

asked to give advice as to how the orchestra might move past this at the end of 2003.  Meo 

started talking to all sides in order better to understand the problems facing the organization.  

Finding that the divisions were too deep to heal on a short-term basis, she made sure concert 

operations remained unaffected, and then started to formulate a reconciliation plan that would 

put the concerns of both sides to rest.   10

 Throughout 2004, as the funding struggles of the orchestra became more pronounced, the 

public became more aware of what was happening.  Various parties offered solutions to the 

problem, such as Brian Rudman: 

The orchestra’s rescue squad is refusing to talk before the meeting [with the mayor] but enough 
detail has appeared in this paper over the past week to underline how crucial the response of our 
civic leaders will be. . . I’ve long supported the concept of the Auckland Philharmonia getting a 
share of the $10 million Government funding going to the Wellington-based New Zealand 
Symphony Orchestra, and the AP taking over some of the NZSO’s touring role in the upper North 

 Williams, “Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras,” 208.8

 Bathurst, Williams, and Rodda, Letting Go of the Rei[g]n, 11.9
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Island.  But the Auckland-based Prime Minister, Helen Clark and the Minister for Auckland, 
Judith Tizard, are both wedded to the status quo.  They’re also reluctant to upset other regional 
orchestras by treating Auckland’s as a special case, even though by every measure it is.  11

Assurances were sought by the board from all funding sources, including sponsors, that support 

would continue while the internal discord within the orchestra was addressed.  A new recovery 

plan was announced on September 6, 2004, which would replace the existing board with an 

executive chair, who would oversee all functions of the orchestra.  On November 23, 2004, Meo 

informed the Auckland Philharmonia Foundation of the interim governance arrangements.  The 

Foundations’s trustees moved to withhold support for the orchestra unless the players cooperated 

with the new recovery plan.  The musicians agreed.   

 In late December of 2004, Meo presented a final recovery plan to the players, which 

already had the approval of Creative New Zealand.  By January of 2005, a report from the 

Wellington-based Boardworks International was released diagnosing the major problems of the 

orchestra.   The report found that there was distrust between some members of the orchestra and 12

management and the board.  The distrust caused great strife within the organization.  Brecon 

Carter, who was secretary of the Auckland Philharmonia Society, stated that “[t]he challenge 

now is to take the orchestra forward to a new level artistically in the next two decades.  To be 

successful in artistic terms we needed to rethink our structure and processes, and that has 

included a thorough review of the board and management support platforms.”   Carter then 13

expanded on this: 

There was this, as the growth happened, you know, you get up to fifty, sixty players, it becomes 
unwieldy for the players to be in charge.  And so we decided, and it was not an easy change, 

 Rudman, "Roads a dead end for a city without an orchestra,” New Zealand Herald, March 2, 2005.11
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because there were a lot of players who felt they were losing control.  But we had to have a board, 
and I’m pleased to say the management and the board and the players have a joint committee 
meeting once a week, so that’s how we got over, ‘Was the board trying to steal all the 
management from us and we didn’t have a say at all?’  No.  So it is still shared as much as we 
can.  There is no way the players could continue . . . it just got too big.  The right move was 
difficult.  14

As Creative New Zealand chief executive Elizabeth Kerr commented in 2005, “It is now time for 

a more contemporary and appropriate structure that allows the board to govern, the managers to 

manage and the players to play. . . [the APO has become] a major arts organisation with a $7 

million turnover, highly professional aspirations, wide community support, and a complex mix of 

private and public investors.”   The orchestra wanted to grow and become a larger organization 15

for the entire region and become a stable full-time operation.  

 As can be seen, some of the musicians were aware that changes had to be made to the 

structure of the orchestra.  The orchestra’s finances had always been an issue, and in combination 

with the structural issues, the status quo could not continue.  Yet, through all of this, the orchestra 

did not collapse.  As the cellist Claudia Price explained about the changes the orchestra was 

forced to go through:  

But over time, it’s just grown, the environment has changed.  Now, to get funding, you have to be 
so accountable that things have just had to change.  And I’m fine with it. . . So that’s why the 
players decided, ‘No, we don’t want anybody be in charge, we are going to do this, run this 
ourselves.’  So historically it has this unique character that some people wish it had maintained.  
But, it just couldn’t be like that anymore.  The constitution had to change.  Now people have 
finally, I think, come around to seeing there is a way forward, in the way it’s done.  16

For the new structure of the orchestra, the overall direction was delegated to a board of directors 

made up of musicians and external community members (figure 7.2).  The management of 

orchestra personnel and music programming became the responsibility of the Philharmonia’s 
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music director and musicians’ committees.   The structure of the orchestra was now simplified, 17

which meant it could be more responsive to the orchestra’s needs. 

Figure 7.2. Auckland Philharmonia Management Structure, 2004 to Present. (Source: Adapted from Williams, 
“Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras,” 210.) 

 This did not mean, however, that everyone was happy about the plea by the APO for 

more money.  As happened in the past, especially in 1980 with the collapse of the Symphonia, 

the non-supporters of the APO were not willing to spend more capital on something that they did 

not see as necessary for the city.  Also, some might have also perceived that the orchestras was 

too dysfunctional to support, especially from a national standpoint.  As Christopher Moore from 

Christchurch stated in The Press:  

The Auckland Philharmonia is currently playing a perennial favourite—the Old Funding Blues, 
from the top and with considerable feeling. . .The AP is a good orchestra, one of many fine 
regional orchestras including the Christchurch Symphony, but is there any reason why it should 

 Phil Taylor, “Orchestra changes its Tune,” Auckland City Harbour News, October 31, 2003.17
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be elevated to the status of some cultural demigod? . . . At the head of the situation is Auckland’s 
fascination with itself; a cultural narcissism reflected in overweening vanity; a self-proclaimed 
role as the country’s artistic arbiter. . .Better to work within the system, recognize that the national 
flagship orchestra will always receive additional funding; lobby and work to increase individual 
funding through Creative New Zealand and enhance the excellence of our musicianship.     18

The journalist Brian Taylor echoed Moore’s statement about the financing of the APO.  He 

argued, however, that it was not the council’s responsibility to fund an orchestra.  Taylor stated:   

Previously, Auckland City provided $185,000 a year.  Now it is considering an additional 
$200,000—a total of $385,000.  Residential rates average $1,000, which means that about 385 
people do nothing with their rates other than give them to the Auckland Philharmonia.  I object to 
this.  If people want to play instruments they can fund it themselves.  If not enough people want 
to listen to them as paying listeners then the orchestra should not be looking to the council to fund 
them.  It is the function of councils to provide roads, parks, water sewerage and other essentials. 
 It is not their function to help people who want to entertain themselves.  19

Taylor’s comment refers solely to performance and does not mention or acknowledge the APO’s 

community or educational programs.  Taylor’s hardline position towards the arts would have 

been shared by a proportion of the members of society.   

 Why was the orchestra rescued?  Creative New Zealand (CNZ), the Auckland City 

Council, and other individuals decided collectively that the orchestra brought something to the 

city that went beyond the amount of tickets being sold.  As explained in chapter three, the 

orchestra has relevance and value outside of the traditional capitalist marketplace.  There was an 

acknowledgment by the orchestra’s supporters of the benefits of the orchestra to the region, even 

if those benefits were not immediately apparent.  The Auckland Council also recognized the fact 

that the cultural sector is an important element to the long-term goals of the Auckland Plan.  

Cultural institutions are for the city a source of intangible value.  There was also enough shared 

social capital among the rescuers to see the value in the organization and save it.  Also, the 

meaning of the orchestra had evolved from 1980 when the Symphonia of Auckland went 

 Christopher Moore, "Out of Tune with the rest of NZ," The Press, March 9, 2005.  18
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bankrupt.  Monetary wealth, as seen in chapter three, had become a far larger aspect of New 

Zealand society and the individuals who controlled this wealth had a greater say in the outcome 

of the APO’s situation.  

 Because of the fractured state of funding for the arts in Auckland, the APO had to 

constantly approach and negotiate with the various councils for funding. This time-consuming 

and onerous task was another source of the APO’s woes in this period.  In 2005, Auckland City 

gave $300,000 and Manukau City, $30,000, while Waitakere City, with 7.2  percent of the APO 

audience, paid nothing.  The Rodney District Council gave $5,000 every year, but the councillors 

did not want their support to become compulsory.   The North Shore City Council gave $30,000 20

in response to the orchestra’s request for $235,000.   In 2004, ticket sales provided $4.7 million 21

in revenue for the APO.  The APO sold 60,000 tickets and had a turnover of $6.3 million at this 

time.   Although there was still a feeling among some people that the local and central 22

governments had no business funding symphonic organizations in light of the country’s other 

pressing needs, the interested parties of the orchestra decided among themselves that the 

orchestra should be rescued.  This is a common refrain that has been repeated throughout 

Auckland, and Wellington’s, history: the performing arts organization in trouble asks for more 

money and the government, in some way, responds.  During this crisis for the Philharmonia it 

was no different.   

 On March 11, 2005, the Auckland City Council, which was a major contributor of funds, 

voted to give an additional $200,000 to the Auckland Philharmonia, on top of the original 
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council grant of $300,000, to address the fiscal crisis.  According to Brian Rudman, regional 

mayoral forum chairman Sir Barry Curtis said that “the orchestra was an Auckland institution 

living from hand-to-mouth and worthy of ratepayer support.”  Since 2002, the central 

government had been working with the local councils to take more ownership of the social and 

cultural well-being of their areas so that they would support more cultural and social 

organizations locally.  CNZ chairman Alastair Carruthers said there was “a strong case for 

substantial increase in territorial local authority support.  Just matching Creative NZ funding 

would lift central and local Government support to 46 percent of revenue [for the APO].”   The 23

governmental arts funding agency had to approve a six-month operational deficit budget until 

June 30, 2005, just to keep the APO functioning.   CNZ allocated a one-time top-up of $600,000 24

dollars, and the Auckland Savings Bank Charitable Trust contributed $540,000 to make sure the 

orchestra would survive the year.   CNZ made it clear that unless local bodies contributed more 25

to the funding of the APO, it could not ensure the orchestra’s short-term survival: CNZ was not 

about to go down the path of the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council in 1980 in supporting the 

Symphonia.   For the 2006 to 2007 fiscal year, Auckland City gave a total of $750,000 to the 26

APO as a hold-over grant until further funding could be secured.  Other council funding totaled 

$90,000.    27

 Rudman, “City comes to aid of Auckland Philharmonia,” New Zealand Herald, March 11, 2005.23

 Ibid.24

 “Orchestra Chief's baby call,” Auckland City Harbour News, September 16, 2005.25

 Andy Wallace, "Orchestra levy veto prompts survival warning,” North Harbour News, August 19, 2005.26

 “Council Keeps Orchestra Playing,” East & Bays Courier, November 22, 2006.27
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 The APO’s new structure seemed to solve many of the organizational problems, as Lloyd 

Williams, the orchestral manager at the time, explains: 

There is a shared ownership between the Society and Foundation, with each entity electing two 
representatives not necessarily members of those entities.  There is provision for an additional 
two non-player representatives to be appointed should the orchestra be granted regional 
government funding in the future when representation on the Board would be offered to the 
funder.  The Board is responsible for appointing an independent chairman. . . The new role of 
Chief Executive Officer, replacing the General Manager role, has organizational responsibility for 
the orchestra and for the Music Director. . . Even though the orchestra is now governed by a 
board which is weighted in favour of non-musicians, the player committees still exist.  These 
committees now report to the Chief Executive and the Board. . . The Management Committee 
works in much the way the old Administrative Council worked; that is, working with 
management on day to day [sic] issues including selection of repertoire and soloists.  The 
Concertmaster’s Committee is made up of concertmaster and principals, and deals with all artistic 
issues within the orchestra.  28

As the new structure of the orchestra was solidified and implemented, funding became an even 

greater problem.  The crisis revealed the problem with the current funding model for regional 

amenities.  Since the orchestra was being patronized by residents from all over the Auckland 

region but was only getting funding from a handful of councils, in 2006 a project was started in 

Wellington to explore funding the orchestra and other regional amenities in Auckland with a 

regional council-type method.  These regional amenities included the Museum of Transport and 

Technology, Auckland Philharmonia, New Zealand Opera, Auckland Theatre Company, 

Auckland Festival, Stardome Observatory, Voyager New Zealand Maritime Museum, Coastguard 

Northern Region, Surf Life Saving Northern Region, Watersafe Auckland, and Auckland Rescue 

Helicopter Trust.  The Philharmonia almost going bankrupt like the Symphonia in 1980 caused 

the central government to explore funding these regional amenities so that they were not always 

in such precarious financial situations.    

 Williams, “Organizational Change in Symphony Orchestras,” 223–24.28
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Regional Funding Model 

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Auckland Regional Council (ARC) was 

reorganized in 1992.  It soon came under pressure from politicians and the public to broaden its 

role for regional cultural organizations such as the Auckland Museum, the APO, and the Museum 

of Transport and Technology.  There was a lot of reluctance at this time to move toward this 

regional funding, because it would require a 5 percent rise in rates for the region.   In 2006, the 

issue of regional funding was revisited by the Auckland Council, which was considering a move 

to pressure the central government to introduce regional funding.  As Leigh Redshaw, the 

council’s senior business partnership manager, stated, “It’s about putting organizations on a 

sustainable basis—because they are going hand to mouth—and recognizing they are providing 

services for the entire region so costs should be borne fairly across the region.”   Simon Prast, a 29

former Auckland Theatre Company head, stated, “[A]t the moment, the numbers overwhelm 

Auckland.  No one can make a decision.  And the numbers only signify momentum, not the 

result of any conscious decision or policy.”   A working party was developed through the 30

Auckland City Council in order better to fund the regional amenities.   The Auckland City 31

Council voted to start work towards the formation of a single council to cover the entire region. 

 Auckland at this time had four large city councils, three smaller district councils, and a regional 

council, each with its own set of responsibilities and tax structure.  The plan to merge the 

councils was sparked by the Auckland Philharmonia approaching the Auckland City Council for 

 Wayne Thompson, "ARC Shy of Playing Santa to Arts,” New Zealand Herald, December 7, 2005.29

 Amanda Spratt, “Auckland—a city without a soul?,” New Zealand Herald, November 13, 2005.30

 “Regional Funding—a legislative solution?” Fundraising in New Zealand, February 28, 2006, 8. 31
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funding and the lack of coordination among the various councils for the Rugby World Cup, 

among various other problems.    32

 Out of the Auckland City Council working group came the Auckland Regional Amenities 

Funding Bill in 2007.  It would impose a rate of 3 percent on all district council ratepayers, to be 

put towards ten services.   As the Auckland City Council working group stated, the principle 33

reasons for the bill were: 

The vast majority of the organisations participating are already receiving funding on an ad hoc 
basis from territorial local authorities.  However, many have been struggling to receive sufficient 
and ongoing funding despite regular presentations and submissions to these territorial authorities. 
 A legislative solution will enable the groups to focus on core business, reduce the amount of time 
spent on securing funding from each of the councils, ensure staff levels are realistic, and ensure 
long-term sustainability.  34

Essentially, the reason for the amalgamation was so that the amenities could focus on their core 

business and ensure their long-term sustainability.  The ARC was intrigued by the idea of a bill to 

allow emergency services and agencies to receive direct funding from ratepayers.  The ARC 

regional strategy and planning committee meeting backed the idea for central funding “in 

principle.”   This new regional council started the discussion about combining the seven 35

regional councils into one super-city.  This would standardize all funding and allow the 

organizations the opportunity to focus their core activities.  

 The original plan of the amalgamation of the councils was to have three cities: North 

Shore City, Auckland City, and Manukau City.  A new council would be formed: the Greater 

 John Harold, “Supercity not on Mayor’s agenda,” Papakura Courier, July 5, 2006.32

 Paul Hutchinson, “Getting it Right for Franklin and the Auckland Region,” Franklin County News, 33

October 4, 2007.

 “Funding legislation—Auckland’s solution to regional funding of regional facilities,” Fundraising in 34

New Zealand, July 31, 2007.

 Diana Worthy, “ARC backs Bill,” Waiheke Marketplace, August 30, 2006.35
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Auckland Council, which would continue the ARC’s environmental and regional planning and 

would take over responsibility for all of transport, arterial roads, water services, and regional 

assets, such as the zoo, museums, and Auckland Philharmonia.   The Labour Finance Minister, 36

Michael Cullen, stated he would like to see Auckland evolve toward a single city as the soaring 

rates and cross-border bickering necessitated the review of governance.   The Metro Project (the 37

One Plan), which focused on issues common to the Auckland region, such as co-ordination of 

infrastructure planning, decision-making, and investment, had to be completed before the general 

public could comment, which was in October 2008.    38

 Not all were happy with this solution, however, because of the amount by which some 

citizens would see their rates rise.  The Rodney District Council was worried that the 

organizations in the Amenities bill would rely on the subsidies from the regional council and not 

obtain funding from other sources.  The Western ward councillor from the Rodney District, Pat 

Delich, stated, “If you go there you pay the entrance fee why should we support the running 

cost?  They should rule that into the price they charge.  They’re city things, not area-wide.”   39

The problem with this solution, however, is that the cost of the ensemble would skyrocket 

without subsidies, leading to the demise of the orchestra, as very few people would be able to 

afford the tickets—an unacceptable solution to the funding difficulty to the supporters of the 

orchestra.  It was estimated that the Rodney District would pay an extra $2 million a year under 

 “Cost of restructuring Auckland ‘huge’," Gulf News, September 14, 2006.36

 Bernard Orsman, “Super city gets the nod—if the region does all the work,” New Zealand Herald, 37

August 9, 2006.

 Royal Commission, Royal Commission on Auckland Governance, Volume 1, (Wellington, 2009), 4.38

 Lucy Vickers, “Councillors doubt ratepayers want to pay for philharmonia,” Nor-West News, November 39

29, 2007.
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the Amenities Bill.   The mayor of Auckland at the time, John Banks, was in favor of the new 40

amalgamation of the councils.  He stated:  
A single council for Auckland provides a real opportunity to build a better city and realise the 
potential of this remarkable place.  Given the right leadership, Auckland Council has the potential 
to make a real difference for all the citizens of this region, lifting our performance economically, 
socially, and environmentally.  Auckland Council will make it easier to make long-term decisions 
for the good of the whole region, including developing the infrastructure that Auckland needs if 
we are to ensure more opportunities for everyone.  41

The Royal Commission on Auckland Governance was established in October 2007 by the central 

government to investigate how the Auckland region government should be structured.   The 42

Commission concluded that “that the establishment of a single, region-wide unitary authority 

would help achieve strong and effective Auckland governance and overcome current 

fragmentation and coordination problems.  It would allow for much more decisive and visible 

leadership. Other benefits include advantages of scale in relation to service delivery, 

infrastructure, investment, and coordination of logistics.”   In April 2009 the new National 43

government, led by Prime Minister John Key, decided to accept the recommendations of the 

report and create the new “super-city.”  This meant that funding for the regional amenities, such 

as the APO, would come from a single source.  On November 1, 2010, the new Auckland 

Council was formed, replacing the seven district councils and one regional council.  The 

combined councils (figure 7.3) would form a “super-city” covering 4,894 km2.   44

 Ibid.40

 Pamphlet Auckland City  “Auckland Super City—Taking Auckland into the future,” date unknown.41

 Royal Commission, Royal Commission on Auckland Governance, Volume 1, (Wellington, 2009), 1.42

 Ibid., 6.43

 Auckland Council, Annual Report 2011-2012, Volume 1 (Auckland, 2012), 6.44
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Figure 7.3. The seven merged city councils to form the Auckland “super-city.”  (Source: Auckland City pamphlet 
“Auckland Super City—Taking Auckland into the future.”) 

Because of the new regional funding scheme, it was now possible to fund the regional 

amenities to an adequate level.  It was also possible for the amenities themselves to plan around 

future funding since the funding would now be consistent, something that had not been the case 

before.  As Jonathan Baker of the APO explained about the funding situation in 2011: 

Its been incredibly successful.  Essentially . . . we went from getting about half a million dollars 
from the Auckland Region to suddenly getting $2 million dollars from the Auckland Region.  So 
it doubled our government funding, you know, between central government’s $2 million and local 
government’s $2 million.  We suddenly found ourselves getting funded to the level of $4 million 
dollars.  So, that certainly had a massive impact on the ability of the orchestra to do the stuff 
that’s not the main stage work.  You know, to do things like family concerts at the TelstraClear 
Centre in Manukau [now the Vodafone Events Centre], or Open Day, and the Big Play-In and all 
those sorts of things that we do.  45

 Jonathan Baker, interview by author, October 26, 2011.45
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Even though the Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Board is funding the orchestra to an 

acceptable level with central government funding and the APO is on sound financial footing, the 

management of the orchestra has stated that they would like to grow in the near future in regard 

to how many players the orchestra employs and the number of concerts they perform.  With more 

musicians, repertoire requiring more instrumentalists will be possible, and the orchestra would 

like to tour as well.  Should the orchestra tour more, especially around the region, more residents 

could potentially attend the concerts.   

 The regional amenities amalgamation was the combination of many factors that had been 

in motion for decades. It was not the result of a single act or event.  In 1989, thirty-one of the 

cities, councils, and boroughs in the Auckland region were combined into seven council units, 

which combined the amenities.  This was supposed to increase the uniformity of the regional 

amenities and ensure that they all be funded to an adequate level across the region.  The 

Auckland City Council did not want to be alone in paying for services that people around the 

region was availing themselves of.  Of course, those people could have donated to the APO, but 

they did not, as donating money to private organizations is not common in New Zealand.  The 

government agencies acted because it was in their interest to act in order to save the ensemble 

and bring equitable funding to all regional amenities.  

 In July of 2009 SkyCity decided to pull its sponsorship of the Starlight Symphony 

because the business case for their large donation no longer made sense in the current 

environment, with many other organizations requesting funding. SkyCity had been funding 

Starlight Symphony at the level of at least $300,000 per year—out of a total event budget of 

$500,000—since 1998.  As Alan Smythe, the event’s executive producer, stated about the 
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potential loss, “Auckland would be a lesser place without the show.  An event like this makes 

Auckland a richer place to be living in—not everyone wants to go to the rugby—and 100,000 

people at the park, that’s a huge number wanting to see the show, and it’s free.”   A sponsor to 46

cover the lost revenue from SkyCity could not be found, and it was decided to cancel the event 

from January 2010 onward.  The Auckland Council made it known that there was no money for 

the event.  As Mayor John Banks said about the funding situation, “For the amount of money 

[the Starlight Symphony] would cost, we can get a two-week yachting regatta and two weeks of 

global TV coverage”  (a reference to the Louis Vuitton yachting series, which was held in 47

March 2010).  Starlight Symphony has not been held since the summer of 2009.   

Auckland Philharmonia Funding Since 2011 

 With the merging of the regional councils with the creation of the super city and the 

Auckland Regional Amenities Fund Act (ARAF) of 2008, a new funding scheme for the 

Auckland Philharmonia came into effect on March 10, 2011.  There was great debate within the 

new ARAF as to how much money should be allocated for each amenity.  The funding was 

supposed to be population-based in the Auckland region, but the ARAF committee decided that 

the orchestra was costing too much money, especially when considering what areas the 

subscriber base came from and how much money each region would be expected to contribute.  

The matter had to go to arbitration until a funding scheme could be decided upon, which it 

eventually was.   It is not known what the formula is for the individual regions because the 48

 Viamoana Tapaleao, “Starlight show at risk as casino pulls out,” New Zealand Herald, July 9, 2009.46

 Scott Morgan, “Starlight concert on back burner,” Stuff.co.nz, accessed June 7, 2013, http://47

www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/east-bays-courier/3262306/Starlight-concert-on-back-burner.

 Rudman, “Culture and rescue on the back burner,” New Zealand Herald, March 11, 2011.48
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council does not divulge that information; only the final amount that is allocated is released.  In 

total, the APO received about fifty percent of its funding from government sources, split between 

Creative New Zealand and the Auckland Council; this has remained constant since the new 

format was put into place. 

 CNZ, representing the central government, has created a new Arts Leadership Investment 

Programme.  CNZ has stated, “The Arts Leadership Investment (Toi Tōtara Haemata) 

programme will provide support for between two and five years to well-run, financially sound 

organisations that fulfil a key role or roles in the creation, presentation and distribution of high-

quality arts experiences to New Zealanders.”   The Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra was 49

accepted into the program in December 2010, along with twenty-one other arts organizations 

including the NBR New Zealand Opera, Chamber Music New Zealand, and the New Zealand 

String Quartet.   At issue is that Orchestra Wellington, the Christchurch Symphony Orchestra, 50

and the Southern Sinfonia have not been funded.  

 The relationship between the NZSO and regional orchestras is “increasingly critical,” 

according to the Ministry of Culture and Heritage.  At the moment, the APO is the only orchestra 

that fits Creative New Zealand’s definition of leadership.   As Stephen Wainwright, Creative 51

New Zealand’s chief executive, explains, “The APO is a compelling story of success with a clear 

strategy going forward, an impressive range of programmes and social value outside the strict 

 “Recurrently Funded Organisations (RFOS),” http://www.creativenz.govt.nz/en/getting-funded/49

investments/review-of-recurrently-funded-organisations (accessed November 9, 2011).

 Janina Nicoll, “Sounds of Discord,” New Zealand Listener, March 19, 2011, www.listener.co.nz/culture/50

sounds-of-discord/print/.

 Ibid.51
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regime of the concert hall . . . We weren’t convinced for the others.”   Employees of Creative 52

New Zealand are looking for ways to broaden the scope of arts organizations so that they are not 

just catering to the select few who normally patronize them, demonstrated by Bryan Taylor’s 

comment about orchestras being “mere entertainment.”  The ministry wants orchestras to be 

more engaged in their communities.  As the ministry’s Lewis Holden explains, it is important to 

look at “the way public money is used to get the best orchestral service at the best price.  The 

question is how to balance that need and how you get a degree of clarity about the future 

direction—how you weigh that up for any system to be dynamic, and change with consumer 

preferences, with demographic changes—from my perspective to take account of examples like 

the drift northward and the changing mix of New Zealand.”   With the changing demographics 53

of the Auckland region and increased funding, the APO is, for the moment, fiscally sound.  

Government ministers also feel that the APO is also on a sustainable path according to their 

vision.  

 Now that a sustainable funding scheme has been decided upon by governmental ministers 

for the orchestra, it can plan for the future.  The APO performed at ninety-three concerts and 

events in 2012, with fifty-one self-presented concerts that included twenty-one full orchestra 

concerts, six main-stage education concerts, six chamber performances in local venues, and ten 

concerts for children.   The orchestra’s turnover (figure 7.4) in 2012 was $9,558,000, an 54

increase of $266,000 from 2011.  The central government’s contribution made up of 25.54 

percent of the APO’s funding ($2,441,000) while performance income was 22.36 percent 

 Ibid.52

 Ibid.53

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Annual Report 2012 (Auckland, 2013), 6. 54
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($2,137,000).  The Auckland Council grant was $2,515,000, making up 26.31 percent of their 

income.   This level of support equates to a total of 51.85 percent of funding from governmental 55

agencies.  Trust foundations accounted for 12.52 percent of funding ($1,197,000), fundraising 

3.98 percent ($380,000), the Sistema Aotearoa program received 4 percent of funding 

($336,000), and corporate sponsorship was 4.54 percent ($434,000).  56

Figure 7.4. APO Income, for the year ending December 31, 2012.  (Source: APO, Annual Report 2012 (Auckland, 
2013), 12.) 

 The largest expense for the APO during the 2012 (figure 7.5) season was remuneration 

for the musicians, which consumed 63.21 percent of the total budget, or $5,691,000.   The next 57

 Ibid., 12.55

 Ibid.56

 Ibid.57
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largest expenditure was Venue and Production costs, where the APO spent 9.06 percent of their 

budget, or $816,000.  After this, Artist Costs consumed 8.66 percent of the budget or $780,000.  

Then, Administration costs were $682,000 (7.58 percent), Marketing was $711,000 (7.90 

percent), and Sistema Aotearoa was $323,000 (4 percent) of the total budget.   Because of 58

budgetary constraints, the orchestra is not able to do all the programs that they feel the 

community would want.  If possible, they would tour more and do even more educational 

programs for the community. 

Figure 7.5. APO Expenditures, for the year ending December 31, 2012.  (Source: APO, Annual Report 2012 
(Auckland, 2013), 12.) 

 After the reorganization of the APO between 2004 and 2005, the orchestra renewed its 

commitment to going out into the community and changing the public’s perception of what a 

 Ibid.58
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symphony orchestra is about, in view of making the ensemble relevant to a larger section of the 

population.  It was hoped by the orchestra’s management that going out into the community 

would create more social value and cultural capital for the orchestra, and in the long term, 

increase attendance at orchestral concerts and give people reasons to donate to the ensemble as 

well.  With these goals in mind, the orchestra has initiated a number of programs, the most 

ambitious being Sistema Aotearoa, within its APO Connecting program.  

APO Connecting 

 The Auckland Philharmonia has implemented their APO Connecting program in order to 

become central to its community.  According to the orchestra, the program: 

offers a broad programme of colourful events presented by Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra so 
you can engage with orchestral music in a range of ways.  APO musicians visit schools, perform 
in communities and inspire musicians and music-lovers of all ages.  Whether you want individual 
musical training, schools education concerts and events of family fun, we hope you will enjoy 
musical experiences with the APO, the region’s professional orchestra, as we share our passion 
for music with you.   59

The program had three strands at its conception geared to different demographics: musicians, 

schools, and everyone, as shown in figure 7.6 (see appendix D).  This allows anyone to 

experience the APO at their musical comfort level.  The APO Connecting program is a way for 

the orchestra to offer educational opportunities, community events, and outreach activities to the 

general public.  In 2014, the program was divided into four separate but equal areas, which were 

Impact, Engage, Excite, and Inspire.   The Impact events are classified as long-term programs, 60

and which include Remix the Orchestra, the Auckland Dance project, the Auckland Philharmonia 

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, APO Connecting: Education, Community, Outreach, (Auckland, 59

2012), 1. 

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Annual Report 2013 (Auckland, 2014), 9.60
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Orchestra Partnership Schools, school 

concerts, Connecting in Action, and Sistema 

Aotearoa.   The Engage programs are free 61

for events that encourage individuals and 

groups to get involved with APO activities, 

with such programs as the Big Play In (where 

community players rehearse and perform 

alongside APO players).  Also, the Excite 

program is where the orchestra opens “the 

door to the excitement of attending orchestral 

performances, with concerts and events for all 

ages.”   These concerts various aspects as 62

well, such as the Neighborhood concerts, 

where instrument groups play in churches in areas all over Auckland.  Finally, Inspire works to 

develop the musicians of the future.  This has been set-up as a partnership with the University of 

Auckland School of Music.   

 Some of the major activities that are associated with program are the Orchestra Summer 

School, APO Fellowships, and Remix the Orchestra.  The latter allows professional hip-hop and 

APO musicians to come together to mentor young Aucklanders through projects where original 

music is created, recorded, and performed.  In 2012, the first time the Remix the Orchestra 

 “APO Connecting,” accessed November 15, 2014, http://apo.co.nz/apo-connecting.61

 Ibid. 62
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Figure 7.6. Components of the APO Connecting Program 
for 2013  (Image courtesy of the APO.)
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concert was held at the Town Hall.  The 

concert cost $50,000 to produce because of 

all the specialty lighting equipment that was 

rented—an astronomically high sum for a 

concert production.   The total audience for 63

the entire Connecting program for 2013 was 

20,534 people.   With more funding, the 64

orchestra intends to increase their 

Connecting offerings so that more people are 

impacted by the program.   65

 Technological innovation is also a 

major focus for the orchestra along with the 

APO Connecting program.  The website of 

the APO, www.apo.co.nz (figure 7.7), is where patrons and interested parties can go to connect 

with the orchestra.  There are many ways to do this, from buying tickets online to watching 

videos about the orchestra.  You can also see the musicians profiles and read about the latest 

programs.  The latest addition, however, is the streaming of concerts online.  This is a recent 

phenomenon, only starting in 2014, allowing anyone to watch the performance on either a 

smartphone, computer, or tablet using the Lifestream app.  This will allow the orchestra to reach 

 Ethnographic Research, May 21, 2012, Remix The Orchestra, Auckland Philharmonia. 63

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Annual Report 2013 (Auckland, 2014), 10.64

 “Orchestra Sector Review Frequently Asked Questions,” accessed November 16, 2014, http://apo.co.nz/65

orchestra-review-faqs.
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Figure 7.7. APO Website, November 20,2014.  (Source: 
www.apo.co.nz).
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as many people as want to go to the website to watch.  It is currently, in 2014, a free service.  

This new technology allows for immediate connection, which is what the APO Connecting 

programs main purpose is.  This connection is imperative to maintain associations with people 

for the ensemble.  This is why new technology, especially internet-based programs, are such a 

prominent part of outreach programs.  Also, the educational programs, part of APO Connecting 

are featured prominently on their website. 

 Musicians in the APO have adamantly stated that education is central to the orchestra’s 

role in the community.  French hornist Emma Richards explains that this is

because I think [education] can change peoples’ lives.  As cheesy as that sounds.  You know, you 
can see kids’ faces, you know you go into schools and play one note or something and they just 
think it’s the best thing and they end up playing it.  I guess their whole life takes, I guess, a 
different path.  It can give them confidence.  I love that the APO is into that.  I’m never resistant 
to do the education stuff because I feel that it’s rewarding, because you see what you’re doing is 
affecting somebody in that way.  I think is a really positive thing.  And Barb [CEO Barbara 
Glaser] especially, I think, you’d have to talk to her about it, but she instigated the Sistema thing, 
I think in ten years’ time or twenty years’ time, it’s going to be amazing to see what happens.  It’s 
kind of scary to think about what the potential could be for the country.  66

The APO Connecting program is the main part of the educational goals of the orchestra, as can 

be seen from the four new areas of activities that the orchestra offers.  The naming of the stands 

is also interesting, especially considering the purpose of the APO Connecting program.  By going 

out in the community, the orchestra members feel that they can create “value” for the orchestra in 

the eyes of the general public and thus build social capital by way of bonds between individuals 

and cultural capital about the orchestra, its repertoire, and its history.  In terms of the educational 

aspects of the program, fifty schools now participate in the APO Partnership with Schools, an 

increase of thirteen from 2011, where the musicians of the orchestra visit schools to mentor 

students.  The orchestra has also instituted Sistema Aotearoa, inspired by a program that started 

 Emma Richards, interview by author, February 17, 2012.66
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in Venezuela, aiming to give disadvantaged children the opportunity to learn how to play an 

instrument in a group setting.   

Sistema Aotearoa 

The Venezuelan El Sistema program, whose official name is Fundación del Estado para el 

Sistema Nacional de las Orquestas Juveniles e Infantiles de Venezuela [State Foundation for the 

National System of Youth and Children’s Orchestras of Venezuela], was originally started in 

1975 by José Antonio Abreu in Caracas.  He has stated that the purpose of El Sistema was to 

“use music, the discipline involved in musical training, to help thousands of children, some 

living in terrible poverty.  We show them the pleasure and hope they can get from playing and 

singing.”   He then expands on the community aspect: 67

The highest expression of love is service.  So society today needs men and women who represent 
the ideals of their community: in other words, people who realize that work means rendering a 
service.  Long may that thought keep us from pessimism, defeatism, bitterness, the conviction 
that life isn’t with living, and give us an optimistic outlook and a life-enhancing view of 
existence.  It’s this sense of service and respect for music that we try and instill in our children as 
a fundamental principle. . . To my mind, our social problems all stem from a sense of exclusion.  
If you look at the world, you see that exclusion in some form or other is to blame for the 
explosion of social problems everywhere.  So we have to fight to bring as many people as we can, 
everyone, if possible, into our wonderful world: the world of music, the world of the orchestra, of 
singing, of art.  68

El Sistema is a social development program that is aimed at combatting poverty and 

building social cohesion in the communities where it is implemented.  The Auckland 

Philharmonia decided to start a program similar to the Venezuelan model in 2010, with the first 

intake of students in April 2011, after the Minister for Culture & Heritage, Christopher 

Finlayson, and the CEO of the APO, Barbara Glaser, met by chance in an airport lounge.  They 

 Gustavo Dudamel, The Promise of Music, directed by Enrique Sánchez Lansch (Berlin, Germany: 67

Deutsche Grammophon, 2008), DVD.

 Dudamel, El Sistema: Music to Change Life, directed by Paul Smaczny and Maria Stodtmeier (Berlin, 68

Germany: EuroArts Music International, 2009), DVD.
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had both had recent interactions with Sistema initiatives, and they decided that the APO should 

trial such a program.  It was named Sistema Aotearoa and not Sistema New Zealand so that the 

program would not be confused with the New Zealand plastics company Sistema.  The idea that 

the program is more than just a music teaching system is emphasized by the students who attend 

the musical training, the parents of the students, and those who teach in the community music 

centers.  Abreu Fellow Lorrie Heagy, a student at the New England Conservatory of Music in 

Boston, Massachusetts who is studying to become a Sistema teacher, wrote in detail in her blog 

about the aims of the program, which she calls “core values or Key of C’s,” from her point of 

view as a teacher: 

-Child First, Music Second: every child is an asset and deserves access to the lifelong social, 
emotional, and academic benefits that music provides, regardless of their financial means.  
-Community Building through ensemble, peer mentoring, and community partnerships to help 
students reach their potential and become contributing members of society. 
-Consistency of Program: start early and every day so that students have a daily haven of 
safety, joy, and sense of value. 
-Challenge: through discipline and teamwork, students strive together to master difficult works. 
-Classical and Culturally Relevant Repertoire is emphasized to respect the contributions of a 
richly diverse community.  
-Child Centered: instruction engages the whole child through movement and joyful music-
making.  69

Similar sentiments have been expressed regarding Sistema Scotland, which was the inspiration 

for Sistema Aotearoa.  Taf Magoche, whose daughter is in the Sistema Scotland program, 

expressed her thoughts about it:  

It’s a thing that brings the community together, and in the long run, it’s sowing a lot more benefits 
because when the kids get older, there will be more options.  It’s not the best community, but for 
the future it will be a lot better because of the project.  When you look a the social unrest, people 
on benefits, drugs and all that . . . This program has brought something new and different for the 
kids—something that’s not running round the streets causing mayhem.   70

 Kathryn Wyatt, “On the Road to El Sistema: Behind the scenes of New England Conservatory’s new 69

Abreu Fellows program,” Symphony Magazine, January–February 2010, 81.

 Charlotte Higgins, “Big Noise Orchestra’s Classical Music Proves Instrumental in Social Change,” The 70

Guardian, June 20, 2012.
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Under the Sistema ideal, the music is used as a vehicle for social change to take place.  In order 

for this social change to happen, Dr. Joe Harrop, the director of Sistema Aotearoa, has stated that 

the program must create leaders within the community: 

But really what it’s looking to do is . . . to create a core of Rangitaiki, young leaders within 
whatever community; in this case Otara. . . essentially, to create a critical mass of well-informed 
young people who have a certain skill that enables lots of other skills.  But that certain skill gives 
them the ability to communicate and to articulate certain things which result in pride, confidence, 
you know.  I remember through school, as I’m sure you did, being able to play music is a gift and 
no matter how many people teased you or you failed at this or didn’t do well in that, you knew 
you could do music and that gave you immense confidence, self-confidence.   71

There are many questions raised in Heagy’s list of core values and Dr. Harrop’s statement about 

the merits of the program.  The Sistema Aotearoa program has, at its core, the aim of building 

better communities through music.  This can mean that the communities that are targeted with El 

Sistema-type programs may see a benefit, but there are communities that will not be targeted 

because of funding constraints.  This will split the program into those who have access to the 

Sistema Aotearoa program, who are mainly low decile communities, and those who do not.  

According to the Ministry of Education: 

A school’s decile rating indicates the extent to which it draws its students from low socio-
economic communities. Decile 1 schools are the 10 percent of schools with the highest proportion 
of students from low socio-economic communities, whereas decile 10 schools are the 10 percent 
of schools with the lowest proportion of these students. The lower a school’s decile rating, the 
more decile-based funding it gets.  72

 The Otara area was chosen for the program because it is a decile 1 area, and because of 

its ethnic mix and the number of primary schools in the area.   In April 2011, 106 children 73

enrolled in the first course.  They came from seven primary schools: Te Kura Kaupapa Māori o 

Piripono, Bairds Mainfreight Primary School, East Tāmaki Primary School, Rongomai Primary 

 Joe Harrop, interview by author, April 8, 2013.71

 “School Decile Rankings,” http://www.minedu.govt.nz/Parents/AllAges/EducationInNZ/72

SchoolsInNewZealand/SchoolDecileRatings.aspx (accessed November 15, 2014).

 Ibid. 73
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School, Sir Edmund Hillary Collegiate, St John the Evangelist School, and Wymondley Primary 

School.  Almost all of the children were between five and eight years old and from Māori, 

Sāmoan, Tongan, Niuean or Cook Island families.   Harrop had this to say about the program: 74

It’s something about peer support and also peer stimulation.  The fact that everybody is in it 
together, learning together, seems to promote a learning environment that’s more supportive.  The 
children push each other.  And they’re learning music in a setting where the majority of their 
music-making will be ensembles.  It means that any one-to-one time they have is a real intense 
focus and is very special, so those things that are being imparted in that one-to-one session sink in 
and stay in.   

Also, it’s a notion of building mini communities within communities.  So each intake of children 
is like a community within itself, and that includes the parents.  The only analogy I’ve found to 
compare with regards to the community feel is a brass band sphere, where you’ll have a junior 
band, a middle band, and a senior band, and the aim is always to get to that next band with your 
mates.   75

The community-building aspect of the program, encompassing both the students and their 

parents, is central to the Sistema movement.  In order to make sure that the program is fulfilling 

its social and musical goals, Sistema Aotearoa has five aims: 

1. address social outcomes of deprivation;  
2. transform the lives of children, families and communities through sustained involvement in a 

music development programme;  
3. create a core of competent young citizens to be role models and leaders in low socio-

economic areas where there is growth potential in social cohesion and employment; 
4. identify and leverage resources in the Arts to benefit children, families and communities with 

inequitable access to those resources; 
5. add to the trained talent pool in New Zealand’s cultural industries, particularly music.   76

These five goals are very similar to the vision statement of the New Zealand curriculum, which 

was explained in chapter three.  These elements include students that are confident, connected, 

actively involved, and lifelong learners.  These goals are to allow the students who graduate from 

the program to be connected to, and active participants in, their communities.  

 Kate McKegg, David Wilson, Debbie Goodwin, et al., Evaluation of Sistema (Institute of Public Policy, 74

AUT University, Auckland), 6.

 “Dr On Call” APO Phil News, Winter 2011, 10–11. 75

 McKegg, et al., Evaluation of Sistema, 20–21.76
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The APO has attempted to work these aims into its projects, such as the dance project                

set to Le Sacre du Printemps by Igor Stravinsky.  It was performed at the Aotea Centre on 

October 14, 2011, with 150 children from primary, secondary, and tertiary institutions.  The 

audience was a mixture of regular patrons of the Philharmonia and the school children’s 

families.   There were many families there that did not look like they had been at a concert 77

before.  At the beginning of the concert, in fact, there was a lot of applause that happened, mainly 

from the back of the hall, even though the audience was asked not to make any noise before the 

concert started.  Immediately, someone went “shhhh!” to the offending party.   This interaction 78

could occur more frequently as more people unfamiliar with the “traditional concert experience” 

start going to concerts.  In 2012, the APO’s dance project, called Fireworks, was set to the music 

of Handel’s Music for the Royal Fireworks.  It was presented at the TelstraClear Pacific Events 

Centre (the current Vodafone Events Centre) in Manukau on October 31, with one hundred 

students participating.   79

 When the Sistema project was started, only violins and cellos were taught.  In 2013,                

winds, brass, and percussion were introduced, with the goal of creating a full symphony 

orchestra for the students.  A practice club has been started for students who want to keep 

practicing with their peers during the school holidays.  Also, a High Flyer’s Club has been 

created for those who are doing very well with their instrument playing.   Sistema Aotearoa is 80

still in its early stages, but the orchestra is attempting to integrate the Sistema Aotearoa program 

 Ethnographic Research, October 14, 2011, La Sacre du Printemps, Auckland Philharmonia. 77

 Ibid. 78

 “Fire Dance: The Auckland Dance Project Returns,” APO Phil News, Winter, 2012, 14.79

 Harrop, interview by author, April 8, 2013.80
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into the Otara community.  The next step will be to expand the Sistema program to other schools, 

mainly in decile 1 areas, in Auckland and around New Zealand as well.   

 The Sistema program also allows people who would not normally go to a concert hall                

the opportunity to do so: an anonymous patron of the APO sponsored over 300 tickets to a 

formal APO concert so that children in the Sistema program and their families could attend.   81

Creating this type of value in the community is important for the orchestra because it can 

potentially create a new audience for itself.  If there are those that do not know the correct 

actions of a concert, such as when to clap or not to speak for example, this could lead to 

disagreements between audience members, as was seen during the La Sacre concert.   

 In 2007, the Inter-American Development Bank decided to support the El Sistema                

program in Venezuela with a US $50 million grant.  The justification for this has been described 

as follows: 

The basis of this decision was the fact that the crime rate and, even more significantly, the school 
dropout rate among the over 300,000 participants of El Sistema—of which a large percentage 
came and come from socially disadvantaged backgrounds—had fallen well below that of control 
groups.  An investment of $1 in El Sistema therefore resulted in a benefit of $1.68 for the country 
due to saved costs that come with higher crime and school dropout rates.  82

Spencer Wells explains the concept of  transgenerational power, “the idea that, with the increase 

in our power over the world around us brought about through the development of agriculture, we 

gained the power to affect events many generations down the line.”   The Sistema program 83

could, in time, have a major impact on New Zealand society if it was extended to enough 

 Idib. 81

 Marshall Marcus, “Critiquing El Sistema,” accessed August 10, 2012, http://82

marshallmarcus.wordpress.com/2012/07/18/a-dragonfly-in-rose-tinted-glasses/.

 Spencer Wells, Pandora’s Seed: The Unforeseen Cost of Civilization (New York: Random House, 2010), 83

58.
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students over a long enough time period.  There could indeed be a decrease in crime, an increase 

in social awareness, greater tolerance, and other outcomes that society would consider positive.  

What the actual impact will be, however, is unknown.  It would take a longitudinal study of 

many years with a large number of participants to accurately ascertain the full significance of the 

program.  Yet, as  the horn player Emma Richards relates: 

Sistema will give you direct results.  Because it’s great when you can sort of say, ‘Well, why 
should we fund this?’  Well, look at where this person’s from and look at where they are now.  I 
mean, it’s going to take years to kind of gauge [this].  You can’t measure this type of thing, but 
people aren’t blind.  They can see.  I think it’s going to be great.  Even that dance project we did.  
I don’t know if you heard, but a lot of those kids, a few of them have gone off to uni [Auckland 
University of Technology] doing dance.  That wouldn’t of happened.  They wouldn’t have known 
that that was their thing if they hadn’t had the opportunity to do that.  I think that’s great.  I think 
that’s excellent.  84

 In order to evaluate the early impacts of the Sistema Aotearoa program, the APO 

commissioned two reports, one on the social outcomes of the program and the other on the 

musical outcomes.  Auckland University of Technology (AUT) was contracted to release the 

social outcomes report, which they did in late 2012.  The aim of the report was to address the 

following questions: 

a) To what extent is Sistema Aotearoa’s design, content and delivery high quality (process 
evaluation)?  

b) To what extent, and in what ways, is Sistema Aotearoa contributing to outcomes of value for 
the children, families and the local community of Otara (outcome evaluation)?  

c) What, if any, other impacts does the programme have?  85

The report concludes that  

Sistema Aotearoa is a high performing programme that is making a difference in the lives of the 
children and the families participating in the programme. There is promising evidence of potential 
long-term outcomes being realised. Given sufficient time and resources, early indications are that 
Sistema Aotearoa is likely to have a long lasting and transformative influence on the lives of the 
participants, their families and the community.  86

 Richards, interview by author, February 17, 2012.84

 McKegg, et al., Evaluation of Sistema, 7.85

 Ibid., 103.86
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The Ministry for Culture & Heritage minister, Christopher Finlayson, has stated that “the 

evaluation of Sistema Aotearoa (by AUT) confirms all the anecdotal evidence so far—that this is 

an excellent programme that not only supports children to learn music and develop new skills, 

but also increases their educational outcomes and helps with behaviour.”   The report itself 87

cautions that there is very little long-term evidence, as the program only had a little over one year 

of data to use.  With the anecdotal evidence presented and the preliminary findings indicating a 

positive outcome, it can be seen that the program does do something for the communities.  Every 

child not incarcerated later as an adult will save New Zealand taxpayers an average of $91,000 a 

year, at 2012 rates, so an economic argument for the program can be made.    88

 This does not mean, however, that the music changes anything: rather, it may be the 

program is the catalyst for change, with the modeling of the good behavior, giving young people 

something to do instead of getting into trouble, and getting families involved as well.  By 

participating in the program, there are shared bonds being created between the players.  

Fundamentally, is the program just having an effect because of the musical aspects or is it having 

an effect because it is giving students something to do outside of school as well as the musical 

aspects?  For an accurate picture to emerge about the program and its long-term effectiveness, 

more research will be necessary, along with many more years of data, with control groups and 

other pertinent research methods.  Also, the amount of money that would need to be invested to 

send enough schoolchildren through the program in order to build enough cultural capital to 

donate to the ensemble would be immense.  This does not mean that individuals cannot be 

 “Minister welcomes recognition of Sistema Aotearoa Success,” accessed July 26, 2013.  (http://87

www.beehive.govt.nz/release/minister-welcomes-recognition-sistema-aotearoa-success), November 21, 2012.

 David Nalden, “Auckland’s Orchestra Equal to the NZSO but Different,” New Zealand Herald, August 88

23, 2012. 
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impacted by these programs and that they do not make a difference in their lives; it is just that 

rolling it out on a larger societal scale would take enormous amounts of financial capital and a 

sustained program for many years.  

 This is true of the entire APO Connecting program as well.  The APO management has 

decided that there is sufficient interest and demand in the general public, based upon recent 

research conducted by the orchestra itself.  This research has included customer data, which 

shows an 88 percent overall satisfaction rate with APO Connecting events.   During the history 89

of the APO, the funding situation has always been precarious, especially when various councils 

had to be approached for monetary grants.  With the Regional Amenities Act finally into law and 

the merging of the Auckland councils to form the “super city,” the orchestra is at long last 

receiving an appropriate amount of funding from the city.  The management of the orchestra 

feels that the next step is to obtain a further increase so that they can expand their offerings to the 

general public.  The central government has recognized that the orchestral sector has changed in 

New Zealand since the creation of the national orchestra in 1946 and has commissioned a report 

about the changing role of orchestras in New Zealand in the twenty-first century.  The next 

chapter explores this report and what it means for the Auckland Philharmonia and the New 

Zealand Symphony, the largest orchestras that will be affected by the report’s findings, as well as 

the symphony orchestra industry in New Zealand. 

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Annual Report 2013 (Auckland, 2014), 10. 89
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CHAPTER 8 

8. THE DYNAMIC BETWEEN THE NEW ZEALAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND THE 
AUCKLAND PHILHARMONIA 

 On July 23, 2012, a discussion document, the New Zealand Professional Orchestra 

Sector Review, was released to the New Zealand public by the Ministry for Culture & Heritage. 

The report examined the predicament in which the ministry found itself: how to adequately fund 

the five semi-professional/professional orchestras in the country, which are the New Zealand 

Symphony Orchestra (NZSO), the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra (APO), Orchestra 

Wellington (OW),  the Christchurch Symphony Orchestra (CSO), and the Southern Sinfonia 1

(SS).  The ministry found itself in this predicament because it knew that the central government 

would not be increase its funding of the orchestral sector, and yet, proportions of funding must 

be modified with the changing demographics of the country, raising questions as to the purpose 

of the NZSO and how the country should fund the national orchestra in relation to the regional 

ones.   

 This chapter will show the relationship between the NZSO and the APO and how this 

relationship creates tension between the various stakeholders of the orchestras.  Both have 

relevance to their respective cities—the APO to Auckland and the NZSO to Wellington—but the 

NZSO, as the national orchestra, also has relevance to the country as a whole.  With Auckland 

being the largest city in the country and the increased growth of the APO pushed for by the 

management, musicians, and various stakeholders, a particular dynamic between the two 

ensembles has developed.  The central government wants to continue to support the NZSO as the 

national orchestra even though the APO is starting to challenge the dominance of the NZSO in 

 The orchestra was previously known as Vector Wellington Orchestra. 1
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terms of musical quality and overall vision, making the government uneasy about the future.  

This has caused a great deal of friction between the two cities, as the present-day APO attempts 

to assert itself in terms of quality and playing ability to match the NZSO and the NZSO attempts 

to maintain its hegemony and cultural “value” to the country in the face of the APO’s rise.  

 The NZSO was founded as the national orchestra in 1946 and the APO in 1980.  It is only 

in the past decade that the APO has rivaled the NZO in terms of vision and musical quality.  This 

development has created problems for the various government stakeholders, especially the 

Ministry for Culture and Heritage, which provides funding to the NZSO, and Creative New 

Zealand, which provides funding for the APO through the Ministry for Culture and Heritage.  

The discussion document that was released examines the various problems with having two full-

time symphony orchestras in the country and how to adequately fund them both.  The tumultuous 

history of the NZSO, explained in chapter four, is also a factor in the disjunction between 

Auckland and Wellington.  The Auckland/Wellington dynamic is a significant issue because 

Auckland is the country’s largest city and the APO and NZSO are the only two professional 

orchestras in the country.  As such, this thesis focuses on the dynamics between these two 

orchestras in particular and does not explore issues around the other three. 

 The discussion document of 2012 was intended to examine how much monetary capital 

in total should be bestowed upon various orchestras in the country and how this capital should be 

divided up between the ensembles.  The purpose of the review was: 

To undertake a wide-ranging review of the professional orchestra sector in New Zealand funded 
by central government.   

To assess whether the current model of one national and four regionally-based orchestras 
provides optimal delivery of orchestral services to New Zealanders.   
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To identify options to ensure New Zealand audiences have access to high quality, cost-effective 
orchestral music and services within current resourcing levels.  2

Because of the size of New Zealand, all of the regional orchestras have to work together on a 

regular basis because they have to share players, advocate for New Zealand orchestral funding, 

and collaborate on shared projects.  Under these conditions, the funding debate has put orchestral 

managements on the defensive, as they attempt to increase their own orchestra’s standing but 

also not alienate other orchestras around the country.  A second document was released in 

February 2013 which explained what the government has decided to implement based upon the 

discussion paper, which will be discussed in the second half of this chapter.  

 The thought of cutting any aspect of either orchestra is an unpalatable option for the 

orchestra’s supporters, especially for government officials, because the government is the major 

funder of both ensembles.  This is not to say, however, that there is unanimous agreement for 

how to continue to fund both orchestras; there is not, as these reports attest.  The cultural capital 

attached to each ensemble can help explain the dynamics at play in the competition between 

them because each orchestra has a different value to their respective cities.   

 Auckland is in a better position to have a full-time symphony orchestra than Wellington 

for the simple reason that Auckland has more people.  As Robert Flanagan explains: 

The key local characteristic that emerged from the statistical analysis is population size.  
Orchestras in areas with larger populations experience higher attendance per concert; within an 
area, attendance per concert rises as population increases and declines as people move out of an 
area.  Detroit, Philadelphia, and other cities have encountered increasing difficulties in supporting 
their orchestras as the population of their city centers has declined.  In contrast, attendance per 
concert is not significantly related to either the real per capita income or the unemployment rate 
of an area.  3

 Ministry for Culture and Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review: Discussion Paper 2

(Wellington, 2012), 36.

 Robert J. Flanagan, The Perilous Life of Symphony Orchestras: Artistic Triumphs and Economic 3

Challenges (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2012), 52-53.
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Larger populations mean that there are more people available to patronize the concerts.  This is 

an issue for the NZSO because Wellington’s population is too small to support the orchestra on 

its own, especially since Wellington has two orchestras in the city. For this reason, the New 

Zealand Parliament, through the orchestra’s founding legislation, mandated that the orchestra 

travel around the country.  This has caused problems, however, when the NZSO travels to 

Auckland, where there is a perception that the orchestra is in direct competition with the APO for 

audiences.  This has had unforeseen consequences in the history of the two ensembles, because 

the APO management has indicated that they want to grow the number of permanent musicians 

they employ in order to raise their playing standard and the amount of activities that the orchestra 

performs.  The APO, in particular, has publicly stated its aspiration to increase its number of core 

musicians to eighty-five (from seventy currently), remunerate them at rates competitive with 

those offered by international orchestras, and take the orchestra on tour.  That would position the 

APO roughly on par artistically with the NZSO.   

 As explained in chapter four, the “regional orchestra” model under which the Auckland 

Philharmonia was originally funded was implemented in the late 1970s in order to best 

supplement the work of the NZSO with orchestras in the major population centers.  At that time, 

the regional model also supported orchestral accompaniment for performances by the Royal New 

Zealand Ballet and the opera companies, which the NZSO did not provide.  Since the NZSO has 

a different mission than the regional orchestras, there was no real attempt to change this system.  

As Peter Walls, the former Chief Executive of the NZSO, stated when asked about the dynamic 

between all the orchestras in New Zealand: 

[The NZSO’s] role is a national role. . . All these orchestras are in a symbiotic relationship, where 
you couldn’t have an orchestra of the quality of the NZSO without a professional structure that is 
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going to nurture players, that gives a little margin around the operations, and similarly the APO 
cannot do, probably, even not allowing for illness or things like that, it can’t fulfill its annual 
advertised program with its establishment.  So it is absolutely dependent on the orchestral scene 
in New Zealand and not just the NZSO.  4

This mutually beneficial relationship he speaks of is a reference to the orchestras needing each 

other’s resources.  This is even more apparent when the ensembles perform large works as extra 

players have to be brought in from all over the country, and even Australia, if there are not 

enough professional musicians in New Zealand available for a particular composition.  

 One of the major problems between the NZSO and the other regional orchestras, 

especially the APO, involves the different missions of the ensembles.  The central mission of the 

NZSO is to be the national orchestra, mandated to be based in Wellington.  It is tasked with 

traveling around New Zealand, touring internationally, and developing the next generation of 

orchestral musicians.  The APO’s mandate does not include traveling around the country, to say 

nothing of traveling internationally.  The APO does have a large role in the training of young 

students, as was seen with the Sistema Aotearoa program in the last chapter.   

 When the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra was reorganized in 2004 as a Crown entity, 

it was assigned the following objectives: 

• to provide the public of New Zealand with live and recorded performances of symphonic 
music performed to an international standard: 

• to provide an orchestra that— 
(i) is highly skilled and artistically imaginative; and  
(ii) has strong community support: 

• to be a leading New Zealand performing arts organisation with a role in the development of a 
distinctively New Zealand cultural environment: 

• to promote and encourage New Zealand musical composition and composers: 
• to provide performance opportunities for New Zealand musicians, whether as members of the 

orchestra or as soloists.  5

 Peter Walls, interview by author, May 12, 2012.4

 New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, Annual Report 2013 (Wellington, 2014), 6.5
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Although the Auckland Philharmonia does not have founding legislation that it has to abide by 

like the NZSO, it does have four guiding principles:   

Our Purpose 
We exist to enliven and enrich the lives of Aucklanders through orchestral music. 

Our Vision 
We are central to Auckland’s cultural heart and New Zealanders are proud of us for our exciting 
performances and connection to our community. 

Our Promise 
These behaviours are the foundation of our way of being and form our promise to each other, our partners 
and our audience regardless of the role any of us has within the orchestra: 
• Communicate the music 
• Excellence every day 
• Share the excitement 
• Passionate about Auckland  
• Engage the imagination 
• Be responsible and sustainable 

Our Identity 
We will: 
• have courage 
• be ambitious 
• be energetic and engaging 
• be global thinking and progressive  
• have a distinctive style 
• be focused on service to others 
• be educators 
• pursue artistic excellence 
• be resourceful.  6

The two orchestras have similar goals: to perform music to the highest level, wide to garner 

community support, and to enrich the lives of people through music.  Both orchestras do this in 

different ways, but the results are the same: relevance for their specific communities.  Although 

the NZSO gives performances around the country in order to fulfill its mandate, it is difficult for 

it to build strong community support anywhere except Wellington, where it is based.  In 

Auckland, for example, the NZSO cannot maintain the same level of presence as the APO can.  

The support for the NZSO is different in Auckland.  There is pride that it is the national 

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Annual Report 2010 (Auckland, 2011), 3.6
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orchestra, but it does not have the same type of community outreach that the APO has.  As seen 

in the last chapter, the APO has been using their Connecting program to engrain themselves into 

the Auckland community.  The NZSO, because of their location, cannot build up the same type 

of relationship with the community.   

 The two orchestras are drawing from the same audience market as well.  For the 2014 

concert season, the APO performed in twenty-five concert series in the Town Hall.   The NZSO 7

performed in fifteen concert series.   As one of the musicians in the APO explains: 8

I have played in both, and I have played in both Wellington with NZSO and I’ve played in 
Auckland with NZSO, and of course APO.  [As] to who the audience is, I think they do have 
different audiences.  The audiences are not usually that big for NZSO up here.  But they do have, 
you know, a smaller following.  The audiences, I think the APO audiences have been growing and 
the NZSO audiences have been shrinking.  If I could talk about the product.  The products are 
different.  [The] NZSO is a well-funded machine.  And therefore it creates a slick product.  9

Although I attended a great many concerts given by both orchestras, I was unable to ascertain if 

there was a difference between the audiences for the APO and NZSO.  The APO performed to 

near-capacity on numerous occasions, such as the concerts whey they performed Orff’s Carmina 

Burana (October 7, 2011), Grieg’s Piano Concerto and Beethoven’s Symphony no. 5 (April 12, 

2012), Sibelius’ Violin Concerto and Brahms’ Symphony no. 3 (May 19, 2011), Mendelssohn’s 

Violin Concerto and Beethoven’s Symphony no. 6 (June 2, 2011), and Holst’s The Planets (June 

16, 2011).  There were central government officials at the NZSO concerts and usually local 

officials at the APO concerts.  According to the Ministry for Culture & Heritage, only 11 percent 

of the population patronizes symphonic concerts, which in Auckland translates into about 

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, 2014 Season Brochure (Auckland, 2013), 44 insert. 7

 New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, 2014 Season Brochure (Wellington, 2013), 1.8

 Anonymous, interview by author, November 4, 2011. 9
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165,000 people.   Ironically, the APO played for more people in 2012 than the NZSO did: 10

103,481 for the APO  and 93,808 for the NZSO.   The NZSO numbers are for the entire 11 12

country as well. 

 Jonathan Baker, the former principal tubaist for the APO, commented on the audiences 

for the APO and NZSO and the problems that this creates for the APO: 

[The NZSO does] fifteen main-stage performances a year.  So our main series is basically 
replicated by another orchestra.  So Auckland gets thirty different symphonic programs you know, 
and we do other bits and bobs on top of that as well.  But, I remember reading actually in some 
old market research [about this matter], so this is going back to the early 2000s, the crossover 
between the two audiences is remarkably small.  Like 6 percent or 9 percent or something. . . I 
have no problem that the NZSO should come to Auckland.  I mean they are the national 
orchestra.  They should come to Auckland.  But should they come to our marketplace and play 
fifteen concerts a year?  Maybe they should just come and do a Rite of Spring or maybe they 
should just come and do something significant and do Bruckner 8.  But they don’t; they come and 
do Brahms, they do smaller stuff like we do.  They do Brahms and Tchaikovsky, you know, and 
all this sort of stuff.  It’s ridiculous; it’s a ridiculous situation.  Hopefully the orchestra review will 
address these anomalies.   13

Although the APO performed at twenty-five performances in 2014, the basic premise of his 

statement holds true.  The NZSO does perform in Auckland almost the exact same amount as 

they perform in Wellington, where they performed seventeen concerts in 2014.   This has 14

certainly made the NZSO the second full-time professional orchestra in Auckland.  Yet, the 

NZSO does not have the same community connection in the city as the APO does.  The APO 

Connecting program, as discussed in the last chapter, has continued to draw audiences in to see 

the orchestra in a new light.  The NZSO, however, does not have the same type of outreach 

program in Auckland.   

 Culture and Heritage, A Measure of Culture: Cultural experiences and cultural spending in New Zealand 10

(Wellington, 2003), 85.

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Annual Report 2012 (Auckland, 2013), 6.11

 New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, Annual Report 2012 (Wellington, 2013), 40.12

 Jonathan Baker, interview by author, October 26, 2011.13

 NZSO, 2014 Season Brochure, 1.14
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 The governmental allotment for the NZSO through the Ministry for Culture & Heritage is 

$13,446,000  while through Creative New Zealand, the APO receives $2,441,000.   In the 15 16

1940s, when the Auckland String Players and the national orchestra were founded, New 

Zealand’s population was 1.78 million, with 250,000 living in Auckland, which equates to 12.5 

percent of the national population.  In 2012, 1.5 million people live in Auckland, 34 percent of 

the population.   As the population has increased in Auckland in both numbers and proportion, 17

the dynamics between the national orchestra and the APO in Auckland has evolved.  The New 

Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review, a 2012 discussion document about the orchestral 

sector in New Zealand, aimed to explore these demographic challenges and see what could be 

done to help the sector succeed in the twenty-first century.   

Orchestral Discussion Document of 2012 

 The first part of the report outlined the challenges faced by the orchestral sector in the 

country and what the future could hold for it.  The Ministry for Culture & Heritage 

commissioned the report as a tool it could use to make the orchestral sector as cost-effective and 

pertinent as possible.  It also fed into the first part of a review of the sector, which explored the 

current problems and allowed for public comment.  The second part of the report, which was 

released in February of 2013, contained a list of recommendations to the central government.  

The discussion document explored ten items in its investigation of the perceived funding 

inequalities in the New Zealand orchestral sector. These were:

 Culture and Heritage, Annual Report 2011 (Wellington, 2012), 44.15

 Auckland Philharmonia, Annual Report 2012, 12.16

 “Headline Issues,” http://www.apo.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/Fact_sheet_briefing_30Jul12.pdf (accessed 17

August 2, 2012). 
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1. At least one orchestra in New Zealand performs symphonic music to an international 
standard…; 

2. The government’s role in supporting the orchestra sector and its expectations of the orchestra it 
funds are clear, consistent and sustainable into the future; 

3. The orchestra sector collectively provides, within available resources, the most effective, 
efficient and sustainable orchestral services; 

4. The orchestra sector collectively supports and encourages New Zealand music and 
composition and contributes to New Zealand’s distinctive culture; 

5. The orchestra system contributes to a career path for musicians in New Zealand; 
6. The system is sufficiently flexible to allow the number and role of orchestras to change over 

time; 
7. All orchestral accompaniment services for the performing arts are of appropriate quality; 
8. Diverse New Zealand communities, including in centres with small populations, access live 

performances; 
9. Valued orchestra brands are protected and there is support for local and, possibly, regional 

needs and interests; 
10.Orchestral sector actives support broader outcomes in community and youth development.   18

These ten areas provide a clear direction for the impetus of the report.  As seen in the preceding 

section, there has been conflict concerning the roles of the NZSO and the APO in Auckland: 

what does each orchestra mean to the city?  Also, how do the various stakeholders feel about the 

proposals in this funding document? 

 As Lewis Holden, the chief executive of the Ministry for Culture & Heritage, explains, 

“New Zealand has five main orchestras for a population of just over four million people.  A 

population that is increasingly concentrated in the north of the country.  That scenario was 

probably not anticipated when the NZSO came into being in the 1940s, or when funding for 

regional orchestras began in the 70s.”   By his own admission, the dynamic is changing in 19

Auckland with the APO, especially with the population growing at such a rapid pace.  The 

original purpose of the regional orchestra model implemented by the Queen Elizabeth II Arts 

Council of the 1970s was to supplement the work of the NZSO.  The regional orchestras could 

also support the Royal New Zealand Ballet and the four regional opera companies.  Peter Walls 

 Culture and Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review, 13.18
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cautions, however, that viewing the orchestral scene as one national orchestra with four regional 

orchestras is misguided.  He explains: 

But one thing, I hope that comes out of [the report], is a recognition that the orchestral scene in 
New Zealand, even the professional orchestral scene in New Zealand, does not consist of the 
NZSO and four regional orchestras.  A lot of the briefing documents and so on at the beginning of 
the process talk about it as 1 + 4.  Well, it isn’t 1 + 4.  Even if you wanted to accept that model, 
you would have to say it is 1 + 1 + 3, because actually the APO would be the only orchestra apart 
from the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra where the musicians’ primary employment is the 
orchestra.  I think that would be true of all APO players.  The biggest component of their total 
income for the year would be the fees from the orchestra.  Whereas that is certainly not true of the 
CSO or the Vector Wellington [Orchestra Wellington], let alone Southern Sinfonia.  So you’d 
have to say it’s 1 + 1 + 3, but then, there are other orchestras in New Zealand which work on a 
professional scene, a professional basis.  20

Jonathan Baker then added: 

One of the biggest frustrations [was that the report] didn’t even accurately acknowledge the status 
of the orchestras in the country today and the role that the orchestras play.  And it was awful how 
a large focus on the report was all these negative statistics on ticket sales and people buying 
tickets to hear orchestras and this sort of stuff.  So, as soon as it was some sort of negative 
statistic, all the orchestras were lumped into this one table. . . I think it’s that complete lack of 
accurate representation of the current situation [that] is very frustrating.  21

The reason the report did not acknowledge the status of orchestras in the country was because 

making a decision concerning what to do with the NZSO and APO was unpalatable to the 

Ministry for Culture & Heritage; funding would have to change, and according to the report, 

there was nowhere to get this extra funding at this time.   The orchestras in New Zealand are 22

also quite varied in everything from the demographics they serve to the concerts they present.  

By viewing all of the orchestras in the country through the same lens, generalizations about the 

orchestral sector were made that do not necessarily apply to them all.  In their respective 

submissions about the orchestral report, both the APO and NZSO emphasize this point.   

 Walls, interview by author, May 12, 2012.20

 Baker, interview by author, July 30, 2012.21
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 In addition, according to the orchestra report, it is not known how many New Zealanders 

attend live orchestra performances because audience statistics include multiple attendees; 

although according to the Ministry for Culture & Heritage 11 percent of the adult population 

(defined as being aged 15 or older) goes to orchestral concerts every year.  Why this was not 

included in the report is not explained.  The report does give a profile of audiences that is similar 

to those overseas based upon similar research: 

- They are mainly European, female, over 50, with a tertiary qualification and earning above 
average incomes; 

- Audiences for each orchestra are different.  CNZ’s latest research shows while there may be 
some overlap between audiences for the four regional orchestras and the NZSO, there are also 
distinct differences in those audiences.  The available evidence suggests New Zealand orchestra 
audiences, like those internationally, are aging faster than the population overall. The most 
active age groups attending classical music performances in 2002 were aged 35–54 years (44% 
of the total audience) and in 2011 were aged 50+ (53% of the total audience).   23

Through my observations at APO and NZSO concerts, it seems that the audiences are much more 

heterogenous than this report indicates.  For the APO, although older patrons are certainly 

present, the audience seems to be relatively young, with many different ethnicities present.  As 

far as the NZSO is concerned, the concert audiences do not seem to be quite as large in Auckland 

based on sight, (although there have been concerts that have been sold out).  Yet, according to the 

report, even with the large expenditure of public funds (two-thirds of all orchestral revenue was 

from taxpayers),  many younger people may have difficulty accessing orchestral concerts 24

because of ticket prices, timing, length and format of concerts, and location of concert halls.      25

 Creative New Zealand’s regional orchestral funding totaled $3.51 million in 2011. The 

breakdown by orchestra is shown in table 8.1. 

 Ibid., 14.23

 Ibid., 15.24

 Ibid.25
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Table 8.1.Funding provided by Creative New Zealand to the four regional orchestras, 2011 

Source: Ministry for Culture & Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review: Discussion Paper 
(Wellington, 2012), 12. 

No indication is given as to why Southern Sinfonia is given 40 percent of its revenue from 

Creative New Zealand and not 26 percent as for every other ensemble.  A possible reason is that 

the orchestra receives only 12 percent of its funding ($95,600) from the Dunedin City Council.   26

According to the report, the funding problems include an over-reliance on governmental support 

for income, declining income from other sources, including ticket sales and subscriptions, and a 

decline in revenue from work where the orchestra has been hired for a specific function.  

Sponsorship and philanthropic support has risen over the past decade but has declined in the past 

two years due to the recession of 2008.  The costs are also rising faster than revenue from non-

government sources.   Also, as the report states, “It is legitimate to question why the New 27

Zealand government should support a second, fully professional orchestra in a country of four 

million people—and how sustainable it would be.”   These are all valid concerns, since 28

orchestras do require a large amount of capital to survive.  Yet, there is still room for both 

ensembles in the city.   

Amount of Money Percent of Orchestra Revenue

APO $2.2 million 26

OW $365,000 26

CSO $750,000 (plus additional 
earthquake-recovery assistance)

26

SS $325,470 40

 Ibid., 12.26

 Ibid., 17–18.27

 Ibid., 24.28
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 Maintaining the NZSO and the APO as full-time equal orchestras would be difficult and 

problematic for the country, and indeed, the report did not recommend it.  The APO has 

responded by increasing its educational programs in Auckland to market itself to as many people 

as possible.  As Barbara Glaser expressed in a talk in May 2012 to the University of Auckland’s 

School of Music, the management of the APO is attempting to develop audience trust in the 

orchestra by taking an open approach to concerts.  The management wants to get away from the 

“love or hate it” dichotomy that plagues Western classical music by trying to balance the 

traditional aspects of the classical concert with new elements, as well as nurture audiences and 

musicians.    29

 The APO now reaches 30,000 school pupils with its APO Connecting program (launched 

in 2011) and Sistema Aotearoa.  As the discussion report stated: 

The data provided, particularly from the APO, shows growing demand for community and 
education programmes. The number of school concerts performed (34 in 2006 and 153 in 2010) 
and the number of orchestra personnel engaged in orchestras’ education programmes, as well as 
the number of schools involved, has increased since 2006. These increases indicate the orchestras 
all have strategies to engage younger people with orchestral music.  30

The question becomes how the increase in community programs is going to affect them in the 

long term, which depends on what aspects of the report are eventually implemented.  As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, educational programs such as Sistema Aotearoa are important 

for the orchestra to run, increasing the public’s cultural capital.  It helps it reach a larger, more 

diverse population and provides the musicians of the orchestra with more work.  These 

educational programs are seen as important because of the idea that a new audience is being 

created from among these students who will then support it in concrete ways.  This new audience 

 Barbara Glaser, Talk to the School of Music: Fermata Series, May 2, 2012. 29
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could also lead to greater financial capital for the orchestra in the long-term since these students 

may very well become long-term concert attendees and may be in a position to make personal 

donations, influence corporate sponsorship, or governmental funding decisions at some point. 

 In light of the future prospects of this educational program, the report released four 

conclusions, which it terms “scenarios,” one of which could be implemented for the orchestral 

sector, should the Ministry for Culture & Heritage choose to.  These include:  

1. A single company running all of New Zealand’s orchestras.  The funding to all orchestras 
would be delivered and managed through the Ministry for Culture & Heritage.  The NZSO 
would be disestablished as a Crown entity, but it would retain the NZSO brand for national and 
international touring; 

2. A “Funding Assessment Panel (FAP).”  The MCH and Creative New Zealand would retain 
current funding and monitoring roles and jointly appoint a new FAP, which may include 
orchestra nominees; 

3. An “Industry Body Assigned Agreed Mandate.”  CNZ would become the funding and 
monitoring agency for orchestras.  The NZSO would become a non-government organisation 
with a mandate to deliver orchestral services nationally; 

4. A City and Community Orchestra network.  There is no government-owned, national touring 
orchestra, just an orchestra of international standing in the country.    31

Under the fourth proposal, Orchestra Wellington would probably be disbanded, as basing the 

NZSO in Wellington would mean that Orchestra Wellington would become redundant.  The 

NZSO would still be known as the “national orchestra” but it would not tour the country; instead, 

the regional orchestras would be left to tour around their areas.  The Minister for Culture and 

Heritage, Christopher Finlayson, has indicated, however, that option four is not viable and will 

not be considered.  The other scenarios indicate imply a realignment of funding in response to 

the changing audiences and needs of the orchestras.  

Discussion Document Response 

 The response to the discussion document was varied and created much dialogue.  Brian 

Rudman, writing in the New Zealand Herald, put the question bluntly: “What to do about the 

 Ibid., 28–29.31
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bloody Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra[?]… Mr Finlayson… ruled out as ‘unthinkable’ the 

disestablishment of the NZSO… [stating that] the NZSO is a jewel in the cultural crown.  There 

is no question of its survival under this government.”   Many factors underpin his statement.  32

The NZSO has a long, stable, history as the national orchestra with full government support and 

there is a tradition of national pride associated with it.  As the national orchestra, it is hegemonic 

in the orchestral sector in New Zealand.  As much as the APO would like to think of itself as the 

equal of the NZSO, government officials in Wellington, such as Finlayson, assign more prestige 

to the NZSO.  Therefore, the pyramid structure, with the NZSO at the top, the regional orchestras 

below it, and the various community ensembles at the bottom, was to be upheld.  The discussion 

document did not accept the proposal submitted by the APO proposing that the NZSO and the 

APO be put on equal footing concerning funding.   The discussion document does not address 33

the funding equity problem; it merely acknowledges its existence.  

 There is also the matter of Wellington having two orchestras—the former Vector 

Wellington Orchestra, now known as Orchestra Wellington (OW), and the NZSO.  The players of 

the NZSO play chamber music and teach in Wellington, so the orchestra identifies strongly with 

the city, and the city with the orchestra.  This is important to note because it suggests that the 

OW would be the logical orchestra to cut.  As Avi Shoshani, the Israel Philharmonic Secretary-

General who was hired as an outside consultant to do a report on the orchestral situation in New 

Zealand, stated:  

Another potential solution can be uniting the Vector Wellington orchestra with the NZSO as I 
believe there is a way that such a unified orchestra can meet all the needs of music-making in 
Wellington as well as touring, if necessary, and therefore the Vector Wellington orchestra’s 

 Brian Rudman, “City Orchestra Deserves Much More,” New Zealand Herald, July 25, 2012. 32
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allocation of 450,000 NZD can be rechanneled into other orchestras and the cut for NZSO can be 
reduced [sic].  34

This advice was not heeded, however, and the NZSO and OW remain separate ensembles.  The 

composer and broadcaster Robbie Ellis commented on the fundamental problems with the report: 

To retain any semblence [sic] of an ‘orchestra of international standard’, you would have to keep 
intact the core of the NZSO without reducing staff, players, guest artists and how much they all 
get paid. You simply remove the NZSO’s remit to tour the whole country, which saves a shit-ton 
of money in flights, hotel rooms and nationwide publicity coverage. This dosh is (presumably) 
redirected to Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. For the time being, Wellington has a better 
resourced orchestra all to itself, but over the medium-to-long term, other cities’ orchestras may 
catch up to “international standard”.  Or for that matter, the NZSO may decline away from it. 

It’s pretty clear that MCH [Ministry for Culture and Heritage] considers this the least desirable 
option. Not only have they placed it last out of four, it’s the only scenario that effectively signs a 
death warrant for one of the existing pro groups (VWO), which is something they’ve been talking 
down. Moreover, it would explicitly tell the country that Wellington is more deserving of hearing 
world-class orchestral playing than the rest of New Zealand, which would not sit well with good 
old kiwi parochialism.  35

He makes some excellent points about the final point of the report: the changing of the NZSO’s 

mission and the disestablishment of OW.  This would, of course, be a major change to the 

orchestral scene in the southern section of the North Island, but the NZSO could easily fill this 

gap.   

 The orchestras themselves, of course, have specific opinions as to what they think should 

be done in regard to orchestral funding. The Auckland Philharmonia came out with a discussion 

paper about all the elements brought up in the report that the orchestra thought needed 

addressing.  Its discussion paper examined four aspects of the report that were not developed or 

not explored adequately in the APO’s eyes.  These include looking at different scenarios to 

investigating different funding models, as explained in table 8.2: 

 “New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review discussion paper (July 2012),” accessed June 24, 34

2014, http://www.mch.govt.nz/orchestra-review. 

 Robbie Ellis, “The NZSO ain’t getting axed (ditto APO, VWO, CSO & SS),” Robbie Ellis Blog, July 24, 35

2012, www.robbie.co.nz.
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Table 8.2. APO's response to the orchestral report.  

Source: “Headline Issues,”accessed on August 2, 2012, http://www.apo.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/
Fact_sheet_briefing_30Jul12.pdf.

The Auckland Philharmonia management has been trying to convince ministers in the central 

government, especially those in charge of the Ministry for Culture & Heritage and Creative New 

ISSUE ONE: The proposed scenarios do not allow the sector to develop

1 The one-plus-four (one international-standard orchestra plus regionals) model does not reflect 
current reality. 

2 New Zealand already has two world class orchestras, APO and NZSO, and the government 
needs to continue to support both, while increasing support for the APO. 

3 The proposed scenarios would constrain the role and potential growth of city and region-based 
orchestras. 

4 The Discussion Paper’s gloomy analysis of the challenges facing the sector is not reflected by 
the APO’s experience (Please refer to attached APO fact sheet) 

5 Constraining repertoire that the APO is “allowed” to play (as is suggested in the Discussion 
Paper) is the fastest way to constrain our growth and standards. APO’s artistic growth has been 
the result of a clear vision including offering audiences the full range of symphonic experience. 

ISSUE TWO: Economic efficiencies and cost of orchestras 

1 There is no analysis of current spending across the sector within the document. 

2 There is no analysis of efficiencies, if any, likely to be achieved by any of the potential 
restructuring scenarios. 

3 The Discussion Paper suggests that an international standard orchestra requires $13.4m of 
government funding (what the NZSO currently receives annually) and therefore two are 
unaffordable. APO’s success (with $2.1m core central funding) demonstrates that international 
standards can be achieved and further developed for less money. 

4 A different business model, which allows government funding to be distributed in a more 
economically beneficial way, should be considered.

ISSUE THREE: What about the nuts and bolts? 

1 What is needed is a practical yet ambitious assessment that includes a thorough economic 
analysis. 

2 Some areas of NZ receive little or no access to orchestral music and education programmes. 
The review should consider how these issues may be addressed. 

3 With some good economic modeling and analysis, and sensible and strategic use and 
development of existing capabilities, good solutions could be developed. 

4 There are other sectors such as Health, Universities etc which have successfully addressed 
devolution issues.

ISSUE FOUR: The options posed ignore the demographic changes in New Zealand 

1 The document itself talks of the northward population expansion and drift, but the options do 
not follow through.
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Zealand, of how to fund the APO to a sustainable level, as the collapse of 1980 and near collapse 

of 2004 still resonate with the organization.  

The NZSO also released a discussion paper on the report, where they explained their 

position and what their hopes were for the outcomes.  It is in disagreement with the APO’s 

response in that it advocates for the status quo.  The NZSO’s summary of its report states:

We are advocating safeguarding the NZSO at a level that will ensure we continue in our role as 
New Zealand’s international standard orchestra and continue to present world class performance 
experiences to audiences across New Zealand. 

We should continue to be owned by the people of New Zealand.  This enables us to fulfil the clear 
and relevant objectives and functions set out in our legislation as New Zealand’s national 
orchestra, into the future. 

We advocate the strengthening of coordination, cooperation and planning across the orchestral 
sector. In our submission we will support an Enhanced Version of Scenario Two to achieve this. 

Whilst the role of the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra is clearly set out in its legislation, the 
roles and functions across the rest of the orchestral sector are not clear.  We believe that an 
Enhanced Scenario Two will ensure that New Zealand has a national programme of 
complementary orchestral services, orchestral resources will be more effectively and efficiently 
used to the benefit of all New Zealanders, sustainability improved, roles clarified and diverse new 
audiences served.  36

The NZSO’s position is understandable, because the status quo works to its advantage and 

change might threaten this situation.  Its response states, “The Success Criteria in the Discussion 

Paper include New Zealand having at least one orchestra performing symphonic music to an 

international standard and diverse New Zealand communities, including centres with small 

populations having access to live performances [emphasis in original].  The NZSO fulfils both 

of these high priority Success Criteria with distinction and no changes are necessary in this 

regard.”   The criteria for the orchestra were written by government officials who drafted the 37

 “Have your say: the New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review,” accessed August 9, 2012, 36
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legislation for the NZSO.  It make senses that the NZSO should be in favor of this proposal as it 

would be safe from any changes; however, as Jonathan Baker points out: 

[If] you look at [the report] from the perspective of the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, they 
also must be very concerned, because again of. . . those four strategic outcomes, not one of them 
says the status quo.  So, that would seem to indicate that the ministry has an expectation that there 
will be change with the NZSO. . . it has the potential to be a disaster [from] everyone’s point of 
view [not just from the APO’s].   

The NZSO was trying to justify why no change is needed in the New Zealand orchestral sector.  

Nonetheless, it would seem that change is coming since, as Baker points out, none of the options 

from the report advocates the status quo.  The option the NZSO supports, option two, creates a 

“Funding Assessment Panel,” which would add another level of bureaucracy, with the Ministry 

for Culture & Heritage continuing to fund the NZSO and Creative New Zealand continuing to 

distribute money to the other regional orchestras.  Shoshani advocated a different approach:  

With the understanding that the budget allocated for the orchestras will remain between 19-20 
million NZD, my recommendation will be to balance the distribution of funds between the 
various orchestras.  In the current situation, the NZSO receives the vast part of the government’s 
money while the rest of the orchestras receive a very little support.  I therefore recommend a cut 
of up to 2 million NZD from the NZSO’s government allocation and rechanneling this money to 
other orchestras.  I recommend that the Auckland Symphony [sic] receive 1 million NZD, besides 
what they are getting now, due to the fact that they serve over a quarter of New Zealand’s 
population.  38

This suggestion was also not acted upon, with government officials deeming that the current 

funding system was adequate for the NZSO’s needs, and other orchestral funding could come 

from grants within other private organizations.   

There are some parts of the orchestral report that are confusing with regard to the 

similarities and differences between the APO and NZSO.  An example is the decision to combine 

all of the orchestral audience numbers together, which makes it difficult to ascertain which 

orchestras are growing and which have declining audience numbers.  The report makes it look as 

 Avi Shoshani, “Report on the Orchestra Sector Review,” accessed November 16, 2014, http://38

www.mch.govt.nz/orchestra-review.
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if all audiences are declining for the orchestral sector.  The APO, however, strongly disputes that.  

They wrote in their response: 

The review document says that orchestra audiences are declining. That is not true for the APO. 
Subscriptions revenue increased from $551,757 in 2007 to $844,306 in 2011 [emphasis in 
original]. While there was a peak in public ticket sales in 2007 at the height of the economic 
boom, public sales to the APO have been stable in a time of economic restraint: 2008 – $635,664; 
2009 – $723,055; 2010 – $583,955; 2011 – $693,019.  39

By not including a breakdown in the numbers for audiences for each orchestra individually, there 

is no way of knowing in what the state of the industry as a whole actually is.  If there is a 

problem with audience numbers, is it country-wide, or is the problem with just one or two 

orchestras?  A study of the economic trends for the number of tickets sold annually and the 

changing audience demographic for each orchestra would be interesting and important to 

research.  It would allow the demand for each orchestra to be gauged and the funding allocated 

accordingly.   

 As the chief executive officer of the APO, Barbara Glaser, explains, “No change is not an 

option for us.  For the APO, that equals stagnation.  It will mean another big fight because we’re 

not going to lie down and accept this.”   The discussion document, however, suggests that the 40

government has responded appropriately to the funding needs of the APO over the past decade.  

It states that in part, “Funding increases to the APO over the last decade show that central and 

local government funders have responded to the orchestra’s significance in the growing city of 

Auckland.”   The central government now provides 25.54 percent of the funding of orchestra, 41

and APO would like that grant increased again.  The reason for this, as Glaser states, is that “the 

 “Headline Issues,” http://www.apo.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/Fact_sheet_briefing_30Jul12.pdf (accessed 39

August 2, 2012).
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APO can now deliver what only the NZSO could deliver 10 years ago.  I don’t think the 

Government is ready to acknowledge that.”   In an early submission to the orchestral review, the 42

APO wrote, “A glass ceiling has been hit by APO.  It cannot proceed to its next step as the full-

time symphony orchestra that Auckland demands because it does not have sufficient core 

funding . . . [the] APO is significantly underfunded by central government.”    43

 According to Glaser, the APO has reached the limit of what it can offer to the community 

based on current funding.  The orchestra needs more funding to increase its services, especially 

because there is a growing audience for orchestral concerts in Auckland, necessitating a growth 

in funds.  The management of the APO has stated that:

Extra funding the APO received would be applied in many areas.  We would increase the range of 
APO Connecting (education, community and outreach) programmes we offer, extending the 
orchestra’s reach, particularly to the west and north of Auckland; it would provide long-term 
stability for the orchestra and enable it to continue to grow and develop.  It would provide 
stability for our players, which in turn enables the orchestra to attract and retain high quality 
musicians, benefitting the orchestra, audiences and community alike.  And it would enable the 
orchestra to consistently engage the world’s leading artists (soloists and conductors).  44

The community programs of the APO have become central to the orchestra’s identity as well as 

the traditional concert performance.  The APO continues to build its presence in the community, 

outside of the concert hall.  As the Orchestral Report relates, “Even with this large expenditure 

[of council funds], many [members of the public] may have difficulty accessing orchestral 

concerts due to ticket prices, timing, length and format of concerts, and location of concert halls.  

This has made central and local governments question how they can fund an activity that not 

 Cumming, “Orchestra Funding Strikes the Wrong Note,” August 4, 2012.42

 Ibid.43

 “Headline Issues,” accessed August 2, 2012, http://www.apo.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/44

Fact_sheet_briefing_30Jul12.pdf.
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everyone uses.”   This is a curious statement because not everyone uses sports fields, public 45

transportation, roads, or other elements of modern society and yet, we all still have to pay for 

them because society as a whole has determined they have some type of value and should be 

supported.   

 The question is, though, whether a symphonic institution has the same standing as public 

transit or educational facilities.  Not as many people will patronize an orchestra or educational 

facilities, and yet it has been deemed important to fund by the central government and by the city 

councils as well.  As was seen in chapter seven, the Auckland Council contributes more money to 

the APO compared to the central government, a departure from previous decades when it was the 

central government keeping the orchestra solvent in Auckland.  The final report that came out in 

February of 2013 was to solidify the central government’s position about funding the orchestral 

sector in New Zealand and why it was necessary for the government to do so.   

Final Orchestral Report of 2013 

 On February 28, 2013, the New Zealand Government released the findings of its 

orchestral review to the public.  This was the final report from the previous discussion document, 

taking into account all the feedback from the review.  In this report, the government stated its 

case as to how it intends to fund orchestras for the foreseeable future.  The report set out to give 

recommendations to allow the Ministry for Culture & Heritage to maintain:  

-Artistic excellence and support for New Zealand’s distinctive culture; 
-Access to live orchestral performances; 
-Contribution of individual orchestras to national and city life; 
-Community and youth development programs; 
-Accompaniment work for performing arts; 

 Culture & Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review, 15.45
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-A sustainable, effective, and efficient orchestral system.   46

The original discussion report was tasked with looking at the entire orchestral sector of New 

Zealand and how best to optimally deliver these services for the entire country in an 

economically sustainable way and make sure audiences have access to the most high-quality 

orchestral experiences in the most cost-effective manner within current funding limits.    47

 Although the report does not mention any major structural changes, it does offer a 

glimpse of what the future holds for the orchestral sector and what the government is looking to 

achieve.  The decisions were summarized as follows: 

The report recommends the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra (NZSO) remain a Crown entity 
funded through MCH, while other orchestras remain funded through CNZ.  Given the continued 
split-funding model, the report recommends MCH and CNZ work together to refine, implement 
and monitor the joint policy and funding framework described in this report.  Within this 
framework the Minister will continue to make decisions about NZSO funding and the CNZ 
Council will make decisions about orchestras funded by CNZ. . . The recommended policy and 
funding framework will provide a means of assessing future funding applications against 
specific roles government wishes to support.  The report does not recommend major structural 
changes.  It concludes the recommendations in the report have the potential to bring about major 
improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of the Government’s support for orchestras.   48

In other words, the status quo is adequate at this time and nothing should be changed.  What the 

NZSO represents to New Zealand is too important to disrupt.  The management of the APO, 

while disappointed, has vowed to continue with their growth strategy, relying on donations, 

grants from private trusts, business donations, and support from the Auckland Council.  It is 

certainly not the outcome they had envisioned of larger subsidies from the central government to 

increase the number of musicians they have and increase their orchestral activities, including 

touring.  Yet, there had been really no evidence prior to the release of the final report that 

 Ibid., 6.46

 Ibid., 36.47

 Culture and Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review: Final Report (Wellington, 48

2013), 6.
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governmental officials were considering any drastic changes to the funding mechanisms for 

orchestras. 

 What these officials have decided to do is change the classification of the APO to that of 

metropolitan orchestra.  As the report explains, “[This designation] will recognise the APO’s 

professional status, scale of activity, quality, and scope of programmed work. This also 

recognises the unique situation where currently public funding for the APO from both local 

government and central government sources are comparable.”   What the “metropolitan 49

orchestra” status means in concrete terms however, is not explained.  Does this new designation 

mean more funding?  At the time of this writing, this is unknown, and no concrete action has 

been taken.  It remains merely a designation.  The only way the APO could conceivably increase 

its funding from the central government would be through its education programs. The APO is 

tasked with taking a leadership role in community and youth development programs, such as 

Sistema Aotearoa, as it expands country-wide.   The government will support the APO’s 50

continued leadership in Sistema Aotearoa as it grows not only in Auckland but also in the other 

major population centers.   51

 The report recommends that the NZSO should concentrate its resources on the training 

and development of young musicians.   Where the dividing line is, however, between training 52

and development and community programs remains unclear.  The report continued: 

The Review acknowledges as a significant achievement by the APO board, executive and 
musicians the fact that the APO has achieved full-time status, is a 70-musician orchestra, and has 

 Ibid., 36.49

 Ibid., 26.50

 Ibid., 9.51

 Ibid., 25-26.52
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increased substantially its funding from local and central government.  The recommended policy 
and funding framework will designate the APO as a metropolitan orchestra, a role distinct from 
the other city orchestras and from the national touring orchestra.  This is in recognition of its 
professional status, scale of activity, scope of programmed work and the size of its TLA’s funding 
contribution.  Any changes in central government funding to the APO will be considered in 
relation to its role as a metropolitan orchestra and negotiated as part of future funding rounds.  53

Other aspects of the report deal with how the funding of the NZSO will be capped at $13.446 

million dollars as well as how funding for the other ensembles will be distributed.   In 2012, the 54

government provided 76.37 percent of the NZSO’s funding.  The APO by contrast only received 

51.85 percent of its funding from governmental sources in 2012.  With the grant amount from the 

government holding steady for the NZSO, any increase in revenue, in order to keep up with 

inflation and any rise in costs, must come from private donations, business grants, or increased 

business activity.  Over time, the NZSO’s government grant will lose its buying power if it is 

held steady.  The report seems to suggest that the funding will be constantly reviewed for all of 

the ensembles involved, so as to make sure the ensembles are fulfilling their funding mandates.  

Since central government will not give more funding, it will be up to the Auckland populace, 

including businesses, to increase their giving in order to make sure the APO can continue to 

thrive in the city.  Auckland already heavily subsidizes the NZSO by the virtue of it being the 

largest metropolitan area and thus contributing the most money to the central government 

through its taxes.   

 For the APO, 48.15 percent of its income is self-generated from sources outside of 

government.  For the NZSO, this figure is only 22 percent.  Because the total income for both 

ensembles is quite different—with the NZSO earning a little over $17,600,000 in 2012, whereas 

 Ibid., 31.53

 Ibid., 9.54
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the APO earned just over $9,558,000 in the same year—the below graph (figure 8.1) should be 

interpreted in relation to this differential. 

Figure 8.1. NZSO income compared to APO Income, for the year ending December 31, 2012.  Note: Sponsorship 
includes trust, foundations, and corporate sponsorship.  (Source: APO Annual Report, 2012 and NZSO Annual 
Report, 2012.)   

Even though the NZSO received far more money from governmental sources for its 

activities, the organization ran a deficit of $138,000 for 2012,  whereas the APO ran a surplus of 55

$254,578.   The NZSO receives so little money in fundraising income that it is not even 56

reflected in its annual report, unlike the APO, which raised $380,000 in fiscal year 2012.  As the 

 New Zealand Symphony, Annual Report 2012, 18.55

 Auckland Philharmonia, Annual Report 2012, 18.56
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APO has continued to engage the Auckland community, it has been able to raise enough funds to 

continue to develop the organization.  The income breakdown for the NZSO in 2012 looks very 

similar to the Symphonia of Auckland in 1980 because most of the funding is from governmental 

sources.  Moving forward, the surplus or deficits of each organization are going to be important 

to follow in order to see whether the Auckland community is embracing the APO and whether 

New Zealand as a whole is embracing the NZSO, or if the situation is limited to the government 

funding the organization for national and international prestige.  

 The orchestral report only examined the funding of the present orchestras; it did not 

address new funding models or suggest other innovative ways to solve the current orchestral 

dilemma.  The Ministry for Culture & Heritage will wait until new funding rounds with the APO, 

Christchurch Symphony, Orchestra Wellington, and Southern Sinfonia in order to identify new 

funding streams, thereby delaying the decision that has to be made.  For example, the APO gets 

22.36 percent of its funding from concert income, whereas the NZSO only gets 11.69 percent.  If 

the government set targets, for example that 25 percent of all funding must come from concert 

income or that 60 percent would be from government sources, then the funding allocations for all 

orchestras would have to be changed. This could be applied to the other orchestral ensembles in 

the country and the NZSO could continue to be funded as it is—or the NZSO funding could be 

benchmarked as well.  This would put enormous pressure on the NZSO, however, because they 

would be forced to rethink their entire funding model.  Either more would have to be charged for 

NZSO concerts, a larger audience would have to be found, or the orchestra would have to 

fundraise.   
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 It could be argued that since the NZSO is the national orchestra and is mandated to travel 

all over New Zealand because of the legislation governing the orchestra, the New Zealand 

Symphony Orchestra Act 2004, then accepting a deficit is just a consequence of the NZSO 

allowing more New Zealanders access to symphonic music.  During the 2012 calendar year, 

however, the NZSO missed its target of 100,000 audience members for the year by 6,192 

people.   This is in comparison to the APO who performed for a total of 103,481 people in 2012: 57

53,309 at self-presented concerts and 50,172 at opera, ballet, and commercial hires.   If the APO 58

is performing for more people in a more concentrated area, then perhaps the funding system does 

need to be addressed.  The report also does not critically analyze how best to accompany opera 

and ballet, but this issue surely needs some consideration as well as it usually has been in the 

domain of the regional orchestras.  Accompanying opera and ballet provides more playing 

opportunities for the regional orchestras’ musicians.  An increase in the number of operas and 

ballets would also help the regional orchestras.   

 The question becomes where money to expand the APO’s activities should come from.  

Also, according to whom are orchestras important?  The Orchestral Review acknowledges that 

there is a lack of connection between the orchestras of New Zealand and their funding.  The 

options put forward are not long-term solutions that are going to increase the viability of the 

funding streams for the orchestras.  The government does invest money into cultural products, 

such as orchestras, television, and sports.  How much, and the reasoning behind it, is discussed in 

the next chapter. 

 New Zealand Symphony, Annual Report 2012, 37.57

 Auckland Philharmonia, Annual Report 2012, 6.58
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CHAPTER 9 

9. GOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS IN NEW ZEALAND 

 Providing some sort of funding for orchestral ensembles in New Zealand, with the 

founding of the national orchestra in 1946 and the subsequent creation of the Queen Elizabeth II 

Arts Council in 1963, has mainly been a task of the central government because of the subsidies 

required.  The reasons for this funding was explained in chapter two and the deficits that are 

always incurred by orchestral ensembles.  In view of better coordinating the funding 

requirements of the cultural sector across the country, including the five main orchestras in 

Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, and Dunedin, a new regional funding model was introduced 

starting in February of 1972.   Since then, however, this model has become too expensive to 1

support because of the difficulties in coordination between council funding bodies and the central 

government.  The difficulties called into question the funding of not only the orchestral sector, 

but also other areas funded by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, the main cultural funding 

agency in the country.   

 In this chapter, it will be shown how the New Zealand central government chooses to 

support symphonic organizations and to what extent value is assigned to these organizations, and 

other cultural activities, through monetary means.  It will also be ascertained which organizations 

the Ministry, through policy, treats as a “cultural activity.”  In addition, it will be shown why the 

Ministry has decided to keep track of “cultural goods,” as they define them, in order to 

accurately catalogue how much New Zealanders spend on culture, which in fiscal year 2011 was 

$327,199,000.  

 Appendix to the Journals House of Representatives, Report of the Queen Elizabeth the Second Arts 1

Council of New Zealand for the year ended 1972, volume III, H.42, 8 (1973).
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 The NZSO is not the only cultural organization that the central government funds in the 

country.  Politicians, with guidance from the Minister for Arts, Culture, and Heritage, also have a 

stake in making sure that what they would consider cultural institutions, like orchestras, are 

supported properly and have adequate funding models.  There is a wide variety of arts 

organizations in New Zealand that are funded by government grants paid for with taxpayer 

money.  Such grants constitute the majority of the funding required to support these 

organizations.  All figures are in New Zealand dollars unless otherwise specified.  

Government Funding of Cultural Activities 

 As of 2014, the current government under John Key has decided to hold orchestral 

funding steady, and for the NZSO at least, not adjust the grant amount for inflation, as explained 

in the new orchestral report of 2013.   The funding of orchestral ensembles by the government is 2

not unique to New Zealand: many countries support them through either direct grants or tax 

incentives for donations.  New Zealand, with a population of 4,242,048 according to the census 

in 2013, supports two professional (the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra and Auckland 

Philharmonia) and three semi-professional (Orchestra Wellington, Christchurch Symphony, and 

Southern Sinfonia) ensembles.   Because the Western classical music audience has continued to 3

evolve in the country, orchestral managements constantly have to adjust their programming and 

other aspects of their orchestras.  Government leaders created the national orchestra and then 

helped sustain it, as explained in chapter four.  The heads of the Ministry for Culture and 

Heritage and, to a lesser extent, Creative New Zealand help set the cultural policy.  By having an 

 Ministry for Culture & Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review: Final Report 2

(Wellington, 2013).

 Statistics New Zealand, 2013 QuickStats about National Highlights (Wellington, 2013), 5. 3
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arts policy and by funding organizations that meet the requirements set by the Ministry, the 

government attributes to symphonic organizations a measure of legitimacy.  

 Government officials support the arts overtly by dispersing money to cultural 

organizations, but also implicitly by offering tax deductions to individuals who donate.  There 

are two main funding sources from the government for cultural goods in the country: the 

Ministry for Culture and Heritage, which directly funds the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra 

and other large cultural entities, and the Arts Council of New Zealand, commonly known as 

Creative New Zealand (CNZ), which gets its funding from the MCH.  Most of the capital for 

smaller organizations, such as the Auckland Philharmonia, flows through CNZ. 

Ministry for Culture and Heritage 

 Governmental ministers, working with private arts organizations, have settled on a 

standard definition of culture, based on the New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics: 

The question ‘What is culture?’ has been extensively debated for many years with no single 
concept or definition providing a universally accepted answer.  Commonly used concepts 
describe culture as the way in which people affirm identity and achieve a sense of belonging.  
This is manifest in the sharing of common objects (such as items of dress or decoration), common 
behaviours (such as language, music or dance) and common knowledge (such as systems of belief 
and interpretations of the past).  4

The Ministry for Culture and Heritage has been led by Minister Christopher Finlayson since 

November 19, 2008.  The Ministry’s mission, according to its legislative mandate, is: 

[O]ur distinctive culture is a core part of what makes New Zealand a great place to live. New 
Zealand’s cultural sector is diverse, touching many areas of our lives, and New Zealanders place 
great value on these activities. It can involve people in their own communities coming together to 
explore family history, play sport, or participate in a local festival, as well as public and private 
institutions that engage New Zealanders and visitors, and showcase our heritage, our arts and our 
sports to New Zealanders and the world.  5

 Ministry of Cultural Affairs, New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics (Wellington, 1995), 1.4

 Ministry for Culture and Heritage. Annual Report 2012–13 (Wellington, 2013), 3.5
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 As part of its legislative mandate, the MCH is responsible for managing the finances of 

organizations that the government views as part of the cultural sector.  These include: 

- Creative New Zealand 
- New Zealand Music Commission 
- New Zealand Symphony Orchestra 
- Broadcasting Standards Authority 
- The Film Archive 
- NZ On Air 
- Sport & Recreation New Zealand 
- Te Papa: Our Place 
- NZ Film Commission 
- Te Matatini 
- Drug Free Sport NZ 
- Royal New Zealand Ballet 
- Historic Places Trust  6

These organizations are funded together because they are defined as part of the cultural sector of 

New Zealand, according to the New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics.  As this 

framework attests, “[This] lists New Zealand’s cultural activities and describes the major 

industrial components of New Zealand’s cultural sector,” and the cultural industry is “the cycle 

of production and consumption of cultural goods and services.”   Governmental ministers have 7

decided that they constitute the best ways to group these activities together.  

 The reasons that these activities were grouped together by these ministers is because the 

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) calls them 

“cultural categories,” and New Zealand government officials have decided to follow this 

grouping.   These cultural categories include the broadest areas into which the government 8

divides cultural spending: Heritage, Library Services, Literature, Performing Arts and Music, 

 Culture and Heritage, Annual Report 2011 (Wellington, 2012), 1.6

 Ministry of Cultural Affairs, New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics (Wellington, 1995), 1-3.7

 Cultural Affairs, New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics, 109.8
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Visual Arts, Film and Video, Broadcasting, and Community and Government Activities.  The 

definition from the UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics of cultural goods is that they: 

convey ideas, symbols and ways of life, some of which may be subject to copyrights. Cultural 
services do not represent material cultural goods in themselves but facilitate their production and 
distribution. . . Cultural activities embody or convey cultural expressions, irrespective of the 
commercial value they may have. These activities may be an end in themselves or they may 
contribute to the production of cultural goods and services.  9

This broad definition allows for many different types of activities to be classed as a cultural 

activity.  Sports and tourism are listed as related domains for cultural activities because for some 

countries, some sports are linked to the national identity of that country.  Because the definition 

is broad, officials in New Zealand were able to include sports in their cultural definition. 

 The Ministry for Cultural & Heritage also has main outcomes towards which they are 

supposed to work: 

- Outcome 1: Thriving producers and healthy cultural and sports organisations (Create).  Focuses 
on the production of cultural information, experiences, goods and services, and on the viability 
of cultural and sports organisations: 

 The Appropriations for Outcome 1 
- Delivery of Going Digital programme 
- Heritage Services 
- Policy advice and monitoring of funded organisations  10

- Outcome 2: Increased preservation of New Zealand’s culture, heritage and traditions (Preserve).  
Focuses on the increased preservation of our heritage and traditions as a key driver of a thriving 
culture: 

 The Appropriations for Outcome 2 
- Heritage Services 
- Policy advice and monitoring of funded organizations 
- Other expenses: regional museums  11

- Outcome 3: New Zealanders increasingly value their arts, heritage, broadcasting, and sport 
(Value).  Focuses on New Zealanders valuing a thriving culture, as shown by increased 
consumption of cultural and sports activities.  This outcome is advanced by increasing the 
coverage and range of cultural and sports activities and increasing the appreciation and 
consumption of those activities.   

 The Appropriations for Outcome 3 
- Cultural Diplomacy International Programme (CDIP) 

 United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, 2009 UNESCO Framework for 9

Cultural Statistics (Montreal, 2009), 23.

 Culture and Heritage, Annual Report 2011, 7.10

 Ibid., 12.11
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- Heritage Services 
- Policy advice and monitoring of funded organisations.  12

As can be seen, each outcome represents a different aspect (create, preserve, and value).  The 

first outcome, creation, refers to the generation and presentation of cultural products to the New 

Zealand public.  These are the activities that government officials and business leaders determine 

are the most viable to support for public consumption.  The second outcome is concerned with 

the preservation of New Zealand’s heritage and traditions.  This is how the MCH has chosen to 

document the activities which policy makers, academics, and the general public consider to be 

worthy of documenting for future generations.  What these activities are can be discerned by 

looking at levels of financial capital allocated by the Ministry for certain projects, as shown in 

table 9.1.  Finally, the last outcome, value, increases the degree to which people value the arts 

and use them as cultural capital  The MCH is doing this by increasing the educational 

components of their activities in a bid to communicate to people why they should patronize these 

activities.  One way to measure the value of a cultural activity is to try to quantify how many 

people value that activity. For example, the tickets sold for a sports match could be counted, and 

the more tickets sold, the greater the value the sport is assumed to have.   

 The total revenue for the Ministry for Culture and Heritage for fiscal year July 1, 2012, to 

June 30, 2013, was $27,611,000, with the government contributing $26,313,000.  The rest was 

revenue from other government departments and third parties, as the Ministry terms it.   The 13

chart below shows expenditures for the Ministry for the year which ended on June 30, 2011.   14

 Ibid., 14.12

 Culture and Heritage, Annual Report 2012–2013 (Wellington, 2013), 55.13

 Culture and Heritage, Annual Report 2011, 44.14
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What this refers to is the record of the income, expenses, assets, liabilities, commitments, 

contingent liabilities, contingent assets, and trust accounts that the Ministry manages on behalf of 

the central government.   Some of these expenditures are not reflected in the operating income 15

of the Ministry because this income is sent directly to the organization, but it is still managed by 

the Ministry.  The capital expenditures that the ministry manages on behalf of the Crown are 

shown in table 9.1 (see appendix I). 

Table 9.1. Capital Expenditures by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2011 (in thousands of NZ dollars): 

VOTE ARTS, CULTURE AND HERITAGE

Management of Historic Places

Antarctic Heritage Trust 526

New Zealand Historic Places Trust 12,988

Museum Services

Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa 23,574

New Zealand Film Archive 2,020

Performing Arts Services

New Zealand Symphony Orchestra 13,446

Royal New Zealand Ballet 4,384

Aotearoa Traditional Māori Performing Arts Society 1,248

New Zealand Music Commission 1,378

Promotion and Support of the Arts and Film

Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa (Creative New Zealand) 15,689

New Zealand Film Commission 3,401

Protection of Taonga Tūturu

Museums and Conservation Service Providers 178

Public Broadcasting Services

Broadcasting Commission (NZ On Air) 126,926

 Ibid., 43.15
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Source: Ministry for Culture and Heritage, Annual Report 2011 (Wellington, 2012), 44-47. 

When exploring the various cultural activities that the central government supports, it is 

interesting to see what activities and organizations are funded.  Vote: Sport and Recreation, 

which is under the Minister for Sport and Recreation, has its funds managed by the Ministry for 

Television New Zealand 14,257

National Pacific Radio Trust 3,000

Radio New Zealand International 1,900

Broadcasting Standards Authority 609

Freeview 5,000

Appropriations for other expenses to be incurred by the Crown

Commonwealth war graves 2,674

Development and maintenance of War graves, historic graves and monuments 505

Regional Museums 6,667

Treaty of Waitangi Commemorations 278

Preservation and display of Taonga Pukaki 100

Christchurch earthquake: heritage buildings 2,302

Appropriations for Capital Expenditure

Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa 9,000

New Zealand Memorial Park 450

VOTE SPORT AND RECREATION

Appropriations for non-departmental output expenses

Sports anti-doping 2,041

Sport and recreation programmes 18,726

High-performance sport 48,338

Appropriations for other expenses to be incurred by the Crown

Miscellaneous grants 44

Prime Minister’s sport scholarships 4,250

Loan to Rowing New Zealand 1,300
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Culture and Heritage.  It is responsible for providing scholarships to enable talented New 

Zealanders to develop skills that contribute to the elite status of sports in the country, policy 

advice on sports and physical recreation matters, and drug testing.   This is considered a cultural 16

activity to be funded by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage.  The total value of these capital 

expenditures was $327,199,000, which means the central government is spending 0.2 percent of 

the nation’s GDP, which in 2011 was $163,986,606,003, on cultural spending.   This does not 17

take into account any money for these organizations raised from lottery sources; nor does this list 

capture individual council spending.  Putting so many different types of funding items into a 

single department makes the spending on cultural goods seem far greater in relation to other 

cultural goods.  For example, the appropriation to television is far larger than any other grant.  

Sports and recreation are part of the MCH-founded areas as well, an interesting amalgamation of 

different funding items.   By grouping such activities together with musical ensembles and other 18

less profitable art forms, the government can claim to spend a lot of monetary capital on 

“culture,” when in fact the bulk of it going to the most profitable areas, such as rugby or 

television programming. 

 The Public Broadcasting Services, which gets the most funding out of any department 

with $151,692,000 a year, is also considered to be part of the Ministry’s portfolio.  The 

Performing Arts Services gets a total amount of $20,456,000, of which $13,446,000 is allocated 

for the NZSO and the Royal New Zealand Ballet gets $4,384,000 a year.  The remaining money 

 “Vote Sport and Recreation,” The Treasury, accessed May 24, 2013, http://www.treasury.govt.nz/budget/16

2012/estimates/est12sporec.pdf.

 GDP Data http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD, September 10, 2014. 17

 Ibid., 44-46.18
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in the Performing Arts Service is allocated to the Aotearoa Traditional Māori Performing Arts 

Society at $1,248,000 and the New Zealand Music Commission at $1,378,000.  Creative New 

Zealand (CNZ), which funds a wide variety of artistic endeavors, only receives $15,689,000 

from the government; the majority of its remaining funding is from the lottery board.  This is a 

commentary on what governmental ministers feel is important to fund for the country.  The 

NZSO as a single entity gets nearly as much money from the government as Creative New 

Zealand does—in other words, as all of the organizations funded by Creative New Zealand put 

together.   

The Arts Council of New Zealand 

 The Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa, commonly known as Creative New 

Zealand (CNZ), is the successor to the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council and all of the regional 

arts councils that were merged in 1994.  Stephen Wainwright has been the executive of CNZ 

since 2008.  Creative New Zealand: 

is the national agency for the development of the arts.  [Its] purpose is to encourage, promote and 
support the arts in New Zealand for the benefit of all New Zealanders. . . We have four strategic 
outcomes we are seeking to achieve on behalf of all New Zealanders.  These strategic outcomes 
and their associated performance measures are identified in our Statement of Intent 2010–13.  19

With its programs, CNZ works towards four outcomes for the arts, as detailed in table 9.2. 

Table 9.2. Purpose of Creative New Zealand. 

Outcome 1: New Zealanders Participate in the Arts: 

Creative New Zealand is one of several funders of community arts and aims to provide 
opportunities for all New Zealanders to have access to and participate in the arts for the benefit of 
their communities.   

Providing opportunities for Māori, Pacific peoples and diverse ethnic groups to participate in their 
arts is a key element to this outcome.  By providing a wide range of arts experiences, throughout 
the country.  Creative New Zealand contributes to local communities’ engagement with the arts. 

 Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa, Annual Report 2011–2012 (Wellington, 2012), 7.19
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In particular, we seek to make a difference though the following three impacts: 

- Māori heritage arts - Māori communities preserve, develop and transmit their cultural 
traditions and artistry 

- Pacific heritage arts - Pacific communities preserve, develop and transmit their customary 
artistic practices 

- Community arts participation - New Zealand’s diverse communities participate in and 
develop the arts.   

Outcome 2: High-quality New Zealand Art is Developed: 

New Zealand arts depend on the creativity of artists.  Creative New Zealand seeks to ensure that 
New Zealand artists have the opportunity to fulfill their by continually developing their artforms, 
the quality of their work, and their skills and capability.   
Creative New Zealand is committed to developing and strengthening the body of New Zealand 
artistic work through the following impacts: 
- Developing potential - Artists, practitioners and arts organisations with potential develop their 

skills and practice 
- High-quality artists - Artists, practitioners and arts organisation that are acknowledged for the 

quality of their work are supported 
- Producing innovative work - High-quality and innovative new work is developed, including 

Māori and Pacific work and the works of New Zealand’s diverse cultures. 

Outcome 3: New Zealanders Experience High-quality Arts: 
Creative New Zealand aims to broaden the opportunities for New Zealanders to access the arts.  
We do this by supporting arts experiences across New Zealand and contributing to the 
organisations that provide them, including building organisations’ skills in engaging with their 
audiences.   

The availability of Māori and Pacific art is a critical component of this outcome, as is increasing 
the geographic distribution of diverse arts experiences and increasing the capability of artists, arts 
practitioners and arts organisations.   

In particular, we seek to make a difference through the following three impacts: 

- Delivery of the arts - artists, practitioners and arts organisations deliver high-quality arts 
experiences to New Zealanders 

- Diversity of the arts - New Zealand audiences have access to diverse arts experiences 
- Developing potential - Artists, practitioners and arts organisations develop skills and 

capabilities to deliver work and increase and diversify their audiences. 

Outcome 4: New Zealand Arts Gain International Success: 

Creative New Zealand aims to position the best of New Zealand’s arts and artists internationally, 
working collaboratively with its partners to achieve lasting success in target markets.  Target 
markets include Australia, Asia and the West Coast of North America, plus specific events in 
Europe such as Talente (a craft/object fair) and the Venice Biennale. 

International exposure allows artists to develop their practice through observing and interacting 
with international colleagues.  International success can also help develop New Zealand arts 
domestically by: 

- Increasing international awareness of New Zealand’s distinctive art 
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- Providing role models to inspire other New Zealand artists to raise their sights 
- Increasing local artists’ understanding of international expectations and standards 
- Providing New Zealand artists with additional income. 

Source: Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa, Annual Report 2010/2011 (Wellington, 2011), 20, 26, 31, 37, 
67, and 84. 

 As can be seen, the Creative New Zealand leadership, working with government officials, 

has many aims that make up what the organization is trying to achieve with their funding 

mechanisms.  These range from getting as many people from the general public to participate to 

making sure the “cultural products” that New Zealand produces are of an international quality.  

These objectives also help keep the organization focused on its central mission.  As Wainwright 

then explains about CNZ: 

As a young nation at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean our arts help to illustrate our lives with new 
layers of meaning and fresh perspectives. There are clear social, cultural, economic, and 
educational benefits for supporting the arts and these need to be made. But life is personal and 
experiencing great art makes life better.  20

His statement suggests that art is there in order to make life great and CNZ is there in order to 

help facilitate the making of great art.  In order to be able to support the creation of this art and 

drive the objectives of CNZ, some sort of funding source is necessary. CNZ’s funding comes 

from three main sources: the New Zealand Lottery, the Ministry of Arts and Culture, and 

miscellaneous sources.  In the 2012 financial year, the lottery gave $27,516,000, in fulfillment of 

its legal requirement to give 15 percent of its revenue to Creative New Zealand plus 15 percent 

of the income that is over the Lottery’s revenue forecast for the year.   In other words, the 21

Lottery forecasts total revenue for the year, and CNZ gets 15 percent of that forecast.  Should the 

revenue of the Lottery be over this amount, then CNZ gets 15 percent of any additional money 

 “Senior Leadership Team,” Creative New Zealand, accessed June 7, 2014, http://20

www.creativenz.govt.nz/en/about-creative-new-zealand/our-staff.

 Arts Council, Annual Report 2011–2012, 84.21
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too.  The Ministry of Arts & Culture gave $15,689,000 to the organization in 2012, the same as 

2011.  The other sources of funding include interest income ($613,000), other revenue ($94,000), 

and grant retirements and gains ($275,000).    22

 The major expenses that were incurred by Creative New Zealand in 2012 include 

funding, capability building, and advocacy ($38,529,000), personnel costs ($4,546,000), other 

operating expenses ($2,395,000), Council Board and committee fees ($269,000), and other 

charges ($1,188,000).   Two new schemes were built into the funding, capability building, and 23

advocacy line-item. The first is Arts Leadership Investment (Toi Tōtara Haemata), intended to 

provide support to well-run, financially sound organizations that fulfill key roles in the creation, 

presentation, and distribution of high-quality arts experiences for New Zealanders.  The second is 

Arts Development Investment (Toi Uru Kahikatea), a program that will complement arts 

leadership investments by offering flexibility in the range of activities that will be supported.  

Organizations will not have to fulfill key roles to qualify for the grant.   CNZ aims to fund new 24

works (such as new symphonic compositions) as well as build up organizations.  CNZ also 

strives to be an advocate for the arts to help the general public understand why they fund who 

they do and also why what they are funding is important.  The advocacy aspect is critical to the 

public’s general understanding of what exactly CNZ is funding.   

 Creative New Zealand is an integral part of the government’s efforts to promote the 

cultivation of cultural activities.  It is able to fund programs which the Ministry for Culture and 

 Ibid., 67.22

 Ibid.23

 “New Funding programmes for multi-year arts investment,” Creative New Zealand, accessed October 21, 24

2013, http://www.creativenz.govt.nz/en/news/new-funding-programmes-for-multi-year-arts-investment. 
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Heritage does not.  This is because CNZ has its own mission and purpose, and as such, it can 

concentrate on non-crown entities, which are organizations that are not owned directly by the 

government, and make sure the appropriate organizations are getting funded.  This ensures that 

not only is Creative New Zealand living up to its mission, the government is as well.  In 2011, 

CNZ commissioned a study about arts participation in the country in order to ascertain how 

many New Zealanders participated in the arts and whether the arts were valued by the population 

and agreed with the funding.  The “arts” in the resulting report are defined as visual, performing 

(a category which included Western classical music), literature, and Māori and Pacific arts.  

According to the survey respondents: 

-The arts are good for you (87 percent)  
-The arts help define who we are as New Zealanders (80 percent)  
-The arts are strong in New Zealand (76 percent)  
-The arts should receive public funding (76 percent)  
-The arts contribute positively to our economy (73 percent)  
-My local council should give money to support the arts (73 percent)  
-My community would be poorer without the arts (69 percent)   25

The study found that in total, 95 percent of New Zealanders aged 15 or more had attended at least one arts 

or culture event in this period.  Based on Statistics New Zealand population projections, this represents an 

estimated 3.347 million people aged 15 or older.   For the performing arts, based on the responses of the 26

(age 15 and older), it was found that: 

-59 percent have attended at least one performing arts event (46 percent have attended a concert 
or musical performance, 33 percent have attended the theatre, and 21 percent have attended a 
ballet or dance event).  
-19 percent have been actively involved in the performing arts (13 percent in concerts or musical 
performances, 6 percent in ballet or dance events, and 5 percent in theatre).  27

 Creative New Zealand, New Zealanders and the Arts: Attitudes, Attendance, and Participation in 2011 25

(Wellington, 2012), 16.

 Ibid., 8–9.26

 Ibid., 15.27
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The report does not give evidence of actual participation in cultural productions, such as playing 

an instrument or painting, just facts and figures to assert the population’s commitment to all 

forms of the arts.  Also, although only 2,580 people were interviewed for the study, a relatively 

small sample, the government cites these figures when justifying funding allocations for the 

creative arts.  The study also affords the Ministry for Culture and Heritage officials the 

opportunity to cite these figures when discussing new programs.   

New Zealand Spending on Cultural Goods 

The government also keeps track of what it deems to be cultural good and how 

individuals support the industries that create them.  This is done so that CNZ staff can access 

empirical evidence that their cultural policies have merit and that ratepayer money is being spent 

wisely.  The report cannot tell the entire story on cultural spending, nor does it imply that the 

government is spending money on all pertinent activities the public would like them to.  It 

merely gives a snapshot of the sample population at a specific point in time and suggests one 

avenue of cultural spending for the country.  

 The reason the government keeps track of cultural goods, as defined in the New Zealand 

Framework for Cultural Statistics, is “to improve the range and quality of statistical information 

about the cultural sector—for the development of cultural policy by both central and local 

government, for monitoring the sector’s progress and performance, and for future planning.”   28

The report used the most recent figures available, which were for the year that ended in June 

2007, and as such do not include the latest recession, nor do they include the latest methods to 

consume music and video on the internet.  This information is still helpful in trying to ascertain 

 Culture and Heritage, Household Spending on Culture 2010 (Wellington, 2010), 5.28
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what exactly is important at that time in society and how relevant some activities are.  Orchestras 

are not an activity that a vast majority of the population patronizes, and yet, the government still 

feels it is important to fund these organizations.   

Figure 9.1. New Zealand Household Spending on Cultural Goods (in millions of dollars), 2006–2007.  (Source: 
Ministry for Culture and Heritage, Household Spending on Culture 2010 (Wellington, 2010), 4.) 

 The chart above (figure 9.1) shows New Zealand household spending on cultural goods 

using data collected between 2006 and 2007.  The list is quite diverse, combining television 

charges (for services such as Sky TV) with magazine subscriptions, newspapers, and other items, 

such as recorded music, concerts, cultural activities, and others that are considered to be cultural 

products.  The definition of cultural products is not readily apparent in governmental literature.  
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In 1995, when a definition was drawn up in the New Zealand Framework for Cultural Statistics 

for cultural products, it was limited to listing activities.   

 As can be seen in figure 9.1, New Zealanders spend the most on television, followed 

closely by audio and visual appliances, which are the physical equipment that is bought to 

consume media, such as televisions, stereos, and other devices.  Theatre, ballet, concerts, and 

plays only consume 3 percent of all cultural spending in New Zealand.  Therefore, even though 

figure 9.1 looks impressive in relation to the amount of money spent in total, the $64.1 million 

spent on theatre, ballet, concerts, and plays pales in comparison to the $2.84 billion spent on 

other cultural products, such as television and sports.  Of course, to those who went to the 

theatre, ballet, concerts, or plays, they were important  activities.  If anything, this chart gives a 

clear indication of why the government feels it necessary to subsidize symphonic organizations 

as well as other arts organizations.  By using data such as this, politicians can justify the support 

they give to these various organizations: these are legitimized by the fact that the public spends 

money on them.  

 According to the report, for the performing arts, these include: 

- theatrical performance, dance, opera and theatrical music; Māori performing arts; and the 
performing arts of other ethnic and cultural groups; 

- music, which includes primary music creation; popular music performance; classical music 
performance; and the performing, publishing and retailing of music; 

- services to the performing arts, which includes venues and other support services.   29

In total, 14 percent of households reported expenditures on the performing arts and music in 

2006/07.  This equaled $222.7 million; included in this is $95 million for recorded music and 

$64.1 million spent on admission charges to symphonic concerts.   It is important to note that 30

 Ibid., 16.29

 Ibid.30
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this data does not include things such as iTunes subscriptions or streaming services such as 

Spotify.  They were not popular enough for the government to collect data on at that point.  

Indeed, iTunes was only about four years old at that point and Spotify was not even a company.  

This data could indicate why the government does feel it is necessary to support symphonic 

organizations.  Even though the orchestras in New Zealand do not see the entire amount of 

money spent, as much of this monetary capital would be spent on audio or video recordings of 

foreign orchestras and musical scores, there is a certain segment of the population that does 

patronize symphonic concerts.  The Auckland Philharmonia is supported by the central 

government (through Creative New Zealand) and the city of Auckland, each of which gives 

approximately $2.5 million dollars a year to the orchestra.  When the orchestra was near 

bankruptcy, the Auckland Council accepted the responsibility to fund the orchestra. 

 The New Zealand national average of weekly household spending on cultural products 

and services is $34.70.  This, however, varies widely across income brackets.  Those that make 

under $17,600 a year spend around $13.00 on cultural goods each week, where those making 

over $131,300 spend around $76.90.   As the report on cultural spending attests: 31

The association between household income and cultural spending is also apparent from the fact 
that the 10 percent of households which made up the top income decile accounted for 22 percent 
of the aggregate annual expenditure on cultural goods and services, while the 20 percent of the 
households which made up the lowest two deciles accounted for just 9 percent of the 
expenditure.    32

This shows the fact that people with more money to spend account for a greater proportion spent 

on cultural goods such as movies, ballet, sports, television, theatre, and concerts, which is logical 

since these individuals have more disposable income.  What the numbers do not explain is what 

 Ibid., 9.31

 Ibid.32
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this cultural spending is on.  It could certainly be on orchestras, but it could just as easily be on 

sports.  This is why the annual reports of cultural organizations, such as orchestras, can be so 

important: they make it possible to actually ascertain what their sources of income are. 

 In May 2010, Creative New Zealand commissioned the Allen Consulting Group to 

conduct research into private-sector support in order to gauge where additional funding for arts 

organizations could be found.  The consulting group concluded that the private sector—

businesses—was the most viable place to get additional external support as it was unrealistic to 

rely solely on wealthy philanthropists to fund these organizations.   The amount of money the 33

central government contributes to symphonic organizations is projected to stay steady for at least 

the next five years, hence the push to have businesses contribute more to the orchestras.  As 

Lewis Holden, the chief executive of the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, states about the 

possibility of new funding sources for performing arts ensembles, “[I]t’s clear substantial new 

public resources will not be forthcoming in the near future.”    34

 Some New Zealand businesses have been open to the idea of increasing their 

philanthropy to symphonic organizations.  Businesses have reported that the two most common 

motivations for increasing their contributions were reaching a particular market segment and 

increasing brand awareness.   The funds given to cultural organizations were for pro bono 35

provision of services (17 percent), operational costs (16 percent), infrastructure or equipment (15 

 Ministry for Arts, Culture and Heritage, Growing the Pie: Increasing the Level of Cultural Philanthropy 33

in Aotearoa New Zealand (Wellington, 2010), 25.

 Ministry for Culture and Heritage, New Zealand Professional Orchestra Sector Review: Final Report, 34

Wellington, 2013, 5.

 Ministry for Culture and Heritage, Sponsorship of Cultural Events, Organisations and Activities 2007 35

(Wellington, 2008), 18.
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percent), and sponsorship of single productions or performances (11 percent).   When the Bruce 36

Mason Centre (BMC) on Auckland’s North Shore was built, it got a grant of $200,000 from 

Canon.  As managing director of Canon, Gordon Lamont, explains, the grant “was not difficult to 

make, meshing as it did with Canon’s corporate philosophy worldwide of kyosei—a Japanese 

term encompassing the vision of living and working together for the common good.”   That is 37

important in that it indicates that Canon thought that the BMC would be beneficial to the 

community as a whole.  Of course, there was a benefit to Canon as well in that people saw that 

the company had donated toward this community project, thus raising Canon’s profile and 

ultimately resulting in increased sales.  More businesses like Canon will need to donate financial 

capital to organizations in order for the sector to grow.  

 The New Zealand government supports the arts in various ways, both directly through 

monetary funding and indirectly through research into cultural goods spending.  The money 

allocated to orchestras, ballet, and opera totals approximately $36,145,000.  This figure includes 

all of the Arts Council of New Zealand (Creative New Zealand) money.  Not all of this was spent 

on orchestras, but it all went toward grants that were aimed at the cultural sector.  This figure 

does not include funding from regional councils (such as Auckland Council).  At 11.2 percent, it 

represents a fraction of the $322,949,000 allocated to cultural goods in New Zealand in fiscal 

year 2010–2011.  

 The money spent by governmental sources to fund orchestral ensembles is not 

inconsequential and is necessary to keep these organizations in existence.  It is estimated by the 

 Ibid., 7.36

 Bruce Mason Centre opening celebrations, Monday July 29 to Thursday August 15, 1996.37
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Ministry for Culture and Heritage that only 11 percent of the adult population attends symphonic 

concerts.  This figure does not take into account people who see the orchestral ensembles at open 

days or free concerts, and it would probably be greatly increased if it did.  The next chapter will 

explore the reasoning for supporting a national orchestra in New Zealand and a city orchestra in 

Auckland and discuss the implications of this.   
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CHAPTER 10 

10. THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN CONTEMPORARY NEW ZEALAND 

The story of the symphony orchestra in Auckland has been a complex one.  Yet, the story 

is never a linear, clear line for any orchestra.  There are pitfalls, obstructions, dangers, and crises 

that threaten to derail an orchestra in a city.  It is how the supporters, musicians, and management 

respond to these challenges that determines what happens to the ensemble.  Sometimes, as in the 

case of the Symphonia of Auckland, the difficulties are too great and the orchestra ceases to 

exist.  There are instances, however, when there is enough support, both from people in power 

and interested community members, to save the ensemble, as was seen with the Auckland 

Philharmonia.   

Throughout Auckland’s history, the role and place of the orchestra in the city has been 

difficult to ascertain and the reasons for the orchestra’s existence has been questioned.  For 

decades, supporting an ensemble was difficult in the Auckland region: the orchestra was 

completely reliant on an external force, the central government, which was not sufficient in the 

past to support the ensemble.  It was only with the reorganization of the Auckland region and 

amenities funding that the Auckland Philharmonia attained adequate and appropriate funding for 

its operations.  This thesis has explored many of the reasons for this funding and why an 

orchestra is even necessary for a city.  This chapter summarizes the key findings of this thesis, 

the implications of this research, and further research that has been indicated from this study.  

Overview of Findings 

 As first explained in chapter one, this thesis was to explore two aspects of the symphony 

orchestra: 
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1. Examine the history of the transplantation of Western classical music, specifically the 
symphony orchestra, to New Zealand through 1946, with a focus on the discourse of musical 
and cultural value and on funding (and other relevant) decisions taken in support of Western 
classical music; 

2. Examine in depth the subsequent history of this support, focusing on private and state efforts 
to develop a symphony orchestra, with specific reference to the debates and decision-making 
processes around funding for orchestral development, and on the main instigators of 
orchestral development: musicians, central and Auckland government officials, and private 
individuals, among others.  

This thesis argued that orchestral ensemble leadership in Auckland chose to use the limited 

social, cultural, and economic capitals at their disposal to not only sustain ensembles in a city 

that originally did not want them, but also grew the orchestras so that the citizens of Auckland, 

and not just the central government, supported the ensembles.  There were also three questions 

that were explored as well:  

1. What led the central government to create a national orchestra in Wellington and then create 
orchestras in the main cities of the country? 

2. Who in Auckland, and the central government, were the main instigators of the creation of 
orchestral ensembles?  Were they musicians, government officials, or private citizens, or a 
combination of the three? 

3. What changed in Auckland from 1980 until 2004 that allowed the Auckland Philharmonia to 
not go bankrupt and continue to receive a stable subsidy? 

 This analysis showed that the transplantation of Western classical music was done 

gradually over the first one hundred years of the country, where small ensembles were paid for 

by private individuals.  It was the absence of cultural and social capital, especially in Auckland, 

that caused the greatest amounts of problems for symphonic ensembles.  The central government 

did not get heavily involved in the support of orchestral ensembles until the Christchurch 

International Exhibition in 1906, and even then the orchestra created for that event was 

disbanded in 1907 due to a lack of funds.  It was not until the centennial of New Zealand in 1939 

that a permanent orchestra for the country was seriously considered.  Due to World War II, this 

project was delayed until 1946, when the National Orchestra was founded.  This was done to 
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project the nation’s “cultural maturity,” as espoused by Prime Minister Peter Fraser and the 

director of broadcasting, James Shelley, as explained in chapter four.  The orchestra represented a 

connection to Great Britain and was part of the recreation of Western musical culture in New 

Zealand.  It was also an educational tool as well to bring music to the entire country.  

Government officials, mainly from the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council in 1963, then started 

supporting not only the national orchestra but also regional orchestral goals.  This was 

extensively discussed in chapters six and seven, with the Symphonia of Auckland and why it 

went from being a part-time to a full-time ensemble.  How government officials, especially the 

heads of the Ministry for Culture and Heritage and Creative New Zealand, justify governmental 

support for symphonic ensembles was explored in chapters eight and nine.   

 The data that was generated from this report was analyzed using the extended case 

method (ECM).  ECM is an ethnographic tool that looks at local conditions for a certain area and 

then expands the analysis to encompass a global viewpoint.  The first aspect of ECM involves 

participant observation, and this was achieved by going to orchestral concerts and activities put 

on by the Auckland Philharmonia and the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra to observe who 

attends these.  The second aspect involves observation over time, and this was achieved by 

attending many concerts over the course of the three years to determine whether audiences were 

the same, overlapping or separate, especially between the Auckland Philharmonia and New 

Zealand Symphony Orchestra.  Concert reviews from years past were also reviewed in order to 

understand audience make-up in earlier decades of concert performances.  The third element of 

ECM, looking from the local to the global, involved researching other orchestras and how they 

have responded to changing demographic and technological trends.  The orchestral scene in 
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Wellington was analyzed in order to explain how orchestral music developed in the city and 

became an activity that was supported by the government.  Auckland then followed Wellington’s 

lead and started an amateur orchestra, which grew rapidly, but without sufficient support from 

the general public.  This in turn led to the government getting more involved in the funding of 

orchestral music.  The historical milestones of orchestral development in Auckland and the 

important individuals have also been described in this thesis because of what they show about 

individual agency in regard to orchestral support.  

 While the findings of this research are varied and complex, the following five 

conclusions stand out regarding symphonic organizations in New Zealand:  

1. Tensions between Auckland and Wellington exist as a result of the national capital—and thus, the 
national orchestra—being located in the smaller of the two cities.  This has been a factor in the 
fortunes of the APO, whose market encompasses 34 percent of the country’s population and growing; 

2. There has been a cyclical process of growth followed by collapse in the orchestral scene over the 
country’s history, as explained in chapters five and six.  Yet, with this growth and collapse, there have 
been members of the central government who, when caught by the surprise of an ensemble near 
collapse, have, since 1940, been quick to implement some sort of funding measure to maintain the 
ensemble’s existence.  This was due to the fact that government officials, under different 
administrations, all felt that the orchestras were part of the country’s “cultural maturity” and needed 
to be supported in some way; 

3. Orchestral ensemble leadership in Auckland has chosen to use the limited social, cultural, and 
economic capital at their disposal to not only sustain the ensembles in a city that originally did not 
seek them, but also try to grow the orchestras so that the citizens of Auckland, and not just the central 
government, would come to support the ensembles, as was explained in chapter six; 

4. The reason the Auckland Philharmonia was rescued in 2004, thus changing the repetitive cycle of 
orchestral growth and collapse, was that an individual with the political power to do so, Prime 
Minister Helen Clark, helped change the funding system.  She felt the orchestra was an important 
asset to the city and worked with various stakeholders to reform the city councils and create a stable 
funding stream for the orchestra.  This in turn allowed the orchestra to concentrate its efforts on 
community building, which it is still doing today;  

5. When an orchestral ensemble is initially subsidized by some type of entity, be it public or private, and 
then maintained by players, management, and their audience, without the support of the broader 
community it will always fail.  Social capital must be maintained between individuals and cultural 
capital must be expanded in the population.  If it receives such support, then the ensemble will 
survive, but this support must be continually replenished through some type of educational means, as 
was seen in chapter eight.  
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Musicians have frequently assumed that simply asserting the importance of something means 

that it is significant.  The actions that individuals are willing to take in order to assert importance 

can range from how much money individuals are willing donate to an orchestra all the way to 

voting for legislation making it easier for orchestras to obtain government grants.  Since classical 

music was transplanted to New Zealand, it had to be artificially supported and maintained by the 

central government on a national scale.  This is seen in such individuals as Professor James 

Shelley, the Honorable Christopher Finlayson, Prime Minister Helen Clark, and Prime Minister 

Peter Fraser, who were able to support activities that they saw as being a worthwhile investment 

for the country as a whole.  These individuals supported orchestras because, through their 

learned attitudes, they had accepted the notion that an orchestra is important and brings some 

type of social value and benefit to the community, as was seen with Clark’s love of Western 

classical music all her life.   They all have the cultural capital to support the ensembles and were 1

in a position to support them; they were elites.    

Implications of Research 

 A 1993 report, “Americanizing the American Orchestra,” commissioned by the League of 

American Orchestras, argued that American orchestras could survive in the late twentieth century 

by becoming social and community-services organizations.  The report’s authors encouraged 

orchestral musicians and managers to challenge their thinking about the purpose of the 

symphony orchestra and go beyond mere stewardship of Western classical music.   The report 2

encouraged orchestral managers to strive for their institutions to be: 

 Brian Edwards, Helen: Portrait of a Prime Minister (Auckland: Exisle Publishing Limited, 2001), 54.1

 Philip Kennicott, “America’s Orchestras are in Crisis: How an effort to popularize classical music 2

undermines what makes orchestras great,” New Republic, August 25, 2013, http://www.newrepublic.com/article/
114221/orchestras-crisis-outreach-ruining-them.
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-Dedicated to the goal of providing music of excellence and beauty to a rapidly changing, democratic, 
pluralistic society; 
-Representative of the cultural and racial diversity of that society; 
-Infused with musical energy and creativity; 
-Pioneering in spirit and willing to take intelligent risks; 
-Responsive to and inclusive of its community.  3

How does one define “excellence and beauty” in a musical context?  What is meant by being 

“representative of the cultural and racial diversity of that society?”  What is an “intelligent risk”?  

The report does not specify what these lofty goals mean.  Instead of merely presenting concerts, 

the orchestras were encouraged to turn themselves into community organizations with a central 

role to play in society.  These five recommendations are difficult to define from a practical point 

of view.  After the report came out, the League of American Orchestras backed the report, and 

strongly suggested that the recommendations were followed by ensembles across the United 

States.  It was hoped by politicians, musicians, and orchestral managers that if these 

recommendations were followed they would help the American orchestra thrive in the late 

twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.   

 In 2012, the original report was revisited by the League of American Orchestras to see if 

any discernible impact, in terms of audiences and donations, could be measured in the 

intervening twenty years.  As Philip Kennicott, the Washington Post’s art and architecture critic, 

wrote in 2013 about the impact of the report: 

One striking thing about the League’s annual [meeting] in June was how many top orchestra 
leaders acknowledge that many of their innovations—educational programs, diversity and 
outreach efforts, musical healing events at hospitals and hospices, community concerts away from 
the orchestra hall—have not yielded anything encouraging when it comes to enticing new 
audiences. ‘But it’s the right thing to do,’ they say, regardless.  4

 American Symphony Orchestra League, “Americanizing the American Orchestra” (Washington, D.C.: 3

American Symphony Orchestra League, 1993), 8.

 Kennicott, “America’s Orchestras are in Crisis,” August 25, 2013.4
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What was proposed in 1993 was a shift way from how orchestral ensembles had traditionally 

approached their activities, mainly through staging concerts.  Many of the larger orchestral 

ensembles involved in the League had been slow to acknowledge that a problem existed with 

their financial picture and audiences and had decided to stay the course, so to speak, with what 

they knew and maintain their operations as before.  This meant that the suggestions in the report 

had not fully been realized.   

 Since the report had not been fully realized, and since it seems that some orchestra’s in 

the United States did not fully implement the program, orchestras all over the world have 

continued to push for the implementation of community programs.  They still see educational 

programs as the only way to build cultural capital within the general population.  The APO is no 

different and has been working on building strong relationships in its community with its APO 

Connecting program, as explained in chapter seven.  This program provides the orchestra with a 

way to engage the community.  The musicians feel that the orchestra affords them opportunities 

to meet the audience and build connections with them.  As the CEO of the APO, Barbara Glaser, 

stated when asked if Western classical music was dying, “Not at all.  I just think it continually 

needs to reinvent itself. . . Let’s find other ways to be relevant to the community—that will 

include things like a pop series, a really strong focus on education, maybe looking at different 

venues.  Do concerts always need to be in the concert hall?”   In the APO, there has been an 5

acknowledgement by the orchestra management, government officials, and the musicians 

themselves that something had to change to garner stronger community support and build up 

 Rod Biss, “Steady at the helm,” Metro Magazine, April 30, 2006, page 90.5
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cultural capital for the organization and social capital between the community for the orchestra.  

The orchestra’s educational programs were introduced as a way to bring about this change.  

 The former prime minister of New Zealand, Helen Clark, was a great supporter of the arts 

because she felt that the arts reflected who New Zealanders were and expressed their identity.   6

She invested heavily in the arts in order to make sure that the cultural identity of the nation was 

preserved.  This harks back to Prime Minister Peter Fraser in 1946 stating that the national 

orchestra represented New Zealand’s cultural maturity.  Government officials and the main 

funding bodies of the arts in New Zealand are adamant that the arts are central to New Zealand’s 

identity.  The Arts Council of New Zealand’s main legislative purpose is to “encourage, promote, 

and support the arts in New Zealand for the benefit of all New Zealanders [and also] to promote 

the development of a New Zealand identity in the arts. . .”   This legislation and the sentiments 7

expressed by Helen Clark and Peter Fraser all refer to the cultural identity of the country: the 

orchestra is still supported because it is seen as an element of New Zealand identity.  This is also 

why, when the APO almost went bankrupt in 2004, the Auckland City Council moved to shift the 

funding of regional amenities to the entire region, as opposed to having individual councils 

support certain amenities.  The Clark government made it a priority to not only save the 

ensemble but also make sure that government support from both the Auckland region and the 

central government would be consistent.   

 As the clarinetist James Fry relates about why interactions with the audience are so 

important:  

 Helen Clark, “Moving towards a better NZ future,” New Zealand Herald, February 2, 2005.6

 Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa Act 2014, New Zealand (passed Jan. 31, 2014).7
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It’s only in the last two years, no, it would have been four years, maybe, the orchestra started to 
do this whole thing where they would give us vouchers where we could come out [to the bar in 
the Town Hall after a concert]. . . It’s another way that we interact with the community.  Like, you 
know, we don’t usually hang out with a lot of punters, so it’s a really good way to get that they’re 
just normal people, kind of thing.  8

The former concertmaster of the APO, Brecon Carter, expanded on this idea: 

But in terms of why the heck why would you have an orchestra, one of the great things to 
experience after a concert is to meet members of the audience.  People come, maybe having a 
terrible day at work or suffering, whatever, and the music uplifts them.  Really, it’s one of the 
principal reasons I’m involved.  I think that music is part of our creation, part of our being, and 
we need to express it in some way, and this is one of the ways. . .  9

While they make separate points in terms of the effect that getting to know the audience has on 

them, they are both articulating particular sentiments about getting to know audience members 

and interacting with their community—the entire purpose of the APO Connecting series.  It 

reached 20,534 people in 2013, and the APO management has indicated that with more money, 

other programs could be expanded for even more community outreach.   These programs 10

include the APO Partnership with Schools, Tunes 4 Toddlers, and Sistema Aotearoa.   During 11

these programs, the public also gets to thank musicians individually, building bonds, and 

potentially eventual friendships, between the musicians and the audience.  Those social bonds—

the social capital—is what is important to the orchestra’s survival.   

 In New Zealand, educational outreach has been viewed by musicians, orchestral 

ensembles, and their supporters as the best way to create social and cultural capital and, by 

extension, value for symphony orchestras.  This is the policy that the governmental ministers 

 James Fry, interview by author, November 4, 2011. 8

 Brecon Carter, interview by author, October 18, 2011.9

 Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, Annual Report 2013 (Auckland, 2014), 10.10

 Ibid.11
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have decided to follow, and this can be seen clearly with programs such as the Sistema program.  

As Dennie Wolf explains: 

We need to ask, ‘What exactly is being learned?’  Similarly, we need to ask why such effects 
occur.  What is it about sustained and coherent collaboration that supports the development of a 
taste for more than convenient solutions or a capacity for understanding complex meanings?  
Such questions are significant, for their precision carries us from knowing that the arts matter in 
education to understanding why and how they matter.  12

The problem with this approach, however, is the amount of time and money that is necessary  to 

teach music to school-age children.  They could enjoy the way the music sounds, appreciate the 

history of a piece, or be taught how to create music themselves.  They could also learn about the 

history of music in general to see how different musical periods fit together or even teach 

instruments to others.  In order to accomplish this, however, an enormous amount of financial 

capital would have to be expended for the various programs in order to teach every single 

schoolchild in the city to be proficient in orchestral customs and history.  Because of these 

enormous financial requirements, a full educational program for an entire school population is 

unlikely.  An audience for Western classical music may not need such a formal education: even 

people without it can still attend concerts and appreciate them.  Informal education, the kind that 

is absorbed just by living and being out in the environment, can also provide excellent 

opportunities to help people gain an appreciation for their environment, which, if exposed to it, 

can include Western classical music.   

 With the APO using its Connecting series in a multi-faceted way, the management of the 

orchestra and officials of Creative New Zealand expect the program to improve the chances of 

education having an effect of creating social and cultural capital for the organization among 

 Dennie Palmer Wolf, “Why the Arts Matter in Education or Just what do Children Learn When They 12

Create an Opera,” in Champions of Change: The Impact of the Arts on Learning, ed. E. Fiske (Washington, DC: The 
Arts Education Partnership and the President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, 1999), 98.
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multiple audiences.  A musician feels that music is important because they have spent countless 

hours practicing, playing chamber music, and being in an orchestra.  When an orchestra is in 

financial trouble, the musicians are the first to come to the its defense, especially because their 

livelihood is at stake.  Those that work for orchestras (or cultural grant-making bodies) may be 

classical musicians or classical music lovers as well, with an understanding of what a symphony 

orchestra is and clear ideas about why it is important to them.  From a societal perspective, those 

who have no connection to symphonic ensembles are the ones who would most clearly benefit 

from educational programs.  These individuals might not be Western classical music 

connoisseurs, but they can still have an understanding of what an orchestral ensemble is.  They 

then can make an informed decision as to whether or not they would like there to be 

governmental support for the orchestra.  

 This thesis has utilized materials from a variety of sources in the study of orchestral 

music in Auckland.  The materials were varied and complex, but consistent themes emerged 

from my research.  These themes included why the elites fund orchestral ensembles, especially 

on a national level, to the similar structures of symphonic orchestra managements worldwide.  

This is especially pertinent when discussing the economic theories of William Baumol and 

William Bowen and their “cost disease” from chapter two.  Symphonic organizations cannot 

make a profit on the product they sell.  As has been argued in this thesis, however, if there is 

enough of a community buy-in, then the costs of the orchestra could potentially be lowered, 

especially if more people donate to the ensembles.  Also, if there is more community 

involvement buying products and supporting the ensemble that way, then orchestral ensembles 

could theoretically become self sustaining.   
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 This thesis discussed how orchestras in Auckland from 1940 to 2014 have navigated the 

changing dynamic of orchestral funding and changing audience taste.  Although this story is 

unique to Auckland, the themes that run through it are universal, from a lack of funding for 

orchestras to an uninterested public in the early decades of the orchestra’s formation.  What is 

unique to Auckland is how the orchestra was saved in Auckland in the early twenty-first century 

and why that happened.  This included the government stepping in to change the city’s funding 

structure and create the supercity, which in turn guaranteed a stable funding structure for the 

orchestra.  As explained, this was done partly out of civic pride, but mostly because of a notion 

of nationalism and what it means to be a developed nation: government officials felt that, since 

they saw Auckland as a cosmopolitan city, it needed an orchestra.  In this thesis, the reader is 

able to see how there have been people in New Zealand, mainly those in governmental power, 

who worked over decades, as they continue to work, to make what they value—Western classical 

music, orchestras in particular, prevail over what others with lesser political power value.   

The central government, local councils, and patrons who fund these ensembles see them 

as an amenity that should be funded for a variety of reasons.  Value can be created for symphonic 

ensembles by a certain subculture, “an elitist-minority,” as explained in chapter two, who buy 

tickets, support the ensembles through government grants, merchandise, and donate money to 

symphonic organizations.  As the pianist and conductor Thomas Stumpf states about elitist-

minorities and what status and prestige is assigned to people when they go to a symphonic 

concert today: 

‘The Symphony’ as a more or less elegant, if expendable, accessory for a lifestyle whose more 
pressing concerns are shopping at the right stores and eating at the right restaurants.  Ah, the laws 
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of the marketplace.  They not only mislead listeners into a false understanding of music as just 
one more aspect of consumerism.  They hurt the musicians themselves.    13

This is very similar to Bill Ivey’s quotation at the beginning of this thesis in chapter one when he 

was discussing the fact that music is trying to be two things at the same time, both unique and 

challenging.  As he says “in that role [of being accessible only to those willing to study and 

reflect] it is the willing hostage of social elites drawn to black-tie opening nights.”   Yet Western 14

classical music also claims to be for everyone.  Stumpf and Ivey are both talking about 

symphony orchestra concerts as being a lifestyle, as being a venue for the social elites to be 

“seen in the right place” and “talk with the right people.”  But, is this line of thinking really 

correct?  Are orchestras really just for the social elites of New Zealand?  Trying to equate 

symphonic organizations with the elite is too simple, especially when considering the history of 

the ensembles in Auckland.  As has been explored in chapter five, the history of music in New 

Zealand is far more dynamic and varied, with ownership of the ensembles between shared 

between various social groups.  This research has combined various case studies of previous 

orchestral ensembles in Auckland, using historical ethnography, in order to tell the story of 

orchestral music in the city of Auckland in order to see how value was created for orchestras. 

 Harry Ellis Dickson, who was a violinist in the Boston Symphony Orchestra for nearly 

fifty years, relates one effect of popular music artists performing with the Boston Pops Orchestra, 

which is what the Boston Symphony is known as in the spring: 

One very positive thing that came about through our Evening at Pops television series was our 
close association with a new breed of performers, those who had made it in the popular field.  
With our classical training, many of us had previously looked upon these ‘Stars,’ no matter how 

 Thomas Stumpf, A Sounding Mirror: Courage and Music in our Time (Higganum, CT: Higganum Hill 13

Books, 2005), 83.

 Bill Ivey, Arts, Inc.: How Greed and Neglect Have Destroyed Our Cultural Rights (Berkeley: University 14

of California Press, 2010), 173.
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successful they were, or how popular, as beneath us.  These were ‘entertainers,’ not musicians, 
not artists.  They made lots of money; so what?  Their appeal was to the masses, the uncultured, 
the uneducated.  And how wrong we finally realized we were!  Most of those who appeared with 
us on our TV shows were true artists in their own right, highly gifted men and women, serious 
and just as dedicated to their craft as we were to ours.  And there was established a mutual respect 
between us, which I hope will continue in our future collaboration.  American popular music has 
made, and will continue to make, a significant cultural contribution not only to our own country 
but to the rest of the world.  15

Many of the orchestral musicians were skeptical of popular artists, such as Duke Ellington or 

Ella Fitzgerald, who were popular when Dickson was in the Boston Symphony.  What changed 

Dickson’s mind, and other musicians in the orchestra, was that it became evident to them that 

many popular music musicians were just as skilled musically as classical musicians.  Just 

because a musician has not gone to a traditional music college does not mean the musician is any 

less trained in music-making; their training came in different ways.  This is why so there are so 

many aspirations for programs like the APO Remix the Orchestra, which is part of the APO 

Connecting program; it involves taking two art forms and having them learn from one another, as 

in the case of the Boston Pops.  The danger is going to be balancing the need to move the 

orchestra forward programmatically in terms of repertoire, without going so far as to alienate the 

primary funders of symphonic institutions, like governmental officials or business leaders, who 

have a certain idea of what an orchestra is and want to hear a certain repertoire.  

 There is a danger of this approach diluting the symphonic experience.  If the orchestra 

only presents concerts that are outside of what is looked upon as the “traditional” concert 

experience (or non-traditional repertoire as defined by other symphonic bodies), then the 

organization could stray from what it means to be an orchestra in the eyes of its various 

stakeholders.  If the musicians, management, and major funders feel that the organization is not 

 Harry Ellis Dickson, Arthur Fiedler and The Boston Pops (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1981), 15

56-57.
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living up to a “symphonic” ideal, it could cause major problems with the future of the 

organization: an identity crisis.  This was the situation that transpired in 1964 with the Auckland 

String Players becoming the Symphonia of Auckland: it was the musicians and management who 

pushed for the larger ensemble, not the public at large.  The public was not enamored with the 

ensemble and did not see a reason to support it.   

 As was seen in the last chapter, government officials use surveys and other 

methodologies to justify their funding positions.  They also study the “impact” the arts have on 

their communities.  The New Zealand Council for Educational Research was tasked with 

researching the merits of the arts and their social, economic, and cultural impact. These included: 

-Arts learning can contribute to high-level goals: preparing New Zealanders to help create a 
prosperous and sustainable knowledge economy; fostering creativity and innovation; and 
preparing New Zealanders to be national and global citizens. 
-Studies indicate positive effects from arts learning and participation.  Some studies suggest 

particular outcomes for specific kinds of arts learning and participation (e.g., music learning and 
spatial thinking), while a few large studies suggest that students in “arts-rich” learning 
environments do better overall than students whose schooling environments are “arts-poor”. 
-Each arts discipline has its own history, culture and practices.  For school students, arts learning 

occurs in several ways: in the curriculum as a stand-alone subject or integrated across 
curriculum areas; as a co-curricular or leisure activity; and as an individual or collaborative 
pursuit.  16

 This report gives an indication of how the New Zealand government justifies its spending 

on cultural organizations, including the country’s symphony orchestras.  By citing this data, 

government officials can state that New Zealanders do support government funding for all art 

forms and that the funding should be maintained, thereby allowing these subsidies to continue.  

For private individuals, the notion of philanthropy seems to have changed, as explained in 

chapter three, there has been a growth in the amount of wealth available to donate to orchestral 

 New Zealand Council for Educational Research, Arts and Social, Economic and Cultural Prosperity: 16

How might learning in the arts support young New Zealanders to contribute to New Zealand’s future social, 
economic and cultural prosperity? (Wellington, 2011), 1.
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ensembles and a greater number of elite who donate to ensembles.  In New Zealand individual 

philanthropy is not as ingrained as in the United States.  Symphonic organizations in New 

Zealand would have to modify their structure so that it is based on broad-based community 

funding, not just a few monetary elites.  As Bill Ivey writes about the difficulties organizations 

like orchestras can run into, “nonprofits have drifted into a dysfunctional state of perpetual 

competition for the aggregated philanthropic and public revenue streams that have traditionally 

fed the sector.”   This is why the Minister for Culture and Heritage, Christopher Finlayson, 17

commissioned an orchestral sector review, as was explained in chapter eight, aimed at making 

the funding for the ensembles sustainable for the government in the future and attracting more 

private investment in the ensembles.   

 Why would the central government’s arts councils, musicians, and the supporters of an 

orchestral ensemble want one for Auckland?  The notion of prestige also existed at the city level 

because a full-time orchestra meant that Auckland could now claim to be a world-class city.  The 

perception of what makes a “world-class” city is varied, but having a symphony orchestra is 

often mentioned as being a requirement.  This is why the Ministry for Culture and Heritage 

always extolls the benefits of the orchestra in their annual reports to the government detailing the 

importance of the ensembles to the cultural life of New Zealand.  The government organizations 

wanted to have a “world-class” city and Auckland does too, especially since the council 

reorganization.  The new Auckland Plan devotes an entire chapter to the arts, culture, heritage, 

and lifestyle, and the Auckland Philharmonia figures prominently.  The document states about 

cultural institutions in the city: 

 Bill Ivey, Arts, Inc.: How Greed and Neglect Have Destroyed Our Cultural Rights (Berkeley: University 17

of California Press, 2008), 269.
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Auckland is fortunate to host a range of significant art and cultural institutions and collections.  
Some examples are the Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, the Auckland War Memorial 
Museum Tāmaki Paenga Hira, the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra, the heritage collections of 
Auckland Libraries Ngā Whare Mātauranga o Tāmaki Makaurau, the Auckland Zoo and the 
Auckland Theatre Company.  Institutions such as these capture and sustain our history, creativity 
and identity.  As well, they enrich Auckland’s place in the world, particularly through tourism.  
These institutions are a cornerstone in our cultural infrastructure; they instil confidence in us of 
our place in the world, and are crucial to competing in the international arena.  18

As can be seen by this statement, the city councillors want to keep the creative identity of the 

city and the history relevant.  Tourism is also a major factor for maintaining these institutions.  If 

more people come and visit Auckland, they will spend more money, thereby having a positive 

effect on the city.  In addition, residents want to live in a city where they can access arts and 

cultural opportunities.  The above quotation also alludes to the identity of Auckland, which is not 

identified but may mean the city’s shared experiences, history, and memories.   

Further Research 

 Future research evolving out of this thesis will need to ascertain whether the Sistema-type 

programs that have been appearing all over the world have a permanent place in the orchestral 

landscape.  Do they provide some sort of benefit to the ensemble, or are they no more than feel-

good experiences for the participants?  Early research suggests that Sistema-type programs do 

have relevance, but more research is needed to see what percentage of individuals need to take 

part in a given group.  Further research will also have to explore if the program creates social 

capital between Sistema’s participants for Western classical music and cultural capital for 

orchestral ensembles as well.  Further work will also have to be done on the funding models of 

symphony orchestras and whether greater audience participation can be expected due to the 

 The Auckland Plan (Auckland: Auckland Council, 2013), 119.18
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implementation of new technologies, especially the use of the internet to offer performances to a 

global market and to what extent people will be willing to pay to access these.   

 A new method to fund programs that is being implemented by non-profit organizations 

involves crowdfunding sites such as Kickstarter.com or Indiegogo.com.  Such sites allow 

individuals or companies to post projects that they would like funded.  After detailing what the 

organization wants the money for, usually in the form of a video, individuals or corporations are 

able to donate as much or as little as they like.  Special “perks” are offered for donating certain 

amounts of money.  Each project is different, so the “perks” are project-specific and set by the 

organization that started the funding request.  Every project has a set monetary goal.  If the goal 

is reached, the project is funded; if not, the money may be or might not be, depending on the 

terms of the funding agreement, returned to the donors and the project does not proceed.  The 

advantage of crowdfunding is that it democratizes the process of funding: instead of a monied 

elite being the main source of funding for an organization or a project, anyone can donate to a 

project and then feel they have a stake in its outcome.  This does not discount the traditional 

funding sources of symphonic institutions; it merely broadens the funding pool.  Future research 

will determine whether this new funding source can provide a significant, long-term new funding 

stream for orchestral projects. 

 If an organization has an idea for a project, it will only get funded if the population feels 

that it is important and has a sense of ownership over the project.  In order to raise more money 

for projects such as Sistema Aotearoa, crowdfunding may be a new avenue for orchestras to 

consider.  Once members of the public do feel they have that sense of ownership, it is more likely 

that they will care about the outcome.  This will also make future funding projects more likely to 
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get funding.  Orchestras such as the Auckland Philharmonia have to be careful that they do not 

launch too many crowdfunding projects, in order to avoid donor fatigue.   

 As Kevin McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett, in A New Framework for Building 

Participation in the Arts, explain about the current state of music research: 

Our review of the literature suggests that one key to deepening individuals’ level of involvement 
with the arts is to instill in them a greater commitment to the arts so that the arts become central 
to who they are. But how to accomplish this remains unclear. Despite the best efforts of scores of 
institutions and dedicated individuals and the investment of uncounted dollars, participation 
building remains a very difficult and not very well understood task.  19

This concept of “participation building” with respect to the arts, and specifically symphony 

orchestras, is how the cities around the world will have to approach their ensembles.  As has 

been shown, creating value is the only way for ensembles to survive in their communities, 

specifically by carving a central role for themselves in their communities.  How to do this will 

depend on researching educational programs more in depth to ascertain the benefits they can 

bring in terms of creating value for symphonic organizations and also seeing how much money is 

available for these programs.   

 Future research should include critical analysis of the demographics of orchestral music, 

particularly for New Zealand, including audience members, players, and others, at a time when 

some arts organizations are attempting to expand their demographic base.  The use of technology 

in the modern orchestra should also be discussed, especially given how the recordings industry is 

adapting and changing in the twenty-first century to new technologies, above all the internet.  

Further, the place of live orchestral concerts in contemporary culture, and what they mean, could 

be considered in future analysis.  Finally, future work should analyze the state of national New 

 Kevin F. McCarthy and Kimberly Jinnett, A New Framework for Building Participation in the Arts 19

(Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 2001), 19.
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Zealand identity, as well as Auckland identity, and how this is linked (and possibly may be even 

dependent) to a national orchestra.    

 Symphonic organizations in the twenty-first century are not only expected to perform in 

venues outside of the concert hall, they are also tasked with performing a wide variety of music, 

not just the normal Western classical repertoire associated with the orchestra.  For example, the 

APO performed with The Adults in January of 2014, a New Zealand rock band.  This has resulted 

in audiences being split into smaller and smaller factions, in order to tailor concerts specifically 

for them.  The problem with this, however, is that as programs become more specific, it becomes 

harder to market them to a wide audience.  As such, orchestras rely on stars of the field, either 

soloists or conductors, usually both, to sell the repertoire.  This means the same concertos being 

played and huge fees being paid to them and their management agencies.   This is a problem 20

that is going to have to be continually studied and evaluated: what is the true purpose and 

mission for an orchestra?  Each orchestral ensemble will be different, and it is going to be unique 

for each city, but somehow an orchestra should know what its place is in the community.  

 The citizens of the community must understand what the purpose of the ensemble is and 

specifically why the orchestra needs this funding.  Being transparent about where funding goes is 

also important so that citizens and donors can see how their money is being used.  Further 

research should focus on orchestral community outreach efforts to see if they are having an effect 

on patrons and donations.  These longitudinal studies will take many years, but it is the only way 

to determine if these programs really are the savior that orchestras have been hoping for. 

 Philip Kennicott, “America’s Orchestras are in Crisis: How an effort to popularize classical music 20

undermines what makes orchestras great,” New Republic, August 25, 2013, http://www.newrepublic.com/article/
114221/orchestras-crisis-outreach-ruining-them.
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APPENDIX A—AUCKLAND STRING PLAYERS 

Auckland String Players instrumentalists in the organizations First Annual Report, 1951. 
(Source: Auckland String Players First Annual Report, 1951, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special Collections, 
Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.) 
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APPENDIX B—SYMPHONIA OF AUCKLAND 

Telegram from the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council to Frank Hofmann about the growth of the 
Symphonia to a full-time ensemble after the Hopkins Report.  July 27, 1973. 
(Source: Telegram to Frank Hofmann, 1973, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland City 
Library, Auckland, NZ.) 
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APPENDIX C—AUCKLAND REGIONAL ORCHESTRA 

Program from the First Concert of the Auckland Regional Orchestra, 1981. 
(Source: Auckland Regional Orchestra opening concert, August 7, 1981, NZMS 1636, Sir George Grey Special 
Collections, Auckland City Library, Auckland, NZ.) 

Auckland Choral Society with the ARO, 1984 Mozart Requiem. 
(Source: Image Courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 
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APPENDIX D—AUCKLAND PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA

Promotional Photo for the Name Change From the Auckland Regional Orchestra to the Auckland 
Philharmonia, 1986. 
(Source: Courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 

Marketing Campaign for Wagner, APO, 1989. 
(Source: Image courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 
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Benjamin Britten: War Requiem, APO, Parnell, Holy Trinity Cathedral, 1997. 
(Source: Courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 

APO Connecting concert, Remix the Orchestra, 2012. 
(Source: Image in the Author’s collection.) 
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The Planets Marketing Brochure, 2011. 
(Source: Courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 
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APO Connecting Series Schedule, 2013. 
(Source: Image courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 
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APPENDIX E—AOTEA CENTER 

The APO playing at the Aotea Centre as it was Under Construction, 1988. 
(Source: Image courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.)

Graduation of the University of Auckland, 1990 at the Aotea Centre. 
(Source: University of Auckland Library.) 
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The Aotea Centre’s Original Internal Plan, early 1980s. 
(Source: Image courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 

The Aotea Centre’s Original Internal Plan, early 1980s. 
(Source: Image courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.)  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APPENDIX F—AUCKLAND TOWN HALL 

Main staircase of the Auckland Town Hall after it was Renovated, 1996. 
(Source: University of Auckland Library.)

The Great Hall in the Auckland Town Hall after it was Renovated, 1996. 
(Source: Image courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 
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The proposed renovated Town Hall in 1989 with a plan for Aotea Square as well. 
(Source: Image courtesy of the Auckland Philharmonia archives.) 

Auckland Town Hall, 2011.   
(Source: Image in Author's Collection.  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APPENDIX G—REPORTS AND LEGISLATION 

The Cover Page of the Hopkin’s Report on Orchestras in New Zealand, 1973. 
(Source: Auckland City Library.)
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Legislation Creating the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, 1963. 
(Source: Auckland City Library.)  
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APPENDIX H—WELLINGTON TOWN HALL 

Wellington Town Hall, by Joshua Charlesworth.  Picture taken between 1904 to 1922. 
(Image courtesy of the University of Auckland Library). 

Wellington Town Hall, 2013. 
(Source: Image courtesy of Ms. Miranda Orlando.) 
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APPENDIX I—CHARTS AND GRAPHS
EXPENSES

Musical Staff

Conductor 12,000

Leader 9,000

Principals (13) at 7266 94,458

Rank & File (26) at 6452 167,752 283,210

Superannuation (1%) 2,832

ACC Levy 850 3,682

Clothing Allowances 40 at $80 3,200

Instrument Allowance 40 at $100 4,000 7,200

294,092

Administrative Staff

Administrator 8,000

Promotions Director (includes commission) 6,000

Office Staff 9,250 23,250

Superannuation (1%) 232

ACC Levy 70 302

23,552

INCOME

Sales of Subscriptions 44,500

Sale of Tickets Sub Concerts 3,600

Programme Sales 2,000

Radio NZ Recordings 25,000

Local Bodies

Auckland City Council 10,000

Other Local Bodies 5,000

Suburban Concerts (12) 6,000
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Other Engagements

Concerts Symphonia Hall 3,000

Opera 32,600

Salaries $

Musical Staff (Musical Director + 40 Full Time Musicians) 315,735

Administrative Staff 33,862

Allowance for salary increases (10%) 32,959

Honorarium 2,000

Total Salaries 382,556

General Expenses 18,800

Symphonia Hall 16,500

Purchase of Assets 3,800

Total Expenditure 421,656

Income

Net Production Income 70,087

Other Income 45,500

117,587

Provincial Tours (25 concerts at 1500) 37,500

Choral Engagements (Auckland & Provincial) 9,000

Other engagements (4 at 2500) 10,000

Provincial Engagements 12,500

The NZ Ballet 7,000

School Concerts 1,000

Other income 1,000

Income other than Grants 209,700

Grant Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (as notified Sept. 1974) 130,000

339,700
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Symphonia of Auckland Orchestra Budget, April 1, 1975 to March 31, 1976. 
(Source: Auckland Public Library.)  

Anticipated deficit 1975/76 111,700
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Expenditures of capital for cultural goods in New Zealand, 2011. 
(Source: Ministry for Culture and Heritage, Annual Report 2011 (Wellington, 2012), 44-47.) 
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Antarctic Heritage Trust

New Zealand Historic Places Trust

Museum of New Zealand  
Te Papa Tongarewa

New Zealand Film Archive

New Zealand Symphony Orchestra

Royal New Zealand Ballet

Aotearoa Traditional Māori  
Performing Arts Society

New Zealand Music Commission

Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa

New Zealand Film Commission

Museums and conservation service providers

Broadcasting Commision

Television New Zealand

National Pacific Radio Trust

Radio New Zealand International

Broadcasting Standards Authority

Freeview

Commonwealth war graves

Maintenance of War graves,  
historic graves and monuments

Regional Museums

Treaty of Waitangi Commemorations

Preservation and display of Taonga Pukaki

Christchurch Earthquake: Heritage Buildings

Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa

New Zealand Memorial Park

$0.00 $35,000.00 $70,000.00 $105,000.00 $140,000.00
Management of Historic Places Museum Services
Performing Arts Services Promotion and support of the Arts and Film
Protection of taonga tūturu Public Broadcasting Services
Appropriations for other expenses to be incurred by the Crown Appropriations for Capital Expenditure



APPENDIX J—ETHICS APPROVAL

Participant Consent Form
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PARTICIPATION CONSENT FORM
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS

Project Title: FROM THE GRAMOPHONE TO THE iPAD: THE ECONOMICS AND 
HISTORY OF THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Name of Researcher: John R. Tedesco 

I agree to take part in this research.  I have read the Participant Information Sheet, have 
understood the nature of the research, and why I have been selected.  I have had the 
opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction.  I understand that 
this session will last between forty-five minutes to one hour.  I also understand that my 
organization has given assurance that the participation or non-participation of staff will not 
affect my relation or employment with the organization.  Employees from other international 
orchestras will be approached as well in this project; as yet they are unspecified.

‣ I understand that I am free to withdraw participation at any time, and to withdraw 
any data traceable to me up to specified date August 1, 2012, / period;

‣ I agree / do not agree to be audio taped;

‣  Yes / No want to remain anonymous

‣ I agree / do not agree to be photographed;

‣ I wish / do not wish to have my digital file returned to me;

‣ I wish / do not wish to receive the summary of findings;

‣ I understand that data will be kept for 6 years, after which they will be destroyed.

Name:________________________________

Signature:_____________________________               Date:__________________________

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS 
COMMITTEE ON MAY 19, 2011, FOR (3) YEARS REFERENCE NUMBER 2011/226.



Organization Consent Form
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ORGANIZATION CONSENT FORM
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS

Project Title: FROM THE GRAMOPHONE TO THE iPAD: THE ECONOMICS AND 
HISTORY OF THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Name of Researcher: John R. Tedesco 

I ______________, as the representative for __________________agree to allow employees 
to take part in this research.   I have read the Participant Information Sheet, have understood 
the nature of the research, and why my organization and employees have been selected.  I 
have  had the opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction.  It is 
understood that these sessions will last between forty-five minutes to one hour.  I also 
promise that the participation or non-participation of any staff will not affect their relation or 
employment with the organization in anyway.  I also understand other international orchestras 
will be contacted as well regarding this research.  The list of other orchestras has not been 
finalized at this time. 

‣The organization wishes / does not wish to receive the summary of findings;

‣The organization understands that data will be kept for 6 years, after which the data 

will be destroyed.

Name:________________________________

Signature:_____________________________               Date:_______________________

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS 
COMMITTEE ON MAY 19, 2011, FOR (3) YEARS REFERENCE NUMBER 2011/226.
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To:

Address: Date:

Re: research: FROM THE GRAMOPHONE TO THE iPAD: THE ECONOMICS AND 
HISTORY OF THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Research Student: John R. Tedesco

Organization Information Form
Dear

For my PhD research in the School of Music at the University of Auckland, I am proposing to 
interview selected members of your organization in order to gain an insight into the changing 
dynamics of the modern orchestra and classical music scene.  In order to gather accurate, 
firsthand, and up-to-date data on this subject, I am intending to interview a minimum of three (3) 
staff members and a minimum of five (5) musicians from your organization.  This research will 
be for my PhD thesis. 

I am writing to invite your employees to be involved in this research by agreeing to be 
interviewed on the subject of the music scene in Auckland and New Zealand.  Participation is, of 
course, voluntary.  Each interview will take between forty-five minutes and one hour, and each 
interview will be video recorded.  The video recording is completely voluntary, and it may be 
turned off at any time.  Your employees will also be free to withdraw from this project at any 
time.  This material might be used for scholarly articles, conference presentations, and may be of 
media interest as well.  Should this be the case, your organization will be contact before any 
material is released. 

The digital files from these sessions will be stored in a secure location at the University of 
Auckland in the Department of Music.  Transcriptions from our conversation will be kept for six 
(6) years, as per university policy, before they are destroyed.  The data is only to be used for this 
research project, and you are free to withdraw your data at any time.  The transcripts will be 
destroyed on August 1, 2017.  Should you wish to receive a copy of your transcript to review it, I 
may be contacted in order to send it to you. 

If the information you provide is published or reported in any manner, this will be done in a way 
that does not identify you as its source unless you have explicitly permitted me to identify you.  
Every effort will be made to keep your anonymity.  As the data collected is towards my PhD 
degree, my research supervisor will need to know your identity in order to ensure academic 
integrity.  

This project is being funded through the Postgraduate Research Student Support Account 
through the University of Auckland.  If you have any questions about my research, you are 
welcome to contact my research supervisor Associate Professor W. Dean Sutcliffe of the School 
of Music at the University of Auckland. 

Sincerely,

John R. Tedesco

Researcher:
John R. Tedesco
School of Music
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
Email: jted002@aucklanduni.ac.nz

Supervisor:
Associate Professor W. Dean Sutcliffe
School of Music
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
Telephone: +64 9 373 7599 ext 82367
Email: wd.sutcliffe@auckland.ac.nz 

Head of Department:
Professor Robert Constable 
School of Music
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
Telephone: +64 9 373 7599 ext 82071
Email: r.constable@auckland.ac.nz

For any queries regarding ethical concerns you may have contact: The Chair, The University of 
Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University of Auckland, Office of the Vice 
Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142.  Telephone 09 373-7599 extn. 83711.

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS 
COMMITTEE ON MAY 19, 2011, FOR (3) YEARS REFERENCE NUMBER 2011/226.



Material Permission Form 
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Date:______________________
Dear__________________________,

I am a research student in the Department of Music at The University of Auckland.  I am writing up my 
research in a thesis entitles From the Gramophone to the iPad: The Economics and History of the 
Symphony Orchestra. 

I am seeking permission to utilize the following copyrighted material in my thesis for the purposes of 
examination and subsequent deposit in The University of Auckland publicly available digital repository, 
ResearchSpace:

If you are happy to grant permission, please sign the authority at the bottom of this letter and return a 
copy to me.  You can also add specific instructions regarding the attribution statement that I will 
include in my thesis and any additional terms and conditions that you may require.  

If you wish to discuss the matter further, please contact me at jted002@aucklanduni.ac.nz.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

  Yours sincerely,

John R. Tedesco
PhD Candidate, Musicology
School of Music
National Institute of Creative Arts and Industries
University of Auckland

Permission
I, as Copyright Owner (or person with authority to sign on behalf of the Copyright Owner) of the 
material described above, grant permission for John R. Tedesco to copy the material as requested for 
the stated purposes, with no further action required.

Signed:________________________________________________Date:______________________

Attribution Statement
Please note any specific instructions you would like included in my acknowledgement of Copyright 
Ownership:

Terms and conditions
Please note any terms and conditions of the permission:
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